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ABSTRACT
Study Coordinator and Proceedings Editor: B.A. Wilson
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
Workshop Chairs: F.Y. Hadaegh, W.J. Kaiser and B.A. Wilson
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
During FY'92, the NASA Code RS System Analysis RTOP funded a study to evaluate the
potential impact of emerging microtechnologies on future space missions. As part of this study, a
workshop, "Microtechnologies and Applications to Space Systems" was held May 27-29th, 1992,
in Pasadena, CA. This volume serves as the Proceedings of this workshop. It contains the
manuscripts provided by plenary and parallel session presenters, and summary reports generated
from this material and from information presented during the panel discussions. Where
manuscripts were not provided, extended abstracts, if available, have been included. The order of
the papers follows the original workshop agenda.
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FOREWORD
Study Coordinator and Proceedings Editor: B.A. Wilson
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
Workshop Chairs: F.Y. Hadaegh, W.J. Kaiser and B.A. Wilson
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
During FY'92, the NASA Code RS System Analysis RTOP funded a study to evaluate the
potential impact of emerging microtechnologies on future space missions. As part of this study, a
workshop, "Microtechnologies and Applications to Space Systems," was held May 27-29th, 1992,
in Pasadena, CA. There were three main goals of the workshop:
• Provide a forum for the fruitful exchange of ideas on emerging and future microtechnologies,
and stimulate the development of a NASA-wide microtechnoiogy community
• Provide an overview of emerging microtechnology capabilities, and evaluate their potential
for future NASA applications
• Identify important near-term NASA applications of these emerging technologies, and develop
an integrated technology development plan to meet these requirements by the target dates
Pre-workshop discussions involving JPL, LaRC, LeRC and GSFC personnel, as well as
interactions with non-NASA funding agencies including NSF, SDI, DARPA, AFOSR and the Gas
Research Institute, led to the identification of six key applications areas. Panels were convened as
part of the workshop to focus attention on these key areas:
Application Area Panel Chairs
Science Instruments Ben Clark (Martin Marietta), Gregg Vane (JPL)
Microrovers Ken Gabriel (NRL), Subramani Venkataraman (JPL)
Guidance and Control John DiBattista (NASA), Fred Hadaegh (JPL), Claude
Keckler (LaRC)
Space Station, Shuttle and Propulsion W.T. Powers (MSFC), Gerald Voecks (JPL)
Microspacecraft Denis Connolly (LeRC), Ross Jones (JPL)
Microtechnologies of the Future Frank Grunthaner (JPL), John Hines (ARC), Brent
Mott (GSFC)
The charge of the first four panels was to evaluate the potential of emerging device concepts such
as microsensors and actuators in their respective application areas. The Microspacecraft Panel had
a somewhat different charter. They started with a first-generation microspacecraft defined as the
"microtechnology" element, and examined the subsystem and integration requirements for a near-
term implementation. Their charge was to identify areas requiring further development, regardless
of the nature of the technologies involved. Finally, the Microtechnologies of the Future Panel
attempted to identify microtechnology development areas of the future which offer the most
revolutionary new possibilities for enhancing the science return of NASA space missions. Panel
membership is detailed in the Appendix.
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The three-and-a-half-day workshop consisted of a day and a half of plenary sessions, an
afternoon of focused parallel sessions, and a third morning of panel discussions. The plenary
session topics, listed below, were deemed relevant to all applications areas.
Plenary Session Topics Speakers
Future Visions Charles Elachi (JPL), George Hazelrigg (NSF), Kurt Petersen
(Lucas NovaSensor)
Mission and Science Goals Corinne Buoni (SA1C), Lonnie Lane (JPL), Paul Henry (JPL),
Jim Randolph (NASA), Aldo Bordano (JSC)
Microtechnology Programs Stephen Jacobsen (Univ. of Utah), Mick Blackledge (SDI), A1
Whcatley (DARPA), Dave Lavery (NASA), Ned Godshall(Sandia), Robert Warrington (Louisiana Tech. Univ.), Bill
Kaiser (JPL), Richard White (UC Berkeley), Noel Macdonald
(Cornell Univ.), Henry Guckel (Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison),
Wilfrid Vcldkamp (Lincoln Laboratory), Joseph Stetter
(Transducer Research, Inc.)
Applications Overviews Bill Trimmer (Princeton Univ.), Jan Iwanczyk (Xsirius, Inc.),
Jim Tillman (Univ. of Washington), Ken Gabriel (NRL), Marc
Madou (Teknekron), M.G. Littman (Princeton Univ.), Dave
Miller (MIT), Charles Kyriacou (JPL), Ross Jones (JPL), Glen
Kissel (JPL), Stephen Johnson (Martin Marietta)
Parallel sessions were held in each of the six key applications areas, and were moderated by the
associated panel chairs. These sessions consisted of a mixture of presentations and open
discussions. During the final morning sessions, which were restricted to panel members and
designated guests, the panels reviewed the information presented at the workshop, and generated a
set of recommendations to NASA on key technology developments in their respective areas.
This Proceedings contains the manuscripts provided by plenary and parallel session
presenters, and summary.reports generated from this material and from information presented
during the panel discussions. Where manuscripts were not provided, extended abstracts, if
available, have been included. The order of the papers follows the original workshop agenda. The
full workshop agenda is provided in the Appendix.
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Future Trends in Small Missions and the Need for Microtechnology
Charles Elachi
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109
ABSTRACT
During the next decade, the trend will be to emphasize small
missions which can be implemented rapidly (2 to 3 years) and are
affordable, but still scientifically exciting and publicly engaging.
These seemingly contradictory objectives could be accomplished by
relying on new advanced technology, particularly microtechnologies
that allow significant capability in a low volume/low mass spacecraft.
In this talk I will review some of the most engaging planetary and
earth missions which would significantly benefit from
microtechnologies and discuss the needs in the areas of remote and
in-situ sensors, spacecraft subsystems and rovers.
PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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The NSF Microtechnology Program,
or
Robots on the Head of a Pin
George Hazelrigg
National Science Foundation
Washington, DC
Researchers at AT&T Bell Labs, the University of California at
Berkeley, and other institutions have recently developed techniques
for fabricating fully released mechanical and electromechanicai
parts on silicon substrates using techniques of microelectronics
fabrication. Mechanical mechanisms including gears and gear trains,
pneumatic turbines, and linkages on a scale of 50 to 500 microns
have been successfully fabricated. A variety of electrostatic
rotating and resonant motors have been fabricated and operated. A
major breakthrough has been the development of methods for
fabricating such devices fully assembled, that is, such that they
require no further assembly prior to operation. Thus, in mass
production, microelectromechanical devices hold the potential for
extremely low cost. Gears and motors could be fabricated for as
little as $0.001. This presentation will discuss the state-of-the-
art of this emerging technology, and the role that the National
Science Foundation is playing in its emergence.
PIW,¢:IO_',_ PAGE BLANK F_iOT FILMED
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Silicon Micro-Instrumentation
Kurt Petersen
Lucas NovaSensor
Fremont, CA
ABSTRACT
Silicon micromachining technology is creating new research and
development opportunities for innovation and astonishing new products,
seemingly not far removed from science fiction. Japanese researchers
have even proposed microrobots which roam the body's vascular system,
searching for and destroying invading microorganisms. Whole new
industries are evolving and growing, from high volume automotive
components to specialty scientific, medical, and biological instruments,
in an atmosphere of intense international competition. This presentation
will discuss the fundamentals of the technology as well as practical
commercial applications. Devices demonstrated are as diverse as
automotive crash detectors controlling air-bag deployment, to
instruments for operating on eyes, blood vessels, and even individual
cells, to microvalves for fluid control, to pressure and acceleration
sensors for aerospace, industrial, and consumer applications. Several
futuristic micro-electro-mechanical systems and/or instruments will
also be proposed and discussed.
7
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The Solar System Exploration Program:
Goals, Strategy, and Plans
Carl Pilcher, Chief
Solar System Exploration Division
NASA Headquarters
ABSTRACT
The planetary exploration program, spanning three decades of
exciting and successful planetary achievements included the
visitation of American spacecraft to every planet in the solar
system except Pluto. NASA's current plans provide for completing
the reconnaissance of our own solar system; the continued
systematic exploration of the inner planets, outer planets, and small
bodies; and the expansion of the horizon to include the search for
planets around other stars. The goals, strategy, and the structure
and plans for the FY 1994 - 2003 time frame are presented in the
context of the current programmatic and technical imperatives,
including the foreseen opportunities for and contributions of
microtechnologies.
11
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THE PLUTO FAST FLYBY MISSION:
COMPLETING THE RECONNAISSANCE OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM
Paul K. Henry
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CA 91109
ABSTRACT
The concept of a fast flyby mission to Pluto has been advanced as a means to complete the
reconnaissance of the known solar system. In order to acquire data on the Pluto system at the
earliest possible time, and within the professional lifetime of investigators now active in the
field, concepts are being developed for relatively small spacecraft in the mass range of 70 Kg to
350 Kg with flight times to Pluto of 7 to 13 years.
Necessarily, the science complement on such a mission will be very mass and power limited.
The challenge will be to define a spacecraft and an instrument package that will maximize the
scientific return within these limitations.
Cost, of course, will be a major consideration, and funds for new technology development
specific to this mission will not be extensive. Consequently, innovative ways to incorporate
elegant simplicity into the designs must be found.
In order to facilitate exploration of the Pluto-Charon system, fully integrated science payloads
must be developed. Two proposed mission designs involving limited mass and power science
playloads have been presented to the Outer Planets Science Working Group (OPSWG). These
payload mass allocations range from 5 to 30 kilograms with power allocations as low as 5 watts.
The drivers behind these low mass and power allocations are that they enable developing
missions to fit within the moderate mission cost profile and allow fast flight times to Pluto (7 to
13 years).
The OPSWG has prioritized science goals for this class of reconnaissance mission. Three
specific science objectives were identified as the highest priority required for the first Pluto
mission. These goals were: 1) Study of the neutral atmosphere, 2) Geology and morphology,
and 3) Surface compositional mapping. In order to achieve these science goals within the
constraints of low mass, power and cost, it may be necessary to combine the functions of 3
conventional instruments (CCD camera, Ultra-Violet Spectrometer, and Infrared Spectrometer)
into one fully integrated payload. Where possible, this payload would share optics, mechanisms,
electronics and packaging.
13
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DoD Advanced Space Technology Program Challenge
Major AI Wheatley
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
Micro and miniature technologies provide the military with the
ability to build highly capable small satellites. Small satellites
require shorter development times, allow procurement flexibility
and provide rapid technology insertion for affordable modernization
of DoD space systems. The Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency's (DARPA) Advanced Space Technology Program is a
comprehensive technology program which is developing a broad
spectrum of advanced technologies, responsive and economical
launch vehicles, and demonstrating advanced technologies and
concepts using Lightstats as a demonstration vehicle.
In this talk, ASTP's progress over the past three years and
challenges for the future will be presented. Small launch vehicles,
Lightstats, and miniature and microtechnologies for satellite
subsystems, communications systems, optical systems and
submarine laser communications are highlighted.
PItE_,EDiN_ PAGE BL_,_K NOT FILMED
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Micromechanics Program at Sandia:
Micromechanical Sensors, Actuators, and Devices
Ned A. Godshall, PhD
Sandia National Laboratories
Microelectronics and Photonics Center
The 'micromachining' of silicon-based materials is a rapidly growing
field that allows the fabrication of extremely small, three-
dimensional, mechanical and electromechanical structures by
utilizing present microelectronic processes and equipment.
'Micromechanics', like 'microelectronics', are devices which are
batch-fabricated on silicon wafers, and thus enjoy the same high
reproducibility, small size, and low-cost economics of scale
historically present in the microelectronics industry. The two
technologies are strongest when integrated together to make 'smart
sensors': micromechanical sensors with on-chip integrated
microelectronics. The applications of micromechanics lie principally
in the fields of physical sensors, chemical sensors, electromechanical
actuators, and advanced microelectronic packaging. Specific
examples of micromechanical devices are pressure transducers,
accelerometers, microgears, micromotors, and microvalves. The
ubiquitous emphasis on miniaturization is driving the rapid growth of
micromechanics, for both weapon and commercial applications.
The dimensions of micromechanical devices are typically on the
order of 10 to 100 pm (0.0004" to 0.004" ), or about the size of a
human hair width. These dimensions are much smaller than
manufacturable by conventional machining techniques -- yet they
are easily manufactured with present photolithographic equipment,
since they are larger than typical microelectronic critical
dimensions. As size decreases, the reliability of sensor components
can be greatly increased through the use of sensor redundancy --
since several micromachined sensors can be placed on a single die.
Current micromechanics projects within Sandia's Microelectronics
and Photonics Center include development of 1) a micromachined
quartz resonator, 2) micromachined polysilicon microgears and
actuators for surety components, 3) a non-contact micromachined
Atomic Force Sensor, 4) a solid state hydrogen sensor, and 5) very
small field emission structures for vacuum microelectronics and
flat panel displays.
__ PAGE BLP.NK NOT FIL_IP'D
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Micromanufacturing: Recent Developments in this Country and Abroad
Robert O. Warrington, Director Craig R. Friedrich, Associate Professor
Robert X. Gao, Research Associate Gang Lin, Visiting Assistant Professor
Institute for Micromanufacturing
Louisiana Tech University
Rust0n, Louisiana 71272
(318) 257-2357
Introduction
Often defined as an "emerging" technology, the microe_lectromechanical s_.ystems
(MEMS) technologies have their roots in research activities back to the early 60s, as
the first micro pressure sensors were fabricated using the anisotropic etching method
[1]. Since then, the fabrication techniques developed iri microelectronics have begun to
directly impact the progress in micromechanics. During these years, pioneer research
work in electrostatically-driven microstructures has been performed [2] which a decade
later found its further development in surface micromachining for sensor formation
[5].
During the 1970s, numerous industrial companies were involved in the efforts to
commercialize the existing microfabrication technologies for a new generation of prod-
ucts featuring light weight, small volume and high efficiency. Among those pioneers,
Texas Instruments succeeded in marketing micro printing elements in computer acces-
sories and terminal products [3]. At the end of the 70s, the controlled anisotropic
undercut etching technique was further developed which resulted in microcantilever
beams and similar micromechanical structures.
The continuing exploitation of VLSI processing methods in the 1980s has opened
considerable opportunities for the further invention of unique silicon-based microme-
chanical devices as well as the creation of new markets [4]. In response to the growing
need for application specific integrated circuit chips (ASICs), custom design and fabri-
cation facilities have been implemented. The concept of the "IC Foundry" quickly
found its expression as the "Silicon Micromechanics Foundry" in the development and
production of micromechanical structures [6]. Also during this time, based on a combi-
nation of deep-etch lithography and subsequent high-precision replication, a new
micromachining technique, known as the "LIGA" process, was introduced in Germany
for producing three dimensional microstructures [7]. Innovative improvement and
modification to this process have subsequently been made by researchers at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin [17]. Besides conventional electromagnetic actuators, various
types of electrostatic motors and actuators featuring simple structure, micro size and
high force/volume ratio were developed worldwide [8] - [11]. Also, different materials
were investigated for possible applications in the micro robot domain, such as the
shape memory alloy (SMA) [12].
Parallelto theendeavorsof pushingaheadthemicromanufacturingtechniquedown
to the orderof submicronandnanometerscales,therehavebeennumerousactivities
reportedwhich focus onapplyingdifferent micromachiningtechnologiesto fabricate
endproductswhich aremainly mini with microcomponents,suchasthe microcompact
heatexchangersproducedwith diamondbit cutting [13]. To meet the increasingneed
for metrologyandproductsinspectionin the submicronand nanoscale,atomic-force
microscopesareunder furtherdevelopment[14]. Also, micro EDM, molding,plating
andmanyothernew techniquesareemergingto augmentthe microsensorandactuator
fabrication [16]. It is evidentthat micromanufacturingtechnologieswill leadto com-
mercializationof revolutionarydeviceswhich will dramaticallychangeour lives in the
21stcentury.
This paperwill describerecentactivitiesin high aspectratio MEMS, the Louisiana
initiatives in MEMS throughthe newly formed Institutefor Micromanufacturingat
LouisianaTech Universityand their collaborationwith the Centerfor AdvancedMicr-
ostructuresandDevicesat LouisianaStateUniversity,and a brief discussionof MEMS
activities in Russia.
The Louisiana Initiatives in MEMS
The Center for Advanced Microstructures and Devices (CAMD) at Louisiana State
University was established in 1987 by a grant from the Department of Energy. The
facility currently consists of an electron storage ring with a linac injector, two beam-
lines which are under construction, and ancillary equipment. The Institute for Microm-
anufacturing (IfM) at Louisiana Tech University was established in 1991 by grants
from the Department of Energy. This institute consists of a research building for mul-
tiple process micromachining, cleanrooms, process equipment, and state-of-the-art
metrology and testing equipment. Additional equipment and line item funding for
personnel, operating and supplies, for both facilities has been provided by the state of
Louisiana. CAMD synchrotron is very close to being operational with the first beam-
lines due to be installed shortly. The institute building is currently under architectural
design and construction should start by late 1992 or early 1993. Staffing for both
facilities is underway. A more complete description of CAMD and IfM are given
below.
The Institute for Micromanufacturing
The Institute for Micromanufacturing will be composed of three components. The
focal point for the Institute for Micromanufacturing will be the component for research
and development located on the Louisiana Tech University campus in Ruston. A sec-
ond component will be associated with the Center for Advanced Microstructures and
Devices (CAMD) at Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge. This component will
perform research associated with the X-ray lithography micromachining capability at
CAMD. The third and final component of the Institute is Technology Transfer. This
component will be located in Shreveport/Bossier in order to take advantage of the
unique opportunities and resources offered in this region. There will be a strong inter-
22
action amongthe threecomponentsof the proposed Institute and each of the compo-
nents will interact, to varying degrees, with universities, industries and research centers
within the state and region.
A major strength of the institute will be the complete integration of multiple process
microtechnologies which will span the spectrum from nano to macro. Macro, mini,
micro and nano are all a part of MEMS or micromanufacturing. An important compo-
nent of the institute will be the development of minidevices with microcomponents
requiring nanomeasurements with connections to the macroworld. These minidevices
could very well become the economic drivers of the technology well into the next
century.
Research and Development Component
This component will consist of a new 40,000 sq. ft. building which will accommo-
date institute faculty, graduate students, visiting scientists and engineers. Almost
20,000 sq. ft. of laboratory space will include space for metrology and testing (2,700
sq. ft.), lithography (initially over 3,000 sq. ft. of class 1000 cleanroom space will be
available, expandable to 5,500 sq. ft.), and alternative micromachining technologies
such as energy beams. The entire floor of the laboratory area will be isolated from the
structure and, in addition, many areas within the laboratory space will be isolated from
the main floor pad. The laboratory bay will be kept at 68 + 1 °F and 45 + 5% relative
humidity. Four areas of concentration will be developed within the facility at Louisi-
ana Tech University. They are:
The design and fabrication of microdevices, such as micro-motors, actua-
tors, sensors, pumps, valves, and connectors.
The design and fabrication of microstructures, such as micro-heat exchangers,
filters, distillation columns and supports for micro-devices and systems.
Research related directly to the manufacturing processes, including fabrication,
metrology assembly and testing of the microproducts mentioned above.
Microsystem research involving the integration of these microdevices/structures
and interfacing of these systems with the macroworld.
Several technologies will be developed and used for the fabrication of these micro
devices and structures. First, the existing capabilities in diamond bit machining at
Louisiana Tech University will be enhanced. Micro electrical discharge machining
capabilities are being acquired and power beam micromachining (excimer laser and
focused ion beam) will be developed. Second, conventional photo lithography and
chemical etch will be developed and used for the fabrication of low aspect ratio devic-
es and structures. Third, as X-ray lithography technology becomes available at CAMD,
Louisiana Tech and LSU researchers will utilize a dedicated beam line to fabricate
high aspect ratio devices and structures. Finally, research and development will be
23
performedon small machinestechniquesthat canbuild and assemblethesemicroprod-
ucts.
X-ray Lithography Component and CAMD
This component consists of a dedicated beam line (off of the electron storage ring at
CAMD and associated equipment specifically for the fabrication of high aspect ratio
structures and devices. Researchers from Louisiana Tech and Louisiana State Univer-
sity will work at CAMD on research directly related to the fabrication of microdevices
and structures using selective etch techniques and the X-ray depth lithography avail-
able at CAMD. Direct communication with the component of the Institute in Ruston,
will facilitate the design and fabrication of the structures and devices at the CAMD
facility. This type of machining is currently available at only a few locations world-
wide.
Of course, one of the key components of the institute will be the synchrotron light
source. This electron storage ring has been optimized for soft X-ray lithography [15].
The CAMD storage ring has an energy of 1.2 GeV with 400 Ma circulating current.
The ring can operate at 1.4 GeV with a decrease in circulating current to 200 Ma. The
mean radius of the ring is 8.78 m with a circumference of 55.2 m. The ring has been
designed with four straight sections, one of which is used for the 200 MeV low energy
injection for the linac. The other three sections will be used for insertion devices such
as undulators and wigglers.
The beamline for the micromachining application is currently being designed. Pre-
liminary specifications for the line are that the line must transmit photons of 2 - 8.5
KeV and the high energy transmission must be less than 15% at 10 KeV. The photons
must be incident vertically over a field of view of 50 mm horizontally with a unifor-
mity of + 3% and with a beam spot of less than 3 mm height. The beamline must be
capable of exposing 100 micron thick 50 mm x 25 mm PMMA resists to a minimum
of 4 kj/cc and a maximum of 20 kj/cc in less than 120 seconds with the CAMD stor-
age ring being operated at nominal cond!tions. The beamline will have a calorimeter
and beam position sensor which has a resolution of better than .05 mm for the vertical
direction. The beryllium window must be of variable thickness and the transverse
window size must be 10 mm x 50 ram. The beamline must be compatible for opera-
tion with a superconducting wiggler insertion device.
In addition to micromachining the following uses are anticipated for the facility:
X-ray lithography for sub - .05 micron featured integrated circuits (the ring was
optimized for this application).
* Electronic structure, surface science, etc.
?
* Geometrical structure, crystallography, etc.
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* Imaging, microscopy, tomography, etc.
Medical technology.
Education of engineers, scientists and technicians.
Technology Transfer Component
This facility is intended to help existing manufacturers obtain and use new and
existing technologies to modernize their manufacturing processes and improve their
productivity. Existence of such a facility should be helpful in attracting new industry
as well. Staff members would conduct training at the facility or off-site, as needed, as
well as using computer and video linkages to efficiently serve industry. In addition,
they would seek to develop markets for existing products, look for new products to be
developed.
Two facilities will be available for this activity. Space and limited conferencing
facilities will be available at the research and development building on the Louisiana
Tech University campus. A larger facility is being planned for Shreveport, Louisiana.
This proposed facility of 30,000 sq. ft. will be used for conferencing, technology trans-
fer and for close interaction with the Louisiana State University-Shreveport Biomedical
Research Center.
MEMS Activities in Russia
A United States-Russia forum on manufacturing, factories of the future, and produc-
tivity enhancement was held in St. Petersburg, Russia from 18 to 21 May, 1992. The
first author presented a paper on micromanufacturing [I8] and interacted with re-
searchers interested in MEMS. In addition to this interaction, several universities and
companies were visited in the St. Petersburg area. A follow-on trip to Moscow result-
ed in a visit and presentation to the recently formed Russian Academy of Sciences
(includes engineering and everything else). Several general observations from this visit
listed are: 1) the status of MEMS in the United States is not well known in Russia
(the reverse is also true); 2) the status of MEMS research in Russia does not seem to
be well known by researchers in Russia, particularly what is being done in defense
related industries - this is just now becoming available and it appears that everything
is opening up; 3) the Russian researchers are eager to collaborate and have initiated
some collaborations, particularly with Europe; 4) until the economy stabilizes, their
resources (for travel, operating, etc.) appear to be very limited; 5) their higher educa-
tional system and structure is currently undergoing major review and it appears that
the revisions which will be implemented will incorporate both the US and European
(particularly German) systems; and 6) the Russian Academy of Sciences is extremely
sensitive and worded about the movement of scientists and bright students from Rus-
sia to other parts of the world.
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Thereappearsto beconsiderableactivitiesin MEMS throughoutRussia,however,
severalscientistsfelt that this wasa smallfield of activity. MEMS interestappearedto
bemostly focusedon sensors,optics,acoustics,andmaterials. Noneof the re-
searchersthat werecontactedknew of researchin micro gears,motors,or systems,
howevermostwere interestedin extendingtheir work into theseareas.Severalrobot-
ics researchersattendedthe workshopandindicatedthat theywere interestedin micro-
robots,althoughnoneknew of anycurrentresearchactivitiesin this area.Listed below
area few currentMEMS activitiesfrom onelargemicroelectronicsfirm andone uni-
versity researchcenter.
Avangard(microelectronicscompanyoutsideof St. Petersburg)
- Ion sensor(ion-sensitivefield effect transistor),chip size5 x 1 mm.
- Multiple gassensoronchip (up to three)with local calorimetriccontrol and
heatertemperaturecontrol.
- Acoustoelectronicdeviceswith reflectorarrays.
- Approximately35,000sq. ft. of class1000(?) cleanroomspace.
Scientific-EducationalCenterof MicrotechnologyandTesting (St.Petersburg
ElectricalEngineeringInstitute)
- Bio crystalsof phospholipidanaloguesfor sensorsandmolecularelectronics
micro actuators.
- Startingto investigatemicromechanicaldevicefabrication.
Thesefacilities werein relativelygoodshape.Processingequipmentused2-3 inch
wafer technologyandmostof the equipmentwasof Russianorigin. The laboratories
werewell maintained,however,the cleanroomswerenot of high quality. It appears
that the manyRussianmicroelectronicindustriesarenot competitivefor VLSI but
could bevery competitivein MEMS.
Summary
This paperhasattemptedto summarizesomerecentactivitiesin this countryand
overseas.The effort in Louisianais relatively new andgrowing.The Russianeffort is
not well coordinatedor documented.A conferenceonMicro SystemsTechnologiesis
scheduledfor Juneof 1993in St. Petersburg,Russia.Seriousconsiderationshouldbe
given to developinga strategyto not only participatein this meeting,but also to spend
additionaltime in Russiaassessingthe technology.MEMS technologieswill eventually
affect virtually every aspectof our lives and,at leastin the nearterm, mini devices
with micro componentswill probablybe theeconomicdriversfor the technology.
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MICROSENSORS AND MICROINSTRUMENTS:
NEW MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES AND NEW APPLICATIONS*
W. J. Kaiser, T. R. VanZandt, T. W. Kenny, W. B. Banerdt, and D. Crisp
Center for Space Microelectronics Technology
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109
ABSTRACT
An important new approach for space science is based on the use of compact, low-
mass, low-cost science instruments integrated with their delivery systems. Many
advantages of this approach lead to new missions and new science return
opportunities. First, many critical investigations of planetary interiors, surfaces, and
atmospheres, which require in-situ measurements, may be completed, since the
cost in resources to execute in-situ science is reduced. Second, the reduced mass
and volume of microinstrument systems allow a greatly expanded distribution of
measurement sites. Then, science investigations may be performed simultaneously
over large regions. In particular, a major advance in the investigation of planetary
interior structure by seismology or atmospheric properties by meteorology is
obtained by use of a planetary-wide measurement network.
Advances in microelectronics have enabled the convenient fabrication of compact
structures (for example, by silicon micromachining). Many advantages of this
approach provide new capabilities for producing sensors and instruments for
guidance and control, seismology, meteorology, material and gas analysis, and
other in-situ science applications. However, the development of compact sensors
and instruments leads to a variety of fundamental sensor sensitivity limits. In
particular, the development of compact instruments for many of the most important
applications requires a drastic improvement in signal detection sensitivity. Thus,
new fabrication techniques may not, alone, yield suitable microinstruments. Instead,
improved measurement methods must be developed to enable microsensors and
microinstruments. In this presentation, the unique challenges for microsensor and
microinstrument technology will be discussed.
Recent developments at JPL, based on novel signal detection principles, have
produced a series of ultra-high sensitivity microsensors and microinstruments.
Included among the applications demonstrated are a micro-seismometer, micro-
accelerometer, micro-magnetometer and a unique, uncooled infrared detector.
Also in this presentation, the principles, performance, and unique in-situ science
applications of these new devices will be described. It will be shown that the
implementation of microinstruments using these principles produces systems having
performance equivalent to previous conventional instruments, but, with major
reductions in mass, volume, and power consumption.
* Research supported by NASA, DARPA, NADC, ONT, ASTRO, and SDIO/IST.
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Micro-Sensors,-Actuators, and-Systems:
Accomplishments and Prospects
Richard M. White
Co-Director, Berkeley Sensor & Actuator Center
and
Professor, Department of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Sciences
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720
Microsensors and microactuators have been reported in recent
years by many researchers worldwide. Most are made with silicon
by integrated-circuit processing techniques, often augmented by
specialized etching (bulk or surface micromachining), or by
electroplating, as in the LIGA and related processes. Deposited
films have been used as micromechanical members (examples being
polycrystalline silicon and low-stress silicon nitride), or as
actuators (such as the thin-film piezoelectrics zinc oxide and lead-
zironate-titanate, and shape-memory allow thin films). Techniques
for bonding together individual die have been developed, and some
polymeric structures have been reported. In many cases, integrated
circuitry has been included on the sensor/actuator die for signal
conditioning, control, test and calibration purposes.
Other devices that have emerged from this work include a
microlamp having a gas-tight enclosure, and ultrasonic devices that
transport granular solids, pump and mix fluids, measure viscosity,
and function as gravimetric sensors for chemical gases and certain
biomolecules in liquids. An important indication of the maturity of
the field was the 1991 announcement by Analog Devices of its
accelerometer, which employs a micromechanical sensing element
and much associated integrated circuitry.
One may expect in the future to see: more integrated
microsystems having increased functionality; emergence of CAD
tools for the entire design of these devices; use of the fabrication
techniques developed to make critical parts of milli-and mini-,
instead of micro-, devices; expansion into systems that accomplish
chemical and biological analysis, and even synthesis; and greater use
of optical interactions with these devices.
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National Nanofabrication Facility and Nanoelectromechanics
Noel C. MacDonald
School of Electrical Engineering and
The National Nanofabrication Facility
Cornell University
Ithaca, NY 14853-5401
The National Nanofabrication Facility at Cornell University (NNF) is
a partnership formed by Cornell University, the National Science
Foundation, university and government laboratories, and leading
American corporations. The NNF mission is to advance the
fabrication capabilities at dimensions less than 1O0 nm
(nanofabrication), and advance the applications of micro- and
nanofabrication to diverse areas of science and engineering
applications.
NNF has become a national focal point for teaching and research in
nanofabrication. A sophisticated laboratory facility with complete
instrumentation for fabricating structures at submicrometer and
nanometer dimensions, NNF provides an ideal hands-on environment
for graduate students conducting state-of-the-art thesis research
and for industrial scientists and engineers pursuing emerging
technologies.
We have developed a nanoelectromechanical scanned probe
mechanism using an integrated, single crystal silicon (SCS) process.
Suspended SCS structures are used to fabricate x-y capacitive
translators and high aspect ratio conical tips for scanned probe
devices. The integrated nano-mechanical device includes methods to
form integrated tunneling tip pairs and to produce electrical
isolation, contacts, and conductors. Each device occupies a nominal
area of 40 pm x 40 pm. These devices include a novel self-aligned
tip-above-a-tip tunneling structure and capacitive x-y translators
defined by electron beam lithography and the thermal oxidation of
silicon. The x-y translators produce a maximum x-y displacement of
+ 200 nm for an applied voltage of 55V. The low mass (2x10-13 kg),
rigid structure has a measured fundamental mechanical resonant
frequency of 5 MHz.
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MICROACTUATOR PRODUCTION VIA HIGH ASPECT RATIO,
HIGH EDGE ACUITY METAL FABRICATION TECHNOLOGY
H. Guckel and T.R. Christenson
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of Wisconsin
Madison, WI 53706
ABSTRACT
LIGA is a processing sequence which uses x-ray lithography on photoresist layers of several
hundred micrometers to produce very high edge acuity photopolymer molds. These plastic molds can be
converted to metal molds via electroplating of many different metals and alloys. The end results are high
edge acuity metal parts with large structural heights. The LIGA process as originally described by W.
Ehrfeld can be extended by adding a surface micromachining phase to produce precision metal parts which
can be assembled to form three-dimensional micromechanisms. This process, SLIGA, has been used to
fabricate a dynamometer on a chip. The instrument has been fully implemented and will be applied to
tribology issues, speed-torque characterization of planar magnetic micromotors and a new family of sensors.
INTRODUCTION
Microactuators are components which are required for micro electro-mechanical systems or MEMS.
These components are typically three-dimensional and involve submicron dimensions. This requirement,
submicron geometries, originates from scaling arguments of larger devices. Thus, a shaft which is to be
supported in a bushing is typically machined to a nominal diameter of, say, 1 cm with a tolerance of+ 2
micrometer. The implication is that tolerances of better than 100 ppm are being used routinely in the
macro-world and are required for low friction, long wear sliding joint performance. If one takes a primitive
outlook on microactuators and simply insists that they are miniaturized cousins of their larger counterparts
it becomes reasonable to assume that nominal as well as tolerance dimensions must be scaled together.
This would then suggest that bushing to shaft tolerances very quickly become submicron issues.
Microactuators are devices which require many materials. The restriction of the material base to
those substances which are readily available in integrated circuit technologies is not reasonable and is too
confining. This is particularly true for sliding joints where the brittle behavior of silicon and its derivatives
is a decided handicap. The exclusion of ferromagnetic metals and their alloys is particularly detrimental
because it eliminates an entire class of actuators: magnetic devices. These components in turn profit from
multiple metals to provide low loss conductors, hard magnetic materials and the soft counterparts.
Finally there is the issue of manufacturability. The end goal is that of producing highly complex
MEMS very much like a VLSI chip. These systems are hopefully candidates for high volume production
as for instance in the case of actuators for magnetic recording heads. Reasonable manufacturability with
low cost batch processing is required if this type of application of MEMS is to be successful. Special
components and proof of concept devices are initially less restricted by these considerations. However, their
success as an economically viable system profits also from an early inclusion of manufacturability in the
process development cycle.
HIGH ASPECT RATIO PROCESSING VIA LIGA
A possible candidate for high aspect ratio processing and therefore a step in the right direction for
three-dimensional fabrication was first suggested by W. Ehrfeld via a processing sequence which he termed
LIGA [1]. This process consists of three components. The first part is fundamentally a lithography which
can deal with photoresist layers of several hundred micrometer thickness. The implication of a photoresist
technology is that of a planar substrate to which the photoresist can be applied. The photoresist thickness
requirement cannot be satisfied easily by solvent based systems and spin coating and has been replaced by
polymer casting and in situ polymerization. Complete exposure of such thick photoresist layers requires
highenergyphotonsfromawellcollimated,highbrightnessource.A synchrotronisnearlyperfectforthe
illuminatorandcanprovidex-rayphotonswithaveragewavelengthsinthelowangstromrangewithpower
densitiesofseveralwatts/cm2andessentiallyperfectcollimation.Thistypeofexposurehastheadditional
benefitthatstandingwavedifficultiesareavoidedbecauseoftheabsorptionprocesswhichx-rayphotonsuse
tointeractwiththephotopolymer.Exposureprofilesforcriticaldimensionsabove0.1micrometera e
thereforeessentiallyverticalanddonotsufferappreciablyfromdiffractioneffectsevenif largegap
proximityprintingratherthancontactexposuresareused.Theexposedpatternrequiresadeveloperwhich
mustshowverylargedissolutionratesensitivitybetweenexposedandunexposedphotoresistareas.A
suitablechemicalformulationforthepolymethylmethacrylateorPMMAsystemhasbeenfound[2,3].
ThiswouldimplythatthefirstphaseoftheLIGAprocesswhencoupledwithasuitablex-raymask
technologycanproducephotoresistpatternsoraplasticmoldwithedgeacuitiesofbetterthan0.1
micrometer/100micrometerstructuralheight.Asinallprocessestherearesomenegatives.Theexposure
resolution,i.e.masktowafer,isbetterthancanbemeasured.Thus,submicrondimensionscanbe
accommodatedif themaskfabricationallowsthis.However,f eestandingsubmicronphotoresiststructures
cannotbedevelopedbecauseof mechanical strain in the PMMA. Buckling typically results during
developing. In this sense this process is not a submicron process.
The second phase of the LIGA process involves the conversion of the plastic mold to a metal
mold. This is done by first of all modifying the planar substrate to a planar substrate with a suitable
plating base. An example would be a sputtered film of titanium at 150 ,&followed by a sputtered film of
nickel at 150 ,&. The prepared substrate is then processed with the previously explained thick photoresist
procedure. The plastic mold is filled with electroplated metals or alloys. The plating process when adjusted
properly does not disturb the PMMA and forms a negative metal replicate of the plastic mold. Photoresist
removal follows and leads to a metal mold which may be the desired prototype or can serve as a mold for
other materials.
The third segment of the LIGA process addresses manufacturing issues. It uses the metal mold as
the primary mold for injection molding which substitutes for the x-ray lithography process. The injection
molding replaces the PMMA procedure and in turn is followed by electroplating and clean-up. More than
1000 molding cycles have been achieved and lead to mass produced, fully attached, high aspect ratio, high
edge acuity metal parts.
SLIGA AND ASSEMBLY
The draw-backs of the basic LIGA process fall into two categories: fully attached parts and
submicron tolerances. Both can be removed by suitable process modifications.
The LIGA process as explained above can be fumished with a pre-LIGA and post-LIGA sequence to
produce parts which are either fully attached or partially attached or free of the subslxate. The concept is that
of combining surface micromachining with LIGA which will be termed SLIGA [4].
The pre-LIGA sequence involves substrate modifications. Thus, the planar substrate is first
furnished with a suitable sacrificial layer for instance soft polyimide. This layer is patterned with an optical
mask. The entire substrate is then covered with the plating base and the LIGA procedure follows. There is
conceptionally a minor but technically a major modification in the LIGA procedure: The x-ray mask must
be aligned to the pattern on the substrate. The required accuracy is fortunately not excessive and therefore
alignment in a double sided aligner and subsequent clamping prior to synchrotron insertion is adequate.
The post-LIGA segment deals with the removal of the plating base in those sections of the
substrate which are not covered by PMMA. This is done by wet etching and is followed by wet chemical
procedures to remove the sacrificial layer. The end results are metal parts with the stated substrate
relationships. The free parts in particular are noted to have the property that they do not exhibit geometric
distortion due to the sacrificial process. This is the consequence of the fact that electroplating can be
adjusted to produce small built-in tensile strain which is on the average nearly constant because the parts are
thick enough to avoid interface strained regions.
The parts of interest can be picked up via micromanipulators which use magnetic or electrostatic
needle probes. Assembly is completely feasible and does of course enhance the three-dimensional nature of
the process. However, this is only a part of the desired goal. Submicron bearing tolerances can be achieved
even though the x-ray masks have critical dimensions above 1 micrometer. Two facts support this.
Optical masks with incremental critical dimensions of 0.1 micrometer are not very difficult to produce.
Therefore, subtraction of optical patterns from two masks or mask regions can be used to produce
submicron incremental features. An example would be a shaft of, say, 50 micrometer diameter which is
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rigidly attached to the substrate and a gear with an inside hole diameter of 50.1 micrometer which is free and
assembled to the shaft. The result is a bushing clearance of 0.05 micrometer which can be utilized fully if
the edge acuity of the process is large enough to produce a run-out free metal structure. Fortunately, LIGA
processing allows this and the successful result is exemplified in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1 SEM photograph showing assembled bearing surface for 100 micrometer
tall nickel structures and shaft diameter which is 0.5 micrometer smaller than beating
hole.
APPLICATION TO MEMS
Micromechanical components will eventually be used in a MEM system. Since system
requirements very often dictate component design the development cycle for MEMS can be shortened by
considering a system first and then designing the components which satisfy the system design. For this
purpose a detailed investigation of a specific, moderately difficult MEM system has been initiated. The
system of choice is a dynamometer which consists of the following parts:
and
(1) A Motor
(2) An Electric Generator
(3) A Motor-Generator Coupler
(4) Position Sensors for Rotor Position
(5) An Electronic Control Unit.
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Thefirstfourcomponentsarelocatedonthesubstrate,hecontrolunitisconstructedoff-chip.
Thepurposeof thissystemisfoundinpartin tribologyissuessuchasfrictioninMEMSwhich
cannotbecalculatedbutmustbemeasured.Thespeed-torquecharacteristicsofaplanarmagnetic
micromotora ealsoofinterestandprofitfromtheactiveloadwhichthegeneratorp esents.Finallythereis
anissuewhichispredicatedonsuccess.A micro-dynamometerof histypeisinfactaforcemeasurement
systemwithextremesensitivityandcanthereforeusherinanentirenewfamilyofsensorsfornearlyall
physicalquantities.
TheimplementationofthedynamometerviaSLIGArequiresmagnetics.Theelectroplatedmetal
musthereforebeferromagneticand,forthesakeofsimplicity,shouldbeanelementratherthananalloy.
Nickelhasbeenselectedasthematerialofchoice.Theexpectedbehavioristhatofsquare-loopB-H
materialwithasaturationfluxdensityabove6000gauss.Thefirstorderofbusinessisatribologyissue:
cannickelonnickelsurfacesbeusedasbearingsurfaceswithoutexcessivefrictionallosses.Thisquestion
hasbeenansweredbydesigningareluctancemotorwithgeartake-off[5].Figures 2 and 3 detail the
concept.
Fig. 2 Nickel stator, height 100 micrometer.
The assembled device as shown in Fig. 3 was tested with an externally supplied rotating magnetic
field. Frictional losses required flux densities near 5 gauss for the unloaded rotor. Friction is therefore very
low and dynamic ranges of three orders of magnitude can be anticipated. This observation is sufficiently
encouraging to proceed with the next phase: coils for current to magnetic field conversion. These coils
must of course envelope the pole pieces of the motor and must surround the magnetic circuit of the
generator. Figure 4 illustrates the concept.
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Fig. 3 Assembled magnetic motor with gear train. The reluctance rotor and gear
train were assembled on to the stator of Fig. 2. The gears have involute tooth geometry
with a tooth length of 9 micrometer.
The coil shapes, "U's", which are dielectrically isolated form the magnetic circuit are visible in Fig. 4.
The square holes were intended for coil closure via assembly of staple-like nickel pieces. This approach
failed because mechanical instabilities and contact problems occured due to spring forces. Fig. 5 illustrates
coil closure via hybrid bonding of aluminum alloy wire to the nickel pre-forms. This procedure gives
satisfactory results for coils with up to 100 or so turns. This construction procedure when applied to the
device shown in Fig. 4 indicates that micro-dynamometer construction is fully feasible.
The remaining issue involves a functional device. This requires not only suitable coil construction
but also appropriate magnetic behavior of the ferromagnetic segments of the devices. For a reluctance
motor a soft magnetic material with high permeability and low coercivity is very desirable. In this respect
nickel is non-ideal. Electroplated nickel layers are further complicated by built-in tensile strain which
causes a strong degradation of the B-H curve due to magnetostriction [6]. This problem, a material science
issue, is slowly disappearing as plating conditions improve and anneal cycles are clarified. Acceptable
magnetic behavior has been achieved and functional testing will occur in the near future.
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Fig. 4 Assembled microdynamometer with coil forms prior to coil completion.
The motor with 6 windings per pole pair is located at the upper right hand side of the
SEM photograph and is coupled to a generator at the lower left. The generator has 6
windings which split into a biasing coil and signal coil. Photodiodes have been fabricated
underneath the rotors in the silicon substrate.
CONCLUSIONS
High aspect ratio metal fabrication procedures when combined with assembly offer a technology
for magnetic and electrostatic actuators with increasing three-dimensionality. Submicron bearing tolerances
are particularly noteworthy. They lead to frictional behavior which is lower than expected. The goal: a
fully functional micro electro mechanical system appears to he achievable in the very near future.
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Fig. 5 Coil test construction via hybrid wire bonding. This SEM photograph
shows two split wound toroidal windings about a Ni core. The outer toroid contains 72
turns.
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ABSTRACT
Through advances in semiconductor miniaturization technology, microrelief patterns, with
characteristic dimensions as small as the wavelength of light, can now be mass reproduced
to form high-quality and low-cost optical components. In a unique example of technology
transfer, from electronics to optics, this capability is allowing optics designers to create
innovative optical components that promise to solve key problems in optical sensors,
optical communication channels, and optical processors.
1. INTRODUCTION
Many of the current micro structures in optics are based on binary optics technology.
This is an inherently diffractive optics technology that uses computer-generated designs of
microscopic relief patterns and electronic circuit etching technology to create novel optical
devices and to provide design freedom and new materials choices for conventional
refractive optical elements. Over the past ten to twelve years we in the holographic optics
community have learned to produce diffractive and mixed refractive-diffractive devices that
are highly efficient and of high enough quality to be used in cameras and in medical
applications. These devices are fabricated by methods compatible with current lithographic
and integrated circuit techniques.
In the early seventies, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), the
Air Force, and many industrial groups started to drive electronic circuit features to below
the one-micron level. This effort led DARPA and the National Science Foundation
(NSF) to establish a MOSIS (Metal Oxide on Silicon Integrated Systems) foundry service
in 1981. MOSIS aggregates designs from different sources onto one mask set ; instead of
paying $60,000 for a dedicated set of masks and a fabrication run, users can get packaged
parts for as low as a few hundred dollars. This service dramatically lowers the risk of
electronic circuit prototyping. In the late seventies a micromechanics technology
piggybacked on the VLSI and VHISIC electronics technologies to develop micromotors,
microaccelerometers, microchromatometers and other mechanical devices made by
computer lithography and etching technology. Now we see the integration of processing
electronics and microsensors and actuators on a common silicon wafer and chips.
Similarly, in the mid eighties, with the support of Jasper Lupo, DARPA started a
program called Binary Optics. The goal was to piggyback a new diffractive optics
technology on the flourishing micromachining technology with the participation of
federal laboratories, universities, and industry. DARPA's programmatic goals then were
three-fold:
(1) Develop an optics technology based on electronic circuit fabrication technology for
the purpose of cost and labor savings in military sensor systems, for creating new
freedom in designs and materials, and for developing new composite optical
functions that could not be created with the current technology,
(2) promote computer-aided design of total electrooptical systems, and
I_E _LANK NOT FIL!_IE[:'
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(3) launch a broad-based diffractive optics technology in U.S. industry.
Therefore, the key features of the microoptics technology that evolved since1984 were:
(1) That it dealt with one of the three ways of manipulating light -- diffraction.
Refraction and reflection are the other two. Soon after the startup of the program,
diffraction was blended with the other two ways in order to cover broad waveband
applications and a mixed macro technology emerged.
(2) That fabrication be based on holography microlithography, and ion-etching
technology.
(3) That the new technology provide design freedom and materials choices in imaging
sensors by diffractively compensating the dispersive properties of infrared, visible,
and ultraviolet materials.
(4) That the arrayed micro components shape, steer, filter, and process light in new
ways to produce smart sensors that would be adaptive and agile.
2. THE PAST: LARGE FEATURE APPLICATIONS
In the early days of the binary optics program diffractive optics work proceeded along two
approaches. The first was based on planar structures only, where all the optical power
was diffractive. It required very high resolution lithography and a full electromagnetic
field treatment of the optics in order to describe the efficiency characteristics of the
devices accurately (1). These planar devices generally were sensitive to the polarization of
the incident fields and were useful only for narrow optical bandwidths and fields-of-view.
Later, techniques were developed to circumvent most of these limitations by trading
structure depths for lower periodicities and less diffractive power. In other words, quasi
planar structures were fabricated where the etch depths were multiple wavelengths deep,
and that had characteristics of both refractive and diffractive microoptics. A true Euglina
of the refractive and diffractive microoptics fields evolved naturally.
The second approach was based on mixing refractive with diffractive power on macro
elements, typically on fast lenses. With mixed optics a spherical surface provides the raw
focal power, and the diffractive micro structure corrects the spheric and chromatic
aberrations of the element. For such applications one needed only low resolution, and
more importantly, low accuracy lithography (generally one-micron accuracy was good
enough). Because of the coarse features of the diffractive patterns, the devices generally
exhibited little sensitivity to polarization and could be used with wide optical bandwidths
and in large field-of-view applications, from infrared to deep ultraviolet wavelengths (2).
REFRACTIVE OPTICS BINARY OPTICS MIXED OPTICS
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Figure 1. Chromatic Aberration Correction With Binary Optics
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From another perspective, mixed refractive and diffractive optics fulfill an alternate
complementary role, for not only can diffractive optics be used to fine tune the surface
profile of spherical elements and eliminate spherical aberrations, it can also modify the
bulk properties of optical materials. The dispersive quality (change of refractive index with
wavelength) of all optical materials is a consequence of light absorption in a material as a
function of wavelength. Conventional optical designs compensate for dispersive or
chromatic aberrations by cementing together different materials with carefully varied radii to
produce compensating dispersion characteristics. These lenses need not have dispersions of
opposite slope; a mere difference in refractive index is sufficient to null chromatic
aberration over a finite bandwidth. Similarly, with binary optics, we can achieve an
achromatic balance between a dispersive lens material and a diffractive pattern etched into
the surface of that material. Such a binary optics element is an advanced implementation of
a highly efficient Fresnel zone pattern in which phase gratings are used to focus light into a
corrected spot (see Figure 1).
As a grating, a binary optics element has inherent optical dispersion properties that can be
tailored by varying the geometric dimensions of the zone tings in a space-variant manner,
i.e., ring widths, depths and spacings, irrespective of the intrinsic properties of the
substrate material. The selectable dispersion characteristic can be used to achromatize
optical materials over a wide bandwidth. The high efficiency (no undesired scatter)
determines the effectiveness of this kind of compensation. In general the diffractive
features are much larger than the used wavelength, whereas pattern accuracy must be
comparable to the wavelength; in complex system designs the number of needed elements
can be cut in half by use of binary optics. Micro machined optical elements can have
dramatically improved resolving power and useful bandwidths, as is demonstrated in
Figure 2 for a range of wavelengths and lens speeds.
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Figure 2. Diffractive Correction of Various Lenses in Four Wavebands
Many companies are now routinely using micro machined and mixed elements in the
design of new optical systems. Hughes, Loral, Honeywell, Optical Filter, Rockwell,
Texas Insmaments, 3M, Polaroid, and many others are active in the field.
As a result of the modest DARPA program that began in 1984, a truly enabling optics
technology has evolved. The fust generation of the micro optics technology (aberration
correction of conventional optics) has been transferred from a federal laboratory to more
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than fifty companies and has spawned six U.S. startup companies (see Figure 3). Four
years ago we moved in earnest into the second generation of novel devices: arrayed
microoptical elements.
Figure 3. Three Developmental Generations of the Microoptics Technology
3. TIIE PRESENT: LARGE ARRAYS OF FAST MICROOPTICS
Much of the current research activity centers on the fabrication of microfine arrayed
optics. One of the many unique applications of binary optics is microoptics, a technology
that produces optical elements such as lenses, multiplexers, and filters that range in
diameter from a few tens of microns to one millimeter. The lithographic flexibility in layout
and design of the arrays with rectangular, round, or hexagonal close-packed layouts
(while maintaining opticaI coherence over the array) makes this technology unique among
all other current fabrication techniques. The optical phase profile of a lenslet, for example,
is not restricted by fabrication constraints either, designers can choose optimal surface
profiles such as spheric, parabolic, aspheric, astigmatic, and anamorphic, depending on
application requirements (3,4).
The use of microoptics in systems is still new, and occurs primarily in laser diode beam
shaping, on-chip optical tasks, focal plane imaging, and processing functions. Binary
optics with 0.1 micron accuracy and 0.5 micron resolution has been used to demonstrate
coherent lenslet arrays of 20,000 elements/cm 2, f/1 speed, and zero dead spacing (optically
inactive areas between the lenses). An individual element can exhibit root-mean-square
wavefront errors limited to U50 and strehI ratios of 0.98 (the strehl ratio is defined as the
peak field amplitude in the focus normalized to the diffraction-limited amplitude). In other
words, with binary optics and very-large-scale integrated step-and-repeat technology, large
arrays of micro lenslets can exhibit full diffraction-limited perfomaance. Because this is an
inherently planar optics technology, very large segmented apertures can be assembled in
etched dielectrics or metals or embossed in plastic-like materials. Current research centers
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onextendingthismicrolenstechnologytobroad-waveband(morethan20%fractional
bandwidth)applicationsbydeep-etchstructuringor byblendingrefractiveanddiffractive
microopticsoneithersideof asubstrate.
Theuniquecapabilityof currentmicroopticstechnologycanbedemonstratedbythreekey
exampleapplicationsto opticalimagingsensorsystems.Theseapplicationswerechosen
becauseof ourspecificinterestin opticalsensortechnology.Throughoutheconference
wehaveheardfromotherorganizationsabouttheirapplications,rangingfrom optical
communications,opticaldataprocessing,anddatastoragetomedicalimplantationdevices.
Althoughthecurrentwork inmicroopticsis primarily anenablingtechnology
development,thevery natureof anenablingtechnologymeansthatits successcanonly be
measuredin termsof usefulapplicationsinmanyfields,andtranscendsapplicationsin
specificdevices.
Our first importantapplicationexploitingmicroopticstechnologyin sensorsystemsis
with agile andhigh-speedsteeringof imagesandlaserbeams.Thelackof anagile
steeringelementis theAchillesheelof mostelectroopticalsensorsystems.A possible
solutionuseslayersof coherentlyarrayedafocalmicroopticsthatis movedviapiezoor
electrostrictiveforcesto form aprogrammablebeamscannerwithaminimumamountof
motion(half a lensdiametermaximum).Alternatively,layersof confocalmicroopticswith
electroopticmaterialsandwichedinbetweencanbeusedtoformtheopticalequivalentof a
phasedarrayedantennawith highspeedsteeringpropertiessowell knownby theradar
community.
Thesecondclassof applicationsthathasour long-terminterestis theformationof arrayed
microcavitiesfor oneandtwo dimensionalarraysof solidstatelasers.Thesearrayscan
form extremelybrightlasersourcesbycoherentlyaddingthepowerof theelementsin the
array. Radiationpowerdensitiesof today'ssinglediodelasersalreadyexceedthoseatthe
surfaceof thesun,andmaterialslimitationspreventfurtherincreasesin laserpower
density.Yet, theverysmallradiationareaof asinglelasercanreliablyproduceonly about
50mW. Onlycoherentadditionof sparselyspacedlasersin anarraycanovercomethe
thermodynamicbarrierto higherlaserdiodepower. Figure4 showsacollectionof six
testedmicrocavitydesignsusingmicroopticalmultiplexers,f'flters,phaseconverters,
fractionalTalbot gratings,and interlacedmicroelements(5). Someof theelementsrequire
interlacedrefractiveandreflectivelensarraysandcoherentlyintegratedcomponentson
bothsidesof anopticalsubstrate.
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Figure 4. Various Tested Microcavity Designs for Coherent Laser Array Addition
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Thebinaryopticelementscouple,lock,andcontrolmodesof anewgenerationof coupled-
lasermicrocavities,andthetechnologywill radicallychangethecapabilitiesof all active
opticalsensorsprobablywith asmuchimpactasmagnetronshadonradars.In lessthan
tenyears,square-inch-sizepowersourcesproducingahundredwattsof coherentlaser
powerwill beareality.
A third andbroadclassof problemsrequiring opticalmicrocomponentsi in mappingand
transformingopticalfield distributionsinto anewdistribution. Duringtheconferencewe
heardaboutexamplesof spatiallymatchedffltersfor targetandfingerprintidentification
(6), aboutfilters thatmapcartesianintopolar coordinates(Mellin transforms),and about
compositematchedfilters for preprocessingimagery.All theseapplicationshavebeen
demonstratedwithbinaryopticalcomponents.However,thefirst generationof mapping
devicesonly requiresoneplanarsurfaceto phaseanddirectthelight. Current research
workcentersonmappingarbitrarydistributionsof light intoanewonewith theminimum
numberof surfacesandmaximumlight throughputefficiency. A gooddemonstrationof
this technologyis thegeometrictransformerfor end-pumpingsolidstatelasersshownin
Figure5. Microopticsalignedon two sidesof abulk substratemapsalinearlysegmented
arrayof laserpumpdiodesintoauniformly filled aperturethat ismodematchedto asolid
stateYAG laserrodfor maximumpumpefficiency.Sucha transformerrequiresaspace-
variantoff-axismicrolensarrayto redirectthelight filling theback-planexit aperture
uniformlyandaspacevariantphasecorrectorto matchthemodeof thelasercavity.
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Figure 5. Optical Transformer for End-pumping of Solid-state Lasers
These are only a few examples of the blossoming microoptics technology. Does this
mean the road is clear for far more complicated devices? Clearly not: there remain many
unsolved technology problems that are impeding broader use of this technology. Let me
mention a few. Current support of software for workstations and displays that is adapted
for diffractive microstructures is virtually non-existent. Ray-trace programs need to be
more consumer friendly for people working in diffractive optics and must be matched to
drivers that can write data blocks in polar coordinates. Although mask foundries are now
widely used for binary optics mask production, the software that drives the pattern
generators or e-beam machines is cumbersome and geared to the cartesian coordinate
systems used in the electronics industry. Mebes machine language needs to be developed
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to satisfy theneedsof opticsapplications.In termsof devicefabricationinfrastructureare
DARPAsupportedmicroopticsMOSISfabricationfoundrieson thehorizontodrive down
thecostandbroadentheacceptanceof this technology?We alsostill havealot to learn
abouttheproblemsthatmakemicroopticsfabricationdifferentfrommicromechanicsand
microelectronics.For example,thetechnologyfor etchinglarge-areadeep-structures(more
than217deep)andreplanarizingthedifferentlithographiclayersis still unchartered
territory.Dual-sidedlithographyandlayeringof themicroopticsondifferentsubstratewith
sub-micronprecisionhasstill not beenmasteredeither.
4. THE FUTURE: MIXING ELECTRONICS, OPTICS, AND
MECHANICAL STRUCURES
As microoptics technology matures, we shall see develop a dual role for optics in imaging
sensors. Not only is optics required in photon collection processes such as image
magnification, agile image scanning, and the segmentation of foveal and peripheral vision
or of colors, but optics will play an important role in shaping detection architectures and
image preprocessors as well. These high-throughput processing roles may come in the
form of optical communication between layered processing wafers, as cross-coupling
neighborhoods of clustered detector arrays, and as inter-wafer resonant processing
architectures that group moving centroids and segmented texture clusters in robotic vision
applications.
Present-day electronic imaging sensors are asked to perform a wide variety of functions,
often with contradictory requirements in tracking, surveillance, identification, clutter
rejection, or in extraction of textured patterns. But, the image-in/picture-out approach of
the past in automated recognition systems is fundamentally flawed. These seiasors have
evolved from a camera technology developed at the turn of the century and are based on
photographic or electronic recording of 2-D images that are presented to the human eye.
All post processing then centers on extracting and enhancing detected features in a serially
processed single image. This approach leads to very large and high speed computer system
requirements.
Systems that can adapt processing architectures or interact with a changing environment
do not yet exist. However, most optical sensors in nature did develop complex eye
adaptability by necessity for survival. For example, whereas vertebrates have mostly
simple or camera eyes, the human corneal type imaging is uncommon outside the land
vertebrates. The only other large group with corneal eyes is spiders. Insects have mostly
compound eyes, or sometimes their larvae are born with corneal eyes that are discarded as
they grow and are replaced by compound eyes. Among the marine mollusks and
crustations the most interesting eyes are found (due to photon starvation). Many of the
crustation eyes are based on mirrors. Scallops have concave mirrors, others have convex
lenses and sometimes one large eye and one small one. Capepod crustations have roving
fovea, a linear scanning retina (3x410 elements), and a field-of-view that is a linear strip,
as in many of our infrared sensors (7). The variety in foreoptics is great, e.g., male
pontella fish have three lenses (one parabola and two spherical lenses), the females have
two lenses (one parabola and a spherical lens), but the variety in retinal preprocessing
architectures is even greater, although far less understood. Besides simple registry of
images, there are retinal processing cells which are particularly interested in movement,
regardless of what is moving. It has been known for some years that, in the eyes of some
creatures, there are cells which will respond to movement even at levels of light too low to
cause them to fare for the illumination as such. For most mammals, this sensitivity to
moving objects suits prey and predator functions. Work with rabbits and ground squirrels
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showedthatnotonly flogsbutmammalshavespecializedretinas.Thesquirrelis
particularlyfittedto detecthedirectionof motionof smallobjects(maybethatiswhyit
freezesin on-comingcarheadlights).Therabbithas"fast"detectorsand"slow "detectors
far moresensitivethanman's.Eachof theseopticalsensorsis tunedby evolutionto fit a
specificsetof defenseandpredatorequirements.
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Figure 6. A Multilayer Amacronic Network with Microlenses and Micromuhiplexers
Faced with such a wide ranging optical sensor complexity in nature, it is imperious to
assume that our optical image-in/electronic image-out (the basis of all cameras) is not
deficient for most tracking and recognition tasks. If we are to tackle one of the great
remaining challenges in science, namely, robotic vision, we need to start developing focal
plane processors for data rate reduction and develop sensor outputs that are fed back to the
optical front end. The feedback would give the sensor agility and nonlinearity and would
avoid the data overdose that always follows conventional maximum-resolution image-
rastering strategies. The new approach will require compact optics and optics integration
with focal plane designs (see Figure 6) The new microoptics technology based on
lithography and holography can help significantly to provide agility feedback and a high
throughput competitive non-linear preprocessing capability.
The In'st stage of the change in sensor technology requires replacement of detector arrays
that consist of densely packed elements and leave no space for processing with integrated
focal plane microlenses that concentrate light on smaller pixels and leave enough room for
local electronic processing cells. Binary optics can focus pixel-sized signals to more
efficient (lower noise) shrunken detectors and it can create sufficient space on the back
focal plane to implement primary amacrine type networks and enough space to optically re-
emit processed pixel information to the next processing layer. The second stage in
amacronics development requires very low power circuitry to be interlaced with the detector
grid and to process locally and couple electronically to the nearest detector neighbor. The
most rudimentary electronic network can adapt images to changing light levels by space-
variant gain settings and by amplifying differences between detectors and local averages.
Neighborhood groupings then can compete and adapt away stationary or fixed patterns in
space and time.
In the third stage of development each locally processed pixel output must be optically
transmitted off the back focal plane to the next processing network level. The multi-
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technologyintegrationof microoptics,detectors,analogcircuitry,andmicrolasersin the
form of LED's,quantum-wellasersor SEEDdevices,is verycomplex.However,the
complexityappearsnecessaryin orderto handletheinherenthigh-throughputrequirements
of imageprocessing.
Theterm"amacronics"wasrecentlygivento opticallyandcompetitivelycoupledfocal
planestructureswith localelectronicprocessingcells.Amacronicsderivesits namefrom
the biologicaltermfor layered"a-macros"or "short-range"interactingnetworksobserved
in frontof mammalianretinas.Key amacrinefunctionsare motiondetection,edge
enhancement,andspace-variantimage dynamicrangereduction.With anoptically
crosslinkeddetectorarray,competitivenon-linearcenter-surroundesignsthatform the
basisof biologicalamacrinefunctionscanbeimplemented.For adescriptionof these
micro-sizedopticalpixelmultiplexers,seethepaperbyWongin theseconference
proceedings(8).
Companieslike SonyandHitachihavebeguntomarketthef'n'ststageof amacronics
technology by integrating microoptics on the front focal plane and electronic processing
modules on the free space created between CCD detector arrays. The result is that their
cameras have less dark current, one extra f-stop in sensitivity, and a higher dynamic range
with electronic shuttering and a reduced fixed-pattern-noise dependence.
5. SUMMARY
In this presentation I have reviewed two generations of macro- and microoptical structures,
and, through examples of applications, may have given you a glimpse of what the future
may hold for optical sensors that use the new enabling technologies. Clearly, that future is
bright with wide ranging implications; however, I would like to make three observations.
The first is that the review I presented is myopic because of my heavy bias toward smart
sensor and robotic vision development we in our research group at MIT Lincoln Laboratory
are involved in. It is not representative of the true capabilities and the broad ranging
applications of microoptics. The technology has as many applications in optical
communications in space and in fibers, optical crossbar switching, fiber coupling, mode
matching, and filtering. Alternatively, optical computing and high-throughput processing
which generically is a quasi-monochromatic optics technology, will also greatly benefit
from the flexibility and the microscopic nature of the technology. All these applications
fall under the heading of photonics used to describe the sensor, communication, and data
processing applications. Photonics has been described as a "critical emerging technology"
by the National Research Council and in that context microoptics is seen as an enabling
technology.
However, to gain broad acceptance by a systems community not intimately familiar with
the microoptics capabilities, the photonics community must actively pursue applications
outside the field of optics, for example, in medicine as interocular or corneal devices and
as key endoscopic optics components and in miniaturized surgical tools. In the large data
storage, retrieval, and printing domain, there are significant microoptics applications in
optical disk readers, laser printers, and in optical storage devices. The widest market for
microoptics certainly will be in the entertainment domain, where microoptics will be used in
flat screen displays, HDTV, artificial reality, and 3-D perception applications (see Figure
7).
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Thesecondpoint hastodo with the funding level of the new technology. Microoptics as
an enabling technology development is not likely to be funded generously. Yet, it is a high
technology field with severe requirements on capital investments in clean rooms,
lithographic equipment, high-vacuum etchers, electron-beam writers, microscopes, etc.
Governmental agency funding generally, and particularly nowadays, goes to near-term
solutions of problems, not to future technology investments.
Figure 7. Multiple Binary Optics Application Domains
But microoptics won't be considered as a viable solution to a systems problem until the
technology is better understood and further developed. So we must slowly bootstrap
ourselves by continually proving the value of the technology with immediate applications.
The past approach where passive components could be developed in isolation appears no
longer feasible (except for niche applications). We in the microoptics community must
cross the threshold into new multi-disciplinary technologies where we must mix optics with
analog VLSI, neural network, non-linear material, microlaser, and other technologies.
This will require us to forge collaboration with other disciplines in information processing,
biology, medicine, data storage, and display fields.
The third and final observation is that the new optics technologies are at a historic
crossroad and that many parallels can be drawn between the photonic and the electronic
evolution (see Figure 8). Both are building on the same strategic microfabrication
technologies of sub-micron lithography and anisotropic etching. We have a tough road
ahead but, if we slowly build university trained expertise in both electronics and
microoptics fabrication and gain industrial acceptance, then the future will be bright.
Microoptics is the quintessential enabling technology.
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Figure 8. Parallel and Coupled Evolutions in Optics and Electronics
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MICROSENSORS, SMART SENSORS, SENSOR ARRAYS,
AND THE ARTIFICIAL NOSE
by
Joseph R. Stetter
Transducer Research, Inc.
999 Chicago Avenue
Naperville, IL 60540
ABSTRACT
"Smart" sensors, or sensors connected to computers with intelligent
software, offer new capability for chemical detection and monitoring.
The human nose contains an array of differently selective receptors and an
electronic preprocessing neuron network and is connected to a brain that
can perform complex pattern recognition. Smart sensors and sensor
arrays are now being developed that can begin to replicate the human
olfactory process in function.
The field of microchemical sensors has experienced recent advances
that allow the design of a variety of small sensor systems that are both
sensitive and reliable. Examples include the thin film chemi-resistors,
ISFETs, CHEMFETs, amperometric gas sensors, capacitance sensors, fiber
optic [radiant] sensor systems, piezoelectric [mechanical] sensors, and
microfabricated biosensors. Applications of microsensors include process
control, indoor air quality monitoring, life support systems monitoring,
effluent waste control, personal protection, and medical diagnostics.
Recent applications of "smart" sensor arrays include hazardous
waste detection and identification and the determination of the quality of
food [grain] prior to human consumption. At this time, sensor arrays have
used relatively simple signal processing and pattern recognition. A
comparison of a K-nearest neighbor [KNN] pattern recognition algorithm
and a simple neural network [NN] intelligent system has revealed that the
NN is better able to handle sensor array data and provide useful user
output. The NN can deal with real applications and problems of sensor
arrays such as multidimensional drift, sensor failure, and electronic
noise. NNs that employ algorithms based on a "layered-model" of the
natural olfactory system and are self-organizing [e.g., Kohonen networks]
should be even more powerful [and more selective] than the simple
algorithms now in use with sensor systems.
The opportunity exists to combine the microchemical sensors and
the microelectronics systems to produce intelligent chemical recognition
systems. The above examples are only the beginning.
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Micromechanical Actuators
William Trimmer
Princeton University and
Belle Mead Research, Inc
Man has been developing tools and devices on the size scale of his hands for
millennia. Cooperative efforts have also made substantially larger
mechanical systems such as cranes, ships, and even canals and roads possible.
It is interesting then, that substantially smaller systems have not seen the
same development. Recent work, however, has demonstrated that micro
structures and actuators can be made.
Micro mechanical devices have several advantages, especially when handling
small parts. First, small systems tend to be fast, in part because the transit
distances are smaller. Second, perturbations due to temperature expansions
and vibrations, become smaller as the systems become smaller. Third, small
systems have the obvious advantage of consuming less space. Fourth, the
smaller forces required to move micro systems are more compatible with
handling fragile things. And fifth, because the material costs of small
systems scale as the third power (the volume), material costs are reduced, and
exotic materials can be used that have desirable properties.
A number of forces scale advantageously into the micro domain. For
example, hydraulics, pneumatics, and biological forces scale as the dimension
to the second power. These forces become stronger relative to inertial forces
that scale as the dimension to the third power (the volume). If the E field is
constant, the electrostatic field also scales as the second power. Often the E
field can be increased for small systems, and electrostatic forces have an even
more advantageous scaling.
_G PAGE EILAhiK NOT FILMED
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In situ Meteorological Sensors for Earth and Mars
by
James E. Tillman, University of Washington, Department of Atmospheric Sciences,
Mail Stop AK-40, Seattle, WA 98195
The requirements for in situ meteorological sensors which measure wind speed, wind
direction, pressure, temperature and humidity, the primary variables of Earth and
Mars, are presented. Ideal designs maximize accuracy, specificity, resolution, and
reliability, while minimizing size, cost, complexity, weight and power. The
importance of minimizing contamination of the measurement by the sensor, its
support, and the surrounding spacecraft, will be illustrated using the Viking
Meteorology Experiment. In some instances, such as Martian applications, the
deployment is the driver rather than the lack of adequate sensor characteristics.
Deployment, and measuring the very important vertical variation in the lower few
meters of the atmosphere, can be greatly improved by microsensor development:
other advantages of microsensors will also be described. The general status for each
variable is discussed, as are the areas which need improvement. Instrumental
enigma's, such as sensitivity to other environmental variables, or multiple types of
interaction with the sensing elements, such as are found with water vapor, are
outlined. Techniques for determining complex, multi-variable parameters from
simpler measurements will be mentioned along with applications. Sensor aspects
still requiring major development will be highlighted. Special attention will be
directed to humidity measurement on Earth since it is by far the most important
greenhouse gas, and it currently can not be satisfactorily measured in some of the
most important applications critical to understanding the global climate and its
potential for significant change. Without adequate humidity measurements, climate
modeling will remain a resource consuming exercise with little chance of reasonable
accuracy, until models can be compared with accurate space-time measurements of
water vapor, clouds and snow and their effect on the radiative balance of Earth.
_N_ PAGE BLANK NOT FILMEt_
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Silicon Flexural Microelectromechanical Devices
K. J. Gabriel
Nanoelectronics Processing Facility
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, DC 20375
Electrical Computer and Systems Engineering Department,
Biomedical Engineering Department
Boston University
Boston, Massachusetts 02215
Many applications of silicon microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS) will require using the batch fabrication as well as the
miniaturization of silicon VLSI technology. Silicon micro-
electromechanical components can be used to implement complex
mechanical functions through interconnections among a large number
of mechanical components, each of which is relatively simple.
Following a review of the design, fabrication and operation of early,
discrete microactuators, we discuss the fabrication and operation of
some flexural, suspended support, electrostatic microactuators
designed as components for multi-actuator systems: a non-
resonant, comb-drive actuator with sub-micron, interelectrode gaps
achieved without submicron etching; a parallelogram actuator which
transforms both the magnitude and direction of the attractive,
electrostatic force; and a vertically-deflecting, electrostatic/
pneumatic actuator. These flexural microactuators are inherently
free from friction/wear evident in continuous-motion
microactuators and are capable of producing sufficient motion for
envisioned applications in sensors, photonics and biomedicine.
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MICROMACHINING THE FUTURE
by Dr. Marc Madou
Vice Chairman and Founder
Teknekron Sensor Development Corporation
ABSTRACT
The impact of microfabrication on the manufacturing industry will be
much more profound than just the advent of some new sensors and
actuators. Microfabrication constitutes a new way of designing and
manufacturing all types of small parts by incorporating technologies
borrowed from the semiconductor industry. This method of manufacturing
is not limited to parts made out of silicon but involves materials such as
ceramics, metals and all types of semiconductors and organic materials.
In the first part of this talk, I will try to increase the awareness of the
audience about micromachining by giving examples of micromachined
parts for a very wide variety of applications. The remainder of the
discussion will center on the maturity of various sensor technologies in
different application fields and barriers to commercialization. Emphasis
is on micromachined parts for biomedical use.
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Learning From Biology--Motor Systems at All Scales
M.G. Littman
Princeton University
Human muscle is made up of cells (fibers) that are essentially
microactuators. Within each bulk skeletal muscle in man are also
thousands of redundant micro-length-sensors (muscle spindle
organs). There are also micro-force-sensors (Golgi tendon organs)
in the collagenous connecting tissues including tendons and
aponeuroses. The muscle fibers themselves are organized in motor
units capable of delivering different amounts of force depending on
the number of fibers in a unit. As force is required, units fire
according to the needed force with the smallest force-producing
units firing at smallest required forces, and the largest ones firing
at largest forces. This scheme keeps the AF/F (i.e., fractional
change in force) roughly constant as new motor units come on-line.
Much about the organization of microelements in a macroscopic
system can be learned from looking at working biological motor
systems. For example, it is interesting that the microactuator in
biological muscle is roughly the same from a flea to a whale. The
number of microactuators, of course, is very dependent on the scale
of the organism. How many actuators is optimal for a given
application? Should the actuators be paired with sensors and local
processors and, it so, what is a useful ratio of sensors to actuators?
How should the mechanical and control system be structured? All of
these are questions for which guidance can be obtained by
understanding biological motor systems.
In our research we are using SLIM (a six-link planar robot) as a
platform to understand principles of the control of movement
derived from biology. SLIM is structurally like man and so are his
control systems. SLIM is a light-weight redundant system with five
joints (ankle, knee, hip, shoulder, elbow) that are controlled by
antagonist pairs of muscle-like actuators. The actuators, known as
Rubbertuators (Bridgestone Corp.) are soft pneumatic bladders that,
when inflated, contract 20% of their length. Like human muscle they
are compliant. Length and force sensors are affixed to each
artificial muscle.
We are using biologically-inspired algorithms to solve the inverse
kinematics problem of the redundant structure and introducing
reflex-like joint coordinations to improve posture management. The
low-level posture controller is an iterative forward approximation
scheme derived from a study of spinal frogs. The algorithm is
parallel in nature and we are developing a specialized architecture
of parallel digital signal processors (DSP--TI320C25) that mimics
the organization of the human spinal cord to implement this
algorithm. The parallel controller is being designed so that learning
can be included at many different levels of the control hierarchy.
The research is proceeding to use neural networks to learn how to
integrate many levels of reflex control into smooth and efficient
movements. Eventually, we would like to apply microtechnology to
replace our crude artificial muscles with ones capable of more
detailed control with the goal of efficiently performing the same
dexterous and agile movements that man can carry out so well.
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Micro-Software for Micro-Robots
David P. Miller*
MIT AI Lab
545 Technology Square
Cambridge, MA 02139
Abstract
Microtechnology has successfully reduced the size of processors,
sensors, and actuators orders of magnitude from what they were a few years
ago. This has allowed researchers to build a new breed of robots massing only
a few kilograms (or in some instances grams) that have all of their functions
onboard. This is quite an accomplishment compared to robots of only a decade
ago whose cameras or computer would outweigh dozens of these current
"micro-robots." Not to be outdone, software engineers and AI researchers
have produced new robot programs that are more capable and orders of
magnitude larger than the robot software that was available a few years ago.
Despite the fact that today's micro-processors are more capable than
yesterday's supercomputers, this new software will not fit on today's small
robots.
It takes energy to store data in memory or to perform a computer
operation. The more operations and data storage, the more energy is needed.
Robots must operate in the world, in time to react to changes and events in
their environment. The faster the robot needs to operate, the faster it needs to
process its program, and the more power it needs for computation. The more
power it needs for computation, the larger the power and thermal systems it
needs to carry, which mean the larger (and more massive) its structure needs
to be. The larger heavier its structure, the larger its actuators need to be, the
larger its actuators, the more power they require. For space applications, the
amount of software to be processed per second on a robot can have significant
impact on the launch mass of the system.
Fortunately, AI research has also produced what has become known as
"behavior control programming." Behavior control is an alternative method
of programming robots (particularly mobile robots) which requires orders of
magnitude less processing than traditional sense-plan-act control of these
robots.
This task will review the current state-of-the-art in behavior control.
Examples of its capabilities and limitations will be given. The role of behavior
control in space robotics will also be explored.
*On leave until 10/92 from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive,Pasadena, CA 91109
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SPACECRAFT TELECOMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY
FOR MICROSPACECRAFT APPLICATIONS
K. Kellogg and C. Kyriacou
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109
ABSTRACT
Spacecraft telecommunications systems traditionally consist of Radio
Frequency Subsystems (RFS) and Antenna Subsystems. Fundamental
trade-offs in system design are between power consumption,
frequency and antenna size. Higher frequencies, such as Ka-band,
result in systems with higher data rates, and low volume and mass,
and enable use of electrically large antennas in a small physical
envelope. These systems are at the state of the art for deep space
telecommunications and are very costly to implement.
Development and space qualification of the following critical RFS
technologies will yield significant savings to mass and volume, with
lower cost than is available today. Application and integration with
Microwave Monolithic Integrated Circuit (MMIC) devices with
improvements in reliability through higher levels of integration, can
reduce volume requirements by an order of magnitude; however,
this technology is not space qualified at deep space frequencies.
Research is also needed into rigorous modelIng of MMIC packages
and devices to reduce production iterations and to understand device
interaction. Increased use of Application Specific Integrated Circuits
(ASICs) to implement digital functions within the Transponder,
Telemetry Control Unit and Command Detector Unit will likewise
reduce mass and volume; however, research is needed to develop
low power consumption MMIC and digital devices.
Antenna performance will dramatically benefit by development of
space qualified MMICs for active array applications. Active arrays
can replace bulky, massive TWTs and their associated high voltage
power supplies by placing both the power amplifiers and low noise
amplifiers at the aperture. Such arrays have the flexibility to be
used as stand-alone small- to medium-sized apertures or to be used
as feeds for reflector systems to efficiently realize larger aperture
sizes. A key design challenge to implementing this technology is to
provide a suitable thermal environment for the active components.
Optically Processed Beamforming (OPB) is the ultimate step in
increasing overall telecommunications system flexibility and
reducing system mass. OPB removes RF processing and components
between the transponder and active aperture; transmission and
distribution of signals to and from the aperture is accomplished
photonically. Research is needed to develop photonic devices and
tools to accurately model them in telecommunication system
applications.
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MICROSPACECRAFT: A CONCEPT
Ross M. Jones
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109
ABSTRACT
There is need for smaller, faster, more frequent space science
missions. Smaller spacecraft may enable such missions. Technology
has been developed by the United States' Department of Defense and
other government agencies that can enable smaller spacecraft. This
author has developed a generic concept for utilizing advanced
technology to create a microspacecraft. A microspacecraft would
have a mass on the order of 10 kg. This paper will present this
microspacecraft concept.
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Micro Guidance and Control Technology
Overview
Glen J. Kissel and
Fred Y. Hadaegh
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CA 91109
Abstract
This paper gives an overview of micro guidance and control tech-
nologies and in the process previews of some of the technology/user
and systems issues presented in the guidance and control session at
the workshop. We first present a discussion of the advantages of us-
ing micro guidance and control components and then detail sL,c micro
guidance and control thrusts that could have a revolutionary impact
on space missions and systems. Specific technologies emerging in the
micro guidance and control field will be examined. These technologies
fall into two broad categories: micro attitude determination (inertial
and celestial) and micro actuation, control and sensing. Finally, the
scope of the workshop's guidance and control panel will be presented.
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1 Introduction
For this paper we define micro guidance and control technology as consisting
of two items. First, it includes micro-miniaturized guidance and control com-
ponents and subsystems (sensors, actuators and control electronics). Second,
it includes micro guidance and control architectures realized by integration of
micro-machined devices and on-chip VLSI circuits with guidance and control
functions.
As with many microtechnologies, micro guidance and control components
and technologies have numerous advantages over their larger counterparts.
These advantages include lower mass, volume and power consumption than
components used on today's spacecraft. With solid state reliability, there
should be lower risk and more robustness to temperature and vibrations.
Lower costs are expected with fewer hands needed to handle the devices and
with cost saving potentials inherent in batch processing technologies. Some
microsystems could be more capable than today's larger systems because the
decreased mass, volume and power consumption would allow redundancy or
even massive redundancy of components.
In the Guidance and Control Section at Jet Propulsion Laboratory', we
believe that micro guidance and control technologies can have a revolutionary
impact on space missions and systems via innovative Work in six thrust areas:
1. Massively distributed microsensing for system identification and control
to enable space interferometers and large reflectors.
2. Light-powered remote-processing networks for guidance and control mi-
crosensing to enable viable distributed identification and control archi-
tectures needed to support item 1.
3. Micro guidance and control components for microspacecraft and mi-
crorovers to enable essential subsystem functions. These components
include micro sun sensors, encoders, star trackers and motors.
4. A six degree of freedom (acceleration and attitude) micro inertial mea-
surement unit for microspacecraft and microrovers to enable guidance
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and control navigation functions.
5. Actively controlled micromachined deformable mirrors for adaptive re-
flectors to provide optical performance not presently feasible.
6. Embedded health sensing for guidance and control effectors to monitor
and manage mission effectiveness and lifetime.
Some of the emerging micro guidance and control technologies that will
support these thrusts are described in the following section.
2 Micro Guidance and Control Technologies
This section will present an overview of present and emerging micro guid-
ance and control technologies from NASA, private industry and academia
[1]. Some systems and users issues will be considered as well. The first broad
area of technology to be covered is attitude determination, both celestial and
inertial. This is an area where most of the advantages of microtechnologies
will hold, with the possible exception of more capability. Microgyroscopes,
for example, tend to have much higher drift rates than larger devices flying on
today's spacecraft. The second broad area covered will be micro actuation,
control and sensing.
2.1 Micro Attitude Determination, Inertial and Celes-
tial
Microfabricated gyroscopes and accelerometers are now being developed at
the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Cambridge, Massachusetts, using batch
processing techniques such as photolithography, diffusion and etching to
carve mechanical parts. Draper is working on three distinct devices:
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1. Gimballed, vibrating gyroscopesand force rebalanceaccelerometers
constructed from bulk silicon
2. Polysilicon surfacemachinedtuning fork gyroscopes
3. Quartz resonantaccelerometersand gyroscopes
One reasonDraper is pursuing three separatetechnologiesis in part to
lessenthe risks associatedwith emergingtechnologies.
SatconTechnologyCorporation, Cambridge,Massachusetts,is alsowork-
ing on microgyroscopes,in this caseelectrostatically suspendedmierome-
chanicalrate gyroscopesbasedon variable capacitancemotors developedat
MIT. The deviceresemblesan electrically suspendeddisk and is controlled
to provide rate information. Surfacemicromachininglithographic techniques
are the proposedfabrication processes,and the eventualgoal is to developa
microgyroscopesuspendedin all six degreesof freedom.
Work on gyroscopesis also beingdoneoverseasby GEC Ferranti in Ed-
inburgh, Scotland,which is fabricating piezo-electricvibratory angular rate
transducers (gyroscopes). They make use of a cylinder of radially poled
piezo-electricceramic,metallizedinsideand out. The outside is divided into
eight electrodesand the inside is earthed. The cylinder vibrates in one of
two modes,with rotation causinga coupling of thesemodeswhich can be
detected.With this kind of microdeviceweobtain the kinds of benefitslisted
earlier - decreasesin size,mass,powerconsumptionand cost with increased
reliability.
At the JPL MicrodevicesLaboratory, novelsensortechnologiesarebeing
developedfor micro accelerometersand seismometers.Researchersat the Mi-
crodevicesLaboratory havemadethe crucialobservationthat compactnessof
devicesleadsto fundamentalphysicalproblemsassociatedwith sensorsensi-
tivity and noise,including thermal noise. Somerecentdevicesdevelopedhave
been basedon electron tunneling and haveresulted in ultrahigh-sensitivity
microaecelerometerswith major reductionsin mass,volume and power.
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The final emerging technology in micro-attitude determination has to
do with celestial sensing. OCA (Optical Corporation of America) Applied
Optics in Garden Grove, California, has developed a suite of miniature wide
field of view star tracker cameras. The original device was developed jointly
with Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory for Brilliant Pebbles and has
a field of view of 60 degrees. A follow-on camera has a 25 degree field of view
and features a dual-redundant camera with a 100 microradian accuracy, 3 o',
and is fully autonomous. These devices are also noted for low cost, mass and
power.
2.2 Micro Actuation, Control and Sensing
Microtechnologies have also been applied to the actuation, control and sens-
ing functions that are important to spacecraft and space guidance and control
subsystems. Recently there has been joint work between JPL and UCLA on
micromachined deformable mirrors which could be used on large space inter-
ferometers to compensate for distortions in elements of the optical train and
in the instrument's field of view. The pixelated capacitive linear actuator is
the key microtechnology needed to produce a highly pixelated mirror surface
to be controlled. The actuators could be monolithically integrated with the
mirror assembly. Research is also being done on the modeling and control of
these devices.
Micromachined sensors are a rapidly developing microtechnology that
could aid guidance and control systems. An example of this kind of technol-
ogy, being developed at the Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Geor-
gia, involves epitaxial lift-off to fabricate thin-film, single crystal, optical
quality semiconductor devices. The technique employs surface micromachin-
ing and epitaxial growth with sacrificial layers such as aluminum arsenide.
Depositions of light-emitting diodes have been made on micromachined mov-
able platforms yielding microoptomechanical devices. Here the potential ex-
ists for integrated interferometric sensors and steerable and movable light
sources.
From a systems and user's perspective, the Johnson Space Center, Hous-
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toil, Texas, and the Iloneywell Systemsand ResearchCenter, Minneapolis,
Minnesota, are examininghow micromachlnedsensorscould be used for ve-
hicle health monitoring. The health monitoring task would include manned
space vehicles. They have examined requirements that vehicle health mon-
itoring places on nlicromachined sensors, including requirements on perfor-
mance, size, mass and fault tolerance. Tile two centers are also grappling
with the issue of how commercial and military sensors can be used to meet
space systems requirements.
Some good overview work on micro guidance and control technologies
has been done in the JPL Guidance and Control Section. In particular they
have noted that Lunar and Mars explorers, space-based interferometers and
remote sensing platforms, whether Earth orbiting or planetary flyby or or-
biting, could benefit greatly h'om microelectromechanical technology. They
believe that the synergistic use of ,nicrominiature sensors, VLSI microelec-
tl'onics and fiber optic networks will give rise to new guidance, navigation
and control capabilities. Six microtechnology products or thrusts have been
identified that, could enable new guidance and control subsystems. These
were listed in the introductory section.
3 Guidance and Control Panel Scope
The Guidance and Control panel will be considering the technologies pre-
sented ill the previous section as it charts a course for micro guidance and
control technology development. At the workshop, the panel will focus on
emerging micro guidance and control technologies, users' and systems issues
with tile following emphases:
• Microdevice guidance and control subsystems for spacecraft with em-
phasis on component technology, attitude and articulation control and
health monitoring and recovery.
- microsensor and microactuator design including electronics, power
and information processing.
8O
- fabrication technologies including silicon processing, micromachin-
ing and tunneling technology.
- distributed architecture issues including data handling, power trans-
mission and microsensing.
• Platform applications will include
- shape control for multi-use vehicles and large instruments like ra-
diometers, and vehicle guidance, navigation and control.
- system identification, health monitoring and remote sensing ap-
plications.
• Science mission applications will include system identification, optical
figure control for ground/spaceborne telescopes and interferometers,
and instrument pointing/sensing/isolation.
4 Conclusion
In this paper we have briefly reviewed the advantages of using micro guid-
ance and control components and architectures and listed six microtechnol-
ogy thrusts in guidance and control that could have a revolutionary impact
on spacecraft and space missions. We also reviewed some of the emerging
micro guidance and control technologies. These technologies included micro
attitude determination, inertial and celestial, and micro actuation, control
and sensing. Finally, we included the guidance and control panel scope that
will be used to direct the efforts of the panel as it creates a technology de-
velopment plan.
References
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MINIATURIZATION IN X-RAY AND GAMMA-RAY SPECTROSCOPY
Jan S. Iwanczyk, Yuzhong J. Wang
Xsirius, Inc., 4640 Admiralty Way, Suite 214, Marina del Rey, CA 90292
James G. Bradley
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91109
Abstract:
The paper presents advances in two new sensor technologies and a miniaturized associated electronics
technology which, when combined, can allow for very significant miniaturization and for the reduction of
weight and power consumption in x-ray and gamma-ray spectroscopy systems:
I. Mercuric iodide (HgI2) x-ray technology, which allows for the first time the construction of truly
portable, high-energy resolution, non-cryogenic x-ray fluorescence (XRF) elemental analyzer systems,
with parameters approaching those of laboratory quality cryogenic instruments.
2. The silicon avalanche photodiode (APD), which is a solid-state Iight sensitive device with internal
amplification, capable of uniquely replacing the vacuum photomultiplier tube in scintillation gamma-ray
spectrometer applications, and offering substantial improvements in size, ruggedness, low power
operation and energy resolution.
3. Miniaturized (hybridized) low noise, low power amplification and processing electronics, which take
full advantage of the favorable properties of these new sensors and allow for the design and fabrication of
advanced, highly miniaturized x-ray and gamma-ray spectroscopy systems.
The paper also presents experimental results and examples of spectrometric systems currently under
construction. The directions for future developments are di,%-ussed.
Mercuric iodide (Hgl2) technology:
Mercuric iodide (HgI2) occurs in two main phases, tetragonal alpha-HgI 2 and orthorhombic bota-HgI 2.
The tetragonal alpha-HgI 2 is stable at room temperature and undergoes a reversible transition to the
orthorhombic phase at about 130°C. Alpha-HgI 2 single crystals usually are grown either by physical
vapor transport at temperatures in the range of 100-115°C [1], or in solution at 25°C by decomplexing of
dimethylsulfoxide-HgI 2 complexes [2]. Crystals grown from the vapor are characterized by better charge
transport properties [3]. Table 1 lists selected properties ofHgI 2 crystals. The current, most widely used
vapor-growth technique was introduced by Schoiz [4], and subsequently modified by different laboratories
[1,5]. Another method, also used, is the growth ofHgI 2 platelet crystals by polymer-assisted vapor
transport [6,7]. The latter method yields relatively small sized single crystals.
Prior to detector fabrication, the as-grown crystals are sawed into slices, polished, and then etched in an
aqueous solution of KI. Electrodes are deposited onto both sides of a slice of single crystal HgI 2. For x-
ray applications, usually Palladium of 100-200 A thickness is used as the electrode material. A guard-
ring structure is employed in order to reduce surface leakage current and improve the electric field
distribution in the active part of the detector. The unit is then mounted onto a ceramic substrate for
mechanical support. The surface of the detector is passivated and protected from the environment by a
very thin (1-3 p.m) plastic encapsulant. The Union Carbide Parylene process has been adopted for this
purpose. Detectors are produced in different shapes and sizes, ranging from a few mm 2 up to several
cm . Techniques have been developed to fabricate either single or multiple detectors on the same crystal
slice. In addition, more complex, multielement detectors have been designed in the form of submodules
that can be aggregated into large linear or two-dimensional arrays. A typical detector leakage current is
in the range of 0.08-0.5 pA/mm 2 at room temperature, depending on the specific crystal and applied bias
voltage. High-energy-resolution detectors are constructed to exhibit the lowest electronic noise and the
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best possible charge collection. Their capacitances are kept below 1 pF. A reduction of the electronic
noise level of a spectroscopy system, as well as an enhancement of the charge collection, can be achieved
by cooling the detector and the input Field Effect Transistor (FET), which can be accomplished using
miniature thermoelectric (Peltier) coolers. These small, single stage coolers are very compact (less than
0.3 cm 3) and use very little power (250 mW) to achieve an effective temperature in the range -10 to 0°C.
Properly fabricated detectors show very good long term stability and reliability of their performance under
various ambient conditions, including high vacuum and temperature cycling [8]. Also, HgI 2 detectors
exhibit excellent radiation damage resistance in comparison to other semiconductor detectors [9,10].
In summary, it has been found that Hgl 2 possesses a number of properties that make it very attractive for
room temperature x-ray detectors that are capable of high energy resolution.
TABLE1
Property
Crystal Structure
Lattice Parameters
Density
Melting Point
Phase Transition Temperature
Dielectric Constant
Index of Refraction
Band Gap
Electrical Resistivity
Electron Mobility
Hole Mobility
(}tx)e.
(l_X)h
Energy per c-hpair
Fano factor
Value
Tetragonal (low T, red)
Orthorhombic (high T, yellow)
a = b = 4.361 A,, c = 12.450 A
6.4 _/cm 3
259oc
127oc
8.80-1.2i (at 5461 It)
2.71 (at 5890 A), 2.62 (at 6328 A)
2.13 eV
-1013 ohm--cm
~ 100 cm2/Vs at 300K
- 4 cm2/Vs at 300K
< 10 -3 cm2/V
< 10-5 cm2/V
4.2 eV (measured)
0.1
Avalanche photodiode (APD) technology:
The most common "reach-through" APD structure was introduced by R.J. Mclntire over two decades ago
[11], and devices based upon it have been produced since then in many commercial companies. This
structure allows one to achieve reliable and high performance devices with useful internal gain. These
devices have found many applications, including those in short wavelength communications. However,
due to their small active areas (limited to only a few square millimeters, at most), they never offered any
real competition to PMTs in a wide range of applications.
Recently, though, newer large area avalanche photodiodes have become available [ 12,13]. These newer
APDs are based upon a construction which utilizes a highly uniform, neutron-transmutation-doped
silicon, thus allowing for the formation of a large area, uniform junction. Breakdown at the junction
periphery is prevented, even with very high electric fields, by physically beveling the edges of the diode,
and by specially treating the edge [13]. This technology now offers APDs with diameters much larger
than 0.5 in., capable of operating at voltages in excess of 2 kV. APDs of 200 mm 2 area have typical
surface dark currents of 200 nA, and bulk dark currents of less than 0.5 nA. The large area APDs can
operate with gains up to 1,000. The parameter keff, which determines the noise performance at high gain
[ 11 ], is approximately 0.0015, compared to 0.0025 quoted for the best "reach-through" structures. The
typical quantum efficiency of current devices is 70-85% in the 550-1000 nm range of photon wavelengths,
falling to a few percent at 300 nm' although there is an extensive effort being pursued to improve the
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sensitivity of APDs at short wavelengths to extend their response into the UV region. Such APDs offer an
overall reduction in system size and complexity, compared with general purpose PMTs, as well as
improved ruggedness, reliability and longevity. Additional advantages include a linear response over a 7
decade range of signal intensities. The new photodetector draws less power than an equivalent PMT, and
operates from a single high voltage. Since it is immune to the effects of magnetic fields it requires no
shielding.
Miniaturized Amplification and Processing Electronics:
The development of miniaturized, low noise, low power amplification and processing electronics allows
one to take full advantage of the new sensors and to develop highly compact spectroscopy systems. HgI 2
systems benefit much more strongly by the use of hybridized electronics than do the bulky Si[Li] or G¢
cryogenically cooled systems, which require liquid nitrogen and high vacuum operation. We have
concentrated our efforts towards the development of high performance electronics for space applications
and synchrotron radiation applications.
a) Preamplifiers
A pulsed-light feedback preamplifier has been constructed using hybrid techniques in a standard 24-pin,
dual-in-line package (DIP). The preamplifier has been tested with HgI 2 x-ray detectors, and the
electronic noise level of the system was measured at below 20 electrons rms [ 14] at 12 ItS shaping time;
power consumption was 220 mW. Recently, a new design was implemented which allows for the further
reduction of power consumption down to about 85 mW, without any deterioration in noise characteristics.
The circuit is prepared for hybridization in a 14 pin dual-in-line package (0.79" x 0.47") and will weigh
about 4 grams.
b) Amplifiers
A triangular shaping amplifier, including a wrap-around baseline restorer, computer controlled fine and
coarse gains, and computer selectable shaping times, has been developed and hybridized in a 50-pin DIP
package (1.5"x2.6"). The total power consumption of the amplifier is about 2.6 W. The amplifier can
work in conjunction with a recently developed pile-up rejector (PUR), which has also been hybridized in a
separate 2. l"x0.9" package. These circuits were tested with HgI 2 detectors for count rates of up to 75
kcps, and showed no practical differences with full sized commercial spectroscopy amplifiers at the
selected shaping times. The details of the design and testing procedures are given elsewhere [15].
For space applications, the amplification circuit can often be simplified by using only single settings for
the gain and shaping time. Also, pile-up rejection electronics can be eliminated for low count-rate
experiments. Our present effort in collaboration with the University of Chicago, for example, is
concentrated on such a design, which besides the amplification and shaping circuitry involves a baseline
restorer, a peak detector and a sample-and-hold circuit. The power consumption of this design is about
150 roW, and it can be hybridized in a 16-pin DIP (0.89"x0.47") package.
c) Processing electronics
A quad single-channel analyzer (q-SCA) that has four independent SCAs, each followed by 24 bit sealers,
has been developed and hybridized in a 1.5"x3.0" package. The circuit is built to be interfaced with a
computer that can be used to set the threshold levels of the SCAs and provide for the readout of scaler
contents. Total power dissipation is only 0.8 W. A more detailed description of the design is given
elsewhere [ 15].
For many applications, a miniaturized low power multichannel analyzer is much more desirable than a
series of SCAs. There is an active effort involving the University of Chicago and the Max Planck Institute
to construct such processing electronics, including the ADC and assorted memories, digital signal
processors and interfaces. By using a low power, successive-approximation 12 bit ADC (Analog Devices
AD7878), and by combining 3 channels (thus effectively reducing it to a 9 bit system), and finally by
incorporating Gatti corrections [16], it was possible to obtain differential nonlinearities below 1%.
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Experimental Results:
Figure 1 shows a characteristic x-ray spectrum for copper taken with an HgI 2 spectrometer operating as
an integral part of the Scanning Electron Microscope and Particle Analyzer (SEMPA) prototype
instrument. The characteristic x-rays were excited by electrons. The spectrum shows well-separated Cu-
K a and Cu-KI3 lines at 8.0 and 8.9 keV, with an energy resolution of 218 eV (FWHM) (at the 8.0 keV
peak). Also shown are Cu-L lines CLct, LI3 at 928, 948 eV, respectively) exhibiting 190 eV (FWHM)
energy resolution. Figure 2 presents a Ni target fluorescence spectrum measured with the same
instrument used to obtain the data in Figure 1. In addition to the Ni-Kct and -KI3 lines at 7.5 and 8.3
keV, the combined Ni-L lines are clearly visible at 849 eV with an energy resolution of 182 eV (FWHM).
The SEMPA instrument was developed for NASA's Mariner Mark II Comet Rende_'ous/Asteroid Flyby
Mission to analyze cometary dust, and was designed to provide the simultaneous information of both an
SEM image and the elemental composition of dust grain specimens.
Figure 3 shows an x-ray spectrum of meteorite Murchison, taken with an Hgl 2 spectrometer inserted into
the Aipha-X Backscattering Instrument. A 244Cm alpha source was used to excite fluorescent x-rays
from the sample. The Alpha-X Backscattering Instrument is under development in collaboration with the
University of Chicago and the Max Planck Institute to analyze the composition of the Martian surface on
the upcoming Mars'94 Mission.
Figure 4 presents a composite of x-ray spectra from different targets taken with an Hgl 2 array. For
relatively low count-rate conditions (10 kcps) the following FWHM energy resolutions were obtained: 252
eV at 5.9 keV (Mn-Ko0, 380 eV at 17.44 keV (Mo-Kcx), and 479 eV at 24.14 keV (In-Kct). The spectra
shown here were measured using the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory's (SSRL) intense SR
beams to excite elemental targets. HgI 2 detector arrays are being developed to enhance the benefits of
synchrotron radiation sources in several areas of advanced biological and materials science research.
Recently, a two-dimensional array of twenty elements was fabricated, and construction of a 100-element
detector array system has also begun.
Figures 5-9 report results obtained with a large area Avalanche Photodiode (APD). An avalanche
photodiode was optically coupled to a CsI(TI) scintillator (1.27 mm x 1.27 mm). The diameter of the APD
was 15 mm. The APD/scintillator detector was tested by using different radiation sources. Figure 5 shows
the gamma ray spectrum taken using a 137Cs source. An energy resolution of 6.24% for the 137Cs (662
keV) gamma line was obtained. Figure 6 shows an energy resolution of 7.7% for a 511 keV line (22Na
source) and Figure 7 shows an energy resolution of 23.1% for an 80 keV line (133Ba source). The
APD/scintillator combination was also tested with a 122 keV line (57Co source) and the energy resolution
was 16.3% (cf. figure 8). Another APD was also measured with a BGO scintillator irradiated with a 22Na
source (511 keV and 1275 keV gamma rays). Figure 9 shows the spectrum taken at 0°C. The FWHM at
511 keV is 11.2%. The same BGO crystal was measured with a PM tube, and the FWHM at 511 keV was
11.6%. In Figure 9, the bismuth escape peak (511 keV - 76 keV) was well distinguished on the left
shoulder of the 511 keV peak, a feature which is not possible to observe with a PM tube.
Future Development:
The requirements for space instrumentation are in many aspects very similar to those for terrestrial field
applications. The reduced weight, power and size of the spectrometer can lead to extremely attractive
portable x-ray fluorescence instruments and gamma-ray spectrometers for environmental pollution
monitoring, geological exploration, marine mineral analysis, archeometry, and industrial material quality
assurance. One can foresee new generation, energy dispersive, detector-array gamma cameras which are
able to efficiently reject Compton scatter, and thereby enhance medical or industrial images.
Our continuing effort is directed toward the improvement in HgI 2 crystal growth methods, the refinement
of detector fabrication techniques, and to the development of new designs of the associated electronics. In
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the area of APDs, we are putting an extensive effort into developing large scale, two dimensional detector
arrays. The development of miniaturized, low noise, low-power processing electronics allows one to take
full advantage of the favorable properties of these new sensors. Rapid progress in commercial operational
amplifiers, and in CMOS microcomputers and other hardware logic elements with lower power
consumption, reduced noise, and lower cost, strongly benefits the portable x-ray spectrometric
instrumentation field. For large scale detector arrays, these advances can be translated into a possibility
for constructing very powerful systems with affordable costs per electronics channel.
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Backscatter M/_ssbauer Spectrometer (BaMS) for Extraterrestrial
Applications. D.G. AGRESTI, T.D. SHELFER, M.M. PIMPERL, E.L. WILLS,
and M.H. SHEN, University of Alabama at Birmingham, and R.V. MORRIS,
NASA-Johnson Space Center.
M6ssbauer spectroscopy is a nuclear gamma resonance technique
particularly well suited to the study of materials that contain iron (57Fe). It can
provide information on the oxidation state of iron as well as the type and
proportion of iron-containing mineral species in a sample of interest. Iron
M6ssbauer spectroscopy (FeMS) has been applied to samples believed to have
come from Mars (SNC meteorites) and has been helpful in refining the choice
among putative Martian surface materials by suggesting a likely nanophase
component of the Martian regolith [1]. Figure 1 shows a FeMS spectrum of a
Martian analogue material (Hawaiian palagonite); it is dominated by ferric-
bearing phases and shows evidence of a nanophase component. FeMS has also
been applied to lunar materials, an example of which is shown in Figure 2. It
can be used to measure the maturity of lunar surface material and has been
proposed as a prospector for lunar ilmenite, an oxygen resource mineral [2].
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Fig. 1. Martian analogue. Fig. 2. Lunar sample.
Several years ago we suggested a backscatter M6ssbauer spectrometer
(BaMS) for a Mars rover mission [3]. Backscatter design was selected as most
appropriate for in-situ application because no sample preparation is required.
Since that time, we have continued to develop the BaMS instrument in
anticipation that it would eventually find a home on a NASA planetary mission.
Gooding proposed BaMS as a geochemistry instrument on MESUR [4]. More
recently, an LPI workshop has recommended that BaMS be included in a three-
instrument payload on the next (1996?) lunar lander [5].
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The typical laboratory spectrometer contains as its principal elementsa
velocity transducer for modulating by Doppler effect the frequency of gamma
rays emitted from a 57C0 source, a detector for recording the radiation
transmitted through or scattered by the sample being studied, and electronics to
control the velocity of the source and record the resulting spectrum. For
planetary applications, each of these components must be miniaturized and
integrated into a single package suitable for a space instrument.
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Figure 3. BaMS schematic.
We propose an instrument approximately the size and shape of a soft-
drink can, as shown in Figure 3. For the velocity transducer we have constructed
a version, shown in Figure 4, of the traditional two-coil (drive with feedback)
design that operates with good linearity and is less than 1% the mass and volume
of the typical laboratory transducer [6,7]. We have obtained M6ssbauer spectra
with room-temperature silicon-based PIN detectors, as have others [8]. The
circuit design for a small electronics package including detector bias supply,
analog pulse amplifier, pulse-height analyzer, drive control circuitry, and data
storage has been completed. We are now assembling a prototype BaMS
instrument of design appropriate for space applications that should be completed
shortly. An instrument development program is also underway in Europe [8].
We have also tested piezoelectric and electrostrictive devices as velocity
transducers as well as other solid-state detectors (HgI2) and a gas-filled
proportional counter designed for backscatter application. X-ray fluorescence
(XRF) capability can readily be incorporated into BaMS, resulting in a BaMS/XRF
instrument. We refer the reader to a more comprehensive discussion of
applications, principles of operation, and alternate technologies [9].
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Science Department (M/C 154), University of Illinois at Chicago, Box 4348,
Chicago, IL 60607
A.V. Crewe
Enrico Fermi Institute and the Department of Physics, University of Chicago,
5640 S. Ellis Ave., Chicago, IL 60637
A new approach for fabricating macroscopic (-lOxlOxlOmm 3) structures with
micron accuracy has been developed. This approach combines the precision of
se, i_nd_cto _ pro_ ssin_ a:_d f!b_r :_ptic _echn(,!og_es A {_0; _licon w:_f,'r
is anisotropically etched to create four orthogonal v-grooves and an aperture
on each 10xl2mm die. Precision 308#m optical fibers are sandwiched between
the die to align the v-grooves. The fiber is then anodically bonded to the
die above and below it. This procedure is repeated to create thick structures
and a stack of 5 or 6 die will be used to create a miniature scanning
electron microscope (MSEM). See Figure I. Two die in the structure will have
a segmented electrode to deflect the beam and correct for astigmatism. The
entire structure is UHV compatible.
The performance of an SEM improves as its length is reduced I and a sub-
cm 2keV MSEM with a field emission source should have approximately Inm
resolution 2. A low voltage high resolution MSEM would be useful for the
examination of biological specimens and semiconductors with a minimum of
damage. The first MSEM will be tested with existing 6#m thermionic sources. 3
Reprinted with permission from the Journal of Vacuum Science Technology A,
vol. i0, no. 4, part i, July-August 1992, pp. 611-616.
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In the future a mlcromachlned field emission source will be used. The
stacking technology presented in this paper can produce an array of MSEMs 1
to 30mm in length with a imm or larger period. A key question being addressed
by this research is the optimum size for a low voltage MSEM which will be
determined by the required spatial resolution, field of view, and working
distance.
I. INTRODUCTION
An MSEM can operate in previously inaccessible locations. For example, an
MSEM on a portable boom could inspect the deterioration of a fusion reactor's
walls from plasma and radiation damage without disassembling the reactor to
bring its sections to the microscopy laboratory. As a second example the
scanning tunneling microscope (STM) has atomic resolution but the operator
ha_ d'_ficultv ]ocatil.g int_c, _c_n_ f_a_._... _l_ tl._ p, cii,,-n _ti_ _ aingie
choice of magnification. An MSEM with only IO00X magnification and a lO0_m
field of view observing the STM tip would alleviate this problem.
The technology used to make a single MSEM will also make an array of
MSEMs for direct write lithography. Matching the MSEM array period with that
of the substrate would simplify the drive electronics. This MSEM array would
also be useful for a rapid inspection of specimens. Once a defect had been
located similar spots on adjacent sections of the specimen could be quickly
examined without a mechanical translation.
II. MICROSCOPE STRUCTURE
The silicon die used in this research are from 3-in. 3-5 ohm-cm (i00) n-
type silicon wafers 381_m thick (Figure 2). The structure is designed to have
the fibers rest on the etched v-groove surface as opposed to resting on the
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groove's edges (Figure 3). The relationship between groove width (W), fiber
diameter (D), and gap between silicon die is given by the following
equations 4 where e - cos'l( 24_7_) - 35.26°
if D _ W Gap - D W (I)
cos(e) sin(e) tan(e)
if D _ W ] _ o
cos(B> Gap = b _ - W- (?)
The glass deforms up to 1.6_m during anodic bonding to silicon5, 6 This
deformation will increase the fiber/silicon co_,tact area and the increase
will be larger if the contact point is below the silicon wafer surface 7
(Figure 3a). The bond strength between the fiber and the silicon will
increase as the contact area increases. Die have been stacked with 308 and
450_m diameter fibers in 270_m wide grooves yielding 152 and 360_m gaps
between the silicon die respectively. Attempts to bond 510_m fiber_ into the
270_m grooves have not been successful, possibly due to the small
fiber/silicon contact area.
The wafers were cleaned and then oxidized in steam at 900°C to grow 40nm
of SiO 2. A 200nm Si3N 4 layer was then deposited over the SiO 2 in an LPCVD
reactor. The top of the wafers were coated with HMDS primer and Shipley 813
photoresist. Rectangular 270x7000_m 2 and square 740#m windows were opened in
the photoresist after aligning the pattern to the wafer flat. The Si3N 4 was
etched for 50 seconds in a Tegal 803 plasma etcher; then the photoresist was
removed. The bottom surface of the wafer was aligned to the etched features
on top of the wafer with an infrared aligner, then plasma etched. The exposed
oxide was removed with a 2 minute immersion in buffered HF acid, the wafers
were then immersed in a quartz reflux system containing an anisotropic
etching solution (44% by weight KOH in H20 at 82°C). This solution etches the
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silicon (I00) direction 400 times faster than the (iii) direction 8 and has a
negligible etch rate for Si3N4 .9 The wafers were kept in this solution for
5.5 hours until the KOH solution etched through the wafer and a 740_m square
opening formed a 200#m square aperture on the opposite side of the wafer. The
270x7000_m 2 openings formed v-grooves 191_m deep to hold 6mm long fibers. The
Si3N 4 etch mask was then removed with a I0 minute immersion in 50% HF acid
followed by a 5 minute deionized H20 rinse. In the future a boron etch stop
will be used to create circular apertures using a process similar to that
which creates micromachined ink jet nozzles. I0 The wafers were then cut into
10xl2mm die using a MicroAutomation 1006A dicing saw and cleaned. The die
were aligned and anodically bonded 7 together with 308_m duran fibers as shown
in (Figures 4 and 5). Duran or pyrex is chosen because their thermal
expansion coefficients of 3.2xi0"6/°C closely match that of silicon at
?,6xI0-6/=C Bot _ _la_ses _,av_ ne;_rl_- id_rt_ca] cb_i:'al co_po_Ition And ar_
trademarks of Schott and Corning respectively. A second advantage is that the
glasses can be attached to silicon at 250°C with a bond strength of 350psi II.
The bond is strong enough (i.0!0.5 pounds) to allow the die to be wire
bonded. A stack of six die with 152_m gaps forms an electron optical column
3mm long. The column is mounted on an Airpax l.l"xl.l" glass sealed 18 pin
header which is attached to a standard vacuum flange (Figure 6).
The accuracy of the stacking technique is limited by the precision of
the glass fibers, silicon die, and v-groove etching. Optical fibers drawn
with laser micrometer control have a diameter tolerance of ±O.l%/km of
fiber 12 or ±0.3_m/km for a 308#m fiber. A kilometer of fiber would provide
enough material for several thousand microscopes. The total indicated runout
(TIR), which is defined as the maximum surface deviation, on a lOxl2mm 2
double polished silicon die is much less than l_m. The etched v-groove (Iii)
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surfaces also have less than ipm of TIR. At present the overall accuracy of
the column is limited by the ±5_m infrared alignment of etched features in
the top and bottom surfaces of the silicon die. This accuracy will be
improved by initially etching a feature through the silicon wafer and
aligning each surface to this feature. The stacking technique should achieve
submicron _cnuracv.
The relationship between operating voltage and minimum column length is
beieg explored assuming a maximum electric field of 10kV/mm I. StacUin_ with
fibers D _m in diameter, the maximum gap between the silicon die is 0.577xD
if the fiber rests inside the v-groove and has a contact point at the silicon
wafer surface. The silicon is etched at least 0.211xD to seat the fiber and
0.577xD if the v-groove completes. The die must be thicker than the etch
depth for structural integrity and the minimum die thickness is assumed to be
the fibe_ di.m_._r. The lenguh of a _i:< layer _ol_n with the maximum _ap
between thin layers is 6xD + 5x0.577xD. A Imm column with 640 volts between
layers (64_m gaps) can be fabricated from ll0#m fibers and wafers.
III. ELECTRON SOURCE
The resolution of an electron microscope improves as the source
brightness is increased. It has been predicted I that a micromachined field
emission source can be 2 to 3 orders of magnitude brighter than a
conventional field emission source. Micromachined and conventional field
emission sources will be integrated into a stacked structure to verify their
performance. Initial testing of the column will be carried out with a low
brightness micromachined thermionlc emitter. This will give a rough test of
the column performance and measure the maximum electric field that can be
sustained between silicon layers separated by 30 to 300_m gaps.
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The micromachined thermionic emitters 3 are fabricated on a silicon wafer
(Figure 7). The wafers are oxidized in steam at II00°C to grow l#m of SiO 2.
The SiO 2 layer electrically isolates the filament from the substrate. A l_m
tungsten layer is then sputtered on top of the SiO 2 and patterned with a wet
etchant. The SiO 2 below the tungsten film is removed in buffered HF for 20 to
50 minutes depending on the fJ]ament width. The wafer is then immersed in KOH
to etch 10_m of silicon to avoid any possible contact between the substrate
and the heated filament. A filament that emitted 10namps for 60 minutes is
shown in (Figure 8).
IV. ELECTRON OPTICAL CALCULATIONS OF EINZEL LENS AND DEFLECTOR
Preliminary electron optical calculations of the Einzel lenses in
(Figure 9) were performed as follows. Previous experience indicated that the
number ,f _,_h po_t_: J_ tl'e :,!_ d::-ecti,:, _s _ore critical _,,_;_ i_ t_L_
radial direction and a grid (or mesh) was chosen with 701 lines along the
optical axis and 50 lines in the radial direction. The electrodes themselves
are defined in the grid as equipotential surfaces that will have fixed values
during the calculation. The potential far from the optical axis is assumed to
vary linearly between the electrodes. The calculation assumes cylindrical
symmetry which will be Justified if the circular apertures in the die are I0
times smaller than the square openings (Figure 2). The computational mesh is
finer near the apertures where the potential is expected to vary faster. The
next step is to solve Laplace's equation for the defined mesh using the
finite difference method to obtain the potential on the axis. The rectangular
grid is transformed to a triangular mesh by connecting the corners of the
rectangles. The vertices of the triangles are the points that are assigned a
potential each time through an iteration, with the final convergence solution
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varying by no more than one part in 10 .8 from the previous solution. Paraxlal
rays are traced with a fourth order Runga-Kutta routine after the axial
potential is calculated. The input to the routine is simply the initial
position and slope of the electron, so the position and size of the source
and a beam defining aperture can be included in the calculation.
The following parameters can be eha_ed in the design of our three
element micromachined Einzel lens: thermionic electron source size, thickness
and spacing of the electrodes, aperture size and thickness, and position of
the aperture on the electrode (leading or trailing edge). See Figure 9. The
first aperture size defines the maximum angle of accepted emission. The
second aperture diameter defines the potential necessary to focus over a
desired range. The third aperture has little effect as long as it is on the
order of the first aperture size. The electrode spacing is given by equation
(I).
The optical properties (aberration coefficients, potential range for
desired focal points, etc.) of two lenses can be meaningfully compared only
if their first order focal positions are identical. Two implementations of an
electrode structure designed to give a good range of focal positions (from
the exit of the gun out to infinity, for instance) were investigated as shown
in Figure 9. The individual electrode contributions to the axial potential
and a ray trace comparison between the two lenses are shown in (Figures i0
and ii). It appears that the more gradual focusing effect of the second
electrode with the aperture on a trailing instead of a leading edge is the
more desirable design.
The final two electrodes in Figure 9 are segmented to correct for
astigmatism and to simulate a parallel plate deflector (Figure 12). The beam
deflection angle is given by tan(a) - (LEtr)/(2V), where L is the axial
OI_iiNAL PAGE
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length of the deflector (gap between silicon die), V is the beam energy as it
enters the deflector and Err is the uniform transverse electric field created
between the deflector plates. A field of view of 100_m requires a 0.57 °
deflection with a 5mm working distance. A ikV beam is deflected 0.57 ° with a
transverse field of 130V/mm and an L of 0.152mm.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A new technique has been developed for creating thick three dimensional
structures with an accuracy approaching l#m in three directions. The
technique combines semiconductor processing and fiber optic technology. The
method is being used to fabricate several versions of a miniature SEM (MSEM)
2.5 to 3mm thick from five or six silicon die. The entire structure is
assembled by hand and is very rugged. The fabrication method presented in
this -_ _r c_ 7_o_3ce a _7 l_yc_ _ruct_,_e '_ _,ng usir,g ]!Oj_ sl]J_o_
wafers and glass fibers with 640 volts between layers (Figure Ib). The method
could also fabricate arrays of MSEMs for direct write lithography and wafer
inspection. Three advantages of an HSEM would be: reduction in column and
vacuum hardware cost, ease of operation as all the critical components are
permanently aligned to the electron optical axis, and, due to its small size,
the ability to observe specimens in previously inaccessible locations.
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Figure I
Silicon die are stacked with glass fibers that align and bond to the dies' v-
grooves. The v-grooves are staggered to increase the die strength. The top
and bottom surfaces of each die are optically aligned during fabrication. The
stacking method is versatile and several electron optical columns will be
fabricated and studied. Each column consists of a mlcromachlned thermlonic or
field emission electron source, an Einzel lens that accelerates and focuses
the emitted electrons, and two die with segmented electrodes to deflect the
beam.
a) Deflecting the electron beam inside a decelerating Einzel lens increases
the field of view and working distance at the expense of circuit
complexity.
b) The beam is focused by a three electrode Einzel lens and then deflected.
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Figure 2
a) A silicon wafer is processed to produce 26 10xl2mm die.
b) Each die contains 4 v-grooves and a membrane with a circular aperture.
Entire wafers could be stacked with this technique by etching four v-grooves
around the perimeter of the wafer. In this manner an array of MSEMs will be
fabricated with a period of imm or larger.
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Figure 3
The gap between silicon die (2a) is determined by the v-groove width (W), and
the fiber diameter (D-2R). The half angle of the v-groove is 0-35.26 ° , and
the depth is h-W/_.
a) The center of a 308_m fiber is positioned 76_m above a 270#m v-groove. The
fiber contacts the silicon 13_m below the silicon wafer surface.
b) The center of a 450_m fiber is positioned 180_m above a 270#m v-groove.
The fiber contacts the silicon at the silicon wafer surface and rests on
the groove's edges.
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150 microns
Figure 4
Two silicon die are aligned and anodically bonded to a 308#m diameter duran
fiber. The die are aligned to within the accuracy of the optical micrograph
-±2_m. The separation between the die is 152_m.
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a)
b)
1000 micPons
Figure 5
a) Optical micrograph of three silicon die stacked with glass fibers. V-
grooves on right are to check infrared alignment, while the rest are for
fibers. At present the overall structure's accuracy is limited by a ±5#m
infrared alignment of the die's top surface to its bottom surface.
b) Three silicon die will form an Einzel lens. The 0.16" vacuum pick up tool
is visible in the micrograph showing the stack is self-supporting. The
2xlOmm 2 overhang of the die (Figure 2b) is rotated 90 = between layers to
facilitate electrical connections.
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±2,54 cm
Figure 6
Four electrode stack mounted on an Airpax l.l"xl.l" glass sealed 18 pin
header. Two connections are made to the micromachined thermionic emitter on
the bottom electrode. The header is seated into a 2.125" ISO quick-flange for
mounting to vacuum test chamber. The structure is leak tight to 10 .9 Torr.
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Tungsten Film
S=l=con Wafer
Side View
b) Pattern Tungsten
Top View
c) Remove Oxide
Under Source
Figure 7
A Micromachined Thermionic Emitter.
a) A tungsten film is sputtered on an oxidized silicon wafer.
b) The tungsten film is photolithographically defined.
C) The oxide is removed from below the tungsten emitter and 10#m of exposed
silicon is removed in KOH. The emitter can now be heated without
interaction with the substrate.
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b)
Figure 8
a) Electron microgra_h of zigzag thermionic emitter prior to operation. Each
section is 6x50#m z.
b) Electron micrograph of emitter after operation. The tungsten emitter is
.l_m thick and emitted 10namps for i hour.
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Figure 9
Two electron columns consisting of an electron source, Einzel lens, and
deflectors were modeled. The Einzel lenses are shaded and the lenses differ
only in the orientation of their first electrode. The first and third
apertures are 100_m in diameter while the second aperture is 150_m. The gaps
between the silicon electrodes are approximately 200Bm. The focusing
potential of the first electrode in the case of Lens B has an earlier and
more gradual effect than in the case of Lens A.
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Figure 10
Individual electrode contributions to the axial potential for Lens B in Figure 9. The electrode
potentials are normalized to 1 kV, a simple selectively scaled superposition of the individual
contributions will provide the axial potential potential distribution for the lens.
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Figure 11
Ray trace comparison between the two micromachined three element Einzel lenses in Figure 9.
The initial conditions for the fourth order Runga-Kutta ray trace routine are a point source on the
axis with an initial angle of 1 mrad.
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Figure 12
a) Both sides of each silicon die at a single potential will have a uniform
coating of metal.
5) One of the silicon die used to deflect the electron beam and correct for
astigmatism. Die has eight Independently controlled metal electrodes
insulated from the silicon with a thick high quality SiO 2 layer.
c) Cross-sectlonal view of deflector indicating the transverse electric field
between the die.
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DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING CALORIMETRY (DSC)
FOR PLANETARY SURFACE EXPLORATION
James L. Gooding and Douglas W. Ming
Code SN, NASA/Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058-3696.
Principles of DSC. DSC is the quantitative measurement of the enthalpic response
of a material to a systematic change in temperature [1]. In practice, the heat flow
into or outward from a sample is measured as the sample is heated or cooled at a
carefully controlled rate. DSC superficially resembles, but is not the same as,
differential thermal analysis (DTA), which is the measurement of temperature
differences between a sample and reference material as the pair is heated or cooled.
The fundamental properties measured by DSC are enthalpies and temperatures of
phase transitions and constant-pressure heat capacities. Depending on instrument
design and the nature of the sample, high-quality DSC analyses can be obtained on
only a few milligrams of solid materials. DSC requires direct contact with the
sample and generally degrades, if not destroys, the sample as a consequence of
heating. In laboratory applications, it is common to subject the gaseous effluent
from the DSC to analysis by a separate evolved-gas analyzer (EGA).
Planetary Applications. In the planetary context, DSC can be used to identify
minerals according to their heat-flow "fingerprints," using pattern-recognition
strategies that are generally similar to those employed in spectrophotometry. The
principal strength of DSC in the planetary context is identification of ices and
volatile-bearing minerals, including clays, hydrous salts and oxides, and carbonates.
Given the mineral identities, characteristic enthalpic peaks can be integrated to
yield relative proportions of the minerals present. Unlike spectrophotometry, DSC
results are relatively insensitive to particle coatings or other matrix effects.
Although the appearance of a given heat-flow curve can depend on the physical
characteristics of the sample, integrated ratios of enthalpic peaks change less
severely with physical properties than do peaks in reflectance spectra.
Instrument Development History. DSC-based experiments have been previously
designed but never flown on spacecraft. The Planetary Soil Water Analyzer
(PSWA) experiment [2], which included a DSC backed by an electrolytic-cell
detector for evolved water vapor, was developed in the early 1980s as a post-Viking
follow-on experiment for Mars. However, no further Mars landing missions were
flown and the PSWA project was discontinued. A preliminary design for a DSC
experiment was included during the middle 1980s in plans for the Comet
Rendezvous and Asteroid Flyby (CRAF) Penetrator-Lander but the instrument was
never built and the CRAF mission has since been cancelled. Therefore, absence of
planetary flight opportunities and the lack of sustained funding has seriously
hindered development of flight-qualified DSC instruments.
In 1989, concepts for DSC-based planetary experiments were renewed as the
Thermal Analyzer for Planetary Soils (TAPS) project at JSC (Fig. 1) [3,4]. Support
for Phase A development of TAPS, with emphasis on applications to small Mars
landers, was begun in mid-1992 through funding from the Planetary Instrument
Definition and Development Program (P1DDP) at NASA Headquarters. The
sample-acquisition function is being developed as an integral part of a self-
contained experiment. Using 1980s technology, a version of TAPS packaged for
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Mars applications is estimated to have the following characteristics: 1.2 kg mass, 850
cm 3 volume, 5 W peak power, and 1.5-W hr per analysis.
Design Issues. The most important technological needs include small, reliable
sample-delivery mechanisms and lightweight, energy-efficient electrical furnaces for
the DSC. Miniaturization of electronic components is highly desirable but
miniaturization of mechanical and sensor components faces natural limits set by the
fundamental scale of the scientific problem. First, based on experience with lunar
samples and with Viking results from Mars, the minimum size of a representative
planetary soil sample (of about 2 g/cm 3) is on the order of 10-100 rnrn 3 (equivalent
to a few tens of milligrams). Therefore, the sample-acquisition mechanisms and
calorimetric sensors cannot be reduced below about the centimeter scale without
substantial loss of scientific validity. Second, optimum operation of the DSC for
analysis of volatile materials requires a continuous gas purge at> 10 cm 3 STP/min;
the gas-purge system must be scaled for compatibility with the calorimetric sensors.
ITHERMAL ANALYZER FOR PLANETARY SOILS (TAPS)If
EXPERIMENT FUNCTIONS
I sarnple_ i resiauel _)
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• Acquire/accept sample • Identifygaseous species
• Heat sample to expel qases. Measure concentrations
(upper temperature !im]t
is a design variable) • Water"
• Identify minerals or ices • Carbon. nitrogen,
(and their abundances) and sulfur
by thermodynamic response compounds
• Purge sample residue
(multi-sample versions only)
DIGITALLY SIMULATED ANALYSIS OF
HYPOTHETICAL MARS SOIL SAMPLE
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• Library "fingerprint" identification
• Integration of individual peaks
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Figure 1. Functional diagram and simulated data for the TAPS experiment concept that is based on a
DSC module backed by single-function gas sensors.
References: [1] Wendlandt, W. W. (1986) ThermalAna!ysis (third ed.), John Wiley and Sons, New
York, 814 p. [2] Ball Aerospace Systems Division (1982) Planetary Soil WaterAna_zer Final Report,
Huntington Beach, CA, 54 p. [3] Goading J. L. (1991) Lunar Planet. Sci. XXII, Lunar and Planetary
Institute, Houston, TX, 457-458. [4] Goading J. L. et al. (1992) Lunar Planet. Sci. XXIII, Lunar and
Planetary Institute, Houston, 'IX, 427-428.
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Micro-Sensors for in-situ Meteorological Measurements
David Crisp, William J. Kaiser, Thomas R. Van7_.andt,
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology,
and lames E. Tillman, University of Washington
Abstract
Improved in-situ meteorological measurements are needed for monitoring the weather and
climate of the terrestrial and martian atmospheres. We have initiated a program to assess the
feasibility and utility of micro-sensors for precise in-situ meteorological measurements in these
environments. Sensors are being developed for measuring pressure, temperature, wind velocity,
humidity, and aerosol amounts. Silicon micro-machining and large scale integration technologies
are being used to make sensors that are small, rugged, lightweighL and require very little power.
Our long-term goal is to develop very accurate miniaturized sensors that can be incorporated into
complete instrument packages or "micro weather stations," and deployed on a variety of platforms.
If conventional commercially available silicon production techniques can be used to fabricate these
sensor packages, it will eventually be possible to mass-produce them at low cost. For studies of
the Earth's troposphere and stratosphere, they could be deployed on aircraft, dropsondes,
radiosondes, or autonomous surface stations at remote sites. Improved sensor accuracy and
reduced sensor cost are the primary challenges for these applications. For studies of the martian
atmosphere, these sensor packages could be incorporated into the small entry probes and surface
landers that are being planned for the Mars Environmental SURvey (MESUR) Mission. That
decade-long program will deploy a global network of small stations on the Martian surface for
monitoring meteorological and geological processes. Low mass, low power, durability, large
dynamic range and calibration stability are the principal challenges for this application. Our
progress on each of these sensor types is presented below:
a. Pressure: The first sensor to be developed was a silicon micro-machined capacitive aneroid
barometer. This sensor determines atmospheric pressure by measuring the deflection of a thin
silicon membrane that separates the atmosphere from a tiny evacuated chamber. Unlike
commercially available micro-machined pressure sensors, the JPL barometer uses a high-frequency
capacitive circuit rather than a piezo-resistive strain gauge to measure the deflection of the
membrane. This technique not only provides vast improvements in positional sensitivity and
dynamic range, it also overcomes serious temperature sensitivity problems that plague existing
commercial devices. Our sensors use 1 to 5 mm square membranes that are 10 to 20 micrometers
thick. Their mass is less than 0.1 gram. In spite of their small size, their dynamic range exceeds
5 orders of magnitude. More testing is needed to calibrate and fully characterize these devices,
but our preliminary experiments indicate that they should meet all of our requirements. Recently,
the Finnish meteorological instrument company, Vaisalla, has developed a similar device for use
on the Mars 94/96 and MARSNET programs. We plan to obtain one or more of these devices
for comparison with the JPL pressure sensor.
b. Temperature: A prototype thermo-couple based temperature sensor for Mars applications was
fabricated several years ago by J. Tillman. It produced accuracies of 0.I *C at temperatures
between -70 and 70 *C. Even though the sensor circuit uses discrete components, it requires only
0.55 Watts for continuous operation. We are currently exploring a variety of options to reduce
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the size and power requirements of this design, and to improve its survivability. We are also
exploring other options, including all-silicon diode sensors.
c. Winds: We built a small pitot-static wind sensor from commercially available micro-machined
pressure sensors. It determines wind speed by comparing the pressure exerted by the wind on the
face of an exposed pressure sensor (pitot pressure) to that measured by a shielded sensor (static
pressure). Our prototype pitot-static anemometer could detect winds as small as 0.1 m/s at the
Earth's surface, but a much more sensitive device would be needed for wind measurements at
high altitudes in the Earth's atmosphere, or in the thin Martian atmosphere. The sensitivity and
dynamic range of this sensor could be improved dramatically b.y replacing the commercial
pressure sensors with the JPL or Vaisalla micro-machined capacitive pressure sensors. Other
measurement strategies that employ pitot-static measurements are also being studied, including
the designs similar to the Orthogonal Windspeed Systems being marketed by Rosemont Inc. The
advantage of this sensor is that it could be built into the mast of the MESUR landers, simplifying
its deployment.
A third type of anemometer that is being considered for measuring the wind speed and
direction in two dimensions is based on a mass-flow sensor. This sensor consists of a small
heated element surrounded by a series of temperature sensors. The wind speed is estimated from
the power needed to maintain the heated element at a constant temperature, while the wind
direction is determined by comparing the temperatures measured by the surrounding temperature
sensors. A silicon micro-machined 2-d mass flow sensor could be very small (0.5 sq. cm), and
would consume very little power.
d. Humidity: Improved humidity sensors have been identified as the highest priority for both
terrestrial and Martian meteorological applications. These sensors also pose the greatest
technological challenges because they must provide accurate estimates of water vapor abundance
for mixing ratios that vary from less than one part per million to greater than 1%. We are
currently testing a prototype sensor that measures humidity by determining the dew-point
temperature. Dew-point sensors are intrinsically accurate because the dew-point is a well-
defined thermodynamic quantity. In conventional dew-point sensors, a small mirror is cycled
through temperature, and the dew-point is detected by monitoring.the intensity of a light beam
reflected and scattered as liquid water or ice condenses on the mlrror surface. Unfortunately,
these sensors are usually relatively massive, complex, and consume excessive power, and their
mirrors are easily contaminated by dust and salt spray. Our prototype humidity sensor has the
advantages of the chilled-mirror dew-point hygrometer, but requires a much simpler
configuration, and eliminates problems with contamination of the mirror. This device is a
differential microbalance (DMB), which consists of shielded and unshielded quartz crystal
oscillators that are attached to an 8 mm square thermoelectric cooler (TEC). The frequencies of
the two crystals are monitored as the TEC is cycled through a range of temperatures. The
frequency of the unshielded crystal changes almost continuously as it adsorbs water, and then
changes abruptly at the dew-point, when liquid water or ice begins to condense on its surface.
Our prototype device works well, but our initial tests have revealed a few shortcomings of this
design. For example, the poor thermal coupling between the crystals and the thermoelectric
cooler allows substantial temperature gradients to form across the crystal faces if they are
scanned too rapidly through temperature. These gradients can compromise the accuracy of
the dew-point temperature measurements. We are continuing to refine the DMB sensor design to
address these problems. As a first step, we are replacing the crystal oscillator with a Surface
Acoustic Wave (SAW) oscillator. Unlike the crystals that are currently being used, this type of
oscillator operates by setting up a surface wave, rather than a body wave in the crystal. SAW's
can therefore be attached directly to the TEC to provide a much better thermal contact. This
should reduce the power consumptionby allowing much faster scan rates. These oscillators also
operate at much higher frequencies. This should improve their sensitivity to low water vapor
amounts. A second class of DMB sensor, based on silicon micromachined cantilever oscillators
is also being considered.
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A Broad-Band Microseismometer for Planetary Applications
W. B. Banerdt, T• VanZandt, W. J. Kaiser, and T. W. Kenny
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
Extended Absta'act
There has recently been renewed interest in the development of instrumentation for
making measurements on the surface of Mars. This is due to the Mars Environmental
Survey (MESUR) Mission, for which 716 small, long-lived (2-10 years), relatively inex-
pensive surface stations will be deployed in a planet-wide network. This will allow the
investigation of processes (such as smsmology and meteorology) which require the
simultaneous measurement of phenomena at many widely spaced locations on the surface
over a considerable length of tame. Due to the large number of vehicles involved, the mass,
power, and cost of the payload will be severely constrained. A seasmometer has bee ....
adentified as one of the highest priority instruments in the MESUR straw-man payloaa tU.
The requirements for an effective seismic experiment on Mars place a number of con-
straints on any viable sensor design. First, a large number of sensors must be deplo_ced in
a long-lived global network in order to be able to locate many events reliably, proviae good
spatial samplang of the interior, and increase the probability of seismic detection in the event
of localizedseismicity and/or high attenuation. From a practical standpoint, this means that
individual surface stations will necessarily be constrained in terms of cost, mass, and
power. Landing and thermal conta'ol systems will probably be simple, in order to minimize
cost, resulting in large.impact accelerations and wide daily and seasonal thermal swings.
The level of seismic noise will determine the maximum usable sensitivity for a seas-
mometer. Unfortunately, the ambient seismic noise level for Mars is not well known.
However lunar seismic noise levels are several orders of magnitude below that of the Earth.
Sensitivities on the order of 10 -11 g over a bandwidth of .04 to 20 Hz are thought to be
necessary to fulfill the science objectives for a seismometer placed on the Martian surface
[2].
Silicon micromachined sensor technology offers techniques for the fabrication of
monolithic, robust, compact, low power and mass accelerometers. Conventional micro-
machined accelea'ometers have be_n developed and are commercially available for high
frequency and large acceleration measurements [3]. The new seismometer we am develop-
ing incorporates certain principles of conventional silicon micromachined accelerometer
technology. However, currently available silicon micromachined sensors offer inadequate
sensitivity and bandwidth for the Mars seismometer application. Our implementation of an
advancedsilicon micromachined seismometer is based on principles recently developed at
JPL for high-sensitivity position sensor technology. The _mplementation of cun'ently
available silicon micro-machining technology with these new painciples should enable the
fabrication of a 10 -11 g sensitivity seismometer with a bandwidth oi'at least 0.01 to 20 Hz.
The addition of force-rebalance feedback control to this device will enable me oynamic
range to be extended by selecting sensitivity ranges over several orders of magnitude. .The
low Q properties of pure single-crystal silicon also allow the system to be designed wlm an
extremely low mechanical damping coefficient, which is necessary in order to minimize the
Brownian thermal noise limitatmns generally charactea-istic of seismometers with smal! ,,
progf masses [4]. The total volume of the seismometer is expected to be approxamately 3U
cm -_with a 50 gm total mass andpower consumption of 20 mW. This wilhnclude both the
sensor element and the sensor andfeedback electronics.
A seismometer consists of a spring-supported proof mass (with damping) and a posi-
tion sensor for measuring the displacement of the proof mass relative to the support su'uc-
ture. The spring-proof mass system is characterized by a natural frequency
=-_ (1)
where k is the spring constant and m is the magnitude of the proof mass. For frequencies
below this natural frequency, the displacement of the proof mass, xp, is given by
as (2)
xp- 
where as is the acceleration of the support structure. Thus in this frequency range the
mechanical system acts as an acceleration-to-displacement transducer, with
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where a_ and _:_are now the acceleration and displacement sensitivity of the position sensor
(i.e., thcmini_um resolvable acceleration and displacement). The output of the position
sensor thus serves as a measure of the acceleration of the support structure. For a given
sensitivity of the position sensor, (3) indicates that the acceleration sensitivity of the device
can be improved by reducing COoeither by softening the support spring or by increasing the
proof mass. Reducing the natural frequency, however, reduces the bandwidth of the seis-
mometer. Thus, the increase in sensitivity is gained at the expense of frequency response.
Another drawback of a low natural frequency is that it makes the system quite fragile and
susceptible to damage from large accelerations. This adds considerable complexity to the
mechanic_ system to improve iLs ability to withstand shocks during transport.
A more attractive method for improving the acceleration sensitivity of an instrument is
to increase the sensitivity of the position sensor. ]n this case, a mechanical system with a
higher resonant frequency (or sn_ffer suspension) can be used, leading to a wider operating
ba-ndwidth and insensitiw'ty to physical shock. Thus the proof mass can be decreased,
which will reduce the total instrument mass.
We have implemented this concept using a new type of high resolution capacitive posi-
tion sensor and a single crystal silicon mechanical suspension. Our prototype sensor
shows an acceleration sensitivity of approximately 10-) gq-H-_ over a bandwidth extend-
ing ffo_ 0.I to 40 Hz. The dev_e has a mass of under 120 gm and a volume of less thanI(X) cm-. It is well suited for measurement of local seismic events, as demonstrated
through field testing.
We have developed an ultrasensi}!ve capacitive position sensor for use in a small
seismometcr. The important charactm_sticLGs_sof the position sensor are: 1) it provides a
position sensitivity of better than 10--_A_/Hz; 2) it has a wide operating bandwidth,
including long term stability; 3) it has a small mass, w_lume, and power consumption; ana
4) it is robust. In this posinon sensor, a grounded electrode of surface area of approxi-
mately 0.25 to 1.0 cmZis positioned near an electrode on the capacitance sensor.
Vmiations in the relative spacing between these electrodes lead to changes in output from
the high-frequency capacitance sensor.
A single-crystal sil[c0n rectangular cantilever of dimensi0ns 6 x 30 x 0_ 15 mm is used
as the spring for our seismometer. The silicon spring is cut from a larger wafer using a
diamond saw. The cantilever is fixed at one end to the bottom of an aluminum support
plate, using a 0.15 mm thick silicon spacer and an epoxy adhesive. A 10 x 10 x :t.8 mm
copper blo_:k is attached to the flee end of the cantilever. This 3.4 gm block serves as both
the proof mass and as one electrode for the capacitive position sensor. The static gap
between the copper block and the electrode on the capacitive sensor can be adjusted suffi-
ciently accurately using a fine-thread adjustment screw. The silicon spring h_is a spring
constant of approximately 215 Nt/m in tile vertical direction (force applied to the center of
the proof ma_;_; and norm-al to its face). The large ratio of width to thickness of the spring
/zives a cross-axis sensitivity of less than 0.1%. The resonant frequency of the system in
t_he vertical mode is approximately 40 Hz, and the mechanical Q is greater than 400 in air.
This high Q value is essential for a low mass seismometer, as it reduces the thermal noise
equivalent acceleration of the device, which for the present instrument is approximately
2.2 x 10-10 gq-Hz.
Initial tests of the first microseismometer show that a very small, low-mass instrument
using conceptually simple detection techniques can exhibit performance comparable to
state-of-the-art instruments. This is an important result in the development of miniature
seismic instrumentation for ten'estrial, as well as planetary seismology.
[l] Mars Science Working Group, A Strategy ]'or the Scientific Exploration of Mars, JPL
D-8211 (Internal Document), Jet Propulsi'bn Laborator,), 1991.
[2] Solomon, S.C., D.L. Anderson, W.B. Banerdt, R.G.Butler, P.M. Davis, F.K.
Duennebier, Y. Nakamura, E.A. Okal, and R.J; Phillips, Scientific Rationale and
Requirements for a Mars Global Seismic Network, LPI Tech. l_ept. 91-02, Lunar and
Planetary Inst'., Houston, 1991.
[3] Petersen, K.E., Proc. IEEE, 70, 420, 1982.
[4] Melton, B.S., Rev. Geophys. and Space Phys., 14, 93, 1976.
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IMAGING SPECTROMETRY OF THE EARTH
AND OTHER SOLAR SYSTEM BODIES
Gregg Vane
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109
ABSTRACT
Imaging spectrometry is a relatively new tool for remote sensing of
the Earth and other bodies of the solar system, dating back to the
late 1970s and early 1980s. It is a natural extension of the earlier
multi-spectral imagers developed for remote sensing that acquire
images in a few, usually broad spectral bands. Imaging
spectrometers combine aspects of classical spectrometers and
imaging systems, making it possible to acquire literally hundreds of
images of an object, each image in a separate, narrow spectral band.
It is thus possible to perform spectroscopy on a pixel-by-pixel basis
with the data acquired with an imaging spectrometer.
Two imaging spectrometers have flown in space and several others
are planned for future Earth and planetary missions. The French-
built Phobos Infrared Spectrometer, ISM, was part of the payload of
the Soviet Mars mission in 1988, and the JPL-built Near Infrared
Mapping Spectrometer, NIMS, is currently en route to Jupiter aboard
the Galileo spacecraft. Several airborne imaging spectrometers have
been built in the past decade, including the JPL-built Airborne
Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer, AVIRIS, which is the only
such sensor that covers the full solar reflected portion of the
spectrum in narrow, contiguous spectral bands. NASA plans two
imaging spectrometers for its Earth Observing System, the Moderate
and the High Resolution Imaging Spectrometers, MODIS and HIRIS.
A brief overview of the applications of imaging spectrometry to
Earth science will be presented to illustrate the value of the tool to
remote sensing and indicate the types of measurements that are
required. The system design for AVIRIS and a planetary imaging
spectrometer will be presented to illustrate the engineering
considerations and challenges that must be met in building such
instruments. Several key sensor technology areas will be discussed
in which miniaturization and/or enhanced performance through
micromachining and nanofabrication may allow smaller, more robust
and more capable imaging spectrometers to be built in the future.
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Smart Focal-Plane Technology for Micro-Instruments and Micro-Rovers
Eric R. Fossum
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
It is inevitable that micro-instruments and micro-rovers for space exploration will contain one or more
focal-plane arrays for imaging, spectroscopy or navigation. In this paper, we explore the state-of-the-art
in focal-plane technology for visible sensors. Also discussed is present research activity in advanced
focal-plane technology with particular emphasis on the development of smart sensors. The paper
concludes with a discussion of possible future directions for the advancement of the technology.
Visible focal-plane technology is currently dominated by charge-coupled devices (CCDs). The CCD can
be used for both photon detection and as a readout multiplexer since its primary function is the shifting of
charge packets. Scientific CCDs typically employ both modes of operation to utilize the maximum
amount of chip area for the collection of photons and are routinely made in megapixel array sizes, with
the largest demonstrated CCD size being 16 Mpixels. 1 Unfortunately, the electrodes which comprise the
CCD and ensure high fidelity of the readout signal also block photons, particularly in the blue and
ultraviolet (UV). Thus, separation of the sensor into a photoactive portion and a readout 4p_a_ion is often
used to enhance the spectral response. The photoactive region may be a pinned photodiode to obtain
high blue response (or a platinum-silicide Schottky diode to obtain infrared response3). The readout CCD
lies between photoactive regions and is typically covered by a metallic light shield. Thinning the chip to
cnable the back side of the chip to operate as the photoactive region has also been employed to enhance
blue and UV (and infrared) response. 4 Such a structure is mechanically fragile however.
There are major disadvantages to the CCD. In large array sizes, signal charge must be physically
transported macroscopic distances (centimeters) without significant loss of fidelityl making CCD
application in high radiation environments, tow temperature environments, and high frame rate systems
difficult to achieve. Additionally, voltages applied to the CCD are typically large (10-20 volts) and must
drive high capacitance loads, making integration of timing and control signal generators and clock drivers
with the image sensor nearly impossible.
The emergence of the high-definition television (HDTV) concept has driven commercial research and
advanced development of image sensors away from the CCD and toward alternative approaches. The
primary approach is the active pixel sensor 5 because it avoids the physical transport of charge. The pixel
is addressed for readout in random access fashion, i.e. by its X-Y address. The pixel consists of both the
photoactive region and a readout transistor. The readout transistor senses the voltage developed in the
photoactive region, and is read out in voltage-follower mode. The two components are often vertically
integrated to maximize the size of the photoactive region. Transistor approaches to the active pixel sensor
include MOSFETs, 6 SITs,7 and BJTs. 8 The active pixel sensor allows small, highly sensitive pixels,
high readout rates, and, in principle, improved operation in high radiation environments and at low
temperatures. The active pixel sensor also requires lower drive voltages and lower capacitance drivers
thus permitting on-chip integration of both timing and drive electronics.
Integrability of drive electronics also implies the integrability of post-image-capture image and signal
processing circuitry. The purpose of on-chip integration of signal processing in scientific instruments is
to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. Integration, in general, also decreases system size and weight and
increases reliability - important issues for micro-instruments. For example, on-chip signal processing has
been demonstrated for enhancing the compressibility of 256x256 images with negligible increase in
system complexity. 9 On-chip analog-to-digital conversion, presently under investigation at JPL for low-
light-level imaging, enhances system dynamic range and eliminates all off-chip signal chain electronics.
Multi-resolution image pyramid generation for rover vision is also being investigated at JPL for on-chip
application. Significant power and weight savings can be achieved in this case as well.
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There are many future directions for smart focal-plane technology. 10 In the case of micro-instruments,
increased signal processing to enhance science return has wide applicability. This processing can include
noise reduction, electronic image stabilization, 11 non-uniformity correction, automatic focus, spatial
oversampling for higher resolution imaging and on-chip analog-to-digital conversion. Other processing
related to micro-instruments and micro-rovers includes windowed readout for region-of-interest, higher
imaging rates, feature recognition (spatial and spectral) for autonomous mission replanning, stereo-vision
processing for range information, and processing for active range sensing systems.
The low power, low weight and small size of future spacecraft and missions will require development of
highly integrated, smart focal-plane technology. This area will require nurturing to ensure that
anticipated futui'e mission requirements can be met.
This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Office of Aeronautics
and Space Technology.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Sensors that are sensitive in the infrared spectral region have been under continuous
development since the WW-II era. A quest for the military advantage of "seeing in the dark"
has pushed thermal imaging technology toward high spatial and temporal resolution for night
vision equipment, fire control, search track, and seeker "homing" guidance sensing devices.
Similarly, scientific applications have pushed spectral resolution for chemical analysis,
remote sensing of earth resources, and astronomical exploration applications.
As a result of these developments, focal plane arrays (FPA) are now available with sufficient
sensitivity for both high spatial and narrow bandwidth spectral resolution imaging over large
fields of view. 1 Such devices combined with emerging opto- electronic developments in
integrated FPA data processing techniques can yield miniature sensors capable of imaging
reflected sunlight in the near IR, and emitted thermal energy in the Mid-wave (MWIR) and
longwave (LWIR) IR spectral regions. Robotic space sensors equipped with advanced versions
of these FPAs will provide high resolution "pictures" of their surroundings, perform remote
analysis of solid, liquid, and gas matter, or selectively look for "signatures" of specific objects.
Evolutionary trends and projections of future low power micro detector FPA developments for
day/night operation or use in adverse viewing conditions are presented in the following test.
2. DEVELOPMENT TIMELINE
Figure 2-1 shows a chronological progression of IR technology development in the U.S. spanning
the technology from single element bolometer devices to large scale arrays of high performance
MWIR and LWIR detectors having tens of thousands of elements This chart shows the
evolution of supporting semiconductor technology and materials processing techniques that
enabled the development of various detector types of ever increasing performance at longer
wavelengths. Shown on the upper part of the chart are those developments which ultimately
led to FPAs with large numbers of micrometer sized detector elements processed with integrated
circuit (IC) micro-electronic manufacturing processes. It is these arrays that have evolved over
the past few decades that can provide the "smart eyes" for future space exploration equipment.
3. LIMITING TECHNOLOGIES
In projecting future trends for a specific field, it is often enlightening to review past limiting
technologies as a function of time. The way in which seemingly impenetrable barriers have
been broken-through by a new paradigm-shift can indicate potential means of overcoming
current limitations to achieve even better future performance either in terms of sensitivity
(SNR) or smaller lighter more capable systems. For example, early IR detectors (1940's)
responded to thermal emissions from a scene by being heated and cooled by the incident energy,
with variations in the detector material's physical properties (electrical resistance or
capacitance,) being instrumented as a measure of the observed IR signal strength. These cyclic
variations in the detector temperature were not sufficiently rapid for "raster scanning" of a
scene to produce a usable image. Thus it appeared that the laws of physics limited the
achievable detector speed or electrical bandwidth by the thermal mass of these bolometer
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FIGURE 2-1 Infrared Detector and Focal plane array Development Timeline
devices, and by the attachment of electrical leads which in effect form a degrading heat-sink
for the sensitive sensing element. The advent of semiconductor materials development in the
1950s and 1960s, however, provided the "break-through" that led to the development of
quantum IR detectors capable of sensing photons with high electrical band-width. A host of
military applications pushed the development of these IR sensing semiconductor photo
conductors (I_), specifically for near IR (NIR), MWIR, and LWIR spectral regions.
Photo lithography, metalization, selective chemical etching, and micro wire bonding processes
developed for the transistor and I_ industry were applied to IR detector manufacture yielding
arrays of P_ detectors used for parallel-scanned imaging systems (FLIRS). The limiting
technology thus shifted from the previous slow-responding detectors, to a detectability versus
field of view/resolution limitation caused by the excessive bias power dissipation load from
many P_ detectors on a cooled FPA. Bias power and electrical lead heat-loading were the
significant limitation problems for the LWIR applications where stable cryogenic cooling of
the FPA is required for proper operation.
To circumvent this power load limitation and achieve even higher bandwidths, the new
semiconductor technology was used to fabricate PN junction diode devices which act as
photovoltaic (PV) IR detectors. This change in configuration results in high impedance
detectors that need little bias current as do the previous PC devices.
Eliminating the bias power limitation through these PV diodes still left the electrical
interconnection leads as the dominant limitation on the number of detector elements that could
be used in linear or two-dimensional IR detector arrays within a cryo cooled Dewar package. A
large number of leads presents a significant heat load on the FPA cooling, and requires a large
physical package to support the large number of hermetically sealed low-noise vacuum
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feedthroughs required to conduct the low-
level detector signals out of the Dewar.
The number of electrical leads or Dewar
"real estate" needed for interconnections
thus for several years became the limiting
technology for PV detectors of InSb and
HgCdTe arrays. The emergence of charge
coupled devices (CCD) and charge Injection
Devices (CID) provided a means of
multiplexing the IR detector on the FPA
and allow packaging large numbers of
detectors in small practical sensors. Arrays
of 1024 x 1024 are available for near IR
sensing detectors, and 640 x 480 element
arrays of In Sb & Hg Cd Te for the MWIR
and LWIR regions. 2,3 Figure 2-1
summarizes the described chronological
development process and Figure 3-1 shows
the number-of-detector elements and
electrical-bandwidth tradeoffs required for
various application requirements.
FIGURE 3-1
General Infrared Detector Requirements
4. CURRENT DETECTOR STATUS
Semiconductor quantum detectors are available to cover the IR spectrum; with silicon-based
devices (Pt:Si) covering the near IR region, In Sb the MWIR (3-5 it) region, and HgCdTe devices
the LWTR (8-121_) region. Because HgCdTe is "tunable" with stoichiometric composition, one
material can be used over the IR band to approximately 12tt wavelength. For wavelengths
beyond this 8-14_ atmospheric window, extrinsic silicon and germanium devices cooled to
approximately 20K are generally used.
Detector arrays from these materials are made with quantum efficiencies (Qe) approaching the
theoretical limit, element (pixel) sizes matching the diffraction limited optical spread
function of reasonably fast (f/2) optical systems, and formats approximating standard
television frame/display resolutions. These then are approaching the physical performance
limits for semiconductor quantum photon detectors.
Readout devices using CCD and CID technologies are being superseded by integrating source-
follower and capacitance transimpedance integrating amplifier (CTIA) integrated circuits that
have ultra low-noise read rates of tens of megahertz. Thus, the capability of PC and PV
semiconductor detector and silicon readout FPA combination is currently limited by the physics
of the detection process and the interface electronic data handling capacity of the FPA. Clock
signals, bias inputs, and non-uniformity correction circuitry add complexity to most FPAs, and
thus tend to limit the miniaturization of sensors. On-chip processors are clearly needed.
Silicon based detector arrays used in the visible and near IR (or Pt'.Si for MWIR) applications
can be made in very large mega-pixel formats when used with silicon IC readout and data
handling circuitry. Conversely, hybrid IR FPAs for the LWIR region using other detector
materials bonded to silicon microelectronic devices are limited in physical size (number of
pixels) to approximately 500-600 elements across because the differential thermal expansion
properties of the dissimilar materials tends to stress and separate the hybridized assembly
when repeatedly cycled to cryogenic operating temperatures. In spite of these limitations,
current IR focal plane technology is clearly adequate for high reliability space applications
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providing both high spatial and spectral resolution for imaging and scientific remote sensing
spectral signature analysis in spectroscopy applications. But for micro-miniaturized sensors of
comparable capability to current hardware, monolithic FPAs made with common
detector/readout materials will be required to cover the spectrum in large formats, and these
monolithic devices must include integral binary optical elements with on-FPA opto-electronic
data processing for compactness.
Figure 4-1 presents a tabulation of some leading off-the-shelf large area imaging IR detector
arrays along with their performance characteristics.
5, EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES FOR MINIATURE FPAs
Many new IR detector concepts are being reported in the literature including; quantum-well
structures, superlattices, superconductor based detectors, and microstructures which act like
tuned "antenna" arrays. 4 Some of these concepts are variations on current technology, and some
are truly new concepts that have the potential for significant improvements in covering larger
spectrum regions more efficiently. It is beyond the scope of this paper to describe all of these
new device concepts, but some clearly are applicable to effective miniaturization of sensors.
Among the more promising new technologies that support a progressive stepwise "roadmap"
from currently available technology to robust space sensors are the following:
1. Binary Optics
2. On-chip processing electronics
3. Un-cooled detectors
4. Pattern recognition (Neural Nets)
5. Spectrally selective detector assemblies
Binary Optical Elements For FPA A_plications: The term binary or holographic optics refers to
diffraction-based optical elements made with well developed silicon micro-electronic photo-
etching processes. Etched patterns on transmitting or reflecting surfaces can be designed to
perform the functions of traditional optical components; including anti-reflection (AR) coatings
filters, lenses, prisms, and indeed other functions not feasible in conventional optical elements.
These binary elements are designed with common electrical engineering calculations
(MaxweU's equations) and manufactured by standard micro electronic IC fabrication processes
to form unusually powerful FPA assemblies.
"Moth-eye" AR coatings and micro-lens arrays are the more common binary optics used for FPA
performance enhancements The moth-eye AR surface is a pattern that is etched into an optical
element and thus is not subject to separation and peeling degradation as are conventional AR
coatings of dissimilar materials. These diffractive optics AR surfaces are generally "tuned" to
a desired passband where the performance can surpass even expensive multi-layer coatings.
Figure 5-1 shows a typical moth-eye AR coating etched into a silicon surface. Micro-lens arrays
are used in conjunction with detector arrays as proximal field lenses, one for each element in the
detector array. In this configuration, the lenses condense each focal plane pixel onto a detector
element which thus can be much smaller than the pixel by the magnification ratio of the lens.
Thus the FPA retains a 100% fill-factor while the detectors are spaced to allow for processing
electronics to be located between the elements. See figure 5-2.
Lenslet arrays sandwiched with spatial filter patterns are capable of on-FPA optical
computing for pattern recognition and other pre-processing techniques intended to reduce the
data handling loads. These and other binary optics and "retinal" FPA processing techniques
are discussed in detail by W.Veldkamp in an other part of this workshop report, and hence
will not be repeated here.
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Other micro-structure devices ,related to binary optics in terms of design and fabrication
processes have been developed for sensor applications. Micro-bolometer IR detector arrays and
"resonant structures"are examples of devices usable for robust IR detection. The bolometer
arrays are described in a subsequent section. Resonant structure, technology being developed by
the Honeywell Sensor and Systems Development Center in Bloomington, Mn., represents an
emerging trend in monolithic sensor fabrication for low power, rugged, and highly reliable
sensor elements that clearly are applicable to space exploration applications, and warrants
further description here.
Silicon-based resonant sensors (RS) are micron sized structures made with mature silicon
processing technology. The principle of operation is to measure a shift in the resonant frequency
of a microbeam as some force is applied to the structure thereby staining the beam. Equipped
with integral monolithic silicon drive/sense and buffer circuitry, these devices are very small
extremely robust self contained sensor elements providing digital output signals directly.
Because the operating mechanism senses "time-base" variations (frequency) rather than
electrical property changes, resonant structure sensors are inherently stable in operational
calibration. The resonant micro-structure device is capable of sensitive wide dynamic range
operation, and under adverse environn_ntal conditions. Configured properly, these devices can
be used for strain gages, pressure sensors, accelerometers, and sealed "Golay cell" thermal
energy detectors. Figure 5-3 shows the RS principle of operation, and 5-4 diagrams a pressure
sensor or accelerorneter concept. Figure 5-5 shows an electron microscope view of an
encapsulated micro-beam RS with the driver contact in place flight colored area)
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FIGURE 5-3
Resonant Structure;
Princciple Of Operation
FIGURE 5-4Resonant Structure;
Pressure Transducer Configuration
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On FPA _hip processing electronic: A practical "next step" toward miniaturization of sensors is
to integrate onto the detector focal plane array sufficient electronic signal to provide ultra low-
noise detection, internal clock generation, time delay integration of spectral analysis on two-
dimensional arrays, and a robust simple interface to external electronics. Rockwell
International has developed SWIR Hg Cd Te FPAs with these features 5 and intends to exploit
them for upcoming NASA space applications. R.I. also has extended their on-chip processing to
include correlated double sampling, selectable integration capacitors, and externally selectable
high pass filter banks all working in the "charge domain" within the FPA readout device.
These semi-programmable SWIR devices operate with ultra-low noise (10s of electrons) at 90K
operating temperature, and about 100 electrons at thermo electric cooling temperatures of 150-
200K. An integrated chip/TE cooler assembly of this type forms a large part of a SWIR sensor,
replacing large bulky electronics, cryo-coolers, and interconnection cabling.
Amber Engineering in Santa Barbara California has recently announced a 256x256 pixel detector
of indium- Antimonide (In Sb) equipped with an integrated "massively parallel processed"
signal processor chip. 6 This device operates in the MWIR (3-5 I_)spectral region and forms the
heart of an effective thermal imaging system.
Irvine Sensors in Irvine, California has pursued processing of FPA signals through "Z-plane"
technology where electronic circuitry is stacked in the "z" dimension behind two dimensional
staring mode X-Y detector arrays. A recent development involves a densely packed 3-
dimensional computer-processor to perform processing algorithms from the IR array output
data. 7 Among the functions being performed by the Z-technology is "data extraction" via
neural network type processing; a form of "smart" data compression to facilitate data flow from
the FPA. This technology is exceptionally compatible with current detector arrays for near
term miniaturization of Space Sensors Figure 5-6 shows a 128 X 128 element detector array
packaged with electronics to perform all of the clocking and read-out functions, and
additionally includes a neural net type computer and controllable filter bank to facilitate
image processing functions. This assembly represents a significant step in miniaturization of
smart sensors that can perform edge-enhancement, pattern recognition, motion detection
trajectory prediction, and other such functions with minimal interface with external computer
equipment.
FIGURE 5-6 Irvine Sensors Integrated IR Detector/Processor Module
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l,lncooled Detector Development: There has been a large general effort to develop IR detectors
that do not require cryogenic cooling because cryo-coolers are bulky, heavy,and consume large
amounts of power. Liquid cryogens present a logistics problem for space applications, and
radiative coolers are bulky and somewhat delicate. Thus, uncooled IR detectors are very
desirable to avoid the cooling problem.
Classic lead-salt (PbS, PbSe) SWIR and MWIR detectors although somewhat slow
electrically, when combined with modem read out devices and operating in a staring mod, have
sufficient electrical bandwidth for imaging operation with high sensitivity in the 1-5 micron
region. Several vendors including Optoelectronics Inc., Petaluma California provide such
detector-readout combination devices.
Pyro-electric and ferro-electric detectors have been developed for imaging sensors by Texas
Instruments in Dallas, Texas and others. These devices are essentially thermally modulated
electrical capacitors, and can be operated uncooled or in a "temperature stabilized" mode with
a single-stage TE cooler. Pyro/ferro electric devices offer a relatively near term potential for
space sensors in specific applications where high sensitivity and electrical bandwidth are not
necessary.
A relatively new non-cooled (but TE stabilized)
detector technology consisting of arrays of micro-
bolometers has been pursued by Honeywell for the U.S.
Army CECOM for Night vision and electro-optics. 7 w,_J
These devices, developed under the High Density
Array Development (FUDAD) program are thin-film
micro bolometers made in 240x336 pixel arrays of 2-mil
square elements. Operating in the LWIR (8-12 micron)
spectral region, these devices are unique for uncooled
detectors in that optical chopping or modulated IR x-_a
radiation is not required for their detection mechanism.
NEDT sensitivities of 0.09C and frame rates of 30Hz
are reported for the 240-336 element arrays. Clearly
this rugged detector technology made by conventional FIGURE 5-7
sequential metalization and etching processes on silicon HIDAD Microbolometer IR
material and which require no cryogenic-cooling is Detector Element Concept
worthy of development for space sensor applications.
Figure 5-7 shows a typical thin film HIDAD pixel
element concept.
On-FPA Pattern Recognition & Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) An electronic means of
providing on-FPA signal processing by high density electronic packaging was discussed above in
describing the Z-plane technology. A "next step" in developing "smart" focal planes is to build
complex FPAs with layered structures of optical spatial filters, binary diffraction optical
elements, and active silicon circuitry. Such opto-electronic FPAs can approximate trainable
neural nets with the physical layers arranged as "layers" of neuron nodes in the ANN. These
compact rugged low power detector/processor devices thus can become the "smart" building
blocks for sensors intended to look for specific EOIR signatures, objects, events or other
spatial/spectral patterns. For non-spectrographic applications the ANN can be used to pre-
process the large volume of data form complex two dimensional FPAs sending only the pertinent
information from the sensor for further processing. These devices thus perform a data-
compaction function for applications interested only in thematic changes, moving objects, or
transient events. Edge enhancement and 'nearest neighbor _ pixel suppression for contrast
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improvement and other SNR improvement processes significantly improve the performance of
smart sensors which can be made in micro-minature sizes.
Spectrally Selective Detector_. Quantum
detectors of HgCdTe are being fabricated on
graded electrical band-gap PN junctions where
photo diodes implanted at various physical
locations along this graded-gap region will
respond to different wavelengths of incident IR
flux. See figure 5-8. Because the graded gap
crystal material is formed by varying the
constituents of the Hg(1-x) Cd(x) Te during the
crystal growth process, the optical index of-
refraction also varies with location across the
gap. With proper geometry and material
stoichiometry combined with etched binary
optic diffractive patterns, a single chip self
contained spectrometer for moderate spectral
band-widths can be constructed. The bulk
associated with optics, spectrographs,
filters,etc, are thereby eliminated.
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FIGURE 5-8 Graded Band-Gap HgCdTe
Allows MonoLithic Spectrally Selective Detectors
6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Technology exists in varying degrees of development maturity from which to fabricate micro
miniaturized IR sensors specifically designed for near automated space flight applications.
Such "smart" sensors range from thermal imagers with low data rate interfaces to
hyperspectral sensors capable of performance rivaling systems like the AVIRIS, but operating
in the extended IR spectrum; and all contained on a micro-chip based focal plane assembly.
Long term development of "virtual reality' human interface systems will then allow for man-
in-the-loop operation of remote exploration tools (Moon, mars) in day/night conditions. The
key to these useful virtual interfaces is to have sufficient "environmental" data to recreate the
scene at a remote location so that the operator feels that he is actually "in" the real scene.
Sensors can be available to accumulate such data for space exploration applications if certain
technologies are developed in the proper sequence.
Figure 6-1 shows a time sequenced "road map" of IR FPA and processor/readout schemes that
can lead to these advanced systems when the appropriate technology has been developed.
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FIGURE 6-1 Progressive Development Of Increasingly More Complex IR Sensors
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ASTEROID INVESTIGATION WITH MICROSPACECRAFT (AIM)
Christopher G. Salvo
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109
ABSTRACT
Technology development by SDIO and other sources over the past
several years has produced many high performance miniaturized
spacecraft components. Although many of these components were
designed for short operational lifetimes, some may be applicable to
longer missions. The intent of the AIM design effort was to develop
a conceptual microspacecraft system using SDIO-like technology to
perform a near Earth asteroid (or comet) imaging science mission
from a Pegasus launch vehicle. To achieve this, technology was
deliberately pushed beyond state-of-the-art in all subsystem areas.
Mthough the components and technologies used are based on the
capabilities of current laboratory prototypes and technology
demonstration devices, this conceptual spacecraft design will require
some significant amount of development to be realized.
The AIM microspacecraft concept is envisioned as a ~ 25 kg, 0.5 m
diameter by 0.6 m high hexagonal cylinder capable of conducting an
imaging asteroid (or comet) flyby and returning the data to Earth. It
is launched into low Earth orbit three to a Pegasus, each with its own
solid propulsion stage for injection into an interplanetary intercept
orbit with a different near Earth body. Mission durations range from
as little as 4 - 6 months to about 2 years depending on the target,
with launch opportunities occurring at least once per year.
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Development of MMIC Technology
for SATCOM Applications
John J. Berenz
TRW
Electronic Systems Group
One Space Park
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
ABSTRACT
MMIC technology enables reduction of the size, weight, and cost of
satellite systems. We have developed a family of Gallium Arsenide-based
monolithic upconverters and downconverters for use in satellite systems
such as ATDRSS, Milstar, and Brilliant Pebbles. The trend is toward the
development of more complex multifunctional integrated circuits (MFICs)
to reduce parts count, improve reliability, and reduce assembly and tune
costs. We have demonstrated signal chip transceivers which integrate
seven functions. More advanced heterojunction technologies are being
developed to improve performance. Indium phosphide-based MMICs are
being developed for NASA LeRC.
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POWER SUBSYSTEM STATE-OF-THE-ART ASSESSMENT
AND MINIATURIZATION TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
R. C. Detwiler
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109
ABSTRACT
This presentation provides an overview of the present status of
power subsystem components. Performance predictions for power
components (sources, storage and Power Management and
Distribution (PMAD)), will also be shown. These predictions establish
the near term, less than 10 year, limits to power subsystem
miniaturization. Micropower component technology needs to enable
a microspacecraft power subsystem are outlined.
Sources include mini Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators
(RTGs) and solar cell technologies including: silicon, gallium arsenide,
germanium and band gap. Energy storage elements include
embeddable microbatteries consisting of a limited number of cells.
PMAD concepts address the single chip power system and single chip
power converters.
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THE APPLICATION OF MICROTECHNOLOGY
TO SPACECRAFT ON-BOARD COMPUTING
Leon Alkala]
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109
ABSTRACT
The recent focus and concern for smaller, less costly missions, has
given further impetus for the development of microspacecraft.
Microtechnology advances in the areas of sensors, propulsion
systems, and instruments, make the notion of a specialized miniature
spacecraft feasible in the immediate future. However, all of the
spacecraft subsystems have to rely on existing on-board computing
and data processing technology which is still characterized by high
mass, volume, and power consumption. Moreover, the performance
of current on-board computers may also pose a constraint on mission
capability and scientific return.
In this report, we will survey recent advances in chip packaging and
stacking techniques that allow miniature computers to be developed
for space applications. Several orders of magnitude in mass, volume
and power consumption are possible using these techniques.
Moreover, performance improvements can be achieved by increasing
the scale of multiprocessing. Most importantly, long-term
survivability can potentially be improved by increasing the level of
redundancy and fault tolerance.
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ELECTRONIC PACKAGING FOR MICROSPACECRAFr APPLICATIONS
David Wasler
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109
ABSTRACT
The intent of this presentation is to give a brief look into the future
of electronic packaging for microspacecraft applications.
Advancements in electronic packaging technology areas have
developed to the point where a system engineer's visions, concepts
and requirements for a microspacecraft can now be a reality. These
new developments are ideal candidates for microspacecraft
applications. These technologies are capable of bringing about major
changes in how we design future spacecraft while taking advantage
of the benefits due to size, weight, power, performance, reliability
and cost. This presentation will also cover some advantages and
limitations of surface mount technology (SMT), multi-chip modules
(MCM) and wafer scale integration (WSI), and what is needed to
implement these technologies into microspacecraft.
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Microspacecraft Attitude Control
George E. Sevaston
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CA 91 109
ABSTRACT
The essential requirement on a microspacecraft attitude control
subsystem (ACS) is that it must provide a means of affecting the
orientation of the spacecraft bus. Thus, it must be capable of delivering
adequate torque for some finite interval of time through appropriate
actuators. This clearly limits the applicable technologies and the degree
to which certain key components can be miniaturized. Beside actuators,
other basic components include sensors, electronics and a command and
data subsystem interface. Depending on the choice of realization and the
desired level of onboard autonomy, a computer may also be included. In
the case of the sensors, accuracy capabilities are governed by the
allowable size and mass of the package. In the case of the computer,
power, as well as size and mass are limiting. The expected ACS
subsystem requirements of a generic microspacecraft will be examined.
These will then be discussed in the context of what is both feasible and
technologically achievable. Fundamental limits and major development
needs will be identified.
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Lightweight Structures and Mechanisms for Microsatellites
Robert Wendt
Martin Marietta Civil Space and Communication
Denver, CO 80201
For small lightweight satellites, Martin Marietta is investigating
several structure technologies including monocoque composite shell
structures, high conductivity composite thermal management
systems, thin film photovoltaic, and innovative mechanisms. Of
particular importance are mechanisms because as the overall
spacecraft size decreases, the size of the mechanisms remains
constant. These mechanisms including door actuators, deployment
devices, release devices and electrical connectors can constitute a
major portion of the total spacecraft weight. Martin Marietta has
developed and fabricated several innovative mechanisms using shape
memory alloys (SMA). In many cases, complex gear/motor/cable
actuation systems can be replaced with a single small diameter SMA
wire. Thus, significant weight reductions and the space for the
mechanism can be achieved using SMA. In addition, SMA mechanisms
contain significantly less parts and should decrease touch labor and
the associated cost while improving reliability by reducing the
number of interaction parts which may fail. Technical issues under
investigation are synchronization of the SMA devices and actuation
frequency, which is dependent on the rate of heat application and
removal.
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N94-29782
Advanced Microfabrication Technologies for Microspacecraft
M. Ghezzo, B. BagepaUi, S. Kodiyalam, C. Korman, K. Browall
GE Corporate Research and Development, Schenectady, NY 12301
Norman Alexander, GE Astro Space Division, Princeton, NJ 08543
ABSTRACT
Advanced microfabrication technologies offer the prospect of reducing the weight and
size of spacecraft through the use of lighter and stronger materials in conjunction with new
mechanical/structural design concepts and design optimization methods. At the same time
electronic components have been scaled down while increasing functional utility. A two-fold
benefit is derived for space applications through the use of less expensive components and
lower launch costs associated with lighter components. GE-CRD is actively pursuing
research in these key technologies for a wide range of applications including satellites. These
key technologies will be reviewed and an update on GE progress will be given.
The need to reduce weight and lower cost, while maintaining product quality and
reliability are primary drivers in the design of satellites, in general, and microsatellites in
particular. For the structural subsystem, these requirements pose a complex design problem
unless new mechanical design concepts and computer-aided design optimization methods are
employed. Several new concepts like battery pack doubling as panel reinforcements and fuel
tanks as integral structural members need to utilized. In addition, new viscoelastic material
damping concepts for spacecraft components provide for lighter weight/lower cost designs,
while satisfying the structural dynamics requirements.
High density interconnects (HDI) technology permits the use of bare ICs on a ceramic
substrate with 90% active area utilization. A copper/polyimide multilayer structure is the
backbone of the technology, which has demonstrated a size/weight reduction of > 10x
compared to printed circuit board with performance up to the GHz level. HDI modules have
exceptional mechanical robustness as evidenced by survival of 180 Kg rapid acceleration tests.
Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) are redefining sensors and actuators by
miniaturization through micromachining techniques. Sharing many fabrication steps with
HDI we have developed a new technique for surface micromachining of copper/polyimide
structures using computer-aided laser patterning. Millimeter-size electromechanical switches
have been made with dielectric isolation > 200 v, maximum current density of l0 s amp/cm 2,
contact resistance of 20 tzohm cm 2 and interrupt time of a few milliseconds.
HDI technology leads to a significant reduction of power supply size, as demonstrated
by the 5x5x.5 cm 3 dimensions of a 1 MHz Dual Forward Resonant Power Supply. Integrated
circuits, capacitors and transformers are either embedded in an HDI structure or made by a
copper/polymide process. Efficiencies > 80% have been predicted with a power density of
4W/cmL
Inorganic coatings on polymers allow the surface properties of structural materials to
be engineered for space applications, while achieving weight reduction commensurate with
the substitution of polymers for metals. For example, metal coatings can increase resistance
tO oxygen plasma attack in LEO orbits, reduce EMI/RFI interference, or reduce thermal
degradation.
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MICROSPACECRAFT FOR SPACE SCIENCE
IN ISAS, JAPAN
by Hirobumi Saito
Institute of Space and Astronautical Science, Japan
ABSTRACT
The Institute of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS) in Japan has launched
21 spacecraft into orbit for since 1970, and has proceeded steadily in various
fields of space research. The size and weight of the spacecraft developed have
been selected to be small in order to keep their low cost and short development
phase. This presentation shows the compact style to deal with space in ISAS.
Also, the several microspacecraft for planetary missions are presented. The
video film is performed to introduce the ISAS space activities.
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N94- 29783
Microfabricated silicon biosensors for
microphysiometry
L.J. Bousse, J.M. Libby, and J.W. Parce
Molecular Devices Corp.
4700 Bohannon Drive
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Abstm 
Microphysiometers are biosensor devices that measure the metabolic rate of
living cells by detecting the rate of extracellular acidification caused by a
small number of cells. The cells are entrapped in a microvolume chamber,
whose bottom surface is a silicon sensor chip. In a further miniaturization
step, we have recently fabricated multichannel flow-through chips that will
allow greater throughput and multiplicity. Microphysiometer technology
can be applied to the detection of microorganisms. We describe the sensitive
detection of bacteria and yeast. Further applications of microphysiometry to
the characterization of microorganisms can be anticipated.
Introduction
The first silicon sensors were essentially extensions of purely
electronic components to transducing components. A good example is the
ion-sensitive field-effect transistor, first described in 1970 [1]. This
transistor is an active electronic device coupled to an insulator/electrolyte
interface which gives it a chemically dependent threshold voltage. This
represents the electronic component point of view. Soon afterwards,
however, a mechanical point of view became prominent as well, and was
summarized in a well-known review paper by Peterson [2]. This
development was made possible by the rapid progress in micromachining,
and the realization that silicon as a material has favorable mechanical
properties for many applications.
One can thus conceive of two aspects to silicon sensor technology:
using the electronic aspect of silicon (e.g. all FET-based chemical sensors;
various types of magnetotransistors), and using the mechanical properties
(e.g. pressure sensors and accelerometers). Much of the recent most
impressive progress in microsensor technology comes from combining
these two aspects. A recent example of a commercial device that does this is
a surface micromachined accelerometer with integrated circuitry [3].
Our work concerns the application of a silicon sensor chip for
bioassays [4-7] and immunoassays [8-10]. In this case, the silicon chip also
fulfills two functions: it is the chemical sensor, but it is also an important
mechanical part of the fluid path needed to operate the system. We have
described applications of silicon micromachining for our sensors [11]. It is
the combination of these two properties of silicon which make it the
material of choice for our application.
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We have called the bioassay application of the silicon sensor a
microphysiometer, which is a device which allows the measurement of the
metabolic rate of cells [4]. Most of the applications we have described up to
now are intended for mammalian cells [4-7]. In this paper, we will present
an example of detection of microorganisms, namely bacteria and yeast,
using the microphysiometer. Our preliminary work in that area
concentrated on detecting Escherichia Coli, and measuring the effect of
antibiotics on these bacteria [12]. The methods described in this paper may
prove useful in a number of fields in which sensitive microbial detection
and indentification are of significant importance. These include
environmental, food, and industrial processes where small numbers of of
contaminating microorganisms may be difficult to detect with existing
methods but, after being allowed a period of growth, may have a significant
impact on the ecosystem, patient, or product. In many cases the identity of
these organisms must be determined in order to establish the source of the
contamination and the likelihood of problems occurring (e.g. pathogenic
capability or production of a toxin that causes food toxicity).
LAPS devices in microvolume chambers
The sensor device we use is called a Light-Addressable
Potentiometric Sensor (LAPS) [13] (see Figure 1). It consists of an MIS or
EIS capacitor which is illuminated by an AC-modulated light source, at a
wavelength short enough to generate carriers in silicon, but also long
enough to penetrate sufficiently. The typical wavelength we use is 940 nm.
The illumination typically occurs at the backside of the device, so that the
frontside is free to form one surface of the sensing chamber. When the
capacitor is biased in inversion, the depletion region at the frontside surface
collects light-generated carriers, generating an AC photocurrent. When
the capacitor is biased in accumulation, there is no photocurrent. The
resulting AC photocurrent/bias curves show a steep transition between
these two states. We use the position of the inflection point in these curves
to track changes in the potential at the insulator surface. Depending on the
material used as the outer gate material of the LAPS, it can be used to
detect pH, redox potential, or cations using an ion-selective membrane [13].
In all the applications described in this paper, we use a Si3N4 surface to
detect pH changes. The measurement of the photocurrent/bias curves, and
the calculation of the inflection point voltage is done with custom hardware
and software.
In all our work to date, we have not focused on the LAPS as a stand-
alone sensor, but rather on the combination of LAPS with another concept,
namely microvolume reaction chambers. This consists of using the LAPS
as part of a chamber with volume in the order of a microliter. Using such a
small volume allows sensitive detection of any pH-changing reaction.
According to the analysis of pH changes in a microvolume reaction
chamber [14], the measured signal is a rate of pH change given by:
dpH R
dt V fly + S fls (1)
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where R is the rate at which a reaction produces H + or OH- ions (in
moles/second), flv and fls represent the volume and surface buffering
capacity, respectively, V is the chamber volume, and S the surface area
present.
This equation shows that the two important factors in the sensitivity
of the system are the chamber volume, and the solution buffer capacity. In
most cases, the surface buffer capacity is not dominant and can be ignored.
Surface buffering, however, becomes the limiting factor when the volume is
reduced below a certain point.
In the case of an immunoassay, an enzyme label is used to detect the
analyte of interest, and R comes from an enzyme-catalyzed reaction [9,13].
In the case of a bioassay, the metabolism of living cells in the chamber
causes the pH changes.
Measurement of cellular metabolism
Living cells constantly consume energy for a variety of purposes,
such as maintaining chemical concentration gradients, mechanical
motion or deformation, and the synthesis of compounds. This energy is
stored in the form of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), that must therefore
constantly be replenished. A variety of catabolic pathways exist in which
nutrient compounds are broken down to provide energy in the form of ATP.
We have analyzed these in detail in Ref. [15]. The two most important ones
are glycolysis, which is the conversion of glucose to lactic acid without
requiring the presence of oxygen, and aerobic respiration, which requires
the presence of oxygen that enables a more complete metabolic breakdown
of glucose, with C02 as the ultimate product. This carbon dioxide dissolves
in water, and some of it is hydrated into carbonic acid. Thus, in both cases
the end result of an energy-yielding metabolic pathway is an acidic
substance. The metabolism of living cells therefore tends to acidify the
extracellular environment. Table 1 gives a more complete list of energy
producing pathways, and the amount of ATP and protons they generate.
The method we use to detect cellular metabolism is the measurement of the
rate of acidifaction it induces in the extracellular environment.
There are some important differences between microorganisms and
mammalian cells when placed in a microphysiometer. Many more energy-
producing pathways are available to most microorganisms. This means
that the results will depend strongly on the carbon source. For instance,
certain microorganisms have the ability to use pathways that alkalinize the
environment rather than acidify it. Finally, microorganisms require less
delicate treatment than mammalian cells, and can be entrapped with
methods that would harm or kill mammalian cells.
In order to survive, cells must be bathed in a culture medium to
supply them with nutrients, and keep the pH of the environment in a
tolerable range. On average, a flow of this medium is needed to bring fresh
nutrients and remove the acid byproducts of cellular metabolism. However,
when there is a flow of medium in the microvolume chamber where the
cells are, the chamber pH is determined by that of the medium. Thus, to
measure the rate of extracellular acidification, the medium flow must be
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periodically interrupted. In the absence of medium flow, the cells act as a
source of protons, and Eq. (1) can be used to predict the resulting rate ofpH
change. It is seen that the measured signal is proportional to the
acidification rate.
The measurement method consists of periodically turning the
medium flow on and off, and measuring the acidification rate during the
off periods. Figure 2 shows a diagram of the setup we use to carry out such
a measurement, and Figure 3 shows an example of the result. The data are
usually plotted as the acidification rate as a function of time. The main
applications of this technique we have explored previously are the detection
of receptor/ligand interactions [5], and in-vitro toxicology [16].
A multichannel, flow-through, microphysiometer chip
In all the embodiments of our technology which we have described
previously, one silicon sensor chip is used in one flow chamber assembly, to
constitute a single microphysiometer channel. Typically, eight channels
are then combined in one table-top instrument.
Clearly, a silicon sensor chip with multichannel capability would be
very desirable. However, as soon as several fluid streams are present in one
chip, several new issues arise. There must be a separation between
different flow channels, and a means to introduce cells into each chamber.
This can be accomplished by etching channels into the surface of a silicon
chip. Cells can then be introduced in all channels at once by coating a glass
cover slip with a layer of adherent cells, and placing it over all the
channels. This means, however, that entry and exit ports to these fluid
channels cannot be at the top surface, since that is covered by the glass
cover slip. The logical solution is to etch openings completely through the
chip, with interfaces to the rest of the fluidics at the bottom of the chip.
Along these lines, we have designed and fabricated an eight-channel
flow-through microphysiometer chip. Figure 4 shows the cross-section of
one of the channels. The procedure to fabricate this chip starts with
growing an oxide layer on a double-sided polished n-type silicon wafer, and
patterning it to expose the frontside areas where the channels will be. The
channel is then etched 100 _m deep in a wet anisotropic etchant solution.
Next, openings are made on the backside for the flow-through holes, and
anisotropically etched all the way through the wafer. The initial oxide layer
is then stripped, leaving a bare patterned wafer. The process from then on
is similar to the standard LAPS process described in [17]: essentially field
oxidation, active area patterning, gate oxide, and LPCVD nitride
deposition. One difference is that the backside now contains two gold
electrodes: one makes contact to the silicon, and the other is on top of the
field oxide, and is used as a controlling electrode.
Figure 5 shows the front and back sides of the completed 23 Y 23 mm
chips. This chip combines in one unit all the chambers of a complete
desktop microphysiometer. It could be used to make a much more compact
eight-channel instrument, or several of these chips could be used to make
an instrument with many more channels. This last option would be useful
in applications such as drug discovery which require high throughput, and
applications where redundancy is required to achieve very high reliability
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performance. Another advantage of a multichannel micromachined chip is
that many of the critical components of the system are combined in one
chip, making the system easier and potentially cheaper to build.
Detection and characterization of microorganisms
Our initial experiments involving microbial cells used a chamber
design which was different from that previously described [4,5] for
eucaryotic cells. The metabolism of microbial cells was measured with a
cell capsule which consisted of two fluid paths which passed through
circular 0.45 _tm pore polycarbonate membranes located above "reading
areas" of a silicon chip (Fig. 6). The diameter of each of these membranes,
and hence the boundaries of the cellular environment, was 700 _tm. Before
cells were introduced into one of these fluid paths (the other served as a
negative control), a "background" acidification rate of 2.1 (SD of 2.8) _tV/s
was observed. The liquid passing through the chamber was OF medium
and flow was on for 100 sec at a rate of 75 _tl/min and off for 100 sec.
The bacterium Escherichia coli (ATCC 25922 cells) was grown at 37 °
C overnight in Trypticase soy broth, counted with a Petroff-Hauser direct
cell counter, and then diluted into oxidation/fermentation (OF) medium
(Difco Laboratories; Detroit, Michigan) at a concentration of 105 cells per
ml. One tenth ml (10,000 cells) of this suspension was introduced into the
cell chamber at 37 ° C. At this point the acidification rate was 3.1 (SD of 1.0)
_V/s, which was not statistically different from the background
acidification rate. However, when the fluid passing through the counting
chamber was switched to a salts solution with very low buffering capacity,
an acidification rate of 53.8 (SD of 2.6) was observed (Fig 7). The time from
introduction of cells until the beginning of these rate determinations was
approximately 29 min.
Similarly, the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisease was grown overnight
in Sabouraud dextrose medium (Difco) and diluted to 104 cells per ml in OF
medium. One tenth ml of this suspension passing through the cell
chamber at 25 ° C carried 1000 yeast cells into the chamber and yielded an
acidification rate of 153 _V/s (SD of 7.7), as shown in Fig. 8.
It should be noted that this particular cell chamber was designed to
test the concept of microbial ceil entrapment and was not specifically
designed for optimum sensitivity. This design did demonstrate that a
temporary substitution of one medium for another of lower buffering
capacity (this switch was temporary because the latter was incapable of
supporting growth) could greatly improve the ability to detect microbial
metabolism. It is likely that a cell chamber constructed to take advantage of
fluid switching capability but with a significantly lower cell chamber
volume would represent a design with the capability for a sizable
improvement in sensitivity.
In addition to detection, the microphysiometer has the possibility of
characterizing the nature of the entrapped microorganisms. The response
of different organisms to changes in the carbon source varies. The doubling
time of an organism in a given growth medium can be measured in the
microphysiometer, and is characteristic for that organism. Also, certain
antibiotics are selective in inhibiting the growth of certain types of
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microorganisms. It is possible to expose organisms to a sequence of
different growth media, with and without antibiotics, to gain information
about their nature, as we showed in [12].
Design of a micromachined, multichannel, microorganism-
sensing chip
Given the flow-through chip for adherent eucaryotic cells we describe
above, a design for a similar device for the entrapment and detection of
microorganisms can be suggested easily. The key requirement is a flow
channel that goes though a microorganism-entrapping membrane. In
contrast to the chip of Fig. 4, this means a different chip must contain the
inlet and outlet flow channel. Thus we suggest the concept shown in Fig. 9:
two silicon chips, separated by a membrane. The lower chip contains the
LAPS sensors, and has fluid inlets in the bottom. The function of the upper
chip is to form the top of the microvolume chamber, collect the flow though
the membrane, and guide it to an outlet. As before, a mechanical fixture
applies enough pressure to hold these three components in place, and
contains the fittings to interface the fluid connections with external pumps
and valves.
One important issue in this design is to ensure that the flow in each
channel goes as we expect, and does not leak underneath or through the
membrane from one channel to the next. This potential problem can be
handled in several ways. First, the membrane that we intend to use has
directional openings which only go through, and not sideways (e.g., a
track-etched 0.45 pm pore size polycarbonate membrane). Thus, the lateral
flow resistance between neighboring channels is very high. To avoid lateral
flow underneath the membrane, if pressure is not sufficient, a thin
hydrophobic gasket material (silicone rubber, for instance) may be added.
Conclusions
We believe the microphysiometer is a powerful and general tool for
detecting how living cells react to their environment, and for detecting
components in the environment that affect living cells. We have only begun
to explore these applications. In addition, there are many possibilities in
applying this technology to the identification and characterization of
microorganisms.
The advantages of integrating the silicon sensor with silicon
micromachining technology are clear: integration allows multichannel
sensors to be made, and miniaturization of the instrumentation. The
direction of further developments will probably be the further integration of
all critical components of the fluid path shown in Fig. 2 on the chip or close
to it. The first candidate for further integration will be the valve which
allows switching between two fluid streams, so that we can minimize the
dead volume between the valve and the chamber.
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Carbon
Source
Glucose
Glucose
Glutamine
Pyruvate
Pathway
Glycolysis
Respiration
Respiration
Respiration
Reaction
glucose --> 2 lactate" + 2 H +
glucose + 6 0 2 -> 6 HCO 3" + 6 H +
glutamine + 9/2 02 + 3 H20 ->
5 HCO 3" + 2 NH4+ + 3 H +
pyruvate" + 5/2 0 2 + H20 ->
3 HCO 3" + 2 H +
ATP
Yield
2
36
27
15
H + per
ATP
1.000
0.167
0.111
0.333
Table 1
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Diagram of basic LAPS setup. The electronics makes three analog
connections to the sensor, beyond those to the LED: one to the
bulk silicon, one to a controlling electrode, and one to the
reference electrode.
Figure 2. Instrumentation schematic. Culture medium is pumped from a
reservoir by a peristaltic pump, and passes through a debubbler/-
degasser, a selection valve, the flow chamber, the reference
electrode, and finally goes to a waste receptacle. The valve
controls which of two pumped streams of medium enters the flow
chamber (not shown). A personal computer controls the LAPS
electronics, the pump, and the valve; it also manages data
acquisition, analysis, and storage.
Figure 3. Example of a metabolic rate measurement. (A) pH vs. time. (B)
The acidification rates resulting from the data in (A). Receptors
on the cells were activated with an agonist midway through the
period shown, causing a strong increase in acidification rate.
Figure 4. Cross-sectional diagram of one channel of a multichannel flow-
through microphyiometer chip.
Figure 5. (A) Diagram of the frontside of the multichannel flow-through
microphyiometer chip. (B) Photograph of the backside of the same
chip, showing separate gold leads for backside contact and
controlling electrode.
Figure 6. Diagram of cell chamber and flow path for bacterial detection
Figure 7. Acidification rates ofE. coli in OF (low buffered) and salts
solution (very low buffered) media
Figure 8. Acidification rates of yeast in OF medium (low buffered) and salts
solution (very low buffered) media
Figure 9. Cross-sectional diagram of one channel of a conceptual flow-
through microphyiometer chip for the entrapment and detection of
bacteria.
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ROBOTIC VEHICLES FOR PLANETARY EXPLORATION
Brian H. Wilcox
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109
ABSTRACT
Future missions to the Moon, Mars, or other planetary surfaces will
use planetary rovers for exploration or other tasks. Operation of
these rovers as unmanned robotic vehicles with some form of remote
or semi-autonomous control is desirable to reduce the cost and
increase the capability and safety of many types of missions.
However, the long time delays and relatively low bandwidths
associated with radio communications between planets precludes a
total "telepresence" approach to controlling the vehicle. A program
to develop planetary rover technology has been initiated at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) under sponsorship of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Prototype systems
with the necessary sensing, computing, power and mobility resources
to demonstrate realistic forms of control for various missions have
been developed and initial testing has been completed. These
testbed systems, the associated navigation techniques currently used
and planned for implementation, and long-term mission strategies
employing them are all described in this talk.
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Difficulties Inherent in Miniaturizing
Current Rover Technologies for
Use as Planetary Explorers
Gerald P. Roston
Carnegie Mellon University
Technologies currently under consideration for planetary rovers
are intended for vehicles of a certain size. As the size of the rover
decreases, certain difficulties arise, including:
• The locomotion characteristics change
• Some subsystems scale non-linearly
• Some subsystems don't scale
• Certain mission objectives are unachievable
The talk will focus on how these difficulties can arise. Not being
aware of these difficulties can lead to improper designs based on
the false assumption that the designs scale in some linear fashion.
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MICROMACHINING TECHNOLOGIES FOR AUTOMOTIVE APPLICATIONS
William C. Tang, Ph.D.
Senior Research Engineer
Micro-Sensors & Actuators Department
Scientific Research Laboratories
Ford Motor Company
Abstract
The rapid advancement of micromachined mechanical devices is a direct result of
innovative adaptations of the well-established integrated-circuit technology. The
major motivation for research in this field is the potential applications in batch-
fabricated integrated sensors and silicon-based microactuators. These devices promise
new capabilities and improved performance-to-cost ratio over conventional hybrid-
manufactured devices. Micromachined transducers that can be fabricated compatibly
with an integrated circuit process are the building blocks for integrated microsystems
with added functionality, such as closed-loop control and signal conditioning. These
_advantages are especially attractive in the highly cost- and quality-competitive
automotive industry.
In advanced vehicle design, increase in sophisticated electronic controls is inevitable.
Various automotive sensors and actuators are identified to be critical to future vehicle
development. Bulk- and surface-micromachining based on single-crystal and poly-
crystalline silicon have demonstrated great potential for satisfying automotive demands
for low-cost, high-quality, and high-reliability microsensors and actuators. Several
microfabricated sensors are described as examples to illustrate the applicability of
micromechanics in the automotive industry.
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Toward Milli-Newton Electro-and Magneto-Static Microactuators
Long-Sheng Fan
IBM research Division/Almaden Research Center
650 Harry Road, K66/803, San Jose, CA 95120-6099
Abstract
Microtechnologies can potentially push integrated electro-and magneto-static actuators toward the
regime where constant forces in the order of milli-Newton (or torques in the order of micro-Newton Meter)
can be generated with constant inputs within a volume of 1.0X1.0x0.02mm with "conventional"
technology. "Micro" actuators are, by definition, actuators with dimensions confined within a millimeter
cube. Integrated microactuators based on electrostatics [2]-[5] typically have force/torque in the order of sub-
micro-Newton (sub-nano-Newton-Meter). These devices are capable of moving small objects at MHz
frequencies [5]. On the other hand, suppose we want to move some one cubic millimeter object around with
100(3 acceleration, a few milli-Newton force will be required. Thus, milli-Newton microactuators are very
desirable for some immediate applications, and it challenges micromechanical researchers to develop new
process technologies, designs, and materials toward this goal.
Technologies for High-Aspect-Ratio Microstructures Most of the surface-micromachined
microtransducers are polysilicon-based microstructures [1]. These structures, being IC-processed flatelanders,
have small vertical stiffness and, in the case of lateral gap actuators, small in-plane force/torque and
relatively large fringe field components in the vertical direction [2]-[5]. Together, these cause large vertical
movements which are not always desirable. Fortunately, stiffness goes as cube of the thickness, and usable
force/torque go linearly with the thickness while keeping those undesirable vertical fringe fields nearly
unchanged. Thus, alternative material/process for thick-structure micromachining, techniques that increase
structural thickness without sacrificing the minimum in-plane features, are developed to overcome the
inherent planar IC process and thickness limitations of thin film deposition techniques [6]-[11]. Among
these, plated material can have some desirable properties such as ferromagnetism and lower stress as
compare to as-deposited CVD or sputtered thin films. To make: these metal structures, a photoresist material
is deposited on a seed layer and patterned into a "stencil" through which structures are electroplated before
removing the resist stencil and the seed layer underneath. The plated metals conform to the photoresist
profile and form smooth sidewalls, and typical plating rates are large enough to make hundred micrometer
thick structures feasible. Although synchrotron light sources preferably with storage rings are required in the
deep x-ray technology[6][7], many efforts [8]-[11] have been on fine tuning some more "conventional"
lithography techniques to achieve an aspect ratio toward 10:1 with less perfect resist sidewall profiles. In the
following, we will call a technique fine tuned from conventional technology and produce 20 Ixm thick
structures with 2 I.tmgaps an "advanced" lithography technique.
Area Efficient Approach to Milli-Newton Actuators One should fully exploit the two planar
dimensions before pushing the third (out of plane) dimension further from those advanced lithography
techniques. This can be achieved in an electrode tree stJ_;,'ture with interleaved branches which connected to
interdigitated fingers. In this approach, each pair of fingers form an energy storage cell, which popularizes
the whole area and efficiently convert electrical field energy into force or torque, and maintain a constant
output vs. input relation within a small operation range. In the case of eleclrostatics with advanced
lithography process, one can estimate that in a lmm by lmm area, with 20 I.tm thick structures, 6 I.tm wide
electrodes, 2 lam air gaps, (smaller gap is achievable with specific process[12], but a conservative value is
taken here), 10 pin branch width, branch separation of 25 txm for the interdigitated fingers and 5 pan
otherwise, and a maximum voltage of 100V one can get a lateral force of 1.1 mN. The device has a top
plate to hold all the mover electrode branches together. The plate could be either metal or process-
compatible dielectric material. Assuming a 5 t.tm separation between the plate and stator electrode branches,
the vertical force is 0.3mN. The vertical stiffness, being at least three order of magnitude larger than their
polysilicon version, should be able to take the load without much difficulties. Also, ground plane might
not be necessary in these thick structures as observed in [11] again because of the stiffness in the vertical
direction.
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Magnetic Pole Finger Device Comparing magnetic actuators to electrostatic actuators with similar
dimensions, the force ratio is equal to energy density ratio [cB/E] 2 , where c is the velocity of light, B and
E are the maximum magnetic and electrical field. In the sub-millimeter region, some practical values are
B=I.IT (Bs of Permalloy 22 wt. % Fe, 78 wt. % Ni) and E=50 volts across 1 I.tm. Here, magnetic
actuators have a typical force advantage of t0 times over electrostatic ones. Isotropic magnetic materials
with low Hc, low Br and high Bs should be used for an ideal linear relation between the B and H, and for a
maximum force before magnetic saturation. The proposed magnetic pole finger device is a "quasi dual" to
interdigitated electrodes, and can achieve the magnetic saturation limit on the pole faces and have high
linearity for fine lateral movements. Assuming the same technology as used in the electrostatic actuators
described in the last paragraph except with single-branch one-ram-long Permalloy, the lateral force will be
1.6mN, and the saturation field Bs is achieved in the air gap with 70mA current through a 50 turns coil.
Thus, a single magnetic branch of the tree generates more force than electric tree described in the last
paragraph, and a lateral force of 16mN can be generated if deep x-ray process is used. The 2 lira gap used in
this case is more for the purpose of reducing the magnetrode pitch than increasing the magnetic field in the
air gap which can be achieved by increasing current in the coil. It seems to be superior to electrostatic
actuators except an area efficient design is hardly feasible without field saturations. Besides, the coil
structures, needed to generate mmf, will either take large area or complicate the fabrication process. Thus,
the trade off is between high voltage vs. high DC power, high area efficiency vs. high energy density, and
conducting material vs. soft magnetic material. In either case, by using area efficient designs, or magnetic
pole finger devices, microfabricated actuators will be able to move one-cubic-millimeter objects around with
an acceleration approaching IOOG.
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Micro Structures and Micro Actuators
for Implementing Sub-millimeter Robots
R.S. Fearing
Dept. of EE&CS
Univ. of Califomia
Berkeley, CA 94720
Abstract
There are many advantages to shrinking robots and mechanical actuators to the same size as
the parts to be manipulated. Extremely delicate forces can be applied, robots can be readily paral-
lelizable, and the relative accuracy required can be markedly reduced. This talk considers some
initial ideas towards implementing practical sub-millimeter robotic systems, in particular, fabri-
cation of multi-degree-of freedom silicon actuators. The micro-robot will use silicon structures
that can be folded out of the plane of the wafer. One of the major difficulties in building millime-
ter scale micro-robots is overcoming forces due to friction and wiring. Friction forces can be
reduced by using flexures instead of rotary or linear sliding joints, and using fluid lubrication,
such as an air-bearing. Mobile devices on a sub-millimeter scale working in a fluid medium
could be useful for manipulation and testing of small material samples. The power requirements
for such robots working at low speeds are very favorable.
1. Introduction
In the not too distant future, mobile micro-robots, such as depicted in Fig. I, may be batch
fabricated using silicon and photo-lithographic techniques. The silicon may be used for on-board
intelligence, and in addition for electro-mechanical sensor and actuator systems. This micro-
robot-on-a-chip has been popularized by Brooks and Flynn [1989]. These robots may see wide
application in micro-tele-operation for very small inaccessible areas, and in the massively parallel
handling of small biological or electromechanical elements.
An integrated system for manipulating dry parts in the plane using multiple mobile manipu-
lation units was proposed by Pister et al [1990]. This device consists of a 1 cm 2 substrate with
an air bearing to support individual 1ram 2 platforms (see Fig. 2). The individual platforms are
driven in the plane by electrostatic forces, and could carry grippers, probes for sensing, or tools
for processing. By incorporating capacitive position sensing of the platforms, an integrated micro
system for parts handling could be made on a single chip.
2. Three Dimensional Micro-Mechanical Structures
To be useful, silicon micro-robots will need tools to interact above the plane of the wafer,
not just in it. One promising approach, called "silicon origami" [Shimoyama, 1992] or micro-
hinges [Pister, et al 1991] allows planar fabrication, followed by 3 dimensional assembly of struc-
tures. This paper examines some of the new tool making capabilities obtainable with this process.
Current integrated micro systems are limited by the mostly planar micro-machining tech-
niques available. For some applications, it will be necessary to have sensors and actuators that
extend far beyond the surface of the device, e.g. micro-robots. For example, a sensor or probe
may need to be sufficiently far from the sensor surface to avoid boundary layer effects.
One way to build three dimensional devices is to use new fabrication techniques, for exam-
ple, Laser-assisted Chemical Vapor Deposition (LCVD). In LCVD, a focussed laser beam
activates chemical species which can either locally deposit or etch a structure depending on the
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gas medium used in the reaction chamber. Complicated structures such as a boron spring [West-
berg et ",tl, 1991] and stepped pits with controlled slopes _Bloomstein and Ehr|ich, i991] have
been demonstrated with LCVD. Volume resolution of lgm-' has been obtained.
While LCVD is very flexible for machining three dimensional structures, it is inherently a
serial process, and hence much slower than photo-lithographic fabrication. An alternative
approach is to perform conventional two dimensional processing, and then to assemble (post-
process) three dimensional structures from planar components. These components could be
bonded to each other using, for example, welding techniques [Fedder and Howe, 1991].
One method to simplify three dimensional assembly is to fabricate components that can be
constrained to rotate or slide into place. Pister et al [1991] have shown hinged structures that can
be rotated out of the plane to build three dimensional structures. (A similar method was indepen-
dcntly developed by Shimoyama [!992]). A simple example is shown in Figure 3, with a 2gm
thick plate rotated out of the plane, and held in place by friction in the hinge. A typical sensing
application which requires sensors away from the surface is a hot-wire anemometer for measuring
air flow. Figure 4 shows a 3 axis hot-wire anemometer, assembled by folding 3 orthogonal hinge
structures out of the plane. (The anemometer structure extends approximately 200 lam above the
substrate). One advantage to the hinged 3 dimensional structures, compared with LCVD, is that
all the planar lithographic resolution is maintained.
Standard surface micromachining, has high planar resolution, low vertical resolution, and
limited vertical range (typically less than 5 _tm). These characteristics make surface
micromachining an excellent choice for planar applications, but have limited utility for three
dimensional designs. We present a process in which structures are fabricated using surface
micromachining, and then rotated out of the plane of the wafcr on integrally fabricated hinges.
The resulting structures have high resolution in both the planar and vertical directions, and have a
vertical range from 10 I.tm to more than a millimeter. This hinge-based method allows the
benefits of high resolution surface lithography while providing access to the third dimension with
highcr vertical rcsolution than previously possible. Drawbacks of hinge-based designs include
the need for post-process assembly, and incompatibility with typical MOS processes.
2.1. Process
The simplest version of thc hinge fabrication process is a three mask, double layer polysili-
con process with oxide sacrificial layers (Figure 5). A sacrificial phosphosilicate glass (PSG)
layer is deposited on a bare substrate, followed by an undoped polysilicon layer (polyl), and a
doping PSG layer. All depositions arc by low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD). The
polysilicon is pattcmed in a plasma etcher. This polysilicon etch defines the majority of the
structural components, including the hinge 'pins', about which most structures will rotate. A
second sacrificial PSG is deposited and both the first and second sacrificial oxides are patterned in
a plasma ctcher. This etch defines contacts between the second polysilicon layer and the sub-
strate, as well as contacts between the two polysilicon layers. A second layer of polysilicon
(poly2) is deposited and patterned. This second polysilicon etch defines the 'staples' which tie
the first polysilicon layer to the substrate, as well as forming additional structural components.
Finally, the sacrificial layers are removed in a concentrated HF etch, the wafers are rinsed in
deionized water, and air dried at room temperature. Perforations are used in the larger structures
to allow complete release in the 1 minute release etch.
Typical film thicknesses for the sacrificial and doping PSG layers are between 0.5 and 2.5
lam. Polysilicon layers are typically between 1 and 2 gm thick. If the structures are intended to
bc electrically active (e.g. the anemometers discussed below), the substrate is passivated with a
0.5 gm thermal oxidc and 0.1 gm LPCVD nitride before the first sacrificial oxide is deposited.
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Dimples can be added to the polysiticon layers by patterning part way through the sacrificial
layers with BHF. These dimples are not strictly necessary, but help prevent the polysilicon layers
from adhering to the substrate and to each other after release. Portions ofpolyl can be anchored
to the substrate, if desired, by etching contacts in the first sacrificial PSG before the polyl deposi-
tion.
If the total thickness of the two sacrificial oxide layers is greater than the thickness of the
first polysilicon layer, then the pin of the hinge will be able to slide between the two legs of the
poly2 staple. This sort of 'play' in the hinge is not generally desirable, and can be eliminated by
using a timed BHF etch immediately following the patterning of polyl. This timed etch under-
cuts the sacrificial oxide under the hinge pin, and due to the poor step coverage of low tempera-
ture LPCVD oxide, indirectly reduces the second sacrificial oxide thickness near the pin as well.
This results in a partially encased polyl pin, under (and almost inside) a poly2 staple. Since the
hinge location is now determined by the polyl pin rather than the poly2 staple contacts, we refer
to this as a 'self-aligned' pin.
2.2. Design
Given the three mask process above, it is possible to make several different types of hinges,
as illustrated in Figure 6. The simplest of these is the 'substrate hinge', which consists of a polyl
plate and hinge pin constrained by a poly2 staple. The staple is attached to the substrate at two
contact points, and the plate is free to rotate a full 180 degrees off of the substrate. Note that the
freedom of the plate to rotate may be limited by the geometry of the pin and staple. If the width
of the pin is greater than the sum of the thicknesses of the polyl and sacrificial oxide layers, then
the pin will be unable to rotate a full 90 degrees without contacting the substrate and staple.
The substrate hinge is used to hinge polyl plates to the substrate, To hinge plates to each
other requires a different type of hinge. Two polyl plates can be hinged together using a 'scissor
hinge', poly2 strips are attached between interdigitated polyl fingers, preventing the two polyl
plates from pulling apart, and allowing the plates a relative rotation of roughly 180 degrees. This
type of hinge can only fold 'concave-down'. A similar scissor hinge, illustrated in the figure,
hinges two poly2 plates together and folds 'concave-up'.
Unlike substrate hinges, there is no 'pin' in a scissor hinge. Given the typical film
thicknesses used, a substrate hinge which is intended to rotate 90 degrees must have a pin which
is no more than 2 I.tm wide. Scissor hinge geometries are not constrained by the film thickness of
the structural or sacrificial layers. As a result, scissor hinges can be made with all geometries
much wider than 2 [.tm, making them much stronger than substrate hinges.
2.3. Assembly
After the release etch, the structures are rotated into their final positions. This is currently
accomplished at a probe station using standard electrical probing equipment to rotate the struc-
tures into position. A sharp probe tip is slid under a released structure and raised to lift the struc-
ture off of the surface of the wafer, and rotate it into the desired position. By inter-locking two
hinged structures, the final position of the structures can be accurately controlled.
Assembly is a labor intensive process (e.g. the gripper requires roughly 10 minutes for
assembly), however we are working on designs which require no manual assembly. Hydro-
dynamic forces may prove to be very useful in automating the assembly process. We have
observed that many structures rotate 90 degrees or more during the post release rinse, and a
directed stream of air from a capillary tube has a similar effect on released structures.
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2.3.1. Micro Probe
Another out of plane sensing capability provided by the hinge structure is shown in Figure
7. A probe for electrical testing can be made with an intrinsic spring, and electrical contact to
substrate through hinges. This structure has not been tested.
2.3.2. Parallel-Plate Gripper
Recently, planar (roughly 2 I.tm thick) micro-grippers have been fabricated with a gripping
range on the order of l0 ktm, [Kim, Pisano, Muller, 1991]. The hinge technology offers the
opportunity to produce micro-grippers of a scale difficult to obtain with previous micro-
machining processes. Grip surface dimensions and gripper openings measured in hundreds of
microns are possible, while actuating resolution is on the order of microns. The structure in Fig-
ure 8 is a parallel-plate gripper consisting of four separate pieces. The two jaws of the gripper are
folded up separately and locked in place at one end by another plate with two slots in it. The
jaws are suspended at the end of 400 _m-long beams, each of which is 20 ktm-wide. A l ram-
long tendon travels from each jaw and locks into the vertical handle. When the handle is pulled
back, the tendons pull the jaws open. When the handle is released, the spring force of the support
beams closes the jaws. In the 'closed' (rest) position the jaws are actually 100 ktm apart. Over
100 cycles of up to 0.5 mm opening have caused no damage to the gripper.
2.4. Actuation of Hinge Structures
The rotary hinge joints have very high friction, and elastic joints, such as a cantilever beam,
will be much easier to drive. There are several options for actuating these elastic joints, including
shape-memory-alloy [Ikuta, 1990], electromagnetic [Wagner and Benecke, 1991], and electros-
tatic drives. Although the forces are very small, low voltage electrostatics is perhaps the easiest
to implement on the hinge process with few additional masks. Figure 9 shows a single degree-of-
freedom actuator, which consists of a movable plate supported cantilever beam, and a fixed plate.
A useful range of motion for this actuator is 0° to 10 °. (Assume that the hinge joint is
locked in place). When a potential difference is applied between the fixed and moving plate, the
plates are attracted to each other. To estimate the order of magnitude of this force, we can assume
that the plates are approximately parallel with a gap of 10ktm. A typical plate size would be 200
ktm ( = a) square, with plate thickness 2 ktm ( = h). Then the electrostatic force normal to the
plate (F z ) for 10 volt._ applied between the plates, is given by
F z _-_-I/2CV 2= V 2 eo a2
= _z 2 h 2 -2×10-7N . (1)
The actuator is unidirectional without the restoring force of the cantilever. The cantilever
spring should be soft for the plate to bc "pulled-in", yet strong enough to support the weight of
the plate. Using a 2 I.tm thick polysilicon layer, a 200 _un long beam of square cross section will
have appropriate compliance. The approximate spring constant for such a polysilicon beam will
be about 4×I0-2Nm -1 [Lin et al, 1991]. The mass of the plate is mplat e = Psilxw×d , where
Psi is the density of silicon, 2.3xlO3Kgm -3. For a square plate, 200 lain on each edge, 2 ktm
thick, the mass of the plate is approximately 2xl0-1°Kg, with weight of 2×10-9N. The dis-
placement of the cantilever beam due to the weight of one plate is:
Kbeam 2 × 10-9N (2)
_i - - = 5 xl0-Sm ,
mplat e g 4x 10-2Nm-I
which is negligible, only 0.1% of the unactuated gap. Because of the inverse square relationship
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between F z and the gap, the 10 V potential will be sufficient to drive the plates together.
To build multi-degree of freedom robots, a network of these single degree-of-freedom
actuators and elastic joints needs to be interconnected, for example, as proposed by Shimoyama
et al [1991]. A possible interconnection scheme for these actuators is shown in Figure 10, where
the left figure shows a stack unactuated, and the right figure shows an actuated stack. The plates
are supported by cantilever beams that connect to scissor hinges on each side of the plate.
Although the figure shows a planar manipulator, alternate plates could be orthogonally stacked in
the plane, to give a 3 dimensional manipulator. For 200 gm plates, the gravitational force for
even a suck of 20 plates would cause only a 10% deflection of the bottom plate in the stack.
There are many problems to building this type of sucked structure using the hinge process.
A recent paper by Pister [1992] provides some strategies for building this device. Thin and flexi-
ble polysilicon ribbon cable can be fabricated to wire up all the plates to extemal connections.
These connections would loop around the scissor hinge and not exert any force when operation.
Self-assembly catches can be added so that structures fold up and latch into place during
sufficient excitation, for example, by a rinsing step. Polysilicon piezo-resistive strain gauges can
be used to measure force or position of the joints (the bending of the cantilever), and thin film
transistors can be added to the plates to control plate addressing. Many problems remain to be
worked out, but there is hope for an implementable stacked actuator design.
3. Summary
A new surface micromachining process has been developed which allows the fabrication of
a wide variety of three dimensional structures. The three mask process allows structures to be
hinged to the substrate as well as to each other. By fabricating the structures in the plane of the
wafer, conventional lithographic techniques can be used to define features with high resolution.
These structures can then be rotated out of the plane of the wafer and assembled into three dimen-
sional designs with detailed features in three dimensions. Several structures have been fabricated
and tested, including a hot wire anemometer and a gripper. Given the variety of electrical and
mechanical devices which can be integrated with this relatively simple process, the outlook for
sophisticated electromechanical systems, including micro-robotics, seems promising.
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Figure 1. Idealized Micro-Robot Operating in Fluid Medium
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Figure 2. Probing platforms floating on air bearing
Probe
s..,,°.°[-,,,, P""°'=*" '°IE, ..... d.
Figure 3. Polysilicon beam with polysilicon staple-type hinge folded out of plane.
Figure 4. Three axis hot-wire anemometer constructed from 3 hinged sections
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Figure 5._The hinge process sequence At top is shown a crosssectionafterpoly I has
been patternedand the second layer of PSG deposited.Following this,contacts
etcl_]_-_hrough-_-thlayersofPSG. Ne_.poly-2;-_ depositedand pattemeA Finally,the
oxide isremoved in a sacrificialetch,and thepoly-I le¥isfi'e_torotateout of the plane
. _- ....... %........
of the wafer. _-_-- ........ -_ ......... _
Figure 6. Three basic hinge types (A) A substrate hinge, which is used to hinge released
structures to the substratc. (B) A 'concave down' scissor hinge, used to hinge released
sU'ucturcs to each other. (C) A 'concave up' scissor hinge.
(A) (B) (C)
• Poly-1
IB Poly-2
• Contact
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Figure 7. A Compliant microprobe, The total length of the spring is 3 mm.
Figure 8. A parallel plate gripper. The gripper is normally closed, with a gap of 100 I_m
between the plates. Pulling the vertical bar (left side) causes the jaws to open. Opening
of 0.5 millimeter is
possible with no damage to the device.
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Figure 9. Single hinge type actuator (1 DOF)
Figure 10. Stacked hinge type actuators
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Introduction
Many infrared detectors have been developed over the last 40 years. 1-3 In most cases, they may be
classified as either quantum or thermal detectors, depending upon whether the incoming radiation is
converted to excitations which are collected, or is converted to heat and detected through changes in
temperature. 4 Quantum detectors must separate optically generated excitations from thermally generated
excitations, and therefore require cooling for detection of infrared photons (X > 5 lam). In contrast,
thermal detectors which operate at room temperature can be very sensitive to infrared radiation. Because
of restrictions on power consumption or the availability of cryogens, many applications are driven towards
the use of uncooled thermal infrared detectors.
The development of thermal infrared detectors is limited by the availability of sensitive, low-mass
thermometers. Phase transitions in solid state materials provide the sensitive thermometer for detectors
such as pyroelectrics and HiTc bolometers. Other thermal infrared detectors have been based on
thermocouple thermometers, or in the case of _e Golay Cell, the thermal expansion of a small volume of
trapped gas. In general, the thermodynamical optimization of these detectors has been carded out for
many years and is nearly complete.
All thermal infrared detectors may be parameterized by the heat capacity of the active element, the
thermal conductance between the active element and the surroundings, the response coefficient of the
thermometer, and the noise spectra which arise from the anticipated noise sources. Using these
parameters, it is straightforward to predict performance of any infrared sensor. It is possible, for example,
to calculate the responsivity of a thermal infrared detector from these parameters. The user community is
most interested in calculations of the Noise Equivalent Power (NEP), which is used to evaluate the utility
of the proposed detector.
New thermal infrared detectors may be developed whenever a new solid-state thermometer, or a
new fabrication technology becomes available. Recent examples include the use of silicon micromachining
to construct miniature infrared detectors based on thermal isolation of pyroelectric materials, metal-film
thermometers, high-temperature superconducting oxide films, and thermocouples. In some cases, these
devices offer performance characteristics that approach fundamental limitations to the sensitivity of infrared
detectors.
The Golay Cell consisted of a small cavity filled with gas at room temperature. The cavity is
separated from the surroundings by a window and a thin, flexible membrane.5-7 The membrane was
coated on one side with a thin metallic film, which has significant absorption throughout the infrared
whenever the sheet resistance of the film is approximately half of the impedance of free space.8 -10 The
trapped gas in the Golay cell was heated by contact with the membrane, and expanded thermally, which
forced the membrane to deflect outward. This deflection is usually detected with optical or capacitive
displacement transducers, ll At present, these detectors are bulky, fragile, difficult to fabricate, and
expensive. Nevertheless, they have been widely used, primarily because of their improvement in
NEP over all other uncooled detectors in the mid tO far infrared.
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The advantage to operation of an infrared detector in this manner may be described as follows. All
thermal infrared detectors benefit from reduction in the heat capacity of the thermometer. In the Golay cell,
the gas coupled to the membrane displacement represents an easily manufactured, very low heat capacity
thermometer. In addition, this thermometer is very sensitive, in that the volume of an ideal gas at room
temperature changes by 0.3% for each 1K change in temperature. The low heat capacity and high
sensitivity combine to make the Golay cell infrared detector as much as 5-10 times more sensitive than
typical pyroelectric detectors.
Attempts to miniaturize the Golay cell for incorporation into focal plane arrays have been
unsuccessful because of scaling laws which relate the sensitivity of conventional miniature displacement
transducers and their active area. The resulting detectors were interesting, but not as useful as arrays of
pyroelectric or bolometric detectors.
Prototype Tunneling Infrared Sensor Theory
With the above considerations in mind, we have begun the development of an improved Golay
cell. This new sensor is constructed entirely from micromachined silicon components. In this device, a
silicon oxynitride (SiOxNy) membrane is deflected by the thermal expansion of a small volume of trapped
gas. To detect the motion of the membrane, we use an electron tunneling displacement transducer. 12'13
This sensor, like the assemblies used in Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM), 14'15 detects electrons
which tunnel through the classically forbidden barrier between a tip and a surface. As in the STM, the
electron current is exponentially dependent on the separation between the tip and the surface. The
sensitivity of tunneling transducers constructed and operated by our group is typically better than 10 -3
/_k/_H-_. Through use of the electron tunneling transducer, the scaling laws which have prevented the
miniaturization of the Golay cell are avoided. This detector potentially offers low-cost fabrication,
compatibility with silicon readout electronics, and operation without cooling. Most importantly, this
detector may offer better sensitivity than any other uncooled infrared sensor, with the exception of the
original Golay Cell.
The responsivity and noise of the electron tunneling infrared detector may be calculated as for any
thermal detector. It is important to note that this particular prototype was not optimized to achieve the best
possible sensitivity.
A cavity of area (0.1 cm) 2 and thickness 0.015 cm, filled with air at atmospheric pressure is
trapped between a pair of silicon wafers, One of which has been etched through to a 0.5-1am thick silicon
oxynitride membrane as shown in Fig 1. The outer surface of the membrane is coated with -70 A of
gold to serve as an electrode for tunneling as well as an efficient absorber of infrared radiation. The heat
capacities of the gas, membrane, and gold films sum to C = 7.9 x 10 -7 J/K, and the thermal conductances
between these elements and the surroundings sum to G = 1.9 x 10 -4 WIK. In this case, the heat capacity
is dominated by the membrane, while the thermal conductance is dominated by conduction through the
trapped gas to the window. The mechanical properties of the membrane may be calculated, given its
dimensions. 16 The coefficient of motion (change in position per unit change in temperature) of the center
of the membrane is approximately 1 x 10-4 cm/K, assuming that air is an ideal gas at room temperature and
pressure.
A tunneling transducer is used to measure the deflection of the membrane. When biased at fixed
voltage, the tunneling current has the following dependence 17 on tip-substrate separation:
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I= I0 exp(-lBNf-_ s), (1)
where ¢, is the tunnel barrier height in eV, s is the tip-membrane separation in ,_, and [3 is a conversion
factor with a value of 1.025 eV -1/2 ,_-1. The temperature coefficient (fractional change in current per unit
change in temperature) of the trapped gas and tunnel sensor is o_ = (1FI)(_)I//)T) = 2.3 x 104/K, for ¢_ = 5
eV. This large temperature coefficient is a product of the large thermal expansion of gases at room
temperature, and the extreme sensitivity of vacuum tunneling to changes in relative position. For
comparison, o_ for a good resistance bolometer is of order unity.
With this information, it is possible to calculate the response of the sensor per unit input power.
The responsivity of the electron tunneling infrared detector is given by •
Io_
S = = 1.2 x 10 -I A/W (03--0). (2)
(G 2 + (03C)2) 1/2
It is important to remember that the responsivity is not in itself a useful figure of merit for comparisons
between infrared sensors because it contains no information about the noise of the sensor.
We shall consider the contributions of several kinds of noise. For each source, an expression for
the square of the Noise Equivalent Power, (NEP) 2, appears. The NEP is defined as the signal power that
would be detected with a unity signal-to-noise ratio in the presence of a given source of noise. The
expression for the NEP refers to a bandwidth of 1 Hz. Since the noise sources being considered are
broadband, reducing the bandwidth of the measurement (increasing the inwgraii_n time) is expected to
improve the sensitivity. An absorber efficiency of 100_ is assumed in this expression.
The NEP of a thermal infrared detector is given by: 18
2e(G2 _-(toC)2 I
(NEP) 2 = 4kBT2G + + 16AokBT 5. (3)
1o_ 2
The first term art,<_ due to temperature fluctuations in the trapped gas, and is common to all
thermodynamic objects which are isolated from a temperature reference by a fixed dwrmal c_,r,+.wiance.
The sect)lid term is due to shot noise in the tunnel current, and is equivalent to a Johnson noise term which
]_ ,.,,mmonly found when analyzing resistance bolometers. The third term is due to statistical fluctuations
m the arrival of photons, and is the fundamental limit to the sensitivity of all thermal infrared sensors. In
Tip
Tunnel Sensor
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Trapped Air
_¢Willdow
F_g. 1 This drawing shows the design of the prototype tunneling infrared sensor. Infrared radiation,
incident from the bottom of the figure, is absorbed in a thin metal film deposited on the membrane and
_nduces thermal expansion in the trapped gas. The deflection of the membrane is monitored by the
unneling transducer.
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this expression, kB = 1.38 x 10 "23 W/K is Boltzmann's constant, T is the operating temperature, co is the
modulation frequency, A is the absorbing area of the detector, and ¢_ = 5.67 x 10 -12 W/(cm 2 K 4) is the
Stefan-Bol_mann constant.
It is important to note the role played by the large response coefficient, a, in this expression.
Since tx is larger than 104 K -1, the shot noise term in (3) is greatly reduced until coC becomes much larger
than G.
For the dimensions and operating parameters of this infrared sensor, the NEP associated with
thermal noise, shot noise, and photon noise is 3.0 x 10 -11 W/-_-H-_, 1.4 x 10 -13 W/,_UH_, and 5.2 x 10 -12
W/'_H-_, respectively, at co << G/C. The thermal noise dominates the NEP for all modulation frequencies
below 10 kHz.
Noise in amplifiers should not play an important role due to the large transducer sensitivity.
Commercial operational amplifiers are readily available that contribute less than shot noise to the NEP.
If we sum these contributions to the noise, and consider the 50% efficiency of the absorber, the
predicted NEP of the prototype is 7 x 10 -11 W/-,/-H-_ at chopping frequencies below 10 kHz. At
frequencies below 10 kHz, the NEP is dominated by thermal fluctuations. At frequencies above 10 kHz,
the contribution from shot noise dominates the other sources of noise and degrades the NEP of the
detector. The calculated contributions to the NEP of the prototype are plotted as a function of frequency in
Fig. 2. For comparison, the NEP of a commercially available pyroelectric infrared sensor is shown as
well.
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Fig. 2 This graph shows the contributions to the NEP of the tunneling infrared detector. The NEP of a
typical pyroelectric infrared detector is shown for comparison
Prototype Tunneling Infrared Sensor
We have designed and constructed a prototype electron tunneling infrared sensor based on an early
version of our tunneling transducer. Micromachining has been used in this case to produce cm-scale
components with I.tm-scale precision. In contrast to conventional tunneling devices, the relative
position of the electrodes is controlled through use of electrostatic forces applied between the elements.
The electrostatic forces induce deflection of a micromachined silicon cantilever spring. Use of the
electrostatic actuator is important because of insensitivity to thermal drifts and immunity to creep. Also the
response of the electrostatic actuator is a function only of the geometry and mechanical properties of the
device, whereas the response of piezoelectric actuators is also dependent on the characteristics of the
material, which may not be reproducible between devices or over time. Finally, the electrostatic actuator
may be miniaturized more easily because the scaling laws are known exactly, and the fabrication is less
complex than for the piezoelectric actuator. Figure 3 shows a sketch of the micromachined infrared sensor
components. The components are approximately 4 cm 2 in area. The inner rectangular area of the folded
cantilever spring can be deflected upward or downward relative to the outer segments by application of a
voltage between the large electrode and a corresponding deflection counter-electrode which is deposited on
another component of the sensor. Given the mechanical properties of the silicon as well as the
dimensions of the spring structure, we can calculate the properties of the spring. Because the spring
constant scales rapidly with the dimensions of the legs of the folded cantilever, its characteristics can easily
be tailored to meet the needs of a specific application. Various methods for manufacturing a suitable
tunneling tip are available.8,19 We have formed silicon tips directly from the substrate by undercutting a
60 mm x 60 mm square of SiO2 with EDP. The active surfaces of all electrodes are prepared by
evaporation of 3000/_ thick Au f'dms through a micromachined shadow mask.
Once the device is assembled, a voltage is applied to the electrostatic deflection electrodes. This
deflection voltage produces an attractive force between the electrodes, which reduces the electrode
separation. When the tip is within several/_ of the membrane, a tunnel current is established. Active
regulation of the tip-electrode separation using feedback control of the tunneling current is carried out as
Counter-_ectrode Spring and .tip
Au Deflection
Membrane _ _ Electrodes
.:_ m
<iii::iii::i!::.'::_. _
._,':.__
"_:'_:_.'.:i
Holes ontacts Alignment HolesAlignment Contacts
Fig. 3 This drawing shows the design of the micromachined silicon tunneling transducer. A folded
cantilever spring, which supports a micromachined tip and a deflection electrode, is suspended over the
micromachined counterelectrodes. Electrostatic forces between the deflection electrodes are used by a
feedback loop to control the tunneling current. Variations in the deflection voltage occur with the
absorption of IR radiation.
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for STM. The absorption of infrared radiation causes thermal expansion of the trapped gas, and a
resulting change in the tunneling current. The feedback circuit responds by reducing the deflection
voltage, thereby forcing the cantilever to track the motion of the membrane. Infrared signals are monitored
by recording the variations in deflection voltage.
The micromachined tunneling transducer was operated and characterized. While operating in the
laboratory, displacement sensitivities of 10 -3/Id'_-_ at 10 Hz and 10 -4/k/_H--_ at 1 kHz were measured.
The prototype infrared sensor was made operational, and infrared response was observed with a
variety of laboratory blackbody sources. A careful calibration was carried out by chopping between 300 K
and 77 K blackbodies with area 1 cm 2 located 10 cm from the sensor. Considering the geometric factors
and allowing for atmospheric transmittance from source to sensor, the average modulated signal power at
the sensor was 1.6 x 10 -7 W. The signal to noise ratio at the chopping frequency of 10 Hz and bandwidth
of 1 Hz was measured to be 200, so the experimental NEP of the prototype infrared sensor is 8 x 10 -10
W/',f-H-_. Noise in this prototype was dominated by the Sensitivity of the transducer to mechanical
vibration.
In the case of the prototype infrared sensor, the resonant frequency of the large cantilever that was
used to track the displacement of the membrane was too small. As a result, the separation between the
tunneling contacts was not well controlled, and true tunneling only occurred during a small fraction of the
operating time. In addition, the transducer was sensitive to vibration, and the vibration signals increased
the total noise during measurements.
Improved Tunneling Infrared Sensor
To construct an improved infrared sensor, we have chosen to dispense with the cantilever
altogether, and apply the rebalance force from the feedback circuit to the membrane directly. A drawing of
the improved infrared sensor is shown in Fig. 4. The device is operated by applying a deflection voltage
to the membrane to pull it to within tunneling distance of the tip. A standard wide-bandwidth STM
feedback loop is used to control the deflection voltage so as to maintain the tunneling current at a constant
value. Upon the absorption of infrared radiation, the pressure in the trapped gas will change, affecting the
force applied to the membrane by the gas. The feedback circuit will respond to this by adjusting the
rebalance force so as to keep the membrane in the same position.
We have built and operated an infrared sensor based on this improved design. A preliminary
calibration was carried out, giving an NEP of at least 2-4 x 10 "10 W/-,/-H-_. The absorber used in this
particular sensor was not well optimized; further reductions in NEP by as much as a factor of 3 may occur
with an optimized absorber. A complete characterization of this sensor is presently under way.
////
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Fig. 4 This drawing shows the design of the improved tunneling infrared sensor. Electrostatic deflection
is used by a feedback loop to control the position of a silicon nitride membrane. Variations in this
deflection voltage are required to compensate for IR-induced variations in the pressure of the trapped gas.
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The performance of this improved sensor exceeds that of the prototype in several important
respects. First, the sensitivity to vibration is reduced because the mass of the moving transducer element
is reduced by 5 orders of magnitude and the resonant frequency is increased by 3 orders of magnitude.
Second, the bandwidth of the feedback loop that controls the transducer may now be increased by more
than two orders of magnitude. Finally, the elimination of the folded cantilever allows the design of a
simpler structure; this structure may be more easily fabricated and miniaturized. The improved sensor
occupies only as much real estate on the focal plane as the absorber, and may be more easily arrayed.
The measured sensitivity of the tunneling infrared sensor is already competitive with the best
commercial pyroelectric sensors. The NEP of this detector may be further improved by reducing G.
Techniques for reducing G include using xenon for the gas, reducing the area of the membrane, and
increasing the thickness of the cavity to reduce the surface area-to-volume ratio. These straightforward
modifications will allow reductions in the NEP by an additional factor greater than 5. With these
modifications, the first uncooled infrared detector with performance approaching background limits may
be realized.
This detector can be made to operate at lower temperatures through the use of a more ideal gas,
such as helium. The contribution to the NEP from thermal fluctuations should decrease linearly with
temperature. Below 100 K, other technologies, particularly HiTc bolometers, HgCdTe, and InSb, should
still be superior to this detector.
The tunneling infrared sensor, being assembled entirely from micromachined silicon, can be
miniaturized and batch-fabricated or integrated into arrays. Individual detectors of diameter less than 100
_m can be assembled without development of additional technology by scaling the design of the improved
infrared sensor. Each element would require a tunneling transducer with its own feedback circuit;
therefore, integration of sensor and control electronics is necessary.
There are many potential applications of this detector since it is sensitive to radiation throughout the
infrared. However, it appears ideally suited to applications that benefit from or require the use of an
uncooled detector in measurement of radiation in the mid and far infrared, such as NASA planetary
missions.
Tunneling Accelerometer
The tunneling transducer has also been investigated for application to measurement of acceleration.
For example, the prototype micromachined tunneling transducer featured acceleration sensitivity of
approximately 10 -7 g/,_H-_ at 10 Hz.
We have begun the development of an improved tunneling accelerometer which is intended to offer
sensitivity of 10 -8 gA/-H-_ at all frequencies between 5 Hz and 1 kHz. This improved accelerometer
features a lightweight, wide-bandwidth cantilever that is used to follow the motion of a suspended 1 mg
proof mass. In this device, the feedback forces are applied to the cantilever instead of the proof mass.
Since the feedback loop does not attempt to control the position of the proof mass, the loop may be
operated both below and above the resonance of the proof mass. The bandwidth of the feedback loop is
limited by the resonance of the cantilever, which is expected to exceed 10 kHz.
As for the infrared detector, it is important to consider not only the responsivity, but also the noise
associated with this accelerometer. The performance of this miniature accelerometer is limited by thermal
noise-induced vibrations in both the proof mass and the cantilever. We have carded out a thorough
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analysis of the contributions of thermal noise to the sensitivity of the tunneling accelerometer. By
separating the functions of cantilever and proof mass, the physical parameters of these components may be
independently optimized to reduce thermal noise while preserving acceleration sensitivity. The details of
this analysis are planned to be published elsewhere.
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Microelectromechanical Systems (MEMS), Micro Systems Technologies (MST) and
Micromanufacturing are relatively recent phrases or acronyms that have become syn-
onymous with the design, development, and manufacture of "micro" devices and sys-
tems. Micromanufacturing encompasses MEMS or MST and, in addition, includes all
of the processes involved in the production of micro things. Integration of mechanical
and electrical components, including built-in computers, can be formed into systems
which must be connected to the macroworld. Macro, mini, micro, and nano technolo-
gies are all a part of MEMS or micromanufacturing. At this point in the development
of the technology, it is becoming apparent that mini systems, with micro components,
could very well be the economic drivers of the technology for the foreseeable future.
Initial research in the fabrication of microdevices using IC processing technology
took place over thirty years ago [1]. Anisotropic etching of silicon was used to pro-
duce piezoresistive diaphragms. Since the early 60's, there has been gradual progress
in MEMS until the early 1980's when worldwode interest in the technology really
started to develop. During this time high aspect ratio micromachining using X-rays
was started in Germany [2]. In 1987 the concept of a "Silicon Micromechanics Foun-
dry" was proposed [3]. Since then the interest in the U.S., Germany and Japan has in-
creased to the point where hundreds of millions of dollars of research monies are
being funneled into the technology (at least in Germany and Japan) and the technology
has been classified as critical or as a technology of national importance by the U.S.
government.
Projects Utilizing M3N Technologies
Four areas of concentration will be developed within the Institute for Micromanu-
facturing at Louisiana Tech University. They are:
The design and fabrication of microdevices, such as micro-motors, actuators,
sensors, pumps, valves, and connectors.
The design and fabrication of microstructures, such as micro-heat exchangers,
filters, distillation columns and supports for micro-devices and systems.
Research related directly to the manufacturing processes, including fabrication,
metrology assembly and testing of the microproducts mentioned above.
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Microsystem research involving the integration of these microdevices/structures
and interfacing of these systems with the macroworld.
Several technologies will be developed and used for the fabrication of these micro
devices and structures. First, the existing capabilities in diamond bit machining at
Louisiana Tech University will be enhanced. Second, conventional photo lithography
and chemical etch will be developed and used for the fabrication of low aspect ratio
devices and structures. Third, as X-ray lithography technology becomes available at
the Center for Advanced Microstructures and Devices (CAMD) in Baton Rouge, Loui-
siana Tech and LSU researchers will utilize a dedicated beam line to fabricate high
aspect ratio devices and structures. Finally, research and development will be per-
formed on small machines that can build these microproducts.
The Institute for Micromanufacturing is currently involved in the integration of dif-
ferent technologies with direct applications. Several examples of this will be detailed.
These applications include micro heat exchangers and heat and mass transport at the
micro level, smart bearings with self-diagnostic capabilities, advanced ultra-precision
air bearings, surface-driven electrostatic micro positioners and shape memory alloy
propulsion for micro robots.
Micro Heat Exchangers
There are applications of micromanufacturing where the final device is in the "mini"
region but has elements in the micro domain. Such a device is a micro heat exchanger.
A micro heat exchanger is hereby defined as a device with a heat transfer surface den-
sity (heat transfer surface area divided by active heat transfer volume) above 5000.
Typical compact heat exchangers have a surface density of only 1000 to 3000. With
such a high surface density, micro heat exchangers have a very high volumetric heat
transfer coefficient.
The micro heat exchangers currently under development are based on high conduc-
tivity copper and precision diamond machining. For the plate-type cross flow heat ex-
changer, thin foils of oxygen free (SAE alloy CA122) or electronic grade (SAE alloy
CA110) are used to form the plates. These foils are typically 125 micrometers thick.
In the surface of these foils, micro flow channels are machined with specially con-
toured diamond tools. This machining is performed on an air bearing spindle to reduce
vibration and improve channel surface finish. The size of the channels can be variable
but are typically 85 micrometers deep and 100 micrometers wide at the bottom [4]. A
machined foil is shown in Figure 1 and a single flow channel is shown in Figure 2.
After machining, the foils are stacked such that each layer has its channels running
perpendicular to the adjacent layers, thus forming the cross flow device. The stack is
then vacuum diffusion bonded and the faces are diamond machined fiat. The device is
then ready for use.
The current design is very conservative so that the fabrication and operating vari-
ables may be more easily identified. Current testing is with a device composed of a
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total of 80 layers. Thus each fluid side has 1440 flow passages and the total active
volume is 1.64 square centimeters. The surface density for this particular device is
6876 square meters/cubic meter. Filtered water at 20 ° C and 70 ° C were used as the
working fluids. The mass flow rate was typically 0.02 to 0.04 kilograms/second. These
operating parameters gave a 2 to 5 atmosphere pressure drop through the core and a
volumetric heat transfer coefficient of 45 megawatts/cubic meter-K (log-mean tempera-
ture difference). A design model predicts that a device with a volumetric coefficient
over 300 mega-watts/cubic meter-K is easily attainable [5].
Smart Bearings with Self-diagnostic Capabilities
Bearings are the fundamental mechanical components widely used in manufacturing
and other industrial branches. Though small in volume, they are highly complex in
construction, featuring different parts like rolling-elements, raceways and cages. De-
pending on the type of applications, bearings are mostly sealed up after machine as-
sembly and often used under extreme conditions such as in cryogenic regions or high
temperature, corrosive media or ultra high speeds. In case of overloading or overheat-
ing, bearing failure will occur and manufacturing precision will suffer greatly or a
critical component may fail endangering human life.
An effective way of preventing such critical situations and thus helping to maintain
the manufacturing precision and improve the machine operation security is the on-line,
real time supervision of bearing operating environment [6]. The environment mainly
consists of the bearing load and operating temperature. This can be achieved by equip-
ping the bearings with self-checking and error reporting functions through integration
of sensors and microelectronics into the bearing environment. This concept is shown in
Figure 3.
The sensors embedded in the "smart bearings" generate real time electronic signals
which correspond to the force and temperature variations in the bearing components.
The operating signals will be continuously monitored by microelectronic circuitry
located in the beating housing. The operating signals will be compared with pre-deter-
mined "threshold" values which represent a critical loading or temperature condition.
Should a critical condition exist, a signal indicating potential damage will be sent from
an embedded high frequency data transmitter to the machine control system which
then can make corresponding adjustments. In using only an overload signal, the con-
trol system is not burdened with a continual stream of data. However, to generate
critical "signatures", the real-time data can be monitored and stored for subsequent
evaluation which will also be beneficial to improving the existing machine control
algorithm. A novel feature of the smart beating is that for data transmission, no direct
cable connection will be needed. This wireless method is especially suitable for appli-
cations where the accessibility of the measurand is not easily available. Similarly, the
power supply for the embedded transducer will be provided through non-contact volt-
age induction.
In contrast to traditional methods of manufacturing precision controls which focus
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on post-error adjustment and compensation, instrumented smart bearings will allow
on-line error source location and pre-failure adjustment. This method can be very well
applied to the high-tech areas like aerospace and the military or automotive industry,
where high precision, reliability and accuracy of manufacturing and operation are
required.
Herring Bone Air Bearings for Ultra-Precision Spindles
Air bearings of all types (including linear guides, x-y tables, and spindles) have
been widely employed in the ultra-precision engineering field to ensure the extremely
high precision requirements of machinery such as in diamond-tool machining. The
design optimization of the journal air bearing for precision and high performance
applications is currently in progress. Among various self-acting air bearings, the her-
ring bone type shown in Figure 4 has been considered as one of the best bearings for
high speed spindles due to its high efficiency and high stability. For the best possible
bearing design, the relationship between the design specifications and the bearing
characteristics, such as load capacity and stability, must be known. However, the
design information available in the literature only give a limited number of design
specification sets. This information is, in most cases, insufficient for design optimiza-
tion. Therefore, the design of herring bone bearings, especially when high speed and
stability are required, still depends mainly on testing and the experience of the design-
er. Because of this, the design of herring bone air bearings is still very challenging.
The Reynolds equation, which governs the performance of the air bearing, has been
numerically solved by specially developed finite element method programs. Once the
solution, that is the pressure distribution over the bearing surface, is obtained, the
bearing performance may be simulated in the computer.
The groove pump-in angle 13affects the bearing load capacity W, as well as the
stability indirectly through the bearing attitude angle O, (which is a divergent angle
between the eccentricity and the direction of load), as shown in Figure 5. The eccen-
tricity ratio in the figure is defined as a ratio of eccentricity to average bearing clear-
ance (e = e/h0), while A is a nondimensional parameter used to express the rotational
speed and n is the number of grooves. Through such figures, the influence of the
design specifications on the performance of the herring bone bearing over the most
common ranges have been discussed. Consequently, the design optimization of the
bearing has been made possible [7].
Surface-driven Micro Electrostatic Positioner
In the past several years, there has become a growing need for micro-sized motors
and actuators for applications in micromanufacturing and other microelectromechanical
systems domain (MEMS). Among other topics, the design and fabrication=of micro
electrostatic motors have found widespread interests. Compared to conventional elec,
tromagnetic motors commonly used in the large-scale motion world, electrostatic eq-
uivalents promise numerous advantages like simple structure, small size, high force-to-
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-volume ratio and fine motion/step control.
Among different types of electrostatic motors (side-driven, surface-driven and cylin-
drical harmonic or wobble), the surface-driven version effectively utilizes the whole
stator/slider overlapping area so that its force density is the highest. The basic motion
principle is that a sequence controlled multiphase excitation voltage pattern (positive,
negative and ground) is applied on the electrodes which are either evenly or unevenly
pitched on the stator board. This voltage pattern will induce electrical charges in the
slider film which is laid on the top of the stator surface. The interaction between the
induced electrical charges in the slider film and the applied charges on the stator elec-
trodes results in three types of forces: an upward levitational force which reduces the
contact friction between the slider and the stator, a repulsive force between electrical
charges of the same polarity and an attractive force between opposite charges. The
combined effects of these forces is that each time the voltage pattern is applied, the
slider will move a certain length (step), which corresponds to the electrode pitch
width, in a certain direction and at a certain speed, depending on the configuration of
the excitation voltage pattern. The slider motion will continue when the voltage pattern
cycle applied on the electrodes is shifted and repeated. To enable easy modifications
and flexible changes of the excitation voltage pattern for any desired slider motion
behavior, the electronic circuits are software controlled by a computer. The excitation
voltage generation part of the circuits was built with power bipolar and MOSFET tran-
sistors. For control unit protection and isolation, opto-couplers were used. In Figure 6,
the principle of an electrostatic motor is schematically shown.
The arrangement of the stator electrodes (linear or radial) determines, whether the
slider will perform a linear or a rotary motion. The resolution of the motion steps is
mainly dependent on the dimensions and manufacturing precision of the electrodes. By
appropriate connection of the slider to further mechanism, it can be well expected that
high precision positioners, micro conveyors, micro feeders or micro drive systems can
be realized which will find wide applications in conventional and micro manufactur-
ing, medical, biochemical, aerospace or other relevant fields.
Biomechanical Micro Swimming Robots Using Smart Materials
The objective of this research is to design and fabricate microrobots with a simple
method of propulsion using smart materials instead of electric motors. Such devices
can be fabricated at a very small scale and will have a high strength to weight ratio
for special applications.
In this study, two types of micro robots will be designed and fabricated with smart
materials based on biomechanical similarity principles. The first type, as shown in
Figure 7a, is a jellyfish-like robot with an umbrella made of shape memory alloy
(SMA) which has the capability of remembering and reproducing its original shape
when exposed to a change in temperature. The second type, as shown in Figure 7b, is
a tadpole-like device with muscles made of either SMA or piezoelectric materials,
which can change dimensions upon electrical stimulation.
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The muscles within the umbrella of the jellyfish will be activated by heat generated
from an electric current flowing in the SMA, while cooling will come from the liquid
through which the robot is swimming. As the umbrella is heated, it will contract and
will result in forward movement of the device. As the umbrella cools, it will return to
its original position. With proper design, this impulse will provide a forward propul-
sion. The muscles on the sides of the tadpole will differentially expand and contract
causing the tail to move in a sidewise direction. This reversing process will cause the
tail to provide a forward propulsion similar to a fish. The main advantage of this robot
is that it is easy to fabricate at small dimensions due to its simplicity of design, it
should have high reliability due to the simple movement, and it has high efficiency
because no mechanical mechanisms are used.
Designs using SMA materials, and the control systems required for the robots, are
often complex and difficult to perform because of the lack of appropriate models. In
addition, the hysteresis of the material causes added complexity to the design and
fabrication and the hysteresis is not properly understood. A dynamic model of the
SMA material has been developed to aid the design and control of the robots. The
shape memory effect is the result of a crystalline transformation between two phases
of the material and so the model is based upon that phenomenon. From this, the physi-
cal properties and behavior of the SMA may be computed for a specific configuration
and set of parameters. The SMA is divided into the martensitic and austenitic phases,
and the behavior of each is computed for variations in the stress and temperature
fields.
To confirm the applicability of the model, a comparison between the model and
experimentation was made. In the experiment, TiNi50 wire of 0.1ram diameter and
20mm length was loaded with a 360g mass, and then heated. The heating power was
supplied as a square pulse and the wire was allowed to cool by natural convection and
radiation into the room at 18 °C. Using heat transfer theory for the heating and cool-
ing process, the simulation was developed for the two phase material. Excellent agree-
ment was found between the simulation and experimental results.
Future Directions
The key to future technological applications will be the ability to rapidly and effec-
tively integrate, as necessary, the macro-, mini-, micro-, and nano-world. Basic sci-
ence is driving the scale down to, and beyond, the nano-domain. These investigations
are necessary to understand material properties and behavior at the fundamental level.
These studies are also necessary to understand the fundamental interactions between
materials and outside influences such as electrical and magnetic fields, gravity, light,
and electromechanical driving forces. Although the science learned at this level will
greatly aid in the design and control of micro and nano devices, these devices must
still adapt to the macro world.
The Institute for Micromanufacturing is dedicated to the integration of these various
domains. Total integration will not be possible at the process level because of the
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large difference in the dimensional orders of magnitude within the domain. Therefore
it is necessary to design and fabricate assist-devices so that either humans or their
kinematic extensions can grasp, manipulate, position, adjust, and assemble nano-comp-
onents or attach/integrate nano-components into a macro- or mini-device. In addition,
it will be necessary to develop the speed, sensitivity, reliability, and inspection aspects
of micromanufacturing so that these curiosities may move from the laboratory to a
production environment.
Figure 1. Micrograph of machined flow channels
Figure 2. Micrograph of single flow channel (rms roughness 39 nm)
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. Sensitive to force and temperature variations;
. Micro size, able to be implanted into bearings environment;
- Robust in mechanical construction;
. Minimal repercussion on bearings dynamics.
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Figure 3. Sensor located in smart beating
1 ply unit
Figure 4. Configuration of a herring bone air beating
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Abstract:
A micromachined deformable mirror with pixelated electrostatic
actuators is proposed. The paper begins with a physical description of
the proposed mirror. Then a mathematical model in the form of a nonlinear
partial differential equation describing the mirror surface deformations
is derived. This model is used to derive the required voltages for the
actuators to achieve a specified static deformation of the mirror
surface. This is followed by the derivation of a static nonlinear
feedback controller for achieving noninteracting actuation. Then the
structure for a complete control system for wavefront correction is
proposed. The paper concludes with a discussion of the physical
implementation of the proposed control system.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the development of large space interferometers and multi-aperture
reflectors, deformable mirrors are used to compensate for distortions in
elements of the optical train and/or in the instrument's field of view.
Such mirrors should be small and lightweight. Moreover, they should be
highly pixelated so that the deformations can be controlled with high
lateral resolution.
The first actively controlled deformable mirrors were developed by
NASA in the 1960's for use as solar collectors or as ground-based
telescopes [I]. Since then, there has been extensive development in this
area. Comprehensive surveys of works on actively controlled deformable
mirrors were given by Ealey [2] and Tyson [3]. In 1977, Grosso and Yellin
[4] developed a membrane mirror whose deformations are controlled by
means of discrete electrostatic actuators. Subsequently, various forms of
deformable mirrors with discrete piezoelectric and magnetostrictive
actuators were also developed [5]-[9]. The advent of silicon VLSI
technology has made possible the integration of deformable mirrors with
microelectronic circuitry. In 1983, Hornbeck [I0] perfected a deformable
mirror device with pixelated mirror elements whose size is 51 _m square.
The mirror deformations are controlled by electrostatic actuators driven
by microelectronic circuits which are integrated with the mirror
assembly. His mirror was used primarily as a light modulator. Later, in
1989, a wavefront control device with a deformable mirror integrated with
control and sensor units was introduced by Ealey and Wheeler [II]. In
their device, the actuators are spaced 1.0 mm apart. The voltages applied
to the actuators are on the order of 200 volts. Recently, efforts have
been initiated at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in exploiting micro-
machining technology to develop deformable mirrors with the afore-
mentioned characteristics and with pixelated electrostatic actuators
which are spaced less than 25 microns apart. In this paper, attention is
focused on the analytical design of control systems for such deformable
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mirrors.
The paper begins with a physical description of the proposed mirror.
Then a mathematical model in the form of a nonlinear partial differential
equation describing the mirror surface deformations is derived. This
equation is used to derive the required actuator voltages to achieve a
specified static deformation of the mirror surface. This is followed by
the derivation of a static nonlinear feedback controller for achieving
noninteracting actuation. Then the structure for a complete control
system for wavefront correction is proposed. The paper concludes with a
discussion of the physical implementation of the proposed control system.
2. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF DEFORMABLE MIRROR
Figures 1 and 2 show respectively the sketches of the top and side
views of the proposed deformable mirror with pixelated capacitive
actuators. The mirror may be realized as "flip chip"-type assemblies
consisting of two matched micromachined silicon structures mounted
face-to-face and fused together along their peripheries. The key elements
of the mirror consist of Simple, easily replicated, electrostatic linear
actuators, each responsible for pulling on a small portion of a thin
flexible silicon membrane which is the substrate for the deformable
mirror. The mirror surface is formed by depositing a metallic or
multi-layer dielectric film on the membrane. The membrane wlth posts (See
Fig. 2) is micromachined from a silicon sheet. The posts serve as supports
for the membrane and also as halves of the electrostatic actuators. The
bottom half of the mirror assembly consists of a set of posts with four
silicon blades attached to each post. These blades serve as leaf springs
for supporting the posts of the upper mirror assembly, and for providing
a restoring force for the actuation system. This bottom assembly is
micromachined from a silicon wafer. The electrostatic actuators are
formed by attaching conductive pads to the upper posts and the bottom
half of the mirror assembly. The electronic element access, electronic
actuator drivers, and possibly the feedback controller circuitry may be
monolithically integrated into the mirror assembly.
We note that the geometric structure of the deformable mirror proposed
here differs from that of Hornbeck [i0]. In his mirror, each actuator,
when activated, produces a concave deformation of the mirror surface over
the entire pixel. This causes focusing of the incoming light beam in
front of the pixel. Here, each actuator pulls down on the mirror surface
at a post area and thereby induces deformation over adjacent portions of
the mirror surface. Except for the flat spots over the post areas, the
overall shape of the mirror surface is determined by the displacements of
all the actuators.
The initial performance goals for the proposed mirror will be the
control of a 32 x 32 pixel flat mirror with I0 nm accuracy. Once these
goals have been achieved, efforts will be directed at extending the
number of plxels/control elements until I0 nm accuracy can be achieved
over a 1024 x 1024 pixel surface.
3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Let fl be an open connected subset of the Euclidean plane R2 with a
piecewise smooth boundary O_ representing the spatial domain of the
mirror. We introduce a mesh on _ whose mesh points are denoted by x =
mn
(Xlm, X2n), m = 1 .... ,M; n = 1..... N. For a rectangular mirror, _ is
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specified by _A {(Xl'X2) _ R2: 's= Ixll _ tI, Ix21 _ t2}, where the £I
are specified lengths. For a circular mirror, Q is specified by the disk
_c = {(r,e), 0 _ r _ to, 0 _ e m 2_}. At each mesh point Xmn, we
introduce a patch _ , a bounded open subset of _ representing the
Mn
effective spatial domain of the (m,n)-th actuator force containing x as
mn
an interior point. Typical meshes and patches for the rectangular and
circular mirrors are shown in Fig. 3.
Let the mirror surface be a thin membrane with density p = p(x) being
a specified positive piecewise smooth function satisfying the following
bounds:
p(x) _ p < +_ for all x _ _. (1)0 < Pmln max
The variation of the mass density due to the supporting posts can be
= (a known constant) for x _ _ .included in p by setting p(x) Pmn mn
Let _lj' i,j = 1,2 denote the components of the symmetric stress
tensor in the mirror surface satisfying the positivity condition
2 2
cl 11_112 s _ _ _|j_l_j _ c211_112 for all _ : (_1,_2) e R2, (2)
l=lJ=l
where c and c are known positive constants. In the special case with
1 2
uniform tension T, we have _ = T6 where 6 denotes the Kronecker
lj lJ' tJ
delta.
The downward displacement u(t,x) normal to the mirror surface at a
point x _ G and time t _ 0 can be described by the following equation:
Ot 2 i=1 j=l-_i _ij(x) = f' (3)
where f = f(t,x) is the surface force density whose explicit form will be
derived later. Assuming that the mirror is rigidly attached to its
boundary OQ, u must satisfy the boundary condition
u(t,x) = 0 for x e aQ and t z O. C4)
Finally, the initial conditions for u are specified by
u(O,x) = u (x) Ou
o , -_(t,x) = u'(x) for x _ _. (5)
o
To derive an explicit expression for the surface force density f, we
first consider the electrostatic force density over a patch _ due to a
mn
specified voltage V (t) applied to the (m,n)-th actuator. We assume that
mn
the mirror surface curvature is small so that each patch _ is
essentially parallel to the bottom assembly. Thus each actuator's
conductive surfaces can be regarded as making up a parallel-plate
capacitor. Neglecting fringing effects of the electric field at the
boundary of _ , the electrostatic force density is given by
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1iV(t) ] 2mnf (t x) = -_-e ° _ , for all x _ _ , (6)e ' D u(t X ) mn
mn
where D is the distance between the undeformed mirror surface and the
bottom plane and e is the permittivity of free space. When D
o
lu(t,x )I, (6) can be approximated by
mn
f (t,x) = -_-coV n(t)/D2 for all x _ _ . (6')
e mn
Considering each leaf spring as a small cantilever beam having uniform
cross section with moment of inertia I and Young's modulus E, the force
density f due to four leaf springs over the patch _ is given by
s mn
12EI
f (t,x) - u(t,x ) for all x _ _ , (7)
s _3 A mn mn
m n mn
denotes the area of the patch fl . Here, we have neglected the
mn
where A
mn
inertial effects of the leaf springs.
Let ¢ denote the spatial weighting function associated with the
mn
(x) = 0 for x ¢ C2 - (_ u O_ ).(m, n)-th actuator such that ¢mn mn mn
Combining (6) and (7), equation (3) becomes a nonlinear partial
differential equation given by
Ot 2 1=1 j=l -_1 °'i]
1 12EI u(t,Xn) C n(X) " (8)
= Z Z -_-Co D - u(t,Xmn) _ 3 A
m=In=l mn mn
Let K(x,x',t,z) denote the Green's function corresponding to the
solution of the linear equation:
p(X) 02U _ _ 0[_ IrlJ(X) O__j] = _(t_T,X _ X,), (9)
Ot 2 i=l j=l i
with boundary and initial conditions given by (4) and (5), where
denotes the Dirac delta function at t = T and x = x'. Equation (8) can be
reformulated as a nonlinear integral equation:
u(t,x) = K(x,x' t,O)u (x') dx' + -_E-(x, ,t,O)u' (x') dx'
Q ' o f_ o
M N V (t) ]2 12EI }r'r r_ r_{' [ uln __ u(t, x ) til_mrl(X, )d x ,+ K(x,x' ,t,T) 2-Co D - u(t,x ) £a A mn
_0#_ mn
m=In=1 mn mn (lo)
Under the assumption that the mirror deformations over fl are
mn
sufficiently small compared to D so that (6) may be approximated by (6'),
equations (8) and (I0) become linear. This assumption may not be
justified when D is made small so as to reduce the operating voltage
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levels of the actuators. For example, in Hornbeck's deformable mirror, D
is 620 nm, and the peak mirror deformation for normal operation is around
100 nm. Evidently, (6') is not a good approximation for this case.
4. STATIC SHAPE CONTROL
Let u = u (x) be the desired static shape of the mirror surface
d d
defined over the entire spatial domain Q. It is required to determine the
static voltages V for each actuator to achieve the desired shape u .
mn d
Let K = K (x,x') denote the Green's function associated with the
6 S
boundary-value problem:
-_ = _(x - ), x ¢ [_, (11)
i =1 J=l l
with boundary condition
u(x) = 0 for x ¢ O_. (12)
Then, the static equation corresponding to (8) can be reformulated as
an integral equation for the mirror displacement u corresponding to given
static actuator voltages V :
ms
H N
m=ln=l
2
mn / 12EI u(x )} ¢ (x,)dx,,D - u(x ) _3 ,on mnmn A
mn mn
for x ¢ _. (13)
Let u = (UCXll) .... u(x N) ..... uCxM1) ... U[XHH)) T and 9k = (_k
' 1 ' ' 11'''''
MN)T, k = 1,2. Setting x = x in (13) leads to a set ofHl'''''1N lj
M x N algebraic equations relating u and 9 2. These equations can be
written as
(I + K)u = P(u)V 2, (14)
where I denotes the MN x MN identity matrix; K is the bin x MN matrix
whose k-th row K is given by
k
K k (K ,. 1N M1 K ) i = integer(k/M) j = k Mod(M) (15)
where
KiJmn= {_GKs (x, J ,X')_mn(X' )dx'} _'312EIA (16)
ms ms mn
P(u)
.....
|J(u) = o K [xt ,x') ¢ (x') dx' ,
Pmn 2(D - U(X ) )2 _ J mn
mn mn
is the MN x HN matrix whose k-th row is (p:, ....
1 = integer(k/M), j = k Mod(M). (17)
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Explicit expressions for K and pl] corresponding to rectangular and
S mn
circular mirrors are given in the Appendix.
n (Ud(X I ).....Ud(Xl ) . U (XMI), • U (XMN)) TIf we set u = ud = I ''" ' d "" ' d '
then (14) becomes a set of M × N linear algebraic equations for the
unknown actuator voltages V. Evidently, if P(u d) is nonsingular, then _2
is uniquely determined by
_2 = P(Ud)-l(i + K)Ud" (18)
The matrix P(u ) is nonsingular if and only if its rows are linearly
d
independent, or equivalently the M × N matrices given by
I lj(u )
l](Ud) ' " " Pls dP11
Vij (Ud) _ •: :* , i = 1 ..... M; j = 1 ..... N, (19)
pl!(u.) ' " i](u d)
.I a " PMN
are linearly independent. Since plj depends on the desired mirror surface
mn
displacement ud, the set _ of all displacements u d such that P(u d) is
nonsingular corresponds to the set of all mirror surface displacements
which have one-to-one correspondence with the actuator voltages V . In
mn
fact, if we define the nonlinear mapping u N(u) by N(u)=P(u)-1(I + K)u,
then N is an invertible mapping with domain _. In the case where the
desired mirror surface deformation Ud= Ud(X) has spatial symmetry, the
number of equations in (14) can be reduced accordingly.
Now, given a set of actuator voltages V, the corresponding mirror
surface displacements at the mesh points x can be determined by solving
mn
the nonlinear equation (14) for u. If we define the nonlinear mapping
u N(V2)u by N(V2)u = P(u)V 2- Ku, then the solutions correspond to the
fixed points of N(V). In physical situations where the actuator voltages
satisfy a magnitude constraint of the form _2 _ _2 < m, the set of all
_n MaX
admissible V's is given by _ = {V • RMN _2 _ _2: < , m = I,...,M, n =
_n max
I,... ,N} (a hypercube in R MN). Then the set of all admissible U'Sd is
given by N-*(V).
Remarks:
(R-I) Once the required actuator voltages V for achieving the
mn
desired static mirror surface displacements at the mesh points are
determined, the mirror surface displacements at other points in the
spatial domain _ can be found using (13) with U(Xmn) set to Ud (Xmn).
(R-2) In all the existing works on deformable mirrors, it is
assumed that the static mirror surface displacements at the mesh points
x are related to the actuator inputs by a linear transformation
mn
commonly called the influence function matrix which is valid for small
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displacements. For large mirror displacements, the relation between
u(xlj) and the actuator voltages Vmn is given by (13) with x set to xlj.
This relation is implicit and nonlinear. In the special case of small
displacements such that approximation (6') holds, this relation becomes
linear. Using (13) with a single actuator at G to obtain u(x) in terms
mn
of V gives the usual influence function.
mn
(R-3) If the number of actuators is less than the number of mesh
points at which the desired mirror displacements are specified, then,
under the linear approximation (6'), (14) consists of a set of
overdetermlned linear algebraic equations for the unknown variables _2
mn
We may use the least-squares solution, which corresponds to obtaining the
pseudo-inverse of the influence function matrix [3].
Noninteract ing Actuation:
Due to stress in the membrane, the voltage V applied to the (m,n)-th
mn
actuator will influence the membrane displacements at all the patch
locations. To simplify the mirror deformation control, it is desirable to
introduce appropriate feedback and new control variables c such that
mn
c only influences the mirror displacement u at the mesh point x , and
mn mn
u(x ) only depends on c . Thus, the new controls c produce
mn mn mn
nonlnteracting actuation of the mirror surface displacements at the mesh
points. To achieve noninteraction, we introduce a static feedback control
of the form _2 = F(c - u), where F is a feedback gain matrix which may
depend on u. Thus, in view of [14), we have
(I + K)u = P(u)F(c - u), (20)
or
[I + (I + K)-IP(u)F]u = (I + K)-IP(u)Fc, (21)
(CII , )T. TO achieve noninteractingwhere c = ,...,clN ...)CMI,...,CMN
actuation, we seek an FIN x MN matrix F such that (I + K)-Ip(u)F = A, a
specified constant diagonal matrix with nonzero diagonal elements k Ii"
Thus, u and c are related by a diagonal matrix operator given by
u = [I + A]-IAc, (22)
and the required feedback gain matrix F is given by
F = P(u)-1(I + K)A. (23)
In physical terms, the static feedback control in effect cancels the
spring coupling forces to produce noninteracting actuation with respect
to the new control c. In the special case where the mirror displacements
are small as compared to the actuator gap D so that approximation (6') is
valid, P becomes a constant matrix. Consequently, F is also a constant
matrix and the noninteracting controller is linear. We note that P(u) and
K depend on the parameters E, I, D, and £ whose values can be
mn
accurately estimated. Therefore F can be determined with good accuracy.
Finally, the foregoing noninteracting controller is also valid for the
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dynamic case, since the couplings between the mirror displacements at the
mesh points involve elastic forces only.
5. DYNAMIC SHAPE CONTROL
Assuming that the desired nominal static-shape u d for the mirror is
attainable by appropriate choices of the actuator voltages V , it is of
mn
interest to control the deviations of the mirror shape about u d for
wavefront correction. We propose to achieve this objective in three
steps. Figure 4 shows the proposed structure of the overall control
system for wavefront correction. First, a static feedback controller for
achieving the desired nominal static mirror-shape and noninteracting
actuation of the deformable mirror is introduced. The function of the
minor-loop feedback controller is to modify the dynamic response of the
actuators. This modification can also be performed ahead of the static
feedback controller depending on the method of implementation. Finally, a
global feedback controller which makes use of the output of the wavefront
estimator to generate the appropriate actuating signals for wavefront
correction is introduced. The static feedback controller has already been
discussed in Sec. 4. In what follows, the discussion will be devoted to
the modification of the dynamic response of the actuator, and the global
shape controller for wavefront correction.
5.1 Actuator Dynamics Modification
The main objective here is to modify the dynamics of the actuator to
ensure satisfactory response to input commands. Since this controller is
to be integrated with the mirror assembly, the control law should have
the following properties:
(i) It should be sufficiently simple so that it can be realized by
microelectronic circuitry which can be integrated monolithically with the
mirror microstructure.
(ii) It should be model independent so that it is unnecessary to
identify the system parameters for their implementation.
(iii) Its performance should be sufficiently robust with respect to
system parameter variations.
Since the mirror surface has very little internal damping, the actuator
forces may induce undesirable surface vibrations. Therefore, it is
necessary to introduce damping externally. A possible approach is to
introduce external passive damping. This may be achieved by housing the
bottom mirror assembly in an enclosure which contains air, and has minute
holes for air passage. Alternatively, damping can be achieved by means of
active feedback controls.
To derive appropriate forms for the active feedback controls, we make
use of the partial differential equation (8) linearized about the nominal
^ A
mirror surface deformation u = u (x) produced by the static actuator
d d ^
voltage V which produces the desired u d. Note that Ud(X) = Ud(X) only at
^
:the mesh points x = x . Let _u = u - u and _V = V - Y. The linearized
mn d'
equation (8) is given by
axjJ@t 2 l=l J=l l
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H N c _2
(D - u (x ))3 _3 A mn
m=ln=l d mn mn
o mn mn } (x)(D - u (x ))2 @ran '
d mn
with boundary condition
_u(t,x) = 0 for x _ a_ and t z O,
and initial conditions:
(24)
(25)
_u(O,x) = U (X) - Ud(X) a_U (O,x) = u'(x) for x e ft. (26)o ' at o
Consider the total energy functional of the perturbed mlrror surface
about u given by
d
E : _- n p(x) at J + T TIJ + [ ax2J dx
M N c Q2
1S. [ Z (. o mn 12_1 ) (_u(t,x))2' (X) dx. (27)
--2- (D - Ud(X ))3 _3 A mn
m:ln=l mn mn
This energy functional is nonnegative for all _u and a_u/at in the
Sobolev space H1(_) (i.e. the Hilbert space of all real-valued
o
square integrable functions defined on _ and vanishing on a_ such that
their first-order partial derivatives are also square integrable), if
c _2
o mn 12EI
< for m = 1..... M, n = 1..... N. (28)
(D - u (x ))3 t3A
d mn mn
The time rate-of-change of E, after integration by parts, and making
use of (24) and boundary condition (25), is given by
M N _ _2
dE/dt = "-a-t--[ Z X (D - u (x))3 t3 A .n
m=ln=l d mn mn
c 9 av (t)
o mn an } )+ _ (x) dx (29)
(D - u (x ))2 mn
d mn
By requiring that _u(t,x) = _u(t,x ) and a_u(t,x)/at = 8_u(t,x
mn mn
for all x _ _ , (29) reduces to
Bin
)/at
M N c V _V (t) a_u(t x )
dE/dt = Z X o .n mn {;_q } ' .n(D-u (x ))2 _mn(X) dx at
m=ln=l d mn mn
If we set
(30)
a_u_
aV it) = -I T(t,x ) @ (x), _ > O,
mn mn mn mn mn
(31)
then
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zz I;dE/dt = - # (x) dx (a_u(t,x )/at) 2 _ O. (32)
(D- u (x 3)2 _ mn mn
m=In=l d mn mn
The control law (31) implies local rate-feedback at each actuator
location with feedback gain -_,n only.
Incorporating the foregoing local rate-feedback with the noninter-
acting controller, the transfer function between u and c is a diagonal
matrix H(s) whose diagonal elements have the form:
g
i i = 1..... NM. (33)h (s) = 2
US + _i)II (s2 + 2Cl l
To achieve zero steady-state error for step actuator commands, a
proportional-plus-integral minor-loop controller is introduced. The
parameters of the controller and the gain gl are chosen to ensure
stability and satisfactory transient response to step-input commands.
When the noninteracting controls are implemented by means of a digital
computer, processing delays are introduced. These time-delays may be
incorporated in hli(s).
5.2 Global Controller for Wavefront Correction
The initial step in wavefront correction is to estimate the wavefront
of the incoming light wave reflected from the deformable mirror based on
the output of the wavefront sensor. In physical situations, a wavefront
sensor such as the Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensor uses an array of
micro-lenses, each of which samples a portion of the incoming beam and
focuses light onto a detector consisting of a CCD camera or a lateral
field-effect photodiode array.
Let _ be a bounded open connected subset of R2 corresponding to the
S
effective spatial domain of the wavefront sensor. We introduce a mesh on
^
^ X X2n )whose mesh points are denoted by x = ( , m = I,...,M; n =
_n lm'
S ^ A
I, ,N. At each mesh point x , we introduce a patch _mn, a bounded open
"'" _n S
subset of _ , representing the effective aperture of the (m,n)-th lenslet
S
^
^
containing x as an interior point. Let @ = @(t,x) denote the wavefront
mn
of the incoming wave reflected from the deformable mirror and impinging
onto the wavefront sensor. The local gradient or angular tilt in the
wavefront averaged over the aperture of the (m,n)-th lenslet is given by
V@(t,')l _ ; f-1(_ _o ) (34)
x _mn @-n (x)v@(t'x) dx = - mn '
mn
s
where @mn is a given spatial weighting function associated with the
^0
(m,n)-th lenslet; f is the focal length of the lenslet; x is theran^
nominal position of the focal spot for a collimated beam, and x is the
position of the focal spot for the incoming beam. Thus, the angular tilt
in the wavefront can be estimated by measuring the deviations (x - _o ).mn
From the local gradient data, it is possible to obtain an estimate of the
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^wavefront @ = @(t,x) [12]. For wavefront sensors with circular apertures,
it is advantageous to express @ in terms of Zernike polynomials. By
comparing @ with a reference wavefront @R' we obtain the wavefront
error 3@ = @ - @. In order to generate the mirror shape correction
R
command from 3@, it is necessary to map the wavefront sensor domain
$
onto the mirror domain _. Let this mapping be a diffeomorphism S from
S
onto _. Then the mirror shape correction command 3c is obtained by
evaluating 3C(t,x) _ 6@(t,S-Ix) at all the actuator locations x in _.
mn
Again, due to the presence of processing delays in the wavefront
estimator, a dynamic compensator may be incorporated in the global shape
controller to ensure overall system stability.
6. PHYSICAL IMPLE_ATION
In the physical implementation of the proposed control system, it is
desirable to integrate as much as possible the electronic circuitry of
the controllers with the mirror assembly. Due to the minute capacitances
associated with the actuators, it is clear that the actuator drivers
consisting of operational amplifiers must be located in the immediate
vicinities of the actuators.
To implement the rate-feedback control given by (31) for damping,
consider a parallel-plate capacitor driven by an operational amplifier as
shown in Fig. 5. Assume that the distance A between the capacitor plates
is time varying so that the capacitance C(t] = e A/ACt), where A is the
o
area of each plate. Thus, we have
C(t) dv(t) + v(t) dC(t) - i(t), (35)
dt dt
where i is the current flowing to the capacitor. Using the expression for
C(t), (35) can be rewritten as
_A cA
o dv o dA(t)
v - i(t). (36)
A(t) dt A(t)2 dt
Now, if the voltage v(t) is held at a constant value v , then the plate
0
velocity is related to iit) by
dA(t) i (t)A[t) z
- [37)
dt e Av
0 o
Thus, rate-feedback can be introduced by sensing the current i(t)
through a resistor in series with the capacitor as shown in FIE. 5. The
current-sensing resistor can be attached directly to the bottom plate.
The propor t ional-plus-int egral minor-loop controller can also be
realized using operational amplifiers which can be integrated with the
mirror assembly. Since the noninteractlng controller requires algebraic
manipulations, an external digital computer is needed for its
implementation. However, it is possible to integrate this controller with
the mirror assembly when single-chip specialized computers become
available.
Finally, the wavefront estimator and the global mirror shape
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controller require a digital computer with sufficiently high speed so
that the processing time delay will not be detrimental to the performance
of the overall system. Most likely, these components cannot be integrated
with the mirror assembly.
To obtain some information on the orders of magnitude of various
system parameters and variables, we consider a 1.7 mm square rectangular
mirror with 15 x 15 actuator patches. Each patch is a 25 Nm square pixel.
The mirror membrane, leaf springs, and supporting posts are micromachined
from single-crystal silicon sheets. Each leaf spring is a 45-_m long,
l-Nmthick cantilever beam with rectangular cross-section (width = 4 Nm).
Usin_ known data for single-crystal silicon [13_ (Young's modulus E = 1.9
x I0 N/cm z, and mass density p = 2.3 gm/cm_), the electrostatic and
spring forces associated with a single actuator can be computed from (6)
and (7):
F _ f A = 2.7669 x IO-2*[V/(D - u)] 2 N (38)
e e
F _ f A = 8. 340 x lO-4u N (39)
S S
where V is the actuator voltage, D is in meters, and u is the tip
displacement of the leaf spring in meters. For a square membrane with
width L under uniform tension T, the upward restoring force on a square
pixel with width _ located at the center of the membrane with a downward
displacement u is given approximately by
F = 8T_u/L N. (40)
T
For T = 1 N/m, and the given dimensions for the membrane and pixels, (40)
becomes
F = 0._1765u N. (40')
T
For a typical membrane displacement u = 0. I Nm, and D = 0.5 pm, the
required actuator voltage V can be computed by balancing the upward
restoring forces F and F with the downward::fOrce F .'The resultfng V :is
S T e
equal to 0.8248 volt which is within the operating range of typical
operational amplifiers. := _
Using the foregoing mirror parameters, the static actuato[:voltages
V for attaining a bi-parabolic mirror deformation are given by
mn
10 -13 - x2)(8502 - x 2) _m. (41)
Ud(XI,X2) = 1.9156 x (8502 1 2
The results are shown in Fig. 6.
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS _ :
In this paper, we have only considered the analytical design of a
control system for__ =a= micromachined.=_ deformable_= mirror.. The approaching, =is to
introduce first appropriate static feedback controls for nonlnteracting
actuation. Both local rate-feedback and a minor-loop controller are
introduced for modifying the dynamics of the actuators. Then a global
controller is !n£Foduged for wavefront correction. Special consideration
is taken to integrate the controllers :with the mitt:or assembigl Other
important factors such as thermal effects on the performance of the
controlled deformable mirror are not studied here. The results pertaining
to the fabrication of the proposed deformable mirror, and the actual
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performance of the proposed control system are planned to be reported in
the near future.
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APPENDIX
Explicit expresslons for K and plj corresponding to rectangular and
B MR
clrcular mirrors are given below.
= R2:
For a rectangular mirror with spatial domain _ = fin & {(xl'x2) e
Ixll < _1' 1 = 1,2} and uniform tension T, the Green's function K9 is
given by
Ks(X1'×2'×1 ' 2 xT(k2_ 2 + k,2£2) Sin 2_ 1
k=l k'=l 1 2
sin 2_ )" (A1)
x sin 2_ 1 2
Let the actuator patches f2 be square pixels with width A. Thus Qmn =
u%n
R2: I < A/2, Ix - x I < A/2}. Assuming that the{(x 1,x2) e Ixl - X_m 2 2n
actuator weighting function _bmnCOrresponds to the characteristic function
of fl (i.e. _bmn(X) = I if x e _ , and _b (x) = 0 otherwise), the
mn mn mn
coefficients ptj defined by (17) are given by
mn
lJ
P
mn
E
o
2(D - u (x ))
d mn
co o0 4_ l_20tmk, _nk ,
2 _ _ _T(k2£ 2 + k,2_ 2)
k=l k'=l 1 2
[ kII(Xli+_l)1 [ kTr(x2j+_2)]x sin 26 ) sin 2£ '
1 2
(A2)
where xlj (XII,X2j), and
(Xmk ' .[ xlm÷A/2 k' X (X'l +_ 1 ) 2_1 {cos
= sin( 2_ 1 ] dxl = _-_
x -A/2
lm
( ( + _)) ,
c°s'k' x'xlm 2 1
(k' =(xlm- _-
(A3)
_nk,= sin(
2n
k'_(x'+_ ) ) 262 { , h2 2 dx_ = _ cos(k _(X2n--_- + £2 ))
2_ 2
A ))}.- cos(k'x(x2n + -_- + 6 2 (A4)
The Green's function K for a circular mirror with spatial domain tic =
B
{(r,e) 0 -_ r -_ r , 0 -_ e _ 2x} and uniform tension T Is given by
0
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where J denotes the Bessel function of the first kind of order k, and
k
(X r ) is k'-th zero of J .
kk' o k
Let the actuator patches fl be fan-shaped pixels with radial length A
mn
and aperture angle 8 as shown in Fig. 3. Thus _ = {(8, r): 18 - e I <
p mn m
8 /2, Ir - r J < A/2}. In this case, the coefficients plJ defined by (17)
p n mn
being the characteristic function of _ are given by
with 4)mn mn
C 00 O0
,j = o f f 2 jk(Akk,r j)
Pmn 2(D - Ud(X ))2 _Tr2[j r )]2mn k=l k'=1 o k+l(2%kk' o
^ ^
x [_mk, COs(kel) + f3nk, Sin(ke l)],
(A6)
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^
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Abstract
The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory has invented and developed iner-
tial guidance systems for earth and space applications for over 50
years. Employing recent advances in microfabrication, Draper has devel-
oped inertial instruments of very small size and low cost. Micro-
fabrication employs the batch processing techniques of solid-state elec-
tronics, such as photolithography, diffusion, and etching to carve me-
chanical parts. Within a few years, microfabricated gyroscopes should
perform in the i0 to i00 deg/h range. Microfabricated accelerometers
have demonstrated performance in the 50 to 500 microgravity range.
These instruments will result in not only the redesign of conventional
military products, but also new applications that could not exist
without small, inexpensive sensors and computing.
Draper's microfabricated accelerometers and gyroscopes will be de-
scribed and test results summarized. Associated electronics and control
issues will also be addressed. Gimballed, vibrating gyroscopes and
force rebalance accelerometers constructed from bulk silicon,
polysilicon surface-machined tuning fork gyroscopes, and quartz resonant
accelerometers and gyroscopes will be examined. Draper is pursuing
several types of devices for the following reasons: (i) to address wide
ranges of performance; (2) to realize construction in a flat pack; and
(3) to lessen the risks associated withemerglng technologies.
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Introduction
The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory has invented and developed iner-
tial guidance systems for earth and space applications for over 50
years. Recent advances in microfabrication have resulted in inertial
instruments of very small size and low cost. Microfabrication employs
the batch processing techniques of solid-state electronics, such as
photolithography, diffusion, and etching to carve mechanical parts.
These instruments and digital computing will result in not only the
redesign of conventional military products, but also new applications
which could not exist without small, inexpensive sensors, inertial
measurement units (IMU), and computing.
Draper's microfabricated accelerometers and gyroscopes will be de-
scribed and test results summarized. Associated electronics and control
issues will also be addressed briefly. Gimballed, vibrating gyroscopes
and force rebalance accelerometers constructed from bulk silicon,
polysilicon surface-machined tuning fork gyroscopes, and quartz resonant
accelerometers and gyroscopes will be examined. Draper is pursuing
several types of devices for the following reasons" (I) to address wide
ranges of performance; (2) to realize construction in a flat pack; and
(3) to lessen the risks associated with emerging technologies.
Silicon Instruments
Gimballed Gyroscopw
The silicon gimballed gyro was the first micromachined instrument
which Draper has designed and built. A photograph of a gimballed gyro
is shown in Figure I: The gyro's 0peration is shown schematically in
Figure 2. The gyro does not rotate continuously. The outer gimbal is
driven at the resonance of the inner, sense gimbal resulting in a
sinusoidal velocity of the effective masses along the X axis (defined by
the inner flexures). Coriolis acceleration induced by a rate applied
about the perpendicular Z axis causes a torque about the inner flexures,
the sense axis.
Open loop, the amplitude of the inner gimbal position signal at
drive frequency is proportional to the substrat e angular rate about the
vertical axis. The inner gimbal is operated closed loop with quadrature
and in-phase loops with demodulation of gyro position output and
remodulation of torques. Other possible loops include a frequency con-
trol loop, motor amplitude control, and two low frequency tilt control
loops.
For optimal performance, on-chip preamplifiers are constructed using
passive and active elements compatible with the gyro machining. To min-
imize the size and power of associated electronics, which can dwarf the
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actual instrument requirements, it is desirable to select configurations
that simplify the electronic requirements and minimize the number of
control loops.
The torsional flexures define a well modeled spring inertia system.
As shown in Figure I, units have been constructed and tested with bridge
and buried electrodes. The active area of current units is 350 x 580
_m 2 .
In 12 hour drift runs with temperature control, drift stability of
300 °/h has been measured. Performance objectives for gyros are i0
(navigation) to 500 °/h (missile control).
Micromachining
The silicon gimballed gyro and accelerometer are etched from single
crystal silicon using EDP anisotropic etching and a highly doped boron
etch stop. The process is outlined in Figure 3. If a rectangular window
is aligned with the <i00> axes of the silicon crystal, the EDP etches
undoped or lightly doped silicon so that <iii> planes remain; that is,
inside the window, a pit with sloped walls is dug and inside corners are
sharply defined. The highly doped boron material resists the etch and
is not removed.
Boron electrodes are first diffused into the_ilicon substrate (Fig-
ure 3). Photolithography defines the shapes of the electrodes. An
epitaxial layer is then grown. Boron diffusion defines the gimbals and
flexures. A silicon oxide window defines the outer geometry of the pit.
Metal is deposited for electrical connections or for bridge electrodes.
The EDP etches the silicon material inside the oxide window and beneath
the gimbals to free up the gyro.
In-Plane Tuning Fork Gyroscope
Within the past year, in-plane gyro designs have been developed.
The gyro's operation is shown schematically in Figure 2 and photograph,
in Figure 4. The combs are excited so that electrostatic forces are
generated which do not depend on the lateral position of the masses.
The flexures are sized to insure that the tuning fork antiparallel mode
is excited and that the translational modes are attenuated. The comb
drives large amplitude vibrations in opposite directions by a self-
excited oscillator loop so that linear acceleration is rejected.
Angular rate in the plane of the substrate lifts one mass up and the
other down through Coriolis acceleration; thus, the sense and input axis
are identical (Figure 2).
Capacitors below the proof masses are used for gyro sense and, per-
haps, force although open loop operation may be feasible. The fabrica-
tion may be done by bulk micromachining, as described above, or by
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polysilicon surface micromachining, a process developed at the Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley, (Ref. 3) and the University of Wisconsin.
The fabrication allows for gaps of a few microns.
Thus far, a pathfinder was constructed of nickel to demonstrate that
the antiparallel mode could be excited and that the tuning fork con-
figuration did indeed sense rate. Possible benefits of the tuning fork
approach include: (I) simpler fabrication and better performance than
gimballed; (2) compatibility with CMOS, which enables easy integration
with on-chip electronics; (3) with the gimballed gyro, a complete iner-
tial measurement unit (IMU) on a chip; and (4) static balance and stif-
fer springs that reduce sticking.
Force Rebalance Accelerometer
The Draper micromechanical accelerometer, which is shown in Figure
5, is constructed similarly to and is compatible with the gimballed
gyro. The 300 x 600 #mz silicon proof is supported by torsional
flexures. The location of gold mass--de-termineswhether the pendulum
will sense a_celerations parallel or perpendicular to the substrate;
thus, one basic design enables the IMU on a chipp. The angular rotation
of the gimbal is sensed electrostatically by capacitors buried below the
gimbal (Figure 5). Closed loop electronics generate a rebalance voltage
proportional to acceleration that is applied electrostatically.
Mechanical stops are seen in Figure 3. Because of the small dimen-
sions, molecular forces can become important. Mechanical stops reduce
thesurface area= and lever arms and offer alternate,= materials so that
sticking is avoided.
The measured performance of the photographed unit is 250 _g (over-
night drift stability and residual of i g tumbles). As for the gyros,
better performance requires larger gimbals.
Quartz Instruments
Resonant Accelerometer
The Draper quartz resonant accelerometer (QRA) is displayed in Fig-
ure 6. The accelerometer is constructed by simply stacking quartz
pieces. Others have used sensitivity of resonant frequency to force to
realize accelerometers. Draper's unique contribution is low cost
fabrication where the frame, two pairs of tuning forks, and the proof
mass base are photolithographically etched. Masses are attached to the
proof mass base. Bonded to the active layer, frames restrain the proof
mass against accelerations normal to the plane. Quartz tuning forks and
proof are 1.5 cm long. The tuning forks are collinear, Connected to op-
posite ends of the proof mass base. Active elements and frames are pur-
chased from Statek, Orange, CA, manufacturer of tuning forks for time-
keeping applications.
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The QRA sensitive axis is parallel to the tuning forks. Tension in
the tines increases lateral stiffness; hence, the resonant frequency is
increased. Compression decreases the natural frequency. Each tuning
fork is constructed into an oscillator circuit, seen in Figure 6, which
interfaces easily with digital electronics.
Measured performance, overnight drift stability and residual of i g
tumbles, is 50 to I00 _g in units sized for 130 g (crossing of the indi-
vidual tuning fork resonant frequencies) with break acceleration of 800
g. Uncompensated thermal sensitivity after common mode rejection by the
opposing tuning forks is less than i00 #g/°C.
Larger in size than the silicon accelerometers, the QRA was devel-
oped earlier because its stiff suspension enables solid-state processing
developed for time-keeping while avoiding sticking issues.
Tuning Fork Gyroscope
With parts manufactured by Statek, a quartz resonant gyroscope (QRG)
is being assembled. The QRG is a single ended tuning fork, 5 mm long,
with drive and sense electrodes on each tine. Operation is similar to
the silicon tuning fork gyro; however, the electrostatic drive and sense
are replaced by piezoelectric effects.
Summary
Draper has been developing silicon and quartz gyros and accelero-
meters for several years. The Draper gyros were the first, and, per-
haps, the only, silicon gyros to have been demonstrated and tested.
The silicon micromechanical instruments are being constructed for
very small inertial measurement units designed to fit into a flat pack
(Figure 7). The illustration contains three gyros and accelerometers,
vacuum packaging for the gyros, and custom digital electronics. Per-
formance objectives for the silicon gyros are i0 (navigation) to 500 °/h
(missile control). A relatively low marginal per silicon gyro projected
cost of $500 is based on production orders of i0,000. For commercial
applications with market potentials of 20 million gyros, the projected
per unit costs would be less than $I0 (Ref. i).
The quartz instruments are larger than the silicon but have simpler
electronics and are designed for systems with better performance.
The solid-state inertial sensors have cost, size, and weight ad-
vantages over conventional instruments and will result in both redesign
of existing systems and conception of new applications. The commercial
market is orders of magnitude larger than any contemplated military
market. Possible applications for small inertial systems include:
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automobiles (the instruments could be used for position location, anti-
skid braking systems, air bag deployment, automatic leveling); miniature
satellites and spacecraft (where launch weight is a major cost factor);
artillery rounds for increased accuracy; camcorders; general aviation ;
medical electronics; and the largest area-children's toys.
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Figure 1. Silicon gimballed gyroscope.
o. _ //
In plane gyro
Figure 2. Operation of gimballed and tuning fork gyro.
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Figure 3. Microfabrication in single crystal silicon.
Figure 4. Nickel tuning fork gyroscope.
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Figure 5. Silicon force rebalance accelerometer.
Figure 6. Quartz resonant accelerometer.
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ABSTRACT
SatCon Technology Corporation is developing a prototype electrostatically suspended
micrornechanical gyroscope in the Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program
under Contracts 19282, and 19585 from NASA langley Research Center. This paper
presents the results of the Phase I feasibility study and the plans for fabrication in the
upcoming Phase II program.
1. INTRODUCTION
SatCon Technology has performed a study of micmmechanical gyroscopes. The
goals of the Phase I SBIR program were to define a baseline system configuration and
establish technical feasibility. In the Phase II program, just beginning, a prototype actuator
will be fabricated and tested. This paper presents a micromechanical device overview, a
summary of the Phase I results and plans for Phase II.
2. SPECIFICATIONS AND CONFIGURATION
As with all sensors, resolution, accuracy, large dynamic range, low power
consumption, small size and high bandwidth are desired. For this technology effort, the
obvious primary objective was small size with the goal of eventually developing a
complete two-axis rate gyro on a microchip. For this feasibility study, maxtmum/minimum
angular rates of 10 radians/sec and 0.1 radians/sec and 200 Hz bandwidth were chosen as
specification goals to approximate what might be required for use on robotic arms. Other
performance specifications were determined by process controlled geometries and
parameters as discussed in Section 4.
2.1 Suspended gyro configuration
The initial micro-gyro configuration identified is shown in Figure 1. Configured as
a rebalance gyro, this microfabricated machine consists of three types of electroquasistatic
components - the motor drive, position sensors, and the non-rotary actuators for rebalance
and suspension. Like suspended macroscopic gyros, the rotor is spun by a motor to
produce angular momentum, suspended and controlled by force and torque actuators, and
sensed by various position sensors. As discussed in Section 2, all the sub-components are
electric field devices. The term "rebalance" identifies the gyro mode of operation. When
acted on by external forces, the control system is designed to hold the gym in a constant
position, rebalancing it. Knowledge of the actuator control signals and dynamics allows
the inputs to be determined. Since the controlled mass (the gyro rotor in this case) is held
to a nearly constant position, the linearity of the sensors and actuators is improved, and the
overall dynamics are simplified. A system block diagram is shown in Figure 2.
The electrostatic force can be written in linearized form for a fixed potential as:
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where AX represents the excursion about the equilibrium position, and the coefficient is
positive. Since the force increases with decreasing distance, the motion is unstable and
without other compensation requires closed loop control. In the case of a fullysuspended
rotor, this control must be effected in both axial and radial directions (five unstable dens
of freedom). There are, therefore, four sets of actuator/sensors - two for the upper and
lower axial suspension and two for upper and lower radial rebalance actuator/sensors - and
the motor driver iL_t-6i-;, hence the muitilayered Configuration of th_-fl-=gti_.°=_- "
The fabricationof such amulti-actUated, multi-_n_xldevicereqifires ai least five
sets of alternating insulating/conducting layers on the rotor. For reasonable capacitive bias
currents and actuator forces, the facing areas must be at least 1-2 I.tm high with radial gaps
of the same order. The height of this rotor will accumulate to over 51.tm. Present
technology, however, only makes feasible aspect ratios (rotor thickness _ gap) of up to
2/1, with 1/1 being typical. This gap in fabrication technology will have to be bridged to
allow successful fabrication of a fully suspended micro-gyro.
2.2 Motor configuration
The elecu'ostatic production of torque has long been considered for motor drives.
Four classes of electroquasistatic motor actuators have emerged which have analogues with
magnetically operated devices - variable capacitance, electrostatic induction, permanent
electret, and electric hysteresis. In the work by Bart, induction and variable capacitance
motors were studied in detail with attempts made to fabricate both axial gap and radial gap
variable capacitance motors. Radial gap variable capacitance motors have been
successfully built and tested at both MIT and Berkeley. Our System therefore baseiined a
radial gap motor as fabricated at MIT2.
2.3 Sensor configuration
The baseline sensor Configuration ch0sen=was capacitive positionsenfing using a
superposition of high frequency signals between the axial control electrodes and the rotor.
Decomposition of the four sensor signals (one for each axial stator electrode) provides the
signals needed to control the rotor. Capacitive position sensing is commonly used in
macroscopic devices, and has also been successfully applied to other micromechanical
devices. The basic concept is to drive a constant curreni across_ _gap=(wh0se
capacitance vanes inversely with gap distance) and read the resulting voltage which is .......
linearly proportional to the gap. High frequency modulation and demodulation allow good
noise immunity. Though the capacitance of the microgyro axial gap will be very small
(about 3 x 1014 farads), the placement of FETs (field effeci transistors)On the s_i_ _
substrate as preamplifiers as done by Schrnidt should allow reasonable measurements to be
made3.
3. ELECTROMECHANICAL DESIGN
_e design of _motor driveand rebalance actuator is based on the specifications
discussed in Section 3, many of which were derived from known fabrication constraints
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and experience. Dimensions were generally conservatively chosen given the uncertainty in
fabricating devices with this technology. In practice, some or all of these dimensions may
be changed in the prototype development effort. These sizing numbers, however,
represent what would be required for engineering development of a useful instrumentation
sensor.
3.1 Sizing
The overall rotor diameter, 200 It, was chosen as the largest size that could be
fabricated without significant warpage due to residual stress buildup during fabrication.
The rotation rate is constrained by stress limits in the rotor and electronics limits in the
motor driver circuitry. A rate of 500,000 rpm (8.3 kHz) was chosen as a reasonable
extension of current motor rates (about 50,000 rpm). This is well below the ultimate spin
rate (about 10,000,000 rpm) determined by material strength limits and is limited by motor
drive electronics. The required electronics frequency, 25 kHz, is attainable without
excessive noise problems. The motor height was set to 2.2 It, the same height as currently
fabricated micromotors. The maximum value of total rotor thickness is limited by
fabrication technology to about 2 times the radial gap of 1.5 It. The axial gap between
substrate and rotor was set at 2 It. This represents a tradeoff between gap capacitance and
rotor unstable frequency. A smaller gap would make sensor measurements more accurate
at the cost of raising the unstable frequency and complicating the control problem. The 2 It
gap gives a 300 Hz unstable frequency.
3.2 Sensor Actuator
The four segment rebalance sensor/actuator electrode design is similarly derived
from the specifications. While it was not attempted to optimize the pattern for torque,
depositing the conducting region from 0.7 R to 1 R gives adequate rebalance torques and
adequate capacitance for sensing inclinations as small as 0.008 °. A possible difficulty is
the actually attainable depth and uniformity of the implanted electrodes since the thermal
noise limit is sensitive to circuit resistance. The sensor capacitance between each of the
four electrodes and the rotor is approximately 3x10-14 F. With a typical commercial
oscillator frequency of 100 kHz, the sensor current is about 15 nA for operation at 0.8v.
Since commercial devices sense capacitance in the same range (although with larger
electrode and gaps) it should be possible to use standard techniques for angle information.
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3.4 Summary
The tables below give a summary of the dimensions and parameters predicted for
the two degree of freedom microgyro with specifications as discussed in Section 2.
Spin Angular Speed
Spin Moment of Inertia
Precession Moment of Inertia
Minimum Angular Rate
Thermal Sensor Noise
Angular Sensitivity
Sensor Electrode Capacitance
Sensor Operating Current (0.8 V)
Nominal Drive Actuator Potential
Drive Torque Per Pole
Rotor Radius
Radial Gap
Vertical Gap
Rotor Thickness
# Stator Poles
# Rotor Poles
4. CONTROL
500 kRPM
1.5x10-18 kgm-m2
8x10-19 kgm-m2
O.Ol°/s
< 0.4x10-3 v
< 0.008-
3x10-14F
15 x10-9 A
0.5 v
10-11 N-m
50gm
1.5 gm
2 gm
2.2 I.tm
12
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AND ELECTRONICS DESIGN
4.1 Control System
This section presents the controller design philosophy. For a more detailed
description of the controller, the reader may refer to Reference 4. As shown in Figure 2 the
system block diagram consists of the actuator and plant (gyroscopic) dynamics, the
sensors, the controller, and the decomposition electronics. One of the goals of the
controller is to keep the orientation of the rotor fixed, in the null position, relative to the
orientation of the "stator" frame of the gyroscope. In addition, the controller must provide
accurate measurement of the torque that is required to maintain the rotor in the null relative
orientation. As usual, the simplest controller that can meet the performance objectives is
desired in order to minimize hardware complexity. In particular, a fixed-gain, linear
controller is desired that can be easily implemented in analog electronics. This will force
some performance and stability robustness tradeoffs, in particular because the plant
dynamics are a strong function of the operating speed and are open-loop unstable. Because
of the open-loop unstable nature of the plant -- an inverted pendulum at low speeds --
closed-loop control is required from zero speed to the full operational speed. The
challenge, then, is to find a fixed gain controller that will provide adequate performance at
all speeds.
The design approach to develop a fixed-gain controller for this speed varying plant
was to f'trst examine how optimal, full-state feedback controllers change with changing
plant speed. These full-state feedback controllers assume knowledge of the position and
velocity of the rotor in both radial directions. Based on the behavior of these parameter-
varying, full-state feedback controllers and the addition of some physical insight, a fixed-
gain, full-state feedback controller can be chosen that provides reasonable performance
over the full speed range. This full-state feedback controller is then implemented as an
output feedback controller using lead-lag compensators to provide estimates of the velocity.
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4.2 Electronics
4.2.1 Sensor electronics
The capacitance of the position sensor varies inversely with the distance from the
sensor to the target. Over the specified measurement range, the sensor varies in capacitance
from approximately 0.027 picofarads (pF) to 0.033 pF. Any sway capacitance on the
sensor leads will effect the linearity of the measurement unless the leads are appropriately
guarded. The ability to detect position accurately is also hampered by any load placed on
the sensor capacitance by the measurement electronics.
A block diagram of the sensor electronics is shown in Figure 3. The sensor is
driven by a 100 kHz current source so that the resultant voltage is proportional to the
sensor impedance. The AC voltage produced across the sensor is buffered by a "guard"
loop, full-wave rectified, and low-pass filtered to produce a DC output voltage directly
proportional to distance. The effects of sway capacitance on the sensor leads are greatly
reduced by driving the shield of the sensor cable with a "guard" loop. The guard loop
drives the shield with a voltage identical to that across the sensor, and thus no current flow
is possible. The impedance of the shield is a capacitance greater than 200 pF to ground. In
order to drive this load, the voltage across the sensor is buffered by the FET input stage, a
high-bandwidth differential op-amp, and a high-current buffer. The bandwidth of this
follow-up loop must be high to reduce any effects of the guard capacitance upon the sensor
capacitance. To reduce the input capacitance of the sensor electronics, a Field Effect
Transistor (FET) input stage is used. This input stage presents a very high resistance and
low capacitance load to the sensor. The FET input stage is configured as a source-follower
where the source signal will exactly follow the gate (input) signal. The source terminals of
the FETs are each loaded with a transistor current source. The high impedance of the
current sources reduces the effect of any gate-to-source capacitance. The drain of the FETs
are capacitively coupled to the buffered sensor voltage to reduce the effects of any gate-to-
drain capacitance. Sway capacitance on the circuit board would be reduced by placing the
buffer-loop circuitry on a copper-clad board with the copper clad driven by the guard
voltage. The output of the sensor guard-loop is ban@ass filtered to eliminate both DC drift
and high-frequency noise effects. The signal is then full-wave rectified and low-pass
filtered to produce a DC output voltage.
4.2.3 Motor drive electronics
The gyro wheel-motor is a three-phase bipolar variable-capacitance motor. Since
this motor type is synchronous, i.e., produces torque only when the rotation frequency and
excitation frequency are the same, it requires a variable-frequency drive source. In
addition, the push-pull excitation required for each of the three bipolar phases will require
six high-voltage output stages.The motor is driven with balanced bipolar voltages so that
the rotor will remain near ground potential. Any voltage induced on the rotor will cause it
to he strongly attracted to the grounded substrate because of its large surface area.
Motor start-up will require that the excitation frequency start at the sub-Hertz level
and ramp up to the full-speed value of 25 kHz. This will he accomplished with a ramp
generator and voltage-to-frequency (V/F) converter. The bipolar three-phase generator
takes the single-phase output of the V/F converter and produces three square-waves with
120 degrees phase difference and their complementary signal for driving the output stages.
In addition, the circuit generates the signal pair which develops the bipolar waveforms.
The output circuit contains six high-voltage drivers and can deliver up to 120V.
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5. FABRICATION
Fabrication is a major challenge with micromechanical systems. Overall system
feasibility and functionality are more closely tied to fabrication methods than with macro
scale systems. For this program, it is planned to use the microsystems fabrication facilities
at MIT and base the motor design on those developed there. The program will be broken
into three technology demonstration steps aimed at verifying component technologies
before integration into a complete system.
The first step will be the fabrication of a capacitive sen_ demonstration unit. This
will consist of a microfabricated cantilever beam and a differential field effect transistor
pair. The FETs will be connected to an electrode below the cantilever and serve as the
capacitive sensor pre-amplifier as _dis_c_ussed"m Section 5. Optic almethods will be used to
independantly verify the position of the cantilever.
The next technology demonstration will be a non-rotatingclosed loop suspension of
microfabricated plate. These prototypes will be used to develop specific mechanical,
electrical and control designs and fabricaion sequences for the integration of sensor
technology into a micro-suspension system. Testing will verify actuator and control
characteristics and allow the development of a rotating micro-suspension
Finally, after the first two tasks, the rotating, suspended microgyro will be
developed. This will extended the non-rotating suspension with a motor drive and
additional electronics. It is anticipated that substantial process development may be
necessary for the successful completion of this task.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The results of the feasibility studywere very positive. Though extensions of
fabrication technology will be required for fabrication of the prototype device, the potential
for successful development is very good. An operational micrornechanical gyroscope
would have many applications in commercial, aerospace, and military sectors.
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GEC FERRANTI PIEZO VIBRATORY GYROSCOPE
J. D. NUTTALL
GEC FERRANTI, Silverknowes, Edinburgh, EH4 4AD Scotland
Summary
Prototypes of a piezo-electric vibratory angular rate transducer (gyroscope)
(PVG) have been constructed and evaluated.
The construction is on the lines suggested by Burdess (reference 4). The
sensitive element is a cylinder of radially poled piezo-electric ceramic. The
cylinder is metallised inside and out, and the outer metallisation is divided into
eight electrodes. The metallisation on the inside is earthed.
A phase locked loop, using two pairs of the electrodes, causes the cylinder to
vibrate in one of its two fundamental, degenerate modes. In the presence of
rotation, some of the vibration is coupled into the other mode. This can be
detected, or suppressed with a closed-up technique and provides a measure of
rotation rate.
Thy gyroscope provides a number of advantages over rotating mass and optical
instruments: low size and mass, lower power consumption, potentially high
reliability, potentially good dormancy, low cost and high maximum rate.
1. Introduction
The measurement of angular rate (relative to inertial space) is often a significant
problem in spacecraft, (and other) system's development. Gyroscopes (angular
rate sensors) are perceived as large, heavy, expensive, unreliable or some
combination of these. Although the perception is not well-justified, the moves
towards lighter space craft suggest that gyroscope technology is ripe for
change.
There is a sizeable market (not confined to space craft) for gyros capable of
measuring high angular rates, with a null accuracy of around a degree per
second, and a scale factor accuracy of around one percent. Such instruments
have to be cheap, small and robust. The GEC-Ferranti Piezo-Vibratory Gyro
(PVG) is being developed for such a market. The target specification is
reproduced below.
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Parameter Design Aim
Full scale rate
Full scale output
Over-Range
Excitation
Power Consumption
Null
Temperature Range
S/O to S/O Repeatability
Hysteresis
Resolution
_+_100 deg/sec to + 5000 deg/sec*
+ 10 volts d.c.
25,000 deg/sec
+ 15 Volts d.c.
1 Watt/axis
+ 1 deg/sec after temperature consumption
_ 40 deg. to + 80 deg. C
<0.05 deg./sec
<0.05 deg./sec
<0.05 deg./sec
Scale Factor ........
Start-up Time
Bandwidth
Noise
Size (in single-axis pack)
SiZe of three axis pack
Linearity 0.25 % of Full Scale
0.25 % afte_temperature compensation
100 mS- _- :_ _ _ :'
25Hz to 200Hz"
L _ L :
<0.04 [deg./sec]/,,/Hz
25mm _'x 25mm long
40mm cube max. '
*Adjustable by change to electronics only.
Additionally, foFagyro of this type, low cost, high reliability, 10ng Operating time,
and the capability of working in severe environment, are regarded as of
particular importance.
2. Choice of technology
Traditionally, rotation sensors have been based on spinning wheels, but
gyroscopes using either optical techniques and/or vibrating masses have
become practical in recent_years .... _ •
Existing spinning-mass gyros are unsuitable for this specification because of:-
(a) Cost: they are either expensive, or cost-cutting measures have
unacceptable effects on lifetime or performance, i
(b) Maximum rate" usually spinning-mass instruments cannot cope with
more than (say) 100 degrees/second, and/or there is considerable
increase in heat dissipation with rate.
Optical gyros are unlikely to meet the requirement because of both cost and
size, although they are expected to do well in more demanding applications
(e.g. better than 10 degrees/hour).
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This leaves vibratory gyros, which have considerable potential, especially in
terms of cost, size, weight, maximum rate, lifetime, bandwidth, power
consumption and reliability.
3. Desian Considerations in Vibratory Gyroscopes
There have been a number of attempts to develop vibratory gyros, dating back
over the last thirty years. Examples include the Sperry "Gyrotron', RAE's
experimental tuning-fork gyro, GE's vibrating beam gyro, and Honeywell's
vibrating wire-gyro. The major problems with these devices, as far as we can
tell, have been associated with the need to get the two resonant frequencies
near identical, the need to prevent the vibration leaking away through the
support, and various problems associated with the piezo-electric transducers
which were bonded to metal vibrators.
The motion of any vibrating body is, in general, affected by the presence of
rotation, through the Coriolis coupling [Reference 1]. The Coriolis effect
depends on rotation rate, and therefore, in principle, any vibrating body can be
used to detect rotation, i.e. as the basis of a gyroscope.
As an example, for educational purposes only, consider the vibrating
cantilevered beam shown in Figure 1. The effect of the rotation is to introduce
an out-of-plane vibration, as shown. This induced ['secondary'] vibration is at
the same frequency as the primary vibration. Thus, to build such a gyro one
would need a method of sustaining the primary vibration of the beam, and of
detecting its out-of-plane [secondary] motion which is a direct measure of
rotation rate. Both of these requirements can be met by pairs of piezo-electric
transducers: one pair arranged to bend the beam and one pair to detect the
strain in the other plane.
It is clear that to get a primary vibration of reasonable amplitude from the rather
weak piezo-electric effect, one needs to make use of a mechanical resonance
in the primary direction. To avoid difficulties with the resonant frequency
variations [from component manufacturing tolerances or temperature, for
example], it is necessary to incorporate the beam itself into the oscillator as the
frequency-determining component. Similarly, it is clear that the secondary must
be operated on resonance, and thus ideally one should have the two
resonances at the same frequency. In practice, the frequency split between the
two resonances needs to be rather smaller than the width of the resonances.
As the mechanical resonator is the frequency-determining part of the oscillator,
it is desirable to have a resonator with a high Q factor. This situation gives a
rapid change of phase with frequency, and thus a stable oscillator with little
phase noise. Of course, to get a high Q factor, it is necessary to minimise the
losses: in this case the power lost as vibration leaking out of the gyro. [A further
reason for minimising the energy loss from the gyro is to reduce the risk of the
cross-talk between the gyros].
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In the educational example given above, one would expect therefore a gyro
with that particular configuration would be unsuccessful. However, there are
several better possibilities, including tuning forks, H-shapes and cylinder.
. Description of the GEC-Ferranti Piezo-E!ectric
Vibratory. Gyro
GEC-Ferranti at Silverknowes, Edinburgh in Scotland, has been developing a
vibratory gyro for around 3 years. The initial phase included a study of possible
configurations and a tolerancing study.
An early decision was to avoid problems with bonding piezo-electric
transducers to a metal resonator, by making the resonator itself from piezo-
electric material, and by plating metal electrodes onto it. For each configuration
considered, the possible materials and the directions of the piezo-electric
properties, were considered. The outcome of this study was the decision to
work primarily on a cylindrical configuration, with one open end and one closed
end. The support was to be at the node at the centre of the closed end. As the
cylinder's piezo-electric properties have to be cylindrically symmetric materials
which are naturally piezo--electric cannot be used. Instead, we have been
working with the sintered piezo-electric ceramic, which can be radially poled.
[The material is sold under various names including "PZT"]
Once the ceramic cylinder has been ground to the correct dimensions, it is
plated with metal on both the inside and outside, The outside plating is divided
up into eight electrodes, which cover virtually all the area, but which are divided
by small earthed strips. The metal on. the_'[nside_is earthed. Figure 2][a]
illustrates the configu ration.-
Several authors have described how such a configuration can be used as a
gyro [reference 2]. A cylinder has, of course, a large number of natural modes,
but most of these are unsuitable for use in the gyro. Figure 2[b] illustrates the
primary mode excited, and the secondary mode detected, in the GEC-Ferranti
gyro.
Before we started work on a cylinder gyro, Burdess had already patented
[Reference 3] and published [Reference 4] the idea of the cylindrical vibratory
gyroscope in piezo-electric ceramic and the ownership of the patent was with
the British Technology Group [BTG]. GEC-Ferranti has made a licensing
arrangement with BTG_
This cylinder gyroscope has much in common with the one described by Harris
[Reference 5]. The major difference between that device and the Ferranti one is
that in the former one the piezo-electric transducers are bonded onto the
resonator, but in the GEC-Ferranti device the piezo-electric material is the
resonator.
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There are a number of advantages with the GEC-Ferranti arrangement, mainly
to do with its simplicity, and hence its reliability. If a metal cylinder is used,
piezo-electric elements have to be bonded onto the cylinder, and wires taken
from them, near the point of maximum vibration. By contrast, there is no
bonding to the vibrating part of the piezo-electric cylinder: the electrical
connections can be made near the node.
Further advantages come from the fact that, in the piezo-electric cylinder, the
electrodes are positioned by dividing up the plating, and this position can be
trimmed later by removing more metal. This process is potentially more
accurate than ones involving bonding the piezo-electric elements in place with
adhesives.
The motion of the cylinder is too small and too fast to be seen by normal
techniques, but it can be investigated by interferometric holography [Reference
6]. Such a technique gives a photograph of a fringe pattern, with the fringes
being contours of equal vibration amplitude. Figure 3 is a line drawing traces
from such an interferogram, showing the vibration node, and antinodes of
around 1200 nm peak-to-peak.
5. Electronics
A block diagram of the gyro electronics is given in Figure 4. It can be divided
into two areas
(a)
(b)
Primary drive circuit
Secondary detection and output circuit
The primary drive circuit is required to establish and sustain the cylinder's
fundamental mode of vibration. This is achieved by using the resonant
characteristics of the cylinder as the frequency selective parameters of a phase-
locked, amplitude-stabilised oscillator. This configuration ensures fundamental-
mode operation over a wide temperature range, since the cylinder's
temperature-sensitive parameters are automatically compensated for.
As the rotation-induced secondary vibration is in phase with the primary
vibration, it is possible simply to demodulate the output from any secondary
electrode pair, with respect to the primary vibration, and to use this as the gyro
output. However this 'open-loop' detection system is inherently non-linear.
To give an output which is linear with applied rate, a closed-loop secondary
system is used. This system acts as a null-seeking servo, which suppresses the
secondary vibration by applying a feedback-derived voltage to the secondary
drive electrodes. This voltage is a linear function of applied rate.
6. Sqme results obtained with Drototy0es
To date, prototype PVGs have been characterised over + 1000 degrees/second
[scale factor of 10mV/[degree/second]], or over 4- 100 degree/second [scale
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factor 100mY [degree/second]]. Examples of the results of rate tests are given
in Figures 5 and 6. in each case the upper figure gives the output voltage asa
function of input rate, and the lower figure the deviation of the data from the best
straight line. The lower plots are over the range +0.5% of full rate. For the +100
degree/second data, the worst deviation is 0.1% full scale, and the errors seem
randomly distributed. For +1000 degree/second data, the worst deviation is
0.3% full scale. There is a systematic element to this error, and we believe we
understand the nature of the constructional inaccuracies which lead to this.
Even so, the r.m.s, non-linearity is only 0.15% full scale.
Figure 7 shows the in-run drift of the gyro on a static overnight run. A simple
model has been used to eliminate temperature effects. The data all lies within
+0.02 o/sec (_72O/hour) ....
Figure 8 shows the variation of scale factor with temperature. Although the
actual variation is rather large, the effect has good linearity, and there is every
prospect that the temperature effect can be cancelied out
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vIBRATION
Q
..-SENS_TIV[ AX_S OF
,,,/ GYROSCOPE
Fi_i._qu_eI
A hypothetical vibrating-beam gyroscope illustrating the principles of
all vibratory gyros. The beam is caused to vibrate at its resonant
frequency. The figure shows two views of the system with the solid and
hatched beams representing the two extremes of the vibration. Rotation
about the axis shown induces an out-of-plane vibration as indicated in the
diagram.
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Fi__re
The C_ECFerranii Piezo-Eieciric-Vibratory _Gyro, show-ing the vibrating
cylinder, made from piezo-electric material and also the 31ated
electrodes whose position is denoted by the hatched areas.
The modes in a cylinder gyroscope. The primary mode comprises
oscillation between the two solid ellipses. The secondary [rotation
induced] mode is an oscillation between the two dashed ellipses.
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Laser interferogram of the vibratory cylinder. The fringes are lines of
constant amplitude. [This is a line drawing produced from the
interferogram].
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Abstract
Micromachined sensors promise significant system advantages to manned space
vehicles. Vehicle Health Monitoring (VHM) is a critical need for most future space
systems. Micromachined sensors play a significant role in advancing the application
of VHM in future space vehicles. This paper addresses the requirements that future
VHM systems place on micromachined sensors such as: system integration,
performance, size, weight, power, redundancy, reliability and fault tolerance.
Current uses of micromachined sensors in commercial, military and space systems
are used to document advantages that are gained and lessons learned. Based on these
successes, the future use of micromachined sensors in space programs is discussed in
terms of future directions and issues that need to be addressed such as how
commercial and military sensors can meet future space system requirements.
Introduction
The application of smart micromachined sensors to vehicle health management VHM
is the focus of this paper. The paper presents examples of how smart micromachined
sensors have been applied to VHM. Future uses of micromachine sensors are then
discussed.
The VHM Requirements
The focus of VHM is to ensure that the system under management is available for
mission use at scheduled times and has the ability to 'stay on course' during its
mission. The requirements for manned launch systems include a high degree of
operational readiness, efficient/automated ground servicing and inspection
operations as well as a great deal of near real-time decision making and reaction
capability to avert mission threatening events. Manned transfer/rescue vehicles
pose additional requirements because they may remain in a dormant state for years,
only to have operate normally on demand.
Studies are now deriving microsensor requirements from these large system level
requirements 1 2 3 4 5 6 Figure ! represents one such derivation that is based on
health management of the man-ratable NLS. Notice that from the system level
requirements for reliability, distributed test and fault isolation, maintainability,
autonomy, and low cost come microsensor requirements for data recording and
formatting, time stamping, threshold detection, significant event detection, local data
qualification, local processing, communication and fault detection.
Examples of Microsystems for Vehicle Health Monitoring
The following are three examples of complete Health Monitoring microsystems that
combine the micromachined sensors with the signal processing, health monitoring
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data analysis, data reduction and data recording functions for failure analysis. The
extremely small size and very low power requirements of these microsystems allow
comprehensive vehicle health monitoring in applications where it was previously
impossible or impractical. In a VHM application these microsystems, with the
micromachined sensors in them, would be distributcd throughout the manned space
system.
Micro Time Stress _Measurcmenl Device
An example of a VHM microsystem is the Micro Time Stress Measurement Device
(Micro TSMD) 7 8. The Micro-TSMD is an integrated diagnostic system for embedding
into electronic systems. It is packaged as a 1" x 2" x 0.2" hybrid. The Micro TSMD
senses and records vibration, shock, temperature, voltage transients, and DC voltage
stress events. Thcse forms of extcrnal stresses can be correlated to system failures.
This approach is key to solving persistent problems and "cannot duplicate" failures
that are externally caused. Once failure causing environments are characterized the
data can be used for prognostics of systems in use or dormant.
A photo and block diagram of the Micro TSMD is shown in figure 2. An internal
micromachined accelerometer senses vibration and shock. An internal
microcomputer processes the data. The stress data is time-tagged and histograms
recorded for lifetime exposure. In the case of vibration, a fast-Fourier transform
(FFT) is performed on the data, saving accumulated time exposure at different
frequencies and energy combinations of vibration.
The Micro TSMD, developed under an Air Force contract, is targeted for avionics at
the Line Replaceable Unit level, but its use is appropriate in any high-integrity,
complex electronics system.
Environment Stress Monitoring Device
A Health Monitoring microsystem similar to the Micro TSMD is the Environmental
Stress Monitoring Device (ESMD). The ESMD is smaller than the Micro TSMD and is
designed to monitor at the module level. The ESMD is a hybrid ceramic 0.9". x 0.9 "in
size (see figure 3). This ceramic can be used in a number of different application
specific packages with micromachined sensors. The ESMD performs the sensor
signal processing, data processing, and data storage. The device is suitable for
placing in standard hybrid packaging and mounting on a circuit card assembly (CCA)
or in a small stand-alone box customized for the user's application. The collected
data is read out via a serial bus. A block diagram of the ESMD is shown on figure 3.
The ESMD requires no external components to monitor temperature, voltage
transients and DC voltage. These sensing functions are designed into the ESMD In
addition to these parameters the ESMD has seven analog inputs that can interface to
many types of external sensors: temperature, humidity, corrosion, air flow, EMI
detectors, strain gauges, electrochemical sensors, magnetic field, and electric
current. Signals are multiplexed in the ESMD into a 10-bit analog-to-digital (A/D)
converter with 4-V reference. To collect data from a specific external sensor, an
embedded software modification would be prepared to scale and histogram the data
recording.
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Reliability Assessment Tool
A more general purpose health monitoring microsystem is the Reliability Assessment
Tool (RAT). The module is only 2"x 3"x 0.5" in size. A photo and block diagram is
shown on figure 4. The RAT is currently in development at Honeywell under an Air
Force contract. The base line RAT will monitor three channels of vibration
(continuously performing FFTs), temperature and electric power quality of the
system being monitored. Additional sensors such as humidity, corrosion, air flow,
EMI detectors, strain gauges, electrochemical sensors, magnetic field, and electric
current can be used with it.
The RAT uses a 16 bit fixed point digital signal processor to preform analysis on
three channels of vibration and shock data. This type of information can be used to
monitor the health of many forms of mechanical and electrical systems. The health
of rotating equipment would be a good example. Vibration spectrums can show the
health of bearings or out of specification changes in loads. Three miniature
accelerometers are included inside the RATs 2" x 3" x 0.5" package. Remote
accelerometers can also be used. In addition to these sensors the baseline device has
internal and external temperature sensors and the ability to capture the peak of
voltage transients. It captures positive or negative voltage transients for two
channels. This would be used to monitor power quality of a system being monitored.
It also multiplexes in 4 general purpose analog signals. Two of these channels are
used for temperature sensing in the package. One is connected to the case and the
other is isolated from the case to measure ambient temperature.
In order to achieve this level of miniaturization Honeywell has developed a mixed
signal CMOS IC which places all the analog and digital interface functions required
for the sensors on to one chip. This IC can interface to three vibration sensors inside
the package or three vibration sensors outside. These vibration signals are filtered
to prevent alising errors and have a peak hold circuit to capture mechanical shock
peaks.
Future Micromachined Sensors for VHM
The examples of Microsystems for Vehicle Health Monitoring presented above
focuses on vibration, shock, and temperature sensors. These sensors are most often
required for health monitoring applications. Beyond acceleration and temperature
are a range of other sensors which are more systems specific. The following is a
discussion of these parameters and their sensors.
Air Flow---The absence of proper air flow for cooling can cause failure due to over
heating. In addition various stages of the environmental control and life support
system should be monitored for proper correct flow. Honeywell has developed
micromachined silicon airflow sensors 9. These sensors operate as a hot thin film
microanemometer. Their small size and long term stability make them ideal for use
as a monitor in manned space applications.
lnfr_tr_d Radiation--Placing temperature sensors on large systems of interest could
be a problem due to cost, configuration management, interference with operation
etc. Temperature can be remotely monitored with IR radiation sensing. Honeywell
has developed an uncooled IR imaging array using an array of micromachined
microbolometers 10. These uncooled IR cameras could be used much like CCD video
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cameras to observe the tR radiation from a complete system. Less than a tenth of
degree C resolution is possible.
Current--Current is a system parameter that identifies a problem's cause or source.
An example would be IC failure leading to latchup, causing excessive current flow.
Current spikes indicating arcing can occur in a traveling wave tube 1 1 The
spectrum of the current waveform of an electric actuator can be used to show
degradation of the actuator. An integrated magnetic field sensor can. sense the
current without decreasing reliability by, addlng-a-n0ihcr component electrically
connected in the system. A hall-effcct IC or one with a magnetoresistive thin film
could be used.
Electrostatic Discharge--Electrostatic discharge can cause failure in the I/O circuits of
microcircuit device by causing breakdown in the oxide insulation. Microsensors for
ESD have been developed to show one time occurrences of ESD events (Zero Corp.).
Interfaced to a health monitoring sys[em the time and frequency of events can be
recorded. With this information potentially damaged equipment can be identified
and action can be taken to prevent further ESD.
Press0re--Examples of problems associated with pressurized systems include leakage
of gases or fluids from sealed enclosures, rupture of sealed container, changes in
properties of low-density materials, Overheating due to reduced heat transfer,
evaporation of lubricants, failure of hermetic seals and malfunction of equipment
due to arcing. This is of key concern to systems that are dormant for many years.
Micromachined silicon pressure sensors can be packaged in a small enough form to
be embedded into systems to monitor their readiness.
Humidity--Moisture can cause physical and chemical deterioration of material.
Temperature changes and humld[ty may Cause condensation inside of equipment.
Typical problems that can result from exposure to a warm, humid environment
include swelling of materials due to moisture absorption, loss of physical strength,
changes in mechanical properties, degradation of mechanical and thermal
properties in insulating materials, electrical Shorts due to condensation, binding of
moving parts due to corrosion or fouling of lubricants, oxidation and/or galvanic
corrosion 0f metals, loss of plasticity_ a_celerated biological activity, and _
deterioration of hydroscopic materials. Different types of integrated humidity
sensors exi-si-that would be app-licab-l-e-to health mbnli_ring. Tile Small size of
integrated humidity sensor makes it possible to embedded them into the systems.
EMI-- The presence of large amounts EMI can cause unexplained electronic system
failures. Miniature broadband antennas and receivers can distributed in a system
and made part of the health monitoring system. A failure can be correlated to a
change in the local EMI. Action can then be taken to solve the problem.
Mi_rocracks--Structural _failure can be detected by monitoring of the acoustic
emission caused by microcracks. Miniature smart acoustic emission sensors can be
distributed through key structural components. The acoustic emission sensors can
identify microcrack acoustic emissions. Recent Honeywell work has investigated
using a micromachined sensor with a fiber optic interface to detect microcracks 12
The health monitoring system would identify when the number of events reach an
unacceptable threshold.
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Microgravity - The quality of the microgravity environment can be considered
important to health monitoring if the mission is performing microgravity
experiments. Honeywell has twice flown on the shuttle a microgravity monitoring
sensor 13 This has been used with microgravity processing experiments to record
the environment during the processing steps.
Single Event l,lp_et (SEU)- SEU is a transient radiation effect. SEU is of concern for
any space mission. An ionized atom can pass through an integrated circuit causing
the state of digital data to change. The frequency of this occurring can change with
solar activity, orbit or changes in equipment placement. A measure of SEU activity
can be a useful input to the health monitoring system. RAM memories with known
SEU sensitivities can be used as sensors.
Chemical Contaminanl_--Chemicals can cause many diverse failures in mechanical
and electronics systems. These problems include corrosion of electronic or
mechanical components or the contamination of parts of the crew systems. Salt Fog
is a specific subset of chemical contamination. The effects of exposure of materials to
an environment where there is an aqueous salt environment can be divided into
corrosion, electrical, and physical effects. The effects include impairment of
electrical equipment due to salt deposits, production of conductive coatings, corrosion
of insulating materials and metals, clogging of moving parts, blistering of coatings,
and formation of acidic/alkaline solutions. There are a wide variety of ways to sense
different forms of chemical contamination. Micro versions of the sensors that
measure the presence of chemicals are being developed by many sources. Recent
work has used these types of sensors to detect the presence of a corrosive
environment instead of the after effects 14 15
Conclusion
This paper has presented examples of microsystems that use micromachine sensors
for Vehicle Health Monitoring. Examples of VHM sensor needs for air flow, IR,
electric current, ESD, Pressure, Humidity, EMI, Microcracks, SEU and Chemical
Contaminants were also presented.
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Vehicle Requirements
• Fault avoidance
• Reduced maintenance on
schedule/demand
System Requirements
• Automated checkout
• Real-time monitoring
• Integrated maintenance
• Fault prognosis/diagnosis
• Information management and control
Subsystem Requirements
• Remaining life measurements
• Fault prediction, detection, isolation
• Redundancy management
• Local data
• Local data management and control
• Timestamping of events
Smart Sensor
• Fault detection isolation
• Self-test
• Local data acquisition, filtering and processing/
health status assessment
• Timestamping of data
Figure 1
for VHM
Derivation of smart micromachined sensors requirements
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1The internal accelerometer is in the lower left-hand corner.
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MICRO GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYNTHESIS:
COMPONENTS, ARCHITECTURES AND CAPABILITIES
Edward Mettler and Fred Y. Hadaegh
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
ABSTRACT
New GN&C (guidance, navigation & control) system capabilities are shown to arise from
component innovations that involve the synergistic use of mlcrominiature sensors and actuators,
microelectronics, and fiber optics. Micro-GN&C system and component concepts are defined that
include micro-actuated adaptive optics, micromachined inertial sensors, fiber-optic data nets and
light-power transmission, and VLSI microcomputers. The thesis is advanced that these micro-
miniaturization products are capable of having a revolutionary impact on space missions and
systems, and that GN&C is the pathfinder micro-technology application that can bring that about.
1. INTRODUCTION
The general trend in communication, signal processing, and computation over the last two decades
continues to be towards miniaturization for improved performance, higher reliability, and lower
relative cost. However, the engineering difficulties and rapidly increasing expense of interfacing
digital microelectronics with conventional sensors and effectors have not allowed this promise to
be realized for space GN&C systems.
Research in micro-mechanics sensing and actuation has been very active in the past several years,
both in industry and academia. Various commercial micro-sensors have been built to measure
humidity, temperature, flow rate, viscosity, pressure, acceleration, chemical reactions, and many
other physical parameters. At MIT, U. C. Berkeley Sensor and Actuator Center, the University of
Utah Center for Engineering Design, and at Caltech, research is ongoing in integration of
micromotors, micromechanical gearing, logic, and transducers. 1-12
There have been recent advances in the micromachining of silicon through the use of anisotropic
etchants with doping controls. These advances have led to the development of a new class of
sensors composed entirely of surface micro- machined silicon. Surface micromachining is a much
more sophisticated technique than bulk micromachining. Various beams, masses and other
structures can be formed by depositing and etching multiple thin films and layers of silicon and
silicon oxide. The feature dimensions of such devices are 1-2 iam, roughly the same as
conventional electronic circuits.
Recent progress in the integration of established batch fabrication techniques for VLSI
microelectronics with new silicon surface-micromachining methods has now made it feasible to
incorporate on-chip the supporting circuitry for microsensors and microactuators (i.e.,
amplification, compensation, conversion, multiplexing, and interfacing functions). As an
example, this technology has recently been used to develop the Analog Devices ADXL-50
accelerometer 13 shown in Figure 1.
While the present version of this sensor has an advanced level of integration, it is not an "inertial
guidance grade" accelerometer in accuracy. It does represent the functional form of "smart"
micromachined devices that are evolving rapidly through a marriage with VLSI microelectronics.
PI_;&_NG PAT,_E BLANK NOT FILt_EU
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The Analog Devices' part breaks new ground by using a surface micromachining process that lets
the company integrate a capacitive, force rebalance, acceleration sensor, as well as control
circuitry, on the same die. The device features on-chip signal conditioning and self-test circuitry.
The sensor measures 500 _tm x 625 I.tm. The capacitor plates are approximately 115 _tm long and
about 4 _tm wide. The on-chip signal-conditioning circuitry produces a scaled-referenced and
temperature-compensated output voltage. In addition, a digitally controlled self-test function lets
the sensor deflect at any time, producing a precise output voltage corresponding to the equivalent
g-force for a healthy sensor.
Figure 1. ADXL-50 Accelerometer
In this paper, these device features along with higher integration levels of micro-devices with local
DSP for distributed architectures are proposed for new GN&C architectures.
- 2. sPACE APPLICATIONS ......
In the subsequent discussions, we present an advocacy for the development of micro-GN&C and
describe an approach for the utilization of new microengineering technologies to achieve major
reductions in GN&C mass, size, power, and costs to meet the needs of future space sySterns.
It would not be an overstatement tO forecast the outcome of integrating the emerging fields of
micro-optoelectronics and micro-electr0mechanics with advanced microelectr0nics as a
revolutionary change, rather than an evolutionary improvement. The potential payoffs in the
metric-space of cost-performance-risk are very impressive: 100/1 reductionsin size, mass, and
power; 10/1 reduction in recurring costs and cost growth-rates; solid-state reliability and lower
performance risk; and robustness to temperature, vibration, and radiation environments.
To fully appreciate the impact that micro-miniaturization can have On intelligeni-s_stem
implementation costs (i.e., systems like GN&C and robotics with sensors, computation/logic, and
effectors), we have only to apply a conservative scaling to the dollars per kilogram and per watt for
current unmanned spacecraft equipment: approximately 100 K S/watt and 100 K S/kilogram for
today's planetary probes. Then, without even factoring in the multiplier for improved performance
and reduced risk with a micro-technology implementation, we observe that the recurring cost
improvement of 10/1 and greater can be taken as an achievable objective based only on the mass,
power, and fabrication economics of microelectronics. _......... ;
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Several major NASA programs will directly benefit from these technology advances and therefore
they provide an important motivation for this research: The Lunar and Mars Exploration initiatives
contain both Micro-Spacecraft and Micro-Lander/Rover elements as key capabilities required to
realize cost effective exploration and science return.
In a discussion of "micro-size" systems, we must define the metric that distinguishes "micro" from
"small" or "light" spacecraft and rovers. As a reference, typical spacecraft fall into a range of 1500
to 3000 kg, and large rovers are in the 500 kg range. Then by "small" or "light" we mean a
reduction of about 10/1 in mass, and by "micro" we mean a 100/1 or greater mass reduction. This
scaling places the mass of micro-spacecraft in the range of 15-30 kg, and micro-rover mass at
about 5 kg.
On the large space-systems scale, the future astrophysics advances from Space Interferometers
and Multi-aperture Reflectors will be made feasible by the capability to actively control these
spatially distributed optomechanical systems and integrated structures to nano-precision levels
without imposing instrumentation mass, power and cost penalties proportional to system size and
complexity.
Cost-constrained remote sensing platforms, for both missions to planet Earth and deep space, and
manned space stations will all benefit from the new microelectromechanics technology that will
become ubiquitous in applications for both microsystems and macrosystems.
The GN&C application needs for these future space systems have been identified as follows:
Micro-Spacecraft, Micro-Landers, & Micro-Rovers
- Attitude & Maneuver Control System
- Micro-Inertial References
- Microelectro-optics for miniature cameras & remote sensors
Inertial Navigation Systems
Heading Reference Units
Mini-Camera Pointing & Stabilization
Antenna Pointing & Stabilization
Remote Sensing Platforms, Interferometers, & Deployable Reflectors
Distributed Micro-Sensor System Identification
Multivariable Control of Structural Dynamics
Distributed Shape & Position Control of Mirror Arrays
Embedded Stabilization of Telescope & Instrument Optics
Distributed Micro-Inertial References
Embedded Health Monitoring of GN&C Effectors
3. MICRO GN&C CORE INNOVATIONS
The core microengineering innovations needed to realize the above micro-GN&C architectures and
functions can be combined into a set of six micro-technology products that would serve as enabling
building blocks for the new GN&C subsystems. The following products include component and
system implementations that are synergistic and would involve contributions and coordinated
activities of NASA, industry, and academia.
- Massively distributed microsensing for system ID & control
- Light powered remote processing network for microsensing
- Micro-GN&C for microspacecraft and microrovers
- Six degree-of-freedom micro-inertial measurement unit
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Actively controlled micromachined deformable mirrors
Embedded health monitoring for GN&C effectors
3.1 Massively Distributed Micro-Sensing for System ID & Control
For a massively distributed system ID-sensing approach for active structure control to be practical,
the basic sensing system has to be, of necessity, mass efficient, low power, micro-g sensitive, of
low Complexity and cost, fault tolerant, and have generic applicability to future missions.
The fully integrated sensing system (Figure 2) will consist of high sensitivity micromachined
sensing elements with distributed data communication, signal conditioning and processing
electronics, connected together over a fiber-optic network. The high bandwidth fiber optic
network provides digital data interfaces with high EMI immunity, and serves as the source for
sensor power through optical to electrical power conversion. This obviates the need for multiple
conductors for data and signal as in conventional networking technology. Fault tolerance and
redundancy can be provided with multiple sensing elements per sensor as well as with a suitable
choice of network topology and communication protocol.
The proposed smart sensor system will be implemented using a micro-accelerometer as the basic
sensing element. Typical deployable space structures depend on flexible beam-truss structures
assembled out of rod elements interconnected with joints (e.g., high gain communication antennas,
instrument booms, basic truss support structures for segmented reflector telescopes, and
spaceborne interfcromctcrs). Three-axis accclerometers will be mounted on the connecting joints
of a truss structure, or single axis accclerometers will be installed along the length of flexible ribs.
Fibcr-Op6c Nctwcxk
3-A=tis Acceleromclcr
w/Local Signal I'rocessinI
LARGE SPACE TRUSS STRUCTURE
Figure 2. 3-Axis Integrated Sensing System
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3.2 Light-Powered Remote Processing Network for Micro-Sensing
It will be necessary to develop the microtechnology that will enable the full integration of micro-
sensors with their electronics, and will enable the adaptation of fiber-optic networks for
communicating with, and powering of, microsensor systems. This work is described in two parts:
Microsensor Electronics, and Fiber Optic Networks.
3.2.1 Microsensor Electronics
The development of integrated sensor electronics will provide a self-contained motion sensor with
a very small form factor and low cost and power. This will enable the use of multiple sensors to
sense three-axis linear accelerations. The system will read the multiple sensor outputs, process the
information for velocity/acceleration vectors, and format the output for serial I/O interfaces that
transmit/receive information over fiber optics in a large massively distributed system. Figure 3
illustrates the various components of such a system. The amount of data management electronics
will enable diverse system architectures to be produced from the same microelectronic building
blocks.
The sensor electronics are programmable in gain and mode of operation. The sensor output is
digital so the sensor has a bi-directional digital interface. Enhanced versions of integrated sensor
electronics will include:
- Standard serial and parallel interfaces.
- Two-wire interface where power is obtained from the interface.
- Signal processing on the sensor to integrate its acceleration signals for velocity, and
correct for offsets in the system.
Gain control of the sensor electronics to maximize their dynamic range.
Optical power and interface designs that isolate the sensor from the control electronics.
The off-sensor control electronics will provide for the use of multiple-axis sensor systems and
further enhance the sensor performance through hardware signal processing by special purpose
local integrated circuits.
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The development of on-chip electronics for the micromachined sensor will be directed toward
generic electronics. These electronics will be integrated directly on the silicon sensor with
conventional CMOS circuit fabrication technology. Their proximity to the microsensor mechanism
will provide maximum overall sensitivity through noise minimization in the high impedance circuit;
and equally significant, they will provide a small sell-contained sensor at a low recurring cost.
These integrated sensor electronics will allow future system evolution so that on-chip
enhancements will use the sensor as a cell, and external enhancements will have sufficient
measurement and control interface access. In addition to low power, the design goal will include
low voltage operation so that the chip can be powered from a single photo-detector which would be
integrated on the sensor.
The addition of data management functions would include the further integration of sensor-specific
processing functions and the interfacing with a distributed microcomputer. This microcomputer
may make use of the technology that has been developed at JPL for a Common Flight Computer
(CFC). The CFC makes use of a VLSI chip set jointly developed by Sandia National Labs and
JPL. The CFC is a high performance computer contained on a single board. It will be further
miniaturized by redesigning the packaging configuration to a high-density hybrid multi-chip
module containing unpackaged chips on ceramic substratcs.
The 16 bit data path Computer is designed in a 1.25 pm CMOS (Complementary Metal-Oxide
Silicon) technology and is based on Sandia's SA3300 microprocessor, a Rad Hard Single Event
Upset resistant microprocessor which executes the National Semiconductor NSC 32016 instruction
set. The chip set includes a Floating Point Unit (FPU), Interrupt Control Unit (ICU), two Direct
Memory Access Co-processors (DMACs), Control Unit (CU), and Fault Management Unit
(FMU). The FMU will transparently correct single-bit errors and perform bit-plane sparing to
replace single bits of memory which might fail over time. Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the
computer ar_! i_._ir_lt'rl'_ct-,; to other hardware functions.
} Memo*y Uoard t
132 k) 1512 k)
Addless
Figure 4. Common Flight Computer Architecture
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3.2.2 Fiber Optic Networks for Microsensing
The general objective is to implement the remote-processing network with optical fiber rather than
with electrical conductors. The small mass and low power consumption of microsensors make
them the natural choice for many system-identification and control applications, and the use of
remote processing enhances these advantages by a large factor. However, these advantages are
largely lost if the interconnection must be done with conventional multi-conductor copper cable.
The network connects the microprocessors associated with each microsensor to one or more central
processors. In this function it is a data bus of very high bandwidth. It is also a power-distribution
system in which the power is distributed in the form of optical radiation. The optical power will
travel through the same fiber as the data. The network will be constructed for the most part from
existing components. These components include, besides the fiber itself, electrical-to-optical and
optical-to-electrical interfaces as well as couplers, taps, etc. Although the optical powering of a
pilot's headset, or the equivalent, has been demonstrated, the powering of an entire network has
not been demonstrated, and some of the components may need continued development.
Semiconductors that convert light into electrical power have typically been characterized by a low
output voltage that requires step-up transformers and amplifiers. Varian Research recently
introduced its PR6C power converter TM that offers a breakthrough solution. The monolithic device
converts optical power into electrical power sufficient to drive ICs as well as sensors. When
driven by light sources such as laser diodes, either directly or via fiber-optic cable, the new
converter can produce an output power of up to 1 W, with output voltages up to 12 V. To generate
such an increase in power output, Varian combined its GaAs solar cells with GaAs IC design and
manufacture.
As _ example, the 6-V version of the converter has an active-area diameter of 3 mm that is divided
into six equal sections. Each section is essentially a GaAs solar cell, operating as an independent
photodiode with an output of 1 V. These sections are electrically isolated by a trench measuring 20
Jam. Interconnecting along the surface is not possible as the higher voltages require a topology too
deep for this process. The solution is an "air bridge" or metal strip which spans the trenches,
producing a sum of 6 V between the first and the last cell. The output voltage can be increased by
simply increasing the number of 1-V cells. For a 6-V device, a 250 mW light input at a
wavelength of 800 nm can produce an output power of about 111 mW at 5.8 V, giving an
efficiency approaching 50%.
In one example of a "Power down/Data back" transmission strategy, light is sent from a control
system, via fiber optics, to the converter. This light powers a sensor, as well as a diode, to send
data back along the same fiber to be processed by the controller. Figure 5 shows a distributed
microsensing system example based on Photonic Power Systems '15 application of the power
converter under license from Varian.
The overall topology of the network is also an important consideration. It is in part determined by
the specific sensing problem being addressed, but it is also determined by reliability
considerations. Figure 5.1 shows an example of network topologies. A linear bus implemented
with two fibers is shown at (a). The use of dual fibers simplifies the design of the taps. A star
network is shown at (b). The central star may be either active or passive depending on
requirements. Ring networks both parallel and counter-rotating are shown at (c) and (d). The
increased redundancy of the counter-rotating ring gives it improved reliability. A significant effort
will be devoted to analysis of alternate network topologies for GN&C applications, including their
effectiveness and their reliability.
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Figure 5.1. Candidate Network Topologies
3.3 Micro-GN&C for Micro-Spacecraft and Micro-Rovers
Advances in the miniaturization of sensors and computers with increases in performance allow the
development of a miniaturized GN&C subsystem that enables a new class of micro-spacecraft and
planetary roving vehicles.
3.3.1 Micro-Spacecraft
The functionality of an entire GN&C subsystem for a micro-spacecraft will be implemented in the
miniaturized VLSI common flight computer. This includes the interfaces with CDS (thc command
and data subsystem), sensors, and actuators. Information will be processed into appropriate
actuator commands (Figure 6).
The CDS interface will include input commands and output telemetry. The sensor inputs needed
by the GN&C subsystem include gyros and accelerometers (from the 6-DOF IMU), star tracker or
micro-imaging system (for attitude position and rate), sun sensor, and cncoder position (for at least
one articulating element). The sensor inputs and CDS commands will be processed by the
computer to produce driver outputs suitable for actuators including reaction wheels, thrusters, and
articulation motors.
The primary GN&C functions for a spacecraft are given below. The actual functions implemented
in the micro-spacecraft GN&C subsystem will be a subset of these. The functions are broken up
into three main areas:
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Attitude Determination: This set of functions takes sensor data (such as sun sensor,
IMU, and encoder information) and determines spacecraft attitude (to various levels of
accuracy depending on the sensor), attitude rate, the articulation angle and rate of any
appendages, and the vector (in the spacecraft frame of reference) to important bodies
(sun/earth/bright bodies/target body).
Attitude Control: This includes various spacecraft functions such as sun acquisition and
pointing, HGA pointing (pointing the radio antenna towards the earth), commanded turns,
axial/lateral delta-v burn control, thrust vector control, and momentum unloading.
Articulation Control: Given an articulated appendage such as a camera, there are
various modes that it needs to be commanded in, such as celestial pointing (based on
inertial data), relative pointing (based on encoder data), target motion compensation, and
closed loop target body tracking.
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Figure 6. Micro-Spacecraft GN&C
3.3.2 Micro-Rovers ........
The GN&C functionality appropriate to a rover is quite similar to that for the micro-spacecraft,
including an interface to CDS, sensors, and actuators (Figure 7). The CDS interface will include
input commands and processed sensor information (such as processed landmark informationfrom
a micro-imaging system); and output telemetry and guidance information. The sensor input needed
by the GN&C subsystem includes gyros and accelerometers (from the 6-DOF IMU), odometer,
and encoder position (from an articulated appendage). The sensor inputs and CDS commands will
be processed (_n the c0mmon flight computer) to give articulation controTcommands, and
navigation information suitable for processing to appropriate vehicle steering commands, path-
: Pl_n_gS_mdteqe_: .... :: : ' : .... : ....
The GN&C functions we will consider for the micro-rover are a subset of the following:
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Attitude and Position Determination: This set of functions takes sensor data (such as
IMU, odometer, landmark position information from an imager, and encoder information)
and determines rover attitude, attitude rate, the articulation angle and rate of any
appendages, and rover position.
Path Guidance: Given information on a path to be followed, and the current position, the
path guidance function determines the high level steering commands needed to follow the
path.
Articulation Control: Given an articulated appendage such as a camera, there are
various modes that are required such as relative pointing (based on encoder data), rover
motion compensation, and closed loop feature tracking.
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3.4 Actively Controlled Micro-Machined Deformable Mirrors
As the size and sophistication of optical instruments increases, instrument designers are turning to
deformable mirrors as a means of compensating for distortions in elements of the optical train
and/or in the instrument's field of view. The resulting adaptive optical systems have applications
in large space interferometers and multi-aperture reflectors.
In the case of imaging instruments intended for space applications, a deformable mirror should be
small, lightweight and highly pixelated (i.e., deformations having high lateral resolution can be
made); it should also consume little electrical power, thereby minimizing undesirable thermal
effects on the controlled surface as well as overall spacecraft power requirements. Figures 8 and 9
show an example construction.
This effort will exploit micromachining technology to develop a deformable mirror with the above
characteristics. The mirror may be realized as a "flip chip" type assembly, consisting of two
matched, micromachined structures mounted face-to-face and fused together along their
peripheries. The key elements of the mirror will be simple, easily-replicated, capacitively-driven
linear actuators, each responsible for pulling on a small section of a thin flexible mirror. Electronic
element access, and perhaps even control circuitry, will be monolithically integrated into the
mirror.
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The initial performance goals for the mirror will be 10 nm control of a 32 x 32 pixel flat mirror.
Once these goals have been achieved, efforts will be directed at extending the number of
pixels/control elements until 10 nm control can be effected over a 1024 x 1024 pixel surface.
256 x 256 "plxeis"
/
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Figure 8. Micromachined Deformable Mirror
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Figure 9. Micromachined Deformable Mirror
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3.5 Six-Degree of Freedom Micro-Inertial Measurement Unit
The IMU is composed of three orthogonal micro-gyros (micromachined devices integrated with
VLSI sensor electronics), and three orthogonal micro-accelerometers with integrated sensor
electronics. The sensor array mountings and 3-D packaging will be defined as part of the basic
technology development effort. Functionally, the IMU will contain the necessary power and signal
interfaces, conditioning electronics, the gyro and accelerometer capture loops, and any required
local circuits for bias correction or temperature sensitivity compensation. The sensor outputs to the
attitude determination and control, trajectory correction, and navigation functions of the micro-
spacecraft or micro-rover will be delta (incremental) attitude angle and delta velocity in each axis
with resolution dependent on the quantization achievable in the sensor capture loops.
3.5.1 Micromachined Vibratory Gyroscopes
Vibratory gyros are based on Coriolis-force-induced coupling between two modes of a two-
dimensional mechanical oscillator. This basic principle has been extended to other two-
dimensional mechanical oscillators to obtain gyros of greater utility than the elegant but unwieldly
Foucault Pendulum. In particular, gyros have been based on tuning forks as well as vibrating
strings, triangular and rectangular bars, cylinders and hemispheres. The performance capabilities
of some of these gyros can be quite impressive. Hemispherical resonator gyro development has
achieved navigational-grade performance: bias stabilities of 0.005 degree/hr, angular random walk
levels of 6 x 10 -5 degrees/square root hr, scale factor stability of 0.02 ppm, and readout noise of
0.02 arcsec.
Precise electron beam lithography and silicon micromachining capabilities, combined with high
resolution interferometric displacement measuring techniques, suggest a new variation on the
vibratory gyro theme. A micro-machined, vibrating silicon beam would serve as a rate-integrating
vibratory gyro; readout of the integrated rotation angle would be performed by two orthogonal
interferometric displacement measuring systems. The latter would be based on solid state lasers
and fiber-optic/integrated-optics technology, and could be integrated with the vibrating beam into a
very small package. Despite the gyro's small size and relatively simple design, impressive
performance capabilities appear to be attainable: interferometric metrology systems are capable of
measuring vibration amplitudes with precision on the order of 1 fm/square root Hz. Thus, given
an overall vibration amplitude as small as 1 lam, the gyro would, in principle, be capable of
nanoradian angular resolution at 1-Hz update rates.
Given the nature of the individual components, the gyros should also be relatively inexpensive,
readily testable and highly reliable. The availability of unusually small, reliable and inexpensive
navigational-grade gyros will have a profound impact on guidance and control applications.
Inertial guidance systems will find entirely new uses in systems ranging from planetary
microrovers to stabilized video cameras. Traditional gyro applications will enjoy the direct benefits
of reduced mass, power, volume, and cost, and will further exploit these reductions to realize
improved reliability and simplified environmental control requirements.
3.5.2 Micromachined Accelerometers
The designs for micro-miniaturized transducers have differed radically from scaled down versions
of conventional sensors. The laws of scaling of the various physical phenomena have become
critically important. For example, the scaling laws favor electrostatics over electromagnetics as the
dimensions of a structure are reduced. In addition, the sensitivity of conventional sensors typically
degrades with spatial reduction, and theoretical limits to transducer sensitivity impose practical
constraints. The development of new transducers which scale favorably as the dimensions of the
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structure are miniaturized can allow substantial improvements over the performance of
conventional technology.
At JPL's Center for Space Microelectronics Technology a breakthrough device has been designed
and constructed -- an Electron Tunnel Motion Sensor with a currently measured noise floor of 1.0
E -8 g and near term capability of a nano-g 16,
This novel motion sensor takes advantage of the mechanical properties of micromachined silicon.
For the first time, electrostatic forces are used to control the tunnel electrode separation, thereby
avoiding the thermal drift and noise problems associated with all other tunneling devices which use
piezoelectric control of the electrodes. The electrostatic forces induce deflection of a
micromachined silicon cantilever spring with an integral tip electrode. For a typical construction,
the tunneling current varies by an order of magnitude for each Angstrom change in electrode
separation. Since tunneling only occurs in regions where the electrode tip is within several
Angstroms of the other surface, the active area of the device is microscopic and relatively immune
to radiation and charged particle environments common to space missions.
3.6 Embedded Health Monitoring for Electromechanical Effectors
Many spacecraft effectors, particularly rotating and scanning equipment, experience gradual
bearing degradation rather than sudden catastrophic failure. For example, bearing wear can be due
to micro-fatigue, contamination, hermetic seal leakage, lubricant chemical breakdown or thermal
gradient driven migration, retainer whirl instability, and bearing resonances tuned to certain shaft
rotation speeds or structural vibration modes. The torque noise produced by these phenomena is
often a limiting condition on the jitter level of the spacecraft and its instrument-pointing-system
precision.
There is a need for real-time methods to monitor and analyze the effector torque signature,
vibrations of the bearings and structures, internal pressures and molecular by-products of chemical
decomposition, temperature gradients, and motor current signatures to obtain an important advance
in space system reliability and maintainability.
At present, health monitoring of these critical effectors (they are often not a block redundant
resource) relies mainly on the download of telemetry reports. Often the only way the flight
controllers have of detecting degraded performance of an effector is the indirect cause/effect
behavior of the vehicle dynamics as measured by an attitude sensor or smear in a reconstructed
imaging sequence. While telemetry may include data on temperature and motor current, these data
are used in after-the-fact analysis and do little to predict the onset of poor health. The health-
monitoring system would detect, identify cause, and select corrective actions for the spacecraft
fault management system, whether located onboard or in the ground control center.
Important considerations in the design and implementation of a health monitoring system are that it
should be embedded but non-intrusive, not draw significant power, not interfere with the primary
function of the device being monitored, not impose significant mass and space penalties, and be
highly reliable. We therefore see the direct compatibility of micromachined sensor technology with
the practical constraints of an onboard health-monitoring system design.
3.6.1 Health-Monitoring Architecture
An architecture of embedded microsensors for health monitoring in the space environment will take
advantage of integrated electronics to provide information not previously available to spacecraft
operations. For example, monitoring of device parameters is available only at a very low
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bandwidth because of telemetry constraints, and monitoring bearing noise becomes impossible
because of the bandwidth limitation. If processing of higher frequency data could be done on the
spacecraft with a DSP chip designed for the particular application, the processed data could then be
passed to the ground at the slower rate.
The case of health monitoring in a reaction wheel, depicted in Figure 10, is a particularly good
example because the primary mode of performance degradation is bearing wear. The emphasis
here is on designing the health monitoring by using existing bearing modeling and analysis
techniques, while taking full advantage of microsensor and integrated electronics technology.
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Figure 10. Reaction Wheel Health Monitoring
4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented an advocacy for the development of micro-GN&C that would involve
contributions and coordinated activities of NASA, industry, and academia. An approach has been
described for the utilization of new microengineering technologies to achieve major reductions in
GN&C mass, size, power, and costs to meet the needs of future space systems. New GN&C
system capabilities were shown to arise from component innovations that involve the synergistic
use of microminiature sensors and actuators, microelectronics, and fiber optics. Micro-GN&C
system and component concepts were defined that include micro-actuated adaptive optics,
micromachined inertial sensors, fiber-optic data nets with light-power transmission, and VLSI
microcomputers. The thesis is advanced that these micro-miniaturization products are capable of
having a revolutionary impact on space missions and systems, and that GN&C is the pathfinder
micro-technology application that can bring that about.
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Introduction
The integration of high quality, single crystal thin film gallium arsenide (GaAs) and indium
phosphide (InP) based photonic and electronic materials and devices with host microstructures
fabricated from materials such as silicon (Si), glass, and polymers will enable the fabrication
of the next generation of micro-opto-mechanical systems (MOMS) and optoelectronic
integrated circuits. Thin film semiconductor devices deposited onto arbitrary host substrates
and structures create hybrid (more than one material) near-monolithic integrated systems
which can be interconnected electrically using standard inexpensive microfabrication
techniques such as vacuum metallization and photolithography. These integrated systems take
advantage of the optical and electronic properties of compound semiconductor devices while
still using host substrate materials such as silicon, polysilicon, glass and polymers in the
microstructures. This type of materials optimization for specific tasks creates higher
performance systems than those systems which must use trade-offs in device performance to
integrate all of the function in a single material system. The low weight of these thin film
devices also makes them attractive for integration with micromechanical devices which may
have difficulty supporting and translating the full weight of a standard device. These thin film
devices and integrated systems will be attractive for applications, however, only when the
development of low cost, high yield fabrication and integration techniques makes their use
economically feasible. In this paper, we discuss methods for the alignment, selective
deposition, and interconnection of thin film epitaxial GaAs and InP based devices onto host
substrates and host microstructures.
In integrated systems, it is often advantageous to utilize a variety of materials, each suited
to a particular purpose. Compound semiconductors are useful for optical and optoelectronic
devices, and silicon, polysilicon, glass, metals and polymers have been widely investigated for
microstructure and microelectronic systems. High quality compound semiconductor devices,
particularly those suited for optoelectronic applications, are generally grown lattice matched or
near lattice matched. For the integration of GaAs onto single crystal Si, heteroepitaxiaI growth
has been intensively investigated [1]. However, the crystal quality of this material is often
insufficient for many optical applications. To integrate compound semiconductor devices with
host materials which have no periodicity, however, such as polysilicon, glass, metals and
polymers, the compound semiconductor cannot be grown directly upon such a host. In many
cases, the substrate which is used as a nucleation seed for lattice matched growth is not
essential to the performance of the epitaxial device. In fact, some device structures can be
significantly improved upon if the growth substrate is removed from the lattice matched
epitaxial device layers. These thin film epitaxial devices are light weight and the device
designer has access to both sides of the epilayer, uninhibited by the substrate.
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Bellcore first reported the separation of epitaxial layers from the lattice matched growth
subsytrate using selective etches, and named the process epitaxial liftoff (ELO) [2]. A thin
aluminum arsenide (AlAs) sacrificial layer is grown lattice matched onto a GaAs substrate,
and GaAs device epilayers of interest are grown on top of this AlAs layer. The GaAs lattice
matched epilayers are separated from the growth substrate by selectively etching the AlAs
sacrificial layer. These epilayers are then mounted onto a variety of smooth substrates and this
sheet of material is subsequently etched to define individual devices. This ELO material is
very high quality [2]; devices tested before and after ELO show no degradetion in device
performance. These materials are currently being used for the integration of GaAs materials
onto host substrates such as Si, glass, lithium niobate, and polymers [2-5].
Although the Beilcore technique yields high quality material, it has several problems,
including the inability to align and selectively deposit the thin film devices, smoothness
constraints on the host substrate, and difficulties in contacting both sides of the patterned
device. In this paper, we report two modified ELO techniques which enable the alignment and
selective deposition of a device or array of devices onto a host structure, and also allows the
devices to be processed on both the top and bottom of the epitaxial sample while under
support. The smoothness constraints on the host substrate are also relaxed since the devices
are deposited individually or as an array and not, in contrast to the Bellcore process, as a
continuous sheet of material. This alignment and selective deposition also places the relatively
expensive compound semiconductor GaAs and InP based devices only where needed, thereby
producing an inexpensive integrated system. The thin film epitaxial devices and the host
strucutures can be independently optimized and tested, leading to high performance and high
yield. This technique also enables the formation of large scale, repairable arrays of devices as
well as the integration of thin film compound semiconductor devices with microstructures.
Integration Process Technology
In the first of the two Georgia Tech ELO techniques, the GaAs and InP based device layers
(Figure la) are defined on the growth substrate using mesa etch processing (Figure lb).
Processing steps such as contact definition can also occur on these mesa defined devices either
before or after the mesa etch (Figure lc). These devices are then coated with Apiezon W
(Figure ld) and, for the GaAs based devices, are exposed to a standard HF:H20 (1:10) etch
solution to separate the epitaxial devices from the growth substrate (Figure le). High A1
composition layers can be included in the ELO devices, since these layers are protected from
the ELO etch solution. The array of mesa defined epitaxial devices is embedded in the surface
of the Apiezon W carrier, which is approximately 100 lam thick and can be easily handled. At
this point it is not possible to align these ELO devices with respect to features on a host
substrate since the Apiezon W is opaque.
To overcome this difficulty, the ELO devices are VDW bonded to a transparent
polyimide diaphragm which serves as an alignment and selective deposition transport for the
ELO devices (Figure If). The polyimide diaphragm is fabricated using standard
micromachining techniques. Silicon wafers are coated with approximately 4 lam of polyimide,
which is spin-cast from a commercially available polyamic acid solution (DuPont PI-2611),
baked at 150 °C in air for 30 minutes, and cured at 400 °C in nitrogen for one hour. The
central portion of the wafer is then etched from the backside using a single sided etching
technique [9] and 6:1:1 HF:HNO3:H20 as the etchant to form a polyimide diaphragm
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approximately4 pm thick and ranging from 3 mm to 25 mm in diameter,supportedby a
silicon 'ring' at its perimeter.Thediaphragmfabricatedin this manner is transparent, taut, and
mechanically tough, and is ideal as a carrier for the liftoff layers. Mylar transparent
diaphragms have also been used at Georgia Tech for this process. The ELO devices on the
Apiezon W cartier are then brought into contact with the polyimide, and through VDW
bonding, the ELO devices are attached to the polyimide (Figure lf). The Apiezon W is
dissolved with trichloroethylene, leaving the ELO devices bonded to the top of the polyimide.
Note that the pre-liftoff processing (for example, contacts) applied to these devices now lies on
the top of the ELO devices supported by the polyimide diaphragm. The devices can now be
aligned through the transparent diaphragm and selectively deposited to the host structure as
shown in Figure lg.
The second Georgia Tech ELO process utilizes a spun on film of transparent polyimide
(DuPont PI-2611) as the handling layer instead of the opaque Apiezon W. The epitaxial
devices are mesa etched, the polyimide is spun on, a support ring is placed upon the polyimide
before curing, and the polyimide is cured to form the protective handling layer. This assembly
is then placed in the HF etch solution to release the epitaxial device. The devices can now be
aligned and selectively deposited onto the host structure.
An etch as highly selective etch as that which enables the ELO process in GaAs-based
compounds has not yet been identified for InP based compounds. We have demonstrated the
formation of thin film epitaxial devices in InP based compounds, namely, InP, InGaAs and
InGaAsP, using a slightly different etching sequence. This technique uses a single or a pair of
selective etches and etch stop layers to dissolve the substrate, leaving behind the epitaxial
layers of interest. An InGaAsP (bandgap of 0.95 eV) etch stop layer is grown lattice matched
onto the InP substrate. The epitaxial devices are mesa etched, the handling layer is applied,
and the assembly is placed into the HC1 etch solution, which selectively etches the InP. The
stop etch InGaAsP is subsequently removed with H2SO4:H202:H20 (1:1:1) if this layer is not
part of the functional epitaxial device. The alignment and deposition of these InP based
devices then proceeds identically to the GaAs based devices.
Results
Figure 2 is a photomicrograph of InP/InGaAsP/InP pin double heterostructure detectors
mounted on a polyimide transfer diaphragm in a top view with illumination through the
transparent diaphragm. The dark squares are the thin film devices on the diaphragm. This
transparent diaphragm enables the user to align the ELO devices with respect to the host
substrate prior to deposition. Current alignment and deposition capability is to within 1 I.tm.
After deposition, the uncontacted side of the ELO devices faces up, and conventional
photolithographic and processing techniques can be used to apply contacts to this side of the
devices. This process sequence is important, as we have noted some difficulty with processing
steps such as contact deposition if these thin ELO samples are not supported by a substrate
during deposition.
Since the ELO devices are on the order of 2-3 microns thick, the surface profile of the
devices on the host substrate is nearly monolithic, and conventional processing techniques can
be used to electrically connect the devices to the host substrate. Figure 3 shows a
photomicrograph of a GaAs/GaAIAs light emitting diode (LED) structure which has been
mesa etched, preprocessed, lifted off, transferred, deposited onto Si and post processed using
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theGeorgiaTechELO technique. This LED structure was patterned into mesas and ohmic
contact was deposited while the ELO sample was still on the growth substrate. After lift off
and adhesion to the polyimide diaphragm, the devices were adhered to a Si host substrate
which had previously been coated with Au. The n-type material, now available on the top of
the device, then had an ohmic contact deposited onto it, and a window was opened in the
contact using photolithography. The contact was rapid thermal annealed, which also bonded
the bottom contact to the Au on the Si host substrate for enhanced adhesion of the ELO device
to the host substrate. Figure 3 shows this device emitting infrared light under forward bias,
illustrating the successful liftoff, transfer, and electrical contacting of this device.
The alignment and deposition of single thin film devices or arrays of devices can be
performed using the Georgia Tech ELO process. To form large (wafer scale) arrays of
devices, subarrays of devices can be aligned and deposited to form larger arrays. This
eliminates the need for wafer-scale growth uniformity of devices for wafer-scale integration.
Figure 4 shows a 4 X 4 array of InP/InGaAsPflnP pin detectors which have been deposited
onto gold pads which lie on Si.
For high yield in integrated systems, the ability to repair devices is of paramount
importance. The lower right hand element shown in the array in Figure 4 was slightly offset
due to a particule which was included during deposition. This defective device was removed,
and a new device was aligned and selectively deposited onto that bare pad, as shown in Figure
5. Thus the demonstrated integration technology allows the replacement of defective devices.
Micro-Opto-Mechanical Systems
For applications from sensors to packaging, the combination of optoelectronic devices and
microstructures is extremely attractive. The integration tools described herein will prove to be
particularly usefuly for the integration of micromechanical structures with thin film GaAs and
InP based devices to form micro-opto-mechanical systems (MOMS). The integration of high
quality single crystal semiconductor optical devices such as emitters, detectors and modulators
directly on top of or into moving microsensors and microactuators is currently limited by the
heavy weight and/or large thicknesses of the optical devices. The elimination of the substrate
material decreases the weight and thickness of the optical device, thus making them ideal for
integration with micromachines. The deposition of these thin film devices results in the
monolithic integration of these devices, so standard microfabrication processes are used to
connect the devices to the micromechanical device and to adjacent control circuitry. This use
of standard processing for interconnect produces high reliability, low cost, manufacturable
integrated MOMS.
To demonstrate the utility and manufacturability of MOMS, we are developing the MOMS
technology through a variety of test vehicles, including an accelerometer and a fiber optic
automated alignment package. Both of these designs are based upon micromachined movable
platforms coupled with thin film semiconductor optoelectronic devices. The accelerometer is
a self-contained optical Fabry-Perot interferometric acceleration sensor. The thin film optical
emitter is integrated directly onto an optically transparent movable platform which responds to
acceleration by changing its Fabry-Perot cavity spacing. The highly sensitive interferometric
output of this device is detected by an optical sensor integrated in the surface of the silicon
underneath the movable platform. Due to the ability to sense small deflections
interferometrically, the platform structure can be made very stiff, potentially allowing sensing
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bandwidth on the order of 1 MHz. The dynamic range is tuned through the initial position of
the platform, which determines the tuning point on the Fabry-Perot curve, thereby setting the
platform movement necessary to produce an output.
The fiber optic positioner utilizes a micromachined movable platform to position an emitter
or detector with respect to an optical fiber. One such micromachined platform fabricated at
Georgia Tech, shown in Figure 6, has the capability to move in three dimensions, thereby
aligning the emitter, detector or modulator with respect to the fiber. We have begun our
MOMS integration by aligning and depositing a GaAs/GaA1As double heterostructure detector
onto a micromachined platform, shown in Figure 7. An added advantage of this system is the
fact that the feedback signal from the fiber to the platform can be processed using circuitry
integrated into the silicon substrate upon which the platform in fabricated. This type of
inexpensive, automated alignment of optical components with fibers may significantly reduce
the packaging cost of optoelectronic components which are fiber coupled.
Conclusions
The integration of high quality thin film GaAs and InP based optoelectronic devices with
micromechanical structures expands the functional operation of micromechanical integrated
systems into the realm of optical applications, which includes sensors and packaging for
photonic interconnect such as optical fibers. Epitaxial lift off processes which utilize a
transparent polyimide diaphragm have been developed to realize the alignable, selective
deposition of epitaxial GaAs and InP based lift off material onto host structures comprised of
materials such as Si, glass, and polymers. This transparent diaphragm can be used to align and
selectively deposit the thin film GaAs and InP based devices as individual devices from the
array or as an entire array onto the host substrate. The use of the polyimide transfer diaphragm
also allows both the bottom and the top of the device to be processed while under substrate
support. These thin film devices can be removed if they are defective, and replaced with
aligned and deposited replacement devices. This low cost integration technology, which
produces thin, light weight devices, is being coupled with micromechanical structures. These
micro-opto-mechanical systems will introduce optical functions into microstructures, thereby
addressing applications needs from sensors to low cost packaging.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Georgia Tech epitaxial lift off process. (a) Starting substrate with grown layers; (b)
after mesa etching; (c) after contacting; (d) after Apiezon W application; (e) after selective
etch; (f) after adhesion to silicon supported polyimide diaphragm and removal of Apiezon W;
(g) after selective deposition onto host substrate. Individual devices or the entire array can be
aligned and deposited onto host substrates.
Fig 2: Photograph of an array of 250 um x 250 um x 4 um thick InP/lnGaAsP/InP double
heterostructure lifted-off devices on a 6 um thick mylar diaphragm, a) top illumination, b)
bottom illumination (through the transparent diaphragm).
Figure 3. An epitaxial liftoff LED, emitting radiation, which has been selectively deposited
from the polyimide diaphragm onto a Si host substrate.
Figure 4. Four by four an'ay of InP/InGaAsP/InP pin detectors on Si.
Figure 5. Defective device from Figure 4 was removed and replaced with new device aligned
and deposited.
Figure 6. Micromachined movable platform onto which a thin film optoelectronic device will
be integrated.
Figure 7. GaAs/GaA1As detector integrated onto a micromachined platfonn.
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Abstract:
Introducing a family of miniature, wide field-of-view Star Trackers for low cost, high
performance spacecraft attitude determination and navigation applications. These devices,
derivative of the WFOV Star Tracker Camera developed cooperatively by OCA Applied
Optics and the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory for the Brilliant Pebbles program,
offer a suite of options addressing a wide range of spacecraft attitude measurement and
control requirements. These novel sensors employ much wider fields than are customary
(ranging between 20 and 60 degrees) to assure enough bright stars for quick and accurate
attitude determinations without long integration intervals. The key benefits of this approach
are light weight, low power, reduced data processing loads and high information carrier
rates for wide ACS bandwidths.
Devices described range from the proven OCA/LLNL WFOV Star Tracker Camera (a low-
cost, space-qualified star-field imager utilizing the spacecraft's own computer for
centroiding and position-finding), to a new autonomous subsystem design featuring dual-
redundant cameras and completely self-contained star-field data processing with output
quaternion solutions accurate to 100 _rad, 3cy, for stand-alone applications.
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1.0 LLNL/OCA STAR TRACKER CAMERA
]
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The LLNL/OCA Sta, Tracker Camera was developed in support of the SDI Brilliant
Pebbles (BP) program by the Lawrence IJven-nore National Laboratory and OCA. The BP
Star Tracker Camera was designed to acquire star-field irnagery from which spacecraft
attitude infonnation could be derived lk_r navigation and to update and calibrate Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) attitude data. The WFOV Star Tracker Camera is unusual in that
it employs very wide field-of-view optics (nearly 60°), much greater than is customary for
Star Trackers.=This_wiae-field design evolved fi'om trade-studies early i,i_theBP_program "
that showed this approach to be significantly more mass-efficient than traditional narrow
neici desighs. It's advantage resuhs from the unique balance the designac-hleves between
FOV, aperture, focal plane sensitivity and the spatial distribution of bright stars in the sky.
Prototypes of this new class of sensor weighing just a few hundred grams routinely
achieve better than 200 microradian accuracy as reported recently by Lewis et al I.
The generic WFOV Star Tracker Camera uses a 55 ° FOV concentric lens. The concentric
design-form maximizes relative aperture and eliminates lateral color effects that can
inir-c_uce steliar color ten_pen_{t_redependent centroid shifts. The focal surface in this
design is spherical, requiring the use of a fiber-optic faceplate (FOFP) with a spherically
curved front surface to flatten the field for interface to the CCD imaging device. This
design approach delivers a fast optical system in a very cornpact, low mass package with a
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relative aperture almost twice as large as flat-field design-forms of comparable
performance.
Both intensified and unintensified versions of the WFOV Stm" Tracker Camera have been
prototyped and tested. The intensified variants employ a gated, second-generation,
proximity-focused image intensifier between the lens and the CCD to increase sensitivity
enough to allow a corresponding decrease in integration time. This configuration assures
full performance on vehicles with relatively high attitude drift rates by using its short
integration time (typically, 30 to 50 msec) to avoid degradation from image smear.
Unintensified versions are much lighter (weighing less than 130 grams) and achieve full
performance on platforms with drift rates up to about l°/hour (where integration periods as
long as 400 msec are practical). With current commercial focal plane readout noise levels
as low as 40 to 60 electrons, unintensified cameras perform well with integration periods of
about 100 msec. Advanced technology focal planes reduce that period considerably. In the
presence of limiting background flux (where the net signal-to-noise ratio becomes
background limited), the unintensified array will actually allow shorter integration times
than an intensified camera because of its superior quantum efficiency and broader spectral
bandwidth.
The basic Wide Field-of-view Star Tracker concept has several important advantages over
traditional approaches. Key among them is that the probability of finding bright stars
increases with the solid angle surveyed (FOV). Therefore, as field-of view increases, so
too will the number of bright stars included within it. Further, since there are relatively few
bright stars in the sky (less than 500 brighter than M,, = 4), a large FOV assures that only a
small catalog of the very brightest need be considered for navigation. With such a small
star map to manage, it is quite practical to use fast pattern-matching techniques to reliably
determine the orientation of a spacecraft in near real-time.
With the focal plane stray light flux distributions anticipated in typical service, WFOV Star
Tracker imagery ordinarily requires processing to subtract the average local background
signal from each pixel. This is automatic where the signal amplitude distribution of a
cluster of pixels is found to match the nominal blur energy distribution of an imaged point
source (probable star). Star Tracker rnaximum stray light limits are imposed by either
saturation effects (where the sum of signal and background fluxes exceed CCD well
capacity or the dynamic range of subsequent signal electronics) or by the shot noise of the
background. In the case of dim stars, shot noise limits the maximum background flux
before saturation becomes a problem. Stray light analyses using the APART code indicate
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maximum point source transmittance (PST) for a typical baffle is about lxl0 -7 for all sun
angles beyond the solar exclusion angle. For sun positions just approaching the solar
exclusion angle, the exact magnitude of the stray light becomes a major factor in
determining minimum integration times for both the intensified find unintensified sensors.
Inside the solar exclusion angle, one or more optical surfaces will be directly illuminated by
the sun and the stray light signal increases dramatically, overwhelming the dimmer stars.
The image processing algorithm identifies stars by evaluating the amplitude characteristics
of candidate pixel clusters. The key discrimination criteria require that, 1), the peak pixel
amplitude(s) remain below saturation (normally the case, except for the very brightest stars)
and 2) that the character of the intensity profile of the pixel cluste, match the expected point-
spread function (PSF) of a normal image. Thus. a single, isolated pixel will not be
identified as a star, even though it exhibits approl_riate signal amplitude, because the
amplitude of its neighboring pixels won't conform to the expected PSF intensity contour.
It is important to note that the sub-pixcl ceim'oiding acct, racy of the Star Tracker's image
processing algorithms, qominally about 1/10 pixel, would not be possible if the star's blur
diameter were not larger than a single pixel. The unique concentric optic of the WFOV Star
Tracker Camera not only provides the proper image scale for optimum centroiding, but
maintains essentially perfect scale unit\-,mity across its full working format.
Once all of the potential star irnages within a data field have been located, the brightest are
grouped into candidate star-triangles, iteratively compared against star catalog data and
ultimately resolved into confirmed star-triangle matches. The algorithm typically uses a
minirnum of five star-triangle matches (requiring at least five detectable stars per data field)
in order to establish the attitude of the sensor within prescribed error limits. The orientation
of the Star Tracker's optical axis (and thus the spacecraft's attitude) is ultimately expressed
as an output quaternian developed from the individual rotation quaternians for each of the
star triangle matches in the ensemble (and in which any residual star position errors have
been evenly distributed).
WFOV Star Trackers can reliably establish their orientation with only a relatively simple
corrective term to standardize the position-finding algorithm for hardware variances. Just
three quantities are needed for this correction; 1) the as-manufactured effective focal length,
2) static boresight position error and 3) the two-dimensional distortion characteristics of the
basic optical design (each quantity being referenced to the origin of the focal plane
coordinate system and expressed to an accuracy <3 lam). No special measurement or
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specific correlation of actual (individually measured) PSF variations across the field-of-
view is needed to achieve nonfinal angular precision.
1.1 WFOV Star Tracker Optics Assy
The generic WFOV Star Tracker optic is a 3 element f/1.26 design yielding a 55 degree
diagonal working field. The central, spherical (ball) element is of Schott SSK4 glass and
the front and rear concentric shell elements are Ohara SLF02 and Schott LaF20,
respectively. A fiber-optic faceplate provides the curved image surface to interface the
spherical image front of the lens to the planar CCD array.
1.2 WFOV Star Tracker Focal Plane Electronics
The baseline focal plane detector device for the WFOV Star Tracker Camera is a Thomson-
CSF TH7883 CCD array. The TH7883 is derived from the TH7863 array by transforming
its storage zone into an imaging area, identical and adjacent to the original imaging zone,
thereby doubling its active imaging area. The array is read out as a single field of 576
active lines with 384 active pixels per line. Pixels measure 23 I.tm by 23 btm, yielding an
active imaging area of 8.832 mm by 13.248 ram. The pixel instantaneous field-of-view
(IFOV) is 1.3 milliradians, square. The array, with its surface-mount readout electronics,
is packaged into a compact space-qualified focal plane assembly on a multi-layer flex-print
circuit board. Power, control and digital video interfaces are implemented through a single
miniature 50-pin connector.
2.0 OCA ADVANCED STAR TRACKER ASSEMBLY
OCA's Advanced Star Tracker Assembly (ASTA) is a new, completely self-contained,
light-weight, high-perfomaance star tracker system for space applications. The ASTA
design has evolved from its WFOV Star Tracker origins in response to needs for a fully
integrated star tracker system able to meet the demanding mass, power and performance
goals of next-generation light-weight spacecraft. This new design capitalizes on the unique
attributes of the LLNL/OCA Wide Field-of-view Star Tracker Camera, developed originally
for the SDI Brilliant Pebbles program, and extends that heritage to realize a wholly self-
contained attitude measurement system weighing less than 1.2 kg and nominally accurate to
_+100 microradians, 3c.
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2.1 System Overview
The OCA ASTA is based on dual-redundant CCD star cameras. The analog outputs of the
camera's CCD arrays are digitized and unifonnity corrected to better than 0.2% of full
scale. System control and star image processing is implemented using a 32-bit MIPS
R3000 compatible LSI Logic LR33(X)0 microprocessor. The computer manages all internal
functions including camera control, analog to digital conversion, pixel unifonnity
correction, sub-pixel star centroiding, housekeeping, BIT and communications to and from
the spacecraft under the RS-422 cornmunications protocol. Star identification and attitude
solutions are inlplernented using Intelligent Decisions, Inc. "Stellar Compass" software.
This code, developed for the LLNL Brilliant Pebbles program and proven on all BP test
flights to date, has been specifically engineered for this new class of wide-field star tracker
and is ideally suited to the task.
ASTA is configured around an orthogonally mounted pair of 23 degree FOV cameras.
This narrower, fiat-field optical design-Ik-nm takes advantage of BP simulation and flight-
test experience showing that the WFOV Star Tracker Camera's working field could be
reduced without comprolnising performance. Early WFOV Star Tracker operational
doctrine was very conservative in its baseline demand for 10 cataloged stars in any given
field to assure that a minimum of 5 would be ultimately useful for attitude determination.
In practice, PSF matching has turned out to be an excellent way to distinguish legitimate
star images from other objects, artif,icts and noise spikes. In fact, so fast and robust is this
"star-finding" method that ASTA was designed with a significantly narrower field-of-view
(now based on a minimum of 5 stars per field in the least well populated high galactic
latitudes) and so benefits in three important ways:
• ASTA's flat-field, low distortion lens weighs less and also
eliminates the cost, mzlSS and additional complexity of a fiber-optic
field flattener.
• Better than 90% optical transmission over its full working field
• Reduced probability of the sun's intrusion into the working field
Figure 2.1 [ 1 illustrates OCA's Advanced Star Tracker Assembly. Prominently visible are
the two, orthogonally oriented lens assemblies and (through the cut-away) a portion of the
main circuit board inside the housing. Figure 2.1-2 presents a cross-sectional view of the
ASTA in orthographic projection. The dual-redundant camera configuration is ASTA's
most obvious physical feature. This configuration not only provides the basic redundancy
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of two separate and complete cameras (independent optics, focal plane and analog video
circuitry) but, more importantly, assures reliable high-accuracy attitude data irrespective of
the spacecraft's orientation or rotational axis. If the sun should happen to intrude into one
camera's field, attitude measurements may be conveniently made using the other camera
rather than by re-orienting the spacecraft. Even more importantly, the dual-camera design
avoids the potential for large errors restllting when the spacecraft's instantaneous axis of
rotation lies near the optical axis of one of the cameras. This problem arises from the
sharply increasing influence of residual star centroid errors on the output quaternian's roll
component as the spacecraft's roll axis approaches the sensor's line-of-sight. In practice,
ASTA's control software features can select the proper camera based on IMU attitude data
from the spacecraft or will automatically switch to the alternate field if the roll axis is found
to lie too close to the current sensor's optical axis.
The ASTA optics use the same 14 mm entrance pupil diameter (aperture) typical of the
WFOV Camera but take advantage of improved net optical transmission (gained by
eliminating the WFOV Star Camera's FOFP field flattener) and new low noise read-out
electronics to extend its working range down to stars of Mv = 5.1 with normal integration
periods of only 20 msec. This configuration still allows a conveniently small star catalog
(1024 stars) to assure attitude updates at 33 msec intervals with completely deterministic
data latency characteristics.
As an illustration of its robustness it is significant to note that ASTA is designed to deliver
its specified performance under worst-case conditions but, in actual practice the statistical
distribution of stars is such that it is only necessary to use stars fainter the M,, = 4.5 about
4% of the time and, normally, fully half of the stars will be brighter than My = 3.6.
ASTA optics are baffled externally by a single-stage multi-vane sun-shade with integral
capping shutter. The shutter protects against the long-tern1 build-up of scattering
contaminants (and atomic oxygen erosion in LEO) and, when closed, provides an active
diffuse radiometric calibration stimulus for in situ CCD gain normalization.
Stray light analyses reliably predict a sun equivalent PSNIT = 1 x 10 -8 for these optics with
the Sun at its closest working (exclusion) angle of 30 degrees. This allows sufficient
margin to assure specified performance even with a realistic allowance for degradation due
to space contamination build-up over time.
The 6 element, thin section optical design is based on generally available Schott radiation-
tolerant (anti-browning) glasses.
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2.2
Optics
CCD
Summary Specificalions
Equivalent Focal Length:
Entrance Pupil Diameter:
Fc×'al ratio:
PSF Energy Distribution:
Ensquared Energy:
Field of View (FOV):
Instantaneous Field of View (IFOV):
Spectral Range:
Transmission:
hnagc Fol-mat:
Im:lging Device:
Quantum Efficiency:
Pixel dimensions:
Pixel arrangement:
Array dimen sions:
Readout Noise:
Integration Time:
Frame Rate:
Image Processing Data Latency:
Stellar Cornpass Processing Time:
Attitude Accuracy:
Video Quantization:
Offset Unil\-,nnity:
Gain Unifonnity:
Power
Mass
Operating Voltages:
Nominal Operating Power:
Shutter Actuation Power:
Stand-by (idle) Mode:
Optical Subassembly:
Electronics Subassembly:
Mechanical Subassembly:
STA, Total Mass:
22 mm
14 mm
fli.57
-70% cenmtl pixel, -30 % adjacent eight pixels
> 60% everywhere within working field
23°, circular
- 1 nlrad
500- 1000 nm (full spectrum)
> 90% within working field (full spectrum)
8.84 ram, square
Thornson-CSF TH7883 CCD
> 35%
23 him, square
384 (V) x 384 (H) (usable pixels)
8.83 mm (V) x 8.83 mm (H) (usable area)
g 40 e-, lcr, rills
variable, 20 rnsec nominal
30 fps (max, full field)
Integration time dependent, fully deterministic
2 msec (quaternian computation)
_+I(X) btradians, 3c_, for drift rates <10°/min
9 bits effective (dim stars)
Corrected to 0.2% full scale
Corrected to 0.2% full scale
+5.0> _+15.0, 28.0 +6 VDC
6.5 W (worst case peak)
2.2 W peak, 0.5 W holding
0.7 W
89 g
640 g
317g
1,046 g
l l.Lewis, A.Ledebuher, T.Axelrod, J.Kordas and R.Hills, "_rFov Star Tracker Camera, UCRL-JC-105345,
proc. SPIE International Symposium on Optical Engineering & Photonics in Aerospace Sensing, Orlando,
FL, April 1-5, 1991.
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qFigure 1.0-1 Cut-away view of the OCA/LLNL Wide Field-of-View Star Tracker
Camera showing (in order, front to rear) the multi-vane baffle,
WFOV concentric lens, fiber-optic field flattner, CCD and camera
electronics.
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Figure 2.1-1 Cut-away view of the OCA Advanced Star Tracker Assembly
(ASTA) illustrating the orthogonally oriented, dual-redundant
cameras with optics and baffleS.
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Figure 2.1-2 Cross-sectional orthographic projection of the OCA Advanced Star
Tracker Assembly (ASTA) showing details of its 6-element, wide
angle, flat-field lens with baffle and integral capping shutter.
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NOVEL POSITION SENSOR TECHNOLOGIES
FOR
MICRO ACCELEROMETERS*
T. R. Van Zandt, T. W. Kenny, and W. J. Kaiser
Center for Space Microelectronics Technology
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109
ABSTRACT
An important new approach for vehicle guidance and control is
based on the use of compact, low-mass, low-cost sensors integrated
with the vehicle structure. Many advantages of this approach lead to
new capabilities. However, the development of compact guidance
and control sensors leads to a variety of fundamental physical
problems associated with sensor sensitivity and noise. For example,
as sensor size is reduced, it becomes necessary to improve the
sensitivity of the sensor signal detection mechanism. For an
accelerometer, the position sensor must be more sensitive if the
accelerometer proof mass is to be reduced. In addition, as
accelerometer proof mass is reduced, thermal noise appears in the
motion of the proof mass, thus degrading the resolution of the
accelerometer. These challenges to sensor development will be
described.
Recent developments at JPL, based on new position sensor
principles such as electron tunneling, have produced a series of
novel, ultra-high sensitivity microsensors and microinstruments.
Included among the applications demonstrated are a high-sensitivity
micro-seismometer and micro-accelerometer. In this presentation,
the principles and performance of these devices will be described. It
will be shown that the implementation of micro Instruments using
these principles produces systems having performance equivalent to
previous conventional instruments, but, with major reductions in
mass, volume, and power consumption.
* Research supported by NASA, DARPA, and SDIO/IST.
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REPORT OF THE MICROSPACECRAFT PANEL
INTRODUCTION
These findings and recommendations are based solely on the
material presented during the Microtechnologies and Applications
to Space Systems Workshop, 5/27 & 28/92, and the personal
knowledge and judgment of the panel members. These findings and
recommendations represent the consensus views of the committee.
The mission utility of microspacecraft for NASA space science
missions was not an issue that the panel addressed. For the
purposes of this panel, a microspacecraft was defined to be a
fully functional spacecraft, intended for use on NASA space
science missions, whose mass is on the order of i0 kg. During the
panel discussions the microspacecraft mass definition was used
somewhat loosely to be not less than I0 kg but certainly not more
than i00, dependent upon the mission requirements.
PANEL SCOPE
The scope of the panel is presented here in order to put the
panel report into context.
"The panel report will attempt to identify areas that
need additional development to enable a microspacecraft
for NASA space science missions. These areas will span
technology development through space qualification of
the microspacecraft system. The panel will deal with
two top level issues: i) integrating advances in
technology into the microspacecraft system and 2)
identifying present limits of obstacles to achieving a
microspacecraft. These limits or obstacles will be
further defined as either fundamental or only based
upon the present state of technology, and therefore a
fertile area for improvement with increased resources.
The panel will be concerned with all spacecraft
subsystems, i.e., instruments, power, propulsion,
attitude control, command & data, telecommunications,
thermal and structure/cabling/mechanisms."
The scope of the panel evolved somewhat from the above during the
discussions on 5/29. Contrary to the what is written above, the
panel did not concern itself specifically with (science)
instruments.
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FINDINGS
i)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
The panel identified no fundamental engineering or physics
limitations that would preclude the construction of a
microspacecraft.
There is a large amount of available technology (up to
technology readiness level (TRL) 7 which can support
microspacecraft given the proper amount of design,
validation and qualification.
2a) Some of this technology can be directly and immediately
applied to microspacecraft and some will require
modification to NASA needs.
2b) This same technology can also be applied to the larger
NASA space systems.
The majority of the technology that can support
microspacecraft is programmatically located in the DOD
(SDIO, DARPA, etc.) and their contractors.
There are certain spacecraft components that could be
applied to or may be required for certain NASA space science
microspacecraft and that have not been addressed by the DOD.
Foremost among these components are micro-RTGs, electric
propulsion and telecommunications equipment developed for
the frequencies used by NASA.
The following subsystem/box level technologies (see table i)
can support a microspacecraft and are relatively mature (up
to TRL 7) in the DOD community.
Microspacecraft have certain unique technical
challenges/needs at the system integration level (see table
2).
The panel's assessment is that the first application of
Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) technology to
microspacecraft will probably be in the area of sensors
(e.g. pressure and temperature), and micro gyros and micro-
accelerometers.
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Table 1
Technologies Resident at DOD Contractors
that Could Support a NASA Microspacecraft
Structurgs/Mechanisms
shaped memory actuators - d
composite sandwich panel & trusses (metal & polymer matrix
composites) - d
high thermal conductivity composites & phase change material - d
Power
high efficiency solar cells - d
high energy density battery cells - m
Command and Data
data compression - d/m
opto electronics - m
high capacity bulk data storage parts - d
Telecommunications
active arrays - m
digital receivers - m
Ka band and higher frequencies -m
optical communications - m
Attit_4e control
fiber optic and ring laser gyros - d
miniature star cameras/trackers - d
lightweight reaction/momentum wheels - d
Propulsion
mono and bi-prop engines - m
high pressure fiber overwrapped propellant & pressurant tanks - d
lightweight valves and regulators - m/d
Electronic Packaqinq
surface mount technology - d
multichip modules - d
3-D packaging - d
wafer scale integration - m
MMIC - d
d = can be directly applied to NASA microspacecraft (may require
re-qualification for a NASA mission)
m = requires modification and qualification for NASA needs
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Table 2
System Level Technology Issues Unique to Microspacecraft
z)
2)
3)
4)
Improved/Re-partitioned system architectures
minimization of interconnections (e.g. cabling/connectors)
common mechanical/electrical/thermal packaging
power distribution and use at lower system voltages
337
RECOMMENDATIONS TO NASA
(ranked according to priority)
z) Establish a program to flight demonstrate microspacecraft.
la) Vigorously pursue the transfer, qualification and
insertion of DOD developed technologies (defined in
finding #5) to NASA missions, systems and subsystems.
ib) In cooperation with NASA codes SL, SS, SZ, SE and QE,
support system/mission studies of the microspacecraft
concept with the goal of more effectively presenting
the applications, requirements and pros and cons of
microspacecraft.
Ic) Support the development of microspacecraft technologies
which are either unique to microspacecraft or which
have not been supported by the DOD (defined in findings
# 4 & 6).
2) Support the MEMS community with a small (-$0.5) program and
encourage investigations into NASA applications.
3) Convene a microspacecraft working group to increase
communication between users and technologists. This working
group should consist of representatives from NASA user
centers, NASA technology centers, codes R, S and Q and the
DOD contractor community.
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WORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS:
MICROTECHNOLOGIES AND APPLICATIONS TO SPACE SYSTEMS
Workshop Summary Report
Study Coordinator and Proceedings Editor: B.A. Wilson
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
Workshop Chairs: F.Y. Hadaegh, W.J. Kaiser and B.A. Wilson
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
Microtechnologies offer the potential of enabling or enhancing NASA missions in a variety of
ways. Following in the footsteps of the microelectronics revolution, the emerging micro--electro-
mechanical systems (MEMS) technology, which offers the integration of recent advances in
micromachining and nanofabrication techniques with microelectronics in a mass-producible format,
is viewed as the next step in device and instrument miniaturization. In the course of identifying the
major areas of impact for future space missions, the following three categories emerged:
• Miniaturization of components and systems, where the primary benefit is a
reduction in size, mass and/or power. (Example: Microspacecraft.)
New capabilities and enhanced performance, where the most significant
impact is in performance, regardless of system size. (Example: Optical
domain image processing.)
Distributed (multi-node) systems and missions, a new system paradigm in
which the functionality is enabled through a multiplicity of elements.
(Examples: Distributed networks of sensors for mapping, constellations of
microspacecraft, or distributed health management sensor systems.)
The first category is the most obvious, and, not surprisingly, encompasses many of the important
applications identified in this report. Nevertheless, there are also numerous examples of significant
impact in the other two categories, and because they are more likely to be overlooked in a cursory
survey, represent some of the most significant contributions of this study.
MINIATURIZATION OF COMPONENTS AND SYSTEMS
It is generally recognized that future large flagship missions will be fewer and farther between,
and that we have entered an era in which smaller, lower budget missions will dominate NASA's
space exploration suite. Consequently, there is a critical focus on making everything smaller,
lower mass and lower power, preferably with little or no sacrifice in capability or performance.
The near-term targets are for Pegasus-launched microspacecraft, for which the total mass
allocation, all subsystems and instruments combined, is 10 - 400 kg. Instruments for
microspacecraft missions must be concomitantly small, typically under 1 kg. The feasibility of
small (< 20 kg) and miniature (< 2 kg) planetary rovers is also being considered.
The Microspacecraft panel reviewed requirements for and obstacles to achieving a 10 - 400
kg, first-generation microspacecraft, and no fundamental engineering or physics limitations were
identified. Much of the required technology has already been developed, primarily within the DoD
community. Key technology developments yet required include micro radioisotope thermoelectric
power generators, electric propulsion, Ka-band communication systems, and embedded physical
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sensors. Space and mass limitations on a micros.pacecraft may preclude conventional modular
approaches, calling for additional systems integrauon issues to be addressed. Other technologies
such as high-density batteries, data compression techniques, mono-, bi- and solid propellant
engines and various mechanical, optoelectronic and communication systems, require further
modification to meet specific NASA requirements.
A number of overall recommendations were generated concerning the development and
implementation of a first-generation microspacecraft. Ranked in order of priority, these are:
• Establish a program to flight demonstrate microspacecraft.
- Vigorously pursue the transfer, qualification and insertion of DoD-developed technologies to
NASA missions, systems and subsystems.
- In cooperation with NASA Codes SL, SS, SZ, SE and QE, support system/mission studies
of the microspacecraft concept with the goal of more effectively presenting applications,
requirements, and pros and cons of microspacecraft.
Support the development of microspacecraft technologies that are either unique to NASA or
have not been adequately supported by DoD.
• Support the micro-electro-mechanical systems R&D community with small programs and
encourage investigation into NASA applications.
• Convene a Microspacecraft Working Group to increase communication between users and
technologists. This working group should consist of representatives from NASA user centers,
NASA technology centers, Codes R, S and Q, and the DoD contractor community.
The Guidance and Control (G&C) Panel concluded that the development of micro G&C
technologies will have a revolutionary impact on future generations of NASA spacecraft and
missions. Micro G&C architectures can be achieved through the integration of micromachined
devices, on-chip VLSI circuitry and guidance and control functions. The core building blocks
include a six-degree-of-freedom micro inertial measurement unit (IMU), actively controlled
deformable mirrors, distributed microsensor systems, embedded health monitoring, and light-
powered, fault-tolerant processing networks. T_le mcerall recommendations in the area of G&C
encompass three phases from the planning stages to the flight experiments:
• Expedite critical analysis of microtechnoiogy viability for G&C:
Examine emerging state-of-the-art microdevice technologies across various disciplines and
agencies for ieveraging into G&C implementations, including medical, automotive,
biological, aviation and consumer product advances.
Conduct studies on micro G&C conceptual development, applications, and benefits, taking
into account the multidisciplinary technologies involved.
• Develop and fabricate components & systems:
- Pursue and succor promising concepts and devices, e.g. electrostatic, electromagnetic, etc.
- Build and test prototype integrated systems.
• Validate system performance:
- Subject promising subsystems to realistic environments and operating conditions.
- Conduct flight experiments for validation, e.g. "get-away specials," "piggy-back," etc.
Miniaturization of planetary rovers will enable a wide range of future pianet_ exploration
missions. Rovers can be considered planetary surface "spacecraft," and much of the discussion in
the spacecraft section applies equally to rovers. There are also some additional requirements,
primarily in the areas of motility, including path planning and navigation, and articulation of
components. Enhanced autonomy is also desirable, which requires additional microsensors and
on-board processing capabilities.
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The implementation of microtechnologies in sensors and science instruments is already under
way, and represents a rapidly evolving area of development with the promise of additional
revolutionary advances in the future. The primary impact on science instrument size is expected to
result from the development of micromachined transducers, micromechanical structures, and chip-
level photonics coupled with fiber optics. The integration of electronics, photonics, and
Iv " • 11
micromechanical functionalities into mstruments-on-a-chlp will provide the ultimate size
advantage. The near-term advantages will most likely occur through the insertion of
micromachined sensors and actuators, on-focal-plane electronics, discrete photonic components,
and nanofabrlcat6d optical elements. Overall, the Science Instruments Panel of the workshop
found reason for excitement in the potential of emerging microtechnologies to significantly reduce
the size and power of future science instruments. Just as in the microelectronics revolution of the
previous 20 years, during the next 20 .years we may witness vast reductions in the cost of mass-
produced items, in this case based on mlcromechanical and integrated MEMS technologies. This is
particularly encouraging as we enter a future in which we anticipate significantly smaller missions
with concomitantly reduced cost ceilings. Consequently, this panel strongly.urged NASA to focus
attention on the development of these technologies to permit their insertion into space missions as
rapidly as possible.
NEW CAPABILITIES AND ENHANCED PERFORMANCE
In many cases, the insertion of microtechnologies and/or miniaturized systems can actually
improve system performance or even enable new science returns. In the case of microspacecraft,
for example, the smaller mass and potentially increased robustness against h!gher accelerations,
can be translated into increased maneuverability. This can mean more direct trajectories and shorter
trips, which, in turn, reduces restrictions on the viability of instruments suffering from limited
component lifetimes. It also increases the possibilities for multi-destination missions. Enhanced
performance may also be possible for individual spacecraft subsystems such as communications,
data management, G&C, and embedded sensor systems, which could be used to advantage in
micro and conventionally sized spacecraft alike. Micromechanical structures are particularly
promising for improving the capabilities of inertial sensors and robotic manipulators.
Increased sensitivity, frequency response, dynamic range, resolution and robustness can often
be achieved in science sensors through the use of microtechnologies. One of the key components
is the micromachined transducer. A prime example is the tunnel sensor, an ultra-sensitive new
transducer based on electron tunneling between a micromachined tip positioned a few/_, above an
underlying surface, the entire structure fabricated from a single silicon wafer. Reconfigured as a
transducer, tunneling structures can reveal changes in the tip-surface separation with accuracies of
0.1 ]k or better, representing an increase in sensitivity of many orders of magnitude over
conventional transducers. Nanofabrication and lithographically defined transducer structures offer
large enhancements in sensitivity over conventional approaches. Microchemical sensors offer the
possibility of in-situ chemical sensing. A second technology area of critical importance to future
science instruments is the application of micro and nanofabrication techniques to optics and optical
systems. Microactuators will play a key role in advanced optical systems. Micromachining
techniques offer Significant enhancements in X-ray imaging resolution, and new opportunities in
electrostatic imaging and vacuum electronics for chip-level particle detection and analysis.
Nanolithography of optical surface structure is another key element. Lithography on the nm scale
is also required for the fabrication of high-frequency receiver components, phased-array antennas
and chip-level photonic devices.
DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS ................
Perhaps the most stimulating and provocative opportunities for new mission capabilities and
science return emerging from the workshop fall into this category. We are at the threshold of the
MEMS revolution, anticipated to have as far-reaching an impact on the miniaturization and cost
reduction of components as the microelectronics revolution we have already experienced. With the
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availability of mass-produced, miniature instrumentation comes the opportunity to rethink our
fundamental measurement paradigms. It is now possible to expand our horizons from a single
instrument perspective to one involving multi-node or distributed systems. As the largest departure
from conventional approaches, advances in this area are the hardest to predict, but may be the most
far-reaching.
Given the possibility of launching suites of microspacecraft, it is appropriate to consider the
benefits of multi-spacecraft missions. Advantages for Eos-type missions include simultaneous
multi-swath mapping. Placing two or more satellites at appropriately phased intervals in the same
orbit enables direct active measurements through the atmospheric layers of interest. Multiple
spacecraft can also be used as nodes along an extended interferometric baseline, or as points of a
gigantic linear unfilled aperture array. Disu'ibuted sensor systems offer performance advantages in
health management for conventional and microspacecraft. The greatest impact is expected for fuel
and propulsion systems, G&C systems and life-support systems, which will require the
development and insertion of physical, chemical and biological Sensors. Propulsion and fuel
systems would benefit from suites of temperature, pressure and specific chemical sensors for leak
detection.
One of the most exciting ideas that emerged from the workshop is the concept of utilizing
distributed sensor systems for extending the scope of possible science measurements. Similar to
the breakthrough in science return offered by focal-plane arrays versus discrete detector elements,
distributed arrays of sensors can provide extended sets of information that lead to new levels of
understanding of the underlying phenomena. Multi-node sensor systems enable both
imaging/mapping activities, as well as the acquisition of time-phased/dynamic information
unavailable from a single-sensor measurement mode. For example, while a single seismometer
can only indicate the local ground acceleration, multiple sensors distributed across the planetary
surface can lead to a detailed understanding of global seismic activity and the nature and structure
of the planetary interi6?. -E_arnples of science inst1:tim-_fi-ts where the advantages of distributed
arrays are on the horizon include seismometer arrays, free-flying magnetometers, planetary surface
constituent analysis, and fiber-optic-linked, free-space interferometers. Complex science
instruments may also benefit from embedded arrays of microsensors to monitor their system
functionality.
MICROTECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
An integrated assessment of the panels suggests that the predominant near-term impact of
microtechnologies on NASA space missions is most likely to occur in two areas: (i) the
implementation of miniature systems utilizing existing technology; and (ii) the insertion of
micromachined sensors and actuators. The miniaturization of spacecraft, planetary rovers and
science instruments can proceed rapidly with the incorporation of miniature technologies that have
already been developed at the component level, but not yet integrated into appropriately designed
miniature systefnL C6mpact pa_l_a_i_-fechnologies Will a_s_ a-ssist ih this procesL N_,;v
miniaturization opportunities are offered by emerging micromachined sensors and actuators,
selected chemical sensors, discrete photonic devices, and lithographically defined micro-optics
technologies ...................................
Further miniaturization and performance enhancement of spacecraft, planetary rovers and
science instrumenis will be possible as the 0n-chip integration of micr6mechanical and electronic
components becomes feasible. Coupled with the deveiopment of appropriate processing ne,works,
this should enable the first distributed sensor systems for health management applications. Othee
important mid-term impact areas include the incorporation of binary and adaptive optics and the
development of space-qualifiable high-speed electronic systems for Ka-band communications and
adaptive processing netwo?ks. More fundamental advances are likely to provide additional system
advantages further downstream. To ensure that areas relevant to space applications emerge in a
timely manner, it is recommended that NASA consider base-program support in selected areas of
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long-term pay-off. Theseinclude micromachiningand nanofabricationtechniquesof greater
sophisticationandin newmaterialsincludingbinaryoptics,chemicalandbiological microsensor
development,vacuumelectronicscomponents,integratedphotonictechnologies,andfundamental
advancesin concurrentprocessingarchitectures.
CONCLUSIONS
As the first forum spanningthe emergingmicrotechnologiesand bringing together the
technology and space systems experts across the country, the workshop was enthusiastically
supported by all parts of the community. Over 225 people participated in this workshop, drawn
from universities, industry, NASA centers, and other government laboratories and agencies. The
workshop was chaired by Fred Hadaegh, Bill Kaiser and Barbara Wilson, with presentations
overviewing emerging microtechnology developments coordinated by Frank Grunthaner.
Following the workshop, a set of recommendations to NASA in support of the key technology
development areas was generated as an interim internal report, which was subsequently
incorporated into the NASA technology planning process.
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MICROTECHNOLOGIES AND APPLICATIONS TO SPACE SYSTEMS WORKSHOP
AGENDA
DAY 1: May 27. 1992
WELCOME - Barbara Wilson, Session Chair
8:00 am Workshop Welcome
8:15 am Workshop Overview
Terry Cole, JPL
Wayne Hudson, NASA Code RS
FUTURE VISIONS - Gordon Johnston, Session Chair
8:30 am Future Trends in Small Missions and Need for Microtechnology
8:50 am The NSF Microtechnology Program, or Robots on the Head of a Pin
9:20 am Silicon Micro-Instrumentation
Charles Elachi, JPL
George Hazelrigg, NSF
Kurt Petersen, Lucas NovaSensor
NASA MISSION & SCIENCE GOALS - Wayne Hudson, Session Chair
10:10 am The Solar System Exploration Program: Goals, Strategy, and Plans Corinne Buoni, SAIC
10:30 am Science Goals & Constraints of MESUR Arthur Lane, JPL
10:50 am The Fast Flyby Pluto Mission: Completing the Reconnaissance Paul Henry, JPL
of the Solar System
Space Physics Mission Needs
Mission & Science Goals of Lunar Outpost Missions
11:10 am
11:30 am
Jim Randolph, NASA Code SS
Jeffrey Plescia, JPL
MICROTECHNOLOGY PROGRAM OVERVIEWS PART I - Frank Grunthaner, Session Chair
1:00 pm
1:20 pm
1:50 pm
2:10 pm
2:30 pm
2:50 pm
3:10 pm
Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) and Their Impact
on Future Robotic Systems
SDI Development of Miniaturized Components
DoD Advanced Space Technology Program Challenge
Code R Microtechnologies
Micromechanics Program at Sandia: Micromechanical Sensors,
Actuators and Devices
Micromanufacturing: Recent Developments in this Country
and Abroad
Microsensors and Microinstruments: New Measurement Principles
and New Applications
Stephen Jacobsen, Univ. of Utah
Mick Blackledge, SDUTN
AI Wheatley, DARPA
Dave Lavery, NASA Code RS
Ned Godshall, Sandia
Robert Warrington, Louisiana
Tech Univ.
William J. Kaiser, JPL
MICROTECHNOLOGY PROGRAM OVERVIEWS PART iI - William Kaiser, Session Chair
5:00 pm Micro-Sensors, -Actuators, -Systems: Accomplishments Richard White, UC Berkeley
5:20 pm
5:40 pm
6:00 pm
6:20 pm
& Prospects
National Nanofabrication Facility and Nanoelectromechanics
Microactuator Production via High Aspect Ratio, Edge Acuity
Metal Fabrication Technology
Overview of Microoptics: Past, Present and Future
Noel MacDonald, CorneU Univ.
Henry Guckel, Univ. of
Wisconsin-Madison
Wilfrid Veldkamp, Lincoln
Laboratory, MIT
Microsensors, Smart Sensors, Sensor Arrays, and the Artificial Nose Joseph Stetter, Transducer
Research Inc.
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DAY 2: May 28. 1992
APPLICATIONS OVERVIEWS PART I - John DiBattista, Session Chair
8:00 am Micromechanical Actuators
8:30 am In Situ Meteorological Sensors for Earth and Mars Applications
8:50 am
9:10 am
9:40 am
Silicon Flexural MicroeIectromechanical Devices
Micromachining the Future
Learning from Biology - Motor Systems at all Scales
William Trimmer, Princeton
Univ. & Belle Mead Research
James Tillman, Univ. of
Washington
Kaigham Gabriel, NRL
Marc Madou, Teknekron
M.G. Littman, Princeton Univ.
APPLICATIONS OVERVIEWS PART II - Fred Hadaegh, Session Chair
10:20 am Micro-Software for Micro-Robots
10:40 am Spacecraft Telecommunications Technology for Microspacecraft
11:00 am Microspacecraft: A Concept
11:20 am Micro-Guidance and Control Technology Overview
11:40 am Health Management Issues for Space Systems
PARALLEL SESSION ON SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS
David Miller, MIT
Charles Kyriacou
Ross Jones, JPL
Glen Kissel, JPL
Stephen Johnson, Martin
Marietta Astronautics
SESSIO1VAND PANEL C1TA|R.q: Ilent_ark. Gre_ Vane & Louis vcaits _i
• : S: :
1:00 pm _ Trends in X-Ray Fluorescence -Instruments Benton Clark, Martin Marietta
1:20 pm Miniaturization in X-Ray and Gamma'Ray Spectroscopy Jan Iwanczyk, Xsirius, Inc.
1:40 pm Backscatter Mossbauer Spectrometer (BaMS)for Extraterrestrial David Agresti, Univ. of
Applications Alabama
2:00 pm A Sub-cm Micromachined Electron Microscope Alan Feinerman, Univ. of
................................................. IIiinois at Chicago -:
2:20 pm
2:40 pm
3:00 pm
3:40 pm
4:00 pm
4:20 pm
4:40 pm
5:00 pm
Differential Scanning Calorimetry for Planetary Surface Exploration
Micro-Sensors for in-situ Meteorological Measurements
A Broad-Band Microseismometerfor Planetary Applications
The Miniature X-Ray Telescope ALEXIS
Imaging Spectrometry for the Earth and Other Solar System Bodies
Smart Focal-Plane Technology for Micro Instruments and Micro
Evolution of Miniature Detectors and Focal Plane Arrays for
Photonics Devices for Microinstruments
Douglas Ming, JSC
David Crisp._ :
Bruce Banerdt. JPL
Bill Priedhorsky, Los Alamos
Gregg Vane, JPL
Eric Fossum, JPL
Louis Watts, SAIC
Robert Lang, Spectra Diode
PARALLEL SESSION ON MICROSPACECRAFT
SESSION AND PANEL CHAIRS: Denis Connolly, Ross Jones
l:00 pm Asteroid Investigation with Microspacecrafl (AIM)
1:20 pm
1:40 pm
2:00 pm
2:20 pm
2:40 pm
3:20 pm
Fundamental Limits on Earth Remote Sensing from Small Spacecraft
Development of MMIC Technology for SATCOM Applications
Spacecraft Telecommunications Technology for Microspacecraft
Applicatigns ..................................
Power Subsystem State-of-the-Art Assessment and Miniaturization
Technology Needs
The Application of Micro Technology to Spacecraft On-Board
Computing
Command & Data Subsystem Technology
Ross Jones & Christopher
Salvo, JPL
David Rider, JPL
John Berenz, TRW
Charles Kyriacou, JPL
Robert Detwiler, JPL
Leon AlkaJaj, JPL
Richard Grammier, JPL
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3:40 pm
4:00 pm
4:20 pm
4:40 pm
5:00 pm
Electronic Packaging for Microspacecrafl Applications
Microspacecrafl Attitude Control
Miniaturized Propulsion Systems
Lightweight Structures and Mechanisms for Microsatellites
SDI Flight Tests of Integrated Microsystems
David Wasler, JPL
George Sevaston, JPL
Dale Hook, TRW
Robert Wendt, Martin Marietta
Rich Matlock, SDIflN
PARALLEL SESSION ON SPACE STATION, SHUTrLE & PROPULSION
SESSION AND PANEL CHAIRS: W.T. Powers, Gerald Voecks
1:00 pm - 6:00 pm Roundtable Discussions and presentations
PARALLEL SESSION ON MICROROVERS
SESSION AND PANEL CHAIRS: Kaigham Gabriel and Subramani Venkataraman
1:00 pm
1:25 pm
1:50 pm
2:15 pm
2:40 pm
3:05 pm
3:50 pm
4:15 pm
4:40 pm
5:05 pm
5:30 pm
Role of Microrovers in Planetary Exploration
Robotic Vehicles for Planetary Exploration
Application of Behavior Control Technology to Planetary Rovers
Difficulties Inherent in Miniaturizing Current Rover Technologies
for Use as Planetary Explorers
Micromachining Technologies for Automotive Applications
Microtechnology on Minirovers
Silicon Flexural Microelectromechanical Devices
Micromechanical Actuators
Toward Milli-Newton Electro- and Magneto-Static Microactuators
Micro Structures and Micro Actuators for Implementing
Sub-Millimeter Robots
Coordinated Control of Legged Locomotion via Nonlinear
Oscillators
Corinne Buoni, SAIC
Brian Wilcox, JPL
Rajiv Desai, JPL
Gerald Roston, CMU
William Tang, Ford Motor
Donald Bidder, JPL
Kaigham Gabriel, NRL
William Trimmer, Princeton
Univ. & BeUe Mead Research
Long-Shen Fan, IBM Almaden
Ronald Fearing, UC Berkeley
P. Krishnaprasad, Univ. of
Maryland
PARALLEL SESSION ON MICROTECELNOLOGIES OF THE FUTURE
SESSION AND PANEL CHAIRS: Frank Grunthaner, John Hines and Brent Mott
1:00 pm - 6:00 pm Roundtable Discussions and presentations
PARALLEL SESSION ON GUIDANCE & CONTROL
SESSION AND PANEL CHAIRS: John DiBattista, Fred Hadaegh and Claude Keckler
1:00 pm Control of Micro-Machined Deformable Mirrors
1:25 pm Emerging Technologies in Microguidance and Control
1:50 pm
2:15 pm
2:55 pm
3:20 pm
3:45 pm
4:10 pm
4:35 pm
An Electrostatically Suspended, Micro-Mechanical Rate
Gyroscope
GEC Ferranti Piezo Vibratory Gyroscope
The Application of Micromachined Sensors to Manned Space
Systems
Micro Guidance and Control Synthesis: New Components,
Architectures and Capabilities
Microoptomechanical Devices & Systems using Epitaxial
Lift-Off
Miniature Wide Field-of-View Star Trackers for Spacecraft
Attitude Sensing & Navigation
Novel Position Sensor Technologies for Micro Accelerometers
P.K.C. Wang, UCLA
Marc Weinberg, C.S. Draper
Laboratory
Timothy Hawkey, Satcon
Technology Corp.
John Nuttall, GEC Ferranti
Gary Havey, Honeywell Systems
& Research
Edward Metder, JPL
Mark Allen, Georgia Inst. of
Technology
William McCarty, OCA Applied
Optics, Inc.
Thomas Van ZandL JPL
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